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preface

Is it not a Sisyphean endeavour to write a doctoral dis-
sertation? As Sisyphus, you are doomed to roll a huge
boulder up a hill. You can never get it up to the top; the
boulder always escapes you, you see it roll down the
hill, and you have to start all over again. You think that
it is on the top of the hill that you will have a finished
dissertation and you curse yourself for never getting
there. But still, you hope that one day, you will reach the
hilltop, and stand there in the sunlight raising your the-
sis towards the skies. Is that what writing a doctoral dis-
sertation is about? 

Yes, it is a Sisyphean endeavour. However, as Sisy-
phus you never reach the top. Instead of fantasising
about the thesis on the top, you should ask yourself:
Isn’t the thesis rather like the dirt and soil that is stuck
to your boulder after five years of desperate attempts to
reach the top? Isn’t the thesis something that you didn’t
expect? You wanted to reach perfection, being the king
of the hill, but what you ended up with was some dirt
and soil. When understanding that writing is a Sisy-
phean endeavour in this sense, you might start appreci-
ating the process. Failures are converted into laughter.
Unfulfilled hope becomes a source of new inspiration.
And, most importantly, more and more dirt is stuck on
your boulder. And after a while, it is enough to get your
degree.

But, you never expected that dissertation. So, is the
dissertation not a remainder of your dreams of reaching
the perfect dissertation? Something unknown that stares
you in the eye and says that you have created it?
Something accidental? Something possibly evil? Some-
thing that is already running ahead of you, thinking for
you, instead of you? 

To use Sisyphus as a metaphor for writing a thesis
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might be misleading not only if we believe the thesis to
be on the top of the hill, but also in a second way. We
tend to think about a solitary Sisyphus. Yes, at times
research is very lonely. But to think of the researcher as
a lonely hero (or fool?) is not accurate. There are many
people who have given gifts (presents and / or poison?)
during this research process. Without these people, life
would have been much more difficult. 

First, from the bottom of my heart I would like to
thank my supervisor, Claes Gustafsson for encourage-
ment, for expertise and for his free rein leadership style.
By encouraging thinking, he has made my life as a PhD
student very interesting. Secondly, I am grateful to
Monica Lindgren, who became my assistant supervisor
in 2006 (when I was bouncing around like a headless
chicken) and helped me to finally make a plan and write
up the thesis. Alf Rehn is another very important person
who has read drafts at various stages of the research
process and who has given me invaluable comments. 
A special thanks goes to Campbell Jones who was my
preliminary opponent and who did a rigorous work in
reading and trying to understand what I wanted to
argue and how I could do it better. 

Apart from my senior colleagues, my fellow PhD stu-
dents have really made me have a good time during
these five years. Three of them play in a league of their
own. Thank you Miko Dymek for hour-long, no, day-
long digressions not only about dialectical stammering
and postmodern Platos, but also about everything from
Japanese noodles to Polish grammar. Thank you Davas
Sköld for understanding and appreciating jokes about
monkeys, whiskey and Russian peasants. Also, I will
never forget that merry-go-round ride in Reykjavik!
Sweet Bergvall, thanks for converting me into loving
apple(s), thanks for all laughter and for taking the time
to read and comment on the first draft of this thesis.
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Other important peers are Stefan Görling (you helped
me understand what money is), Oleg Löfgren (I already
forgot that night at Debban), Linda Gustavsson (for
developing the most brilliant course structure),
Charlotta Mankert (for giving me one of your 17 De
George business ethics books), Helena Csarmann (for
her green fingers), Anette Hallin (you seriously read my
manuscript, thank you!), Kenta Thorén (for floorball
and quantitative methods), Fredrik Markgren (for keep-
ing Japan alive even in Sweden). Thanks also to Kristina
Enflo, Lucia Crevani, Cali Nuur, Vicky Long, Lars Upp-
vall, Håkan Kullvén, Ester Barinaga, Johann Packen-
dorff, Annika Skoglund. Thank you also Albert
Danielsson and Örjan Wikforss who during the final
sprint came along and discussed my work with me.

I would also like to thank the researchers who, at the
beginning of my life as a PhD student, explained what
research is about, namely Marcus Lindahl (for remind-
ing me of the bottom line), José Bertil Guve (for
Cantares), and Erik Piñeiro (for playing playstation
with me, mixing the public and the private). 

Also, I want to thank the people at St Petersburg
State Polytechnic University for arranging probably the
best six months in my life as a researcher. Thank you
Viktor Dubolazov, for inviting me, and Nikolaj Pavlov,
for being my external advisor. Also, I would like to
thank all the rest of you at SPbSPU. I am grateful to The
Lars Hierta Memorial Foundation for the stipend that
made this trip possible. A special thanks goes to Galina
Melnikova for help with everything and Alexej Efimov
who taught me the twin discourses of “Russian tradi-
tion” and “I’m a driver”. Very effective! 

Thanks also to all administrative staff at Indek, espe-
cially Christina Carlsson (for a lot of encouragement
and espresso), Caroline Pettersson (for always having
time to listen to my teaching experiences), and Jan-Erik
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Tibblin (for always being helpful). I also would like to
thank all people that I have interviewed both at the SRA
and in other organisations. 

I would also like to thank Denis Searby for teaching
me ancient Greek and for thoroughly reading parts of
my thesis. Thank you Kay Swendseid Tabakov for
straightening out my rough English. Thanks to all peo-
ple who at conferences and workshops have contributed
to my research by reading, commenting and discussing. 

Finally, I would like to thank my parents (life would
have been impossible without you) and my sister (for
taking care of me in my “Pure Land”). I also want to
thank my friends outside of academia. You have help me
keep at least one foot in the “real”(?) world. A final
thanks goes to blue koala. 
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The world is waging a war on corruption. Solely dedi-
cated to combating corruption, Transparency Inter-
national proclaims itself to be the leader of this war. The
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment is also engaged in the struggle against corruption
(Johnson 2004, 6). Examples of other organisations
explicitly indicating that they fight corruption are the
International Chamber of Commerce, the World Bank,
the International Monetary Fund, and the World Trade
Organization (Elliott 1997, 2 – 3). 

At the tenth International Anti-Corruption Con-
ference, Peter Eigen, the head of Transparency Inter-
national and the organiser of the conference, reflected
on this widespread mobilisation and expressed satisfac-
tion in noting “the coalition being built between govern-
ments, the private sector, international institutions and
civil society organizations in the war against corrup-
tion” (Smith 2002, 3). The frontierless “eruption of cor-
ruption,” as Fredrik Galtung (2001) calls it, has indeed
grown into an issue of global importance (Pearson
2001; Dunfee and Donaldson 2002; Sampson 2005;
Everett et al. 2006).

Corruption is often perceived and described as a dis-
ease on the social body. It is claimed that corruption
tends “to spread, infecting whole societies with moral
decay and fatalism and resulting in hopelessness and
inaction” (Weber and Getz 2004, 698). 

Corruption has not only been metaphorically com-
pared to a cancer (Wolfensohn 1998), a virus (Kantor in
Kaikati et al. 2000, 216) and a disease (Klitgaard 1988,
7) and related to terrorism (Smith 2002) and death
(Transparency International 2005b). It is also claimed
by John T Noonan, the author of a 700 page book on
bribery1, that: 

As a world evil, corruption is not as bad as the exploitation of children
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by child slavery, child prostitution, child pornography, and child labor.
Corruption is not as destructive of life as AIDS or as tobacco or some
drugs. Corruption control may not be as vital to the planet’s health as
arms control. All of these subjects may be more important globally
than bribery. But the reduction, if not the elimination, of bribery may
be the key to reducing each of the other evils (Noonan 2004, 235).

The conclusion that might be drawn out of the afore-
mentioned observations is that a great amount of energy
is invested into the engagement with the “tentacular
arms” of corruption (Martin and Shohat 2003, 1) – a
monster crawling onto the shores of civilization threat-
ening the very existence of it. It is therefore hardly an
exaggeration to claim that the world is wielding a war
against corruption – an enemy which everybody seems
to be against. This is rather a new type of war vis-à-vis
the others – war against poverty, drugs, terrorism, obe-
sity etc. as characterised by Hardt and Negri (2000;
2005). Even though this new type of wars are not
against concrete enemies but abstract practices, the con-
sequences of the war on corruption are tangible. 

Corruption is defined, measured and compared both
over time and between countries and continents.
Transparency International develops a yearly Corrup-
tion Perceptions Index where countries are ranked
according to their perceived level of corruption (see fig-
ure 1). Also, the same organisation has a Bribe Payers
Index which measures how willing a nation appears to
comply with demands for engaging in corrupt business
practices. Not only is corruption measured. Laws and
conventions on national and international levels are cre-
ated in order to curb corruption. In December 2005, the
United Nations Convention against Corruption entered
into force. This convention, which unlike other conven-
tions (such as the OECD Convention on Bribery of
Foreign Public Officials in International Business
Transactions) has global coverage, obliges governments
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to implement a wide range of anti-corruption measures
affecting their laws, institutions and practices. 

Thus, there are measurements and regulatory efforts.
Moreover, in the news, corruption and the debate
around it seem to be omnipresent. News coverage on
corrupt presidents and multinational companies paying
large bribes is abundant. Transparency International
further strengthens the visibility of corruption related
topics by publishing the Daily Corruption News, a
newsletter which gathers articles on corruption from
different newspapers around the world. 

There is a war on corruption. The world is mo-
bilised. Corruption is thoroughly evil. This is at least the
understanding that comes forth in the preceding descrip-
tion. However, instead of immediately getting sucked
into the gravity of the War against this allegedly wicked
thing, I hold that it is necessary to step back and try to
understand what corruption is. What is it that every-
body is against? What is this thing called corruption?
Hence, the general aim of this thesis is to explore the
vicissitudes of corruption, its different manifestations,
its changing character. In this thesis, to explore the 
vicissitudes of corruption is in fact two aims, namely: 

to problematise the idea of corruption, and 
to describe what measures are taken against corruption

The first aim, to problematise corruption, means not to
prematurely limit its concept to a specific meaning, but
rather to identify and describe its different manifest-
ations, its vicissitudes. A means to problematising cor-
ruption is to investigate it as it is discussed, experienced
and lived. The main component in the first aim is to
adopt an open approach to corruption and not limit it
into a narrow understanding, which a great share of re-
search on corruption has been accused of doing (as will
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be argued further on in the thesis). The first aim is thus
concerned with not taking the meaning of corruption as
given but to see it as something that is open to debate.
Not only will such an undertaking throw light on the
idea of corruption per se. An investigation into the idea
of corruption might also lead to a more profound
understanding of concepts which are related to corrup-
tion. As anthropologists Dieter Haller and Chris Shore
propose: “we can learn a great deal about the world by
interrogating the idea of corruption and exploring its
many different manifestations” (Haller and Shore 2005,
9). In this thesis, it will be argued that corruption is
related to a number of modern concepts, which implies
that an investigation into corruption might be a good
starting point for understanding modern social reality.
The aim thus boils down to problematising the idea of
corruption in order to clarify and discuss not only the
meaning of corruption but also, since I will relate 
corruption to other central concepts, in order to get 
an insight into the role of corruption in today’s society.

The second aim is to investigate what measures are
taken against corruption. In the global war on corrup-
tion, it is imperative for individuals, organisations, com-
panies and governments to adopt a posture towards it.
It seems that we cannot just let corruption be. Rather,
corruption needs to be addressed. This second aim will
be discussed on three different levels, namely the indi-
vidual, the managerial and the societal level. First, indi-
vidual employees try to stay out of corruption. They
have to decide what practices to engage in and which to
abstain from. But how do they avoid corruption?
Managers are also pressured to adopt a proactive pos-
ture against corruption in their organisations and
departments. How do they respond to this need? Also,
on a social, governmental level, corruption is addressed.
Governments might have to respond to global conven-
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tions on corruption. They might introduce new laws
dealing with corruption. But how do these efforts mani-
fest themselves in an organisational setting? In general,
this aim could be summarised as the following ques-
tions: What is done against corruption and how is this
“handling of corruption” experienced? The second aim
therefore connects to the war in the sense that it
explains how the widespread mobilisation against cor-
ruption is manifesting itself in practice. 

Not only are the two aims related in that both
explicitly deal with the war on corruption. They are also
intended to complement each other. The first aim is of a
theoretical and philosophical nature while the second is
concerned with management and the handling of cor-
ruption in practice. The two aims also correspond to the
great dichotomy of thinking and acting. However,
thought precedes action, and action forms thought.
Therefore, how we “fight” corruption depends on how
we “think” corruption and vice versa. 

The geographical focus of this thesis is the Swedish
context (see 2.3) and to get a starting point for explor-
ing the vicissitudes of corruption a particular emphasis
will be placed on bribery, something seen as the paradig-
matic example of corruption. A possible and usual way
to start an investigation such as this is to review the sci-
entific literature on corruption. However, both to not
get immersed into theory immediately and to highlight
how corruption is discussed by people outside acade-
mia, I will in the following do a brief survey of newspa-
per articles appearing in the Swedish media. The reason
for doing such a survey is to start untangling the issues
related to corruption on a rather general level; the sur-
vey is in other words a glimpse into the “real” world
outside the confines of academia. What are the issues
that are salient in the Swedish context? Where does one
start an investigation about corruption? 
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1.1 swedish media coverage 
on corruption as bribery

Corruption has recently been figuring in a wide range of
news media in the Swedish context. This local eruption
of “corruption talk” is plausibly a part of the global per-
meation of the idea of corruption into society. Not only
did the bribery scandal at Systembolaget – the Swedish
Alcohol Retail Monopoly – (involving nearly 100 store
managers accused of taking bribes) grow into an issue
which captivated most Swedes; other stories of corrup-
tion have proliferated in the press. In this section, I will
survey some newspaper articles and identify issues that
are discussed in these articles. 

1.1.1 Rules and dependence

The first stop will be at Bilprovningen (the Swedish
Motor-Vehicle Inspection) in Hedemora, where employ-
ees were accused of taking bribes in the form of spirits,
beer and chocolate from different customers. Occurring
in 2006, these practices were condemned by the head of
Bilprovningen in Hedemora, Magnus Ehrenstråhle, who
reproached his employees for having put themselves “in
a situation of dependence to a customer”; and also for
having acted totally “against the ethical rules of the
organisation” (Sörbring 2006). Ehrenstråhle blamed the
actions of his employees by saying that first of all it is
wrong to be dependent on a customer; secondly, stating
that by accepting spirits, beer and chocolate, ethical
rules of the organisation have been breached. These two
points are related to the aims of the thesis in the follow-
ing way:

It appears that to be dependent on a customer is con-
demnable. Why, however, would receiving chocolates
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put employees into a dependent role? Why are we pre-
supposing an obligation to reciprocate? And does this
not assume that individuals are essentially independent
and autonomous? (see chapters 6 and 8). 

That rules embody the imperative to follow them is
no surprise. However, the rules also give us an insight
into what is done about corruption which is related to
the second aim of the thesis. With rules of ethics, Bil-
provningen addresses the issue of corruption and bri-
bery. Already here, it might be anticipated that rules are
a fundamental component in the war against corruption
in the organisational context (see chapter 5 and 6).

A second case is about the pharmaceutical industry
which has received a lot of media coverage lately. Stories
abound about conferences at luxurious places, all paid
for by pharmaceutical companies. A less glamorous
case, involving a doctor accused of taking bribes in
Halmstad, found that he was prescribing the medicine
Reptiva for psoriasis to his patients. He dispensed the
medicine for psoriasis to a significantly greater extent
than other doctors. The prosecutors’ main allegation
was that the pharmaceutical company Serono paid the
doctor 1,5 – 2,4 million SEK for a scientific study of
Reptiva involving 60 patients during a two-year time
period (DN 2006b; LIF 2006). According to Läke-
medelsindustriföreningen (The Swedish Association of
the Pharmaceutical Industry, LIF), the errors in accept-
ing compensation for the scientific study were: that
there was no contract between Serono and the principal
employer of the doctor (the county council) – mandato-
ry according to LIFs rules for contacts between pharma-
ceutical companies and employees in the medical serv-
ice. Secondly, that the LIF guidelines had been breached,
where it is stated that all scientific studies must be
reported to the local board of research ethics. Thirdly,
that the compensation rate was exorbitant which conse-
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quently functioned as an incentive to prescribe extra
medicine (LIF 2006).

The aforementioned example brings up various im-
portant issues. The necessary involvement of the princi-
pal in contacts between pharmaceutical companies and
individual employees in the medical service indicates
that an employee should not act without the knowledge
and approval of the principal employer. Once again,
wrongdoing is partly due to the breach of rules, even
though many would not see this aspect as corruption.
Moreover, LIF states that the compensation rate was too
high. There seems to be a more or less unspoken agree-
ment on what is an acceptable compensation in similar
studies. According to LIF, this allegedly excessive com-
pensation rate has functioned as an incentive for the
doctor to prescribe more medicine than usual. Here, the
compensation is considered to have affected the actions
of the doctor. What is implied is that there is a compen-
sation rate that is acceptable. What is this compensation
rate? This leads us to the question of unveiling the
essence of the bribe.

1.1.2 Ambiguity

It is becoming increasingly common to read about the
ambiguities of the bribe. Journalist Stenberg, for exam-
ple, describes the issue of bribery as vague, as a grey
zone, as being difficult to grasp (Stenberg 2006b). These
aspects are manifested in the recent case of TeliaSonera
and the Mamma Mia musical. Commenting on this
alleged case of bribery, in which approximately a hun-
dred managers and public officials were invited to the
theatre, journalist Barbro Hedvall wrote that:

Admittedly, it is not always crystal clear what is a bribe, but to count
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ordinary sales activities, customer care or PR-actions as bribes is far-
fetched (Hedvall 2006).2

Hedvall separates the concept of the bribe from related
activities such as sales activities, customer care and PR-
actions. She claims that the tickets to Mamma Mia were
not a bribe; Mamma Mia was a way of maintaining cus-
tomer relations. The aim of the offer was to invite
TeliaSonera’s loyal customers to a presentation of new
products and services while spicing up the information
with a theatre performance (TT 2006). Anders Igel,
CEO of TeliaSonera, commented on the issue:

Everybody agrees that it is difficult to be guided by the legislation and
practice about where the boundaries are between customer events and
illegitimate remunerations, Anders Igel said (TT 2006).3

Within the parameters of this statement, much could be
a bribe. To be nice is dangerous; to show gratitude is
risky; to express appreciation or accept appreciation
could lead to the end of your career. Institutet Mot
Mutor (the Anti-Corruption Institute), a Swedish non-
profit organisation whose principals are the Swedish
Chamber of Commerce, the Swedish Trade Federation,
and the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise writes the
following on its webpage:

Remember that: 
When you want to show hospitality, it might be bribery! 
When you want to be generous, it might be bribery! 
When you want to be nice, it might be bribery! 
When you offer a study trip or PR trip, it might be bribery! 
When you are merchandising, it might be corruptive marketing! 

And that: 
When you let yourself be invited, it might be a bribe! 
When you take a gift or prize, it might be a bribe!
When you get an advantageous loan or discount, it might be a bribe! 
When you let a supplier do work for you privately, it might be a bribe! 
When you accept a trip, it might be a bribe! 
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And that: 

If you don’t say no, or timely reject a benefit, it might be bribery!4

Managers and public sector officials let themselves be
invited to Mamma Mia and they became aware of the
message in the Anti-corruption Institute’s “mnemonic
rules” – when you let yourself be invited, it might be a
bribe! The Mamma Mia invitations to TeliaSonera’s
customers were therefore subjected to critique. How-
ever, the defending party claimed that invitations to, for
example, theatres are a rather normal way of doing
business. It seems here that the meaning of corruption is
not clear. The first aim partly consists of investigating
the meaning of corruption and addressing this ambigu-
ity. Just because everybody engages in a certain practice,
is it morally acceptable? And more importantly: if this 
is such a common practice, why pick on TeliaSonera?

1.1.3 Accusations

An aspect of the Mamma Mia case which bothered the
former head of TeliaSonera in Sweden, Marie Ehrling, 
is why TeliaSonera was chosen as target for accusation. 

These kinds of events are common in the business world and the ques-
tion is why you just select TeliaSonera because there haven’t been any
excesses made by us (TT 2006).5

According to Ehrling, invitations to events are common
in the world of business, so why was TeliaSonera
accused? It has been argued that corruption accusations
to a large extent are intended to express dissatisfaction
with the organisation or person that is accused.6 Was
this the case when accusing TeliaSonera for bribery? If
this were the case, one might consider it to have been a
successful sign of dissatisfaction since both Anders Igel
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and Marie Ehrling claimed that the entire case damaged
them as persons and that it was also detrimental to the
brandname TeliaSonera (TT 2006).

In the very same year 2006, another case related to
the aspect of accusation involved the head of the muni-
cipal executive committee in Malmö being arraigned for
taking bribes, but later acquitted. Just after the acquittal,
Ilmar Reepalu considered suing Torbjörn Lindhe, the
prosecutor at the Anti-Corruption Institute for slander.

I have never been offered anything by any company, Ilmar Reepalu
says. The short trip to South Africa was a private gift from a private
friend. When I asked Torbjörn Lindhe where he got the information he
said “the media”. And even if I now am cleared of suspicions I will
always have to live with people asking “Wasn’t it you who went on a
bribe trip?” (DN 2006c).7

Even though the accused is later acquitted of charges,
his or her image might be stained. If one agrees with Igel
stating that events such as Mamma Mia are common in
the business world, that is, if everybody is doing it, the
main concern seems to be not made visible as the one
black, guilty sheep. Is it possible that a part of the strug-
gle against corruption involves staying out of scrutiny? I
will return to this issue in chapter 9. Might it be the case
that it is the accusation that renders actions corrupt?
Might it be that the meaning of corruption is dependent
on what is put under scrutiny? This relates both to the
first and the second aims of the thesis. What is the role
of accusations and can one protect oneself against
them? At present, there is another comment to be made
on the Ilmar Reepalu case. 

1.1.4 Public / private

Reepalu claimed that what he received – a trip to South
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Africa – was a private gift between friends. The one who
offered the trip and the alleged bribee were good friends
and this made the trip acceptable, according to the
District Court in the Swedish city Malmö. However,
Christer van der Kwast, the director of the Swedish pub-
lic prosecution authority, did not find this to be an
acceptable excuse and appealed to a higher instance
(DN 2006a). Reepalu’s reference to private gifts be-
tween friends is thought-provoking. It implies that if the
gift is between friends, it might be acceptable. The
aspect referred to is the difference between public and
private roles; the difference between you at work and
you as a private person. 

By using the division between private and public
roles, we might also understand why the Mamma Mia
case against TeliaSonera was morally questionable
according to Christer van der Kwast. Not only that a
husband or wife was invited to the event but also that
the event focused on entertainment and not on work
related product information rendered the invitations to
the Mamma Mia musical illegal (TT 2006).

They “sweetened” it a little bit extra and invited a husband or a wife
to the event. It’s also obvious from the invitation that you are invited
to a party and not to product information, van der Kwast said (TT
2006).8

This implies that if events are related to e.g. product in-
formation, they might be acceptable. However, how
much product information is required? Also, Reepalu’s
logic would hold that the Mamma Mia case was
morally wrong because the people who invited were not
friends with those invited. But can invitations between
friends really be considered to be legitimate? It is too
early to answer that question, but already now it can be
ascertained that the public / private dichotomy will be of
greatest importance in the rest of the thesis, since it 
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will be seen to constitute the core of the definitions of
corruption.

1.1.5 Managerial responsibility

The managerial level seldom acknowledges their in-
volvement in bribery cases. The CEO of one of the brib-
ing companies (Philipsson and Söderberg) in the System-
bolaget scandal (mentioned in 1.1) claimed to have
known nothing about the gifts and trips that were
offered to Systembolaget. 

[The CEO] would not have tolerated any anomalies if he would have
known about them (Kihlström 2006).9

If there had been such occurrences, these would have
been directly attributable to the employees. The claim of
non-cognisance seems to be used as a way of protecting
oneself against accusations of corruption and bribery.

The same line of argument was used by the head of
Systembolaget, Anitra Steen. She also claimed to be
unaware of what was going on in her organisation. As
soon as she was made aware of irregularities she took
measures.

I am convinced that one who recognises problems, and take measures
against them, remains strong. To hide one’s problems is no alternative.
It would be to betray Systembolaget’s mission towards you as a client.
– Anitra Steen, director general for Systembolaget (www.systembo-
laget.se, 2004-05-01).

In other words, the director of Systembolaget was not
accused of bribe-taking. There are commentators on the
Web discussion forums of the business newspaper
Dagens Industri (www.di.se) whose contributions are as
follows: 
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In this stinking pool of bad morality and sheer stupidity, the CEO
manages to stay lily white and innocent […] Nostraosv…

Why could Anitra take one or more bottles of exclusive and expensive
olive oil as a gift from a supplier without being accused of bribery?
She said this herself in a segment of Aktuellt or Rapport [Swedish
news programmes] 1 – 2 years ago. What are all the journalists doing?
Hunt Anitra, she is herself a part of the bribing culture at System-
bolaget […] ello 10

What is the relation between upper management and
bribery scandals? Can managers be morally responsible
even though they have not taken any bribes? Can it be
the case that upper management is responsible for the
mere fact that some people in the organisation, such as
purchasing agents, are put in a situation where they are
subjected to the risk of bribes? This issue is related to
the second aim of this thesis, namely what is done
against corruption. How might managers reduce the
risks of corruption? 

1.1.6 Exaggerated corruption

Journalist Stenberg states that “there is nothing that
indicates that it is over now, or even that headlines
about bribery suspicions and bribery will be less numer-
ous” (Stenberg 2006a).11 But what is the reason for this
outburst of corruption cases? Have we in fact become
more corrupt? Or has the tolerance for corruption in
society decreased? Or is this a semi-religious war against
corruption? Is the whole debate exaggerated? Is it only a
question of increased media attention?12 

Can in fact everything from key-rings to lunches to
theatre performances to trips be bribes? Many are reluc-
tant to downplay the personal touch of business, such as
invitations and gifts. Those claim that invitations are a
functional part of business and that an invitation to the
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theatre is certainly not corruption. Comments on the
Mamma Mia case from www.di.se express this senti-
ment of exaggeration in the debate about corruption.

When our business works hard in a global setting to keep afloat in
hard competition, this man [Christer van der Kwast] damages our
companies – with the consequence of not gaining anything for any-
body (Commentators 2006a).13

Another commentator is clearly articulating his or her
conviction that business is embedded in relations. 

I also believe that Telia is blackened by this stupidity. At the same time
many probably sympathise with them. Because if you have done busi-
ness in a great or small scale you know that all business is built on
friendship, trust and businessmindedness. […] This is so basic over the
whole world that the actions of the public authorities is pathetic!!!
[…] Remove the “relation” in business and Sweden is doomed. 
Or build and develop the relation so that all might make more and
better business in tune with the market! (Commentators 2006a)14

These quotes relate to the first aim, namely to prob-
lematise corruption. If it is difficult to separate friend-
ship from corruption, is it possible that society needs
corruption? And if society needs corruption, why wage
a war against it? How may we render this split attitude
towards corruption intelligible? 

This survey of newspaper articles has identified a
number of issues which are generally discussed in rela-
tion to corruption. Corruption seems to be related to
breaking rules and being dependent on suppliers. Also,
there seems to be some confusion as to what constitutes
corruption. Are all sales activities really corrupt?
Furthermore, it seems as if some organisations are
accused of being corrupt while the rest of the organisa-
tions engaging in similar practices remain unsuspected.
Also, corruption seems to be related to mixing up your
body at work and your private self. What role does the
public / private dichotomy play in discussions about cor-
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ruption? There is moreover discussions about if any
responsibility should be taken by upper management.
Are the employees the ones to blame for taking bribes,
or does upper management need to assume responsibil-
ity for placing employees in the risk zone of corruption?
The last issue that was identified was whether the whole
discussion of corruption is exaggerated. Can a coffee
really be a bribe? And if the issue is exaggerated, does
this not mean that some corruption is acceptable, or
even needed? Now, after having surveyed the newspaper
articles, I will start to narrow down the scope of my the-
sis. I have already stated that I will focus on corruption
in the Swedish context. A question remains: what
Swedish context? 

1.2 corruption and public procurement

Corruption appears to exist in a variety of forms as well
as in a great number of spheres of social existence. This
has been vividly described by Michael Bryane who
investigates the anti-corruption industry. 

[A]mbiguity and technical veneer has allowed the anti-corruption
agenda to become so broad that it encompasses all parts of social,
political and economic life. The Annual International Anti-Corruption
Conference represents one of the largest world pow-wows of anti-cor-
ruption practitioners. At the 10th annual event held in Prague –
focused on Eastern Europe – public sector topics included ethics,
financial transparency, ombudsman’s offices, anti-corruption strate-
gies, parliamentary oversight, contracting and public procurement,
law enforcement, police force, judicial corruption, international inves-
tigations, and local government. Private sector topics included corpor-
ate governance, risk management, regulatory issues (like accounting
standards, export credits and project finance). A range of issues were
covered looking at civil society, education, international monitoring,
media ownership, the arms trade, sports, health services, financial
services industry, money laundering, banking regulation, impact meas-
urement and research, natural resources, political party finance, pri-
vatisation, whistle-blowing, access to information, e-governance,
faith-based organizations, transitional justice, organised crime and
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corruption. So far, corruption in animal rights has not (to my know-
ledge) been covered (Bryane 2003, 5).

Research on corruption in animal rights may have been
overlooked. However, I find it more exigent to focus on
public (sector) procurement. This choice is not at all sur-
prising since the acquiring of goods, material and serv-
ices is without exception presented as a great arena for
corruption (e.g. Rose-Ackerman 1978; Andvig et al.
2000; Lennerfors 2007). The total amount of bribery
for public procurement has been estimated to 200 bil-
lion USD per year. This amounts to 3,5% of the world
procurement spending (Auriol 2006, 868). Moreover,
this choice of scope is related to the nature of my empir-
ical study (see 2.6). 

Even though many claim that corruption is an issue
mainly related to the public sector (see 1.3), in Swedish
law, there is no difference as to how to judge cases of cor-
ruption in public and private sectors. Notwithstanding
this similarity in letter, private and public sectors are dis-
similar. In practice, stricter rules apply to public sector
officials. According to the law, the rules are the same for
private and public sectors. However, considering the
history of bribery law, it is not difficult to understand
that public officials are still treated more stringently.

Already in some historical provincial laws (sw. land-
skapslagar), there was punishment for county governors
and bailiffs who took bribes (SOU 1974, 23 – 29).
According to Swedish law dated 1734, only judges and
county governors could be bribees. Also, on an interna-
tional basis, it is widely held that early cases of corrup-
tion mostly involved accusations against judges and
public officials (Alatas 1990, 13). The Swedish bribery
law has had an expanding focus, dating from 1864
when even civil servants could be accused of bribery. Up
to 1919, it was only illegal to take bribes; not to give
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them. The circle then expanded to include the givers of
bribes. Another change in 1919 was that the private sec-
tor was also included into the scope of potential bribe-
givers and bribees. However, the law was weak in this
respect and seldom used. In 1976, the bribery law was
expanded from encompassing judges, public officials
and civil servants to all people working in the public sec-
tor, i.e. all employees working for the state or for munic-
ipalities. In 1978, the law was once again expanded to
include almost all employees also in the private sector
(Cars 2002, 7). However, public officials still are bound
to submit to stricter behavioural limits than people
working in the private sector. In other words, whereas
people in the private sector to some extent are allowed
to exchange gifts and offer invitations to each other,
Thorsten Cars claims that 

you make a difference when it comes to public institutions, as police
and prosecutors. There the limit is zero [for what is allowed to be
received](Bergin 2006).15

Returning to the Mamma Mia case, the main point in
the accusation against TeliaSonera was offering bribes
to the public officials that they had invited. That repre-
sentatives from the private sectors were also invited was
not considered to be an issue of equal significance. The
TeliaSonera case is therefore indicating that bribery law,
in practice, is more strictly applied to the public sector. 

By focusing on public sector procurement in this the-
sis, I will describe and discuss the issue of corruption in
this context where the “limit is zero”.

1.3 public office – private gain

If public procurement is my empirical starting point, my
theoretical starting point is the so called modern under-
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standing of corruption. Almost without exception, all
researchers on corruption use different variations of the
modern definition of corruption. The unifying compo-
nent of modern definitions is that they all describe some
special relationship between the public and the private16.

[C]orruption refers to the abuse of public resources for private gain,
through a hidden transaction that involves the violation of some stan-
dards of behavior (Della Porta and Vannucci 1999, 16).

Corruption is a kind of behavior which deviates from the norm actu-
ally prevalent or believed to prevail in a given context, such as the
political. It is deviant behavior associated with a particular motivation,
namely that of private gain at public expense (Friedrich 1990, 15).

Payments are corrupt if they are illegally made to public agents with the
goal of obtaining a benefit or avoiding a cost (Rose-Ackerman 1999, 9).

[Corruption is] behaviour which deviates from the normal duties of a
public role because of private-regarding (family, close private clique),
pecuniary or status gains; or violates rules against the exercise of cer-
tain types of private-regarding influence. This includes such behaviour
as bribery (use of rewards to pervert the judgment of a person in a
position of trust); nepotism (bestowal of patronage by reason of
ascriptive relationship rather than merit); and misappropriation (il-
legal appropriation of public resources for private-regarding uses)
(Nye 1967, 419).

The division between public and private is present in the
plethora of definitions. In ordinary speech and academic
writing, however, there are different ways in which the
words ‘public’ and ‘private’ are used. There is a need to
briefly review these different uses to understand what
public / private dichotomy is used when discussing cor-
ruption. Weintraub underlines the conceptual confusion
regarding the public and the private:

[T]he use of the conceptual vocabulary of “public” and “private”
often generates as much confusion as illumination, not least because
different sets of people who employ these concepts mean very different
things by them – and sometimes, without quite realizing it, mean sev-
eral things at once (Weintraub 1997, 1 – 2). 
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According to Weintraub, there are four major ways in
which the public / private distinction is drawn in social
and political analysis (Weintraub 1997, 7 – 34).

1. The liberal-economistic model, seeing the public / pri-
vate distinction primarily in terms of the distinction
between state administration and the market economy.

2. The republican-virtue (and classical) approach, which
sees the public realm in terms of political community
and citizenship, analytically distinguishable from both
the market and the administrative state. 

3. The “dramaturgic” approach, which sees the public
realm as a sphere of fluid and polymorphous sociability. 

4. The approach which conceives of the distinction
between “private” and “public” in terms of the distinc-
tion between the family and the larger economic and
political order.

To interpret the public / private distinction as in the lib-
eral-economistic model is frequent amongst theorists of
corruption. Rose-Ackerman states that “[c]orruption
describes a relationship between the state and the pri-
vate sector” (Rose-Ackerman 1999, 113) and Weber
and Getz argue that the 

notion of corruption [based on the public / private distinction] is lim-
ited since it focuses on the corrupt activities of public sector officials.
A more encompassing definition of corruption is the misuse of trust
for personal benefit (Weber and Getz 2004, 696).17

When theorists argue that corruption always concerns
the public, they use the liberal-economistic model. I sug-
gest that this is a slight conceptual confusion, stemming
from the vocabulary of the public and the private. Due
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to the slipperiness of the public / private distinction some
(mistakenly) hold that corruption is only possible in the
public sector (i.e. municipalities, counties, states and so
on). This is not the case; such an understanding would
reduce corruption to “rotten apples in state bureaucra-
cies” as Haller and Shore (2005, 2) have put it. The
mere focus on the words ‘public’ and ‘private’ tends to
limit the interpretation of corruption to public officials.
If interpreted in that way, the definition of corruption is
mistakenly held to imply that “the responsibility for
corruption rests primarily with public sector agents,
even when it involves transactions between private and
public sector agents” (O’Higgins 2006, 236). Another
paper in which this slipperiness is visible is Antonio
Argandoña’s text which argues that corruption also
ought to be studied in the private sector, something he
calls private-to-private corruption (Argandoña 2004).
Both O’Higgins’ and Argandoña’s critiques are correct,
but they still reduce the public / private split to the lib-
eral-economistic model. 

The second and third models are not used for under-
standing corruption. In the second, the political commu-
nity is the “public”. Both in the first and the second
model, “public” means political, but for the liberal-
economistic model, “politics” means the administrative
state while in the republican-virtue approach, “politics”
means “a world of discussion, debate, deliberation, col-
lective decision making, and action in concert” (Wein-
traub 1997, 11). This republican-virtue understanding is
used in Hannah Arendt’s discussion of the public
space /realm (Arendt 1998, ch. 7) and Jürgen Habermas’
writings on the public sphere (Habermas 1991). 

The third model considers the public to be a realm of
“fluid sociability among strangers and near-strangers”
(Weintraub 1997, 17). Even though this conception of
the public is not present in theories of corruption, the
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third model might be used to introduce the fourth model
of the public / private distinction. This also contributes
to the understanding of why the definition of corruption
is called modern. 

The composite picture of the historical transformation of Western
societies […] emphasizes […] the breakdown of the older “public”
realm of polymorphous sociability and, with it, the sharpening polar-
ization of social life between an increasingly impersonal “public”
realm (of the market, the modern state, and bureaucratic organiza-
tion) and a “private” realm of increasingly intense intimacy and emo-
tionality (the modern family, romantic love, and so forth) (Weintraub
1997, 20).

The third model of the public is thus the mentioned
realm of polymorphous sociability, a realm which might
serve to mediate between the polarised impersonal and
personal spheres. This “dramaturgic” conception of the
public realm comprises spaces, such as streets, parks,
plazas, bars and cafés. The distinction between the sec-
ond and the third model is that the second takes as
model the Greek polis – a self-governing political com-
munity whose common affairs are in the hands of the
citizens – while the third takes as model the cosmopolis
entailing diversity, openness and street life (Weintraub
1997, 26). 

The fourth model is exactly the opposition between
the impersonal, public sphere and the personal, private
sphere. The separation is related to the distinction
between work and home which in turn is argued to be
based on modernisation and the rise of capitalism
(Weintraub 1997, 32). 

In sociohistorical terms, the new sphere of the private being addressed
here is exemplified by new types of personal relationships, a key char-
acteristic of which is that, to a great extent, they are defined in direct
opposition to the ethos of the (equally new) “public” realm of imper-
sonal relations and institutions, and are valued for precisely that rea-
son (Weintraub 1997, 37). 
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It is in this sense which I hold that the public / private
distinction ought to be interpreted. Corruption is not a
matter of public and private sectors, but a matter of
public and private roles. There is no need to change the
public / private definition as Weber and Getz do (Weber
and Getz 2004). What is needed is a reinterpretation of
the very concepts of public and private. In its modern
guise, corruption should not be seen as something limit-
ed to the public sector, but rather as a special relation
between public and private roles. The public role is con-
nected to office, which might both be that of a public
servant and that of an employee in a private company.
Not only in the public sector, but also in the private sec-
tor, there is a difference between the private and the
public roles. Corruption in this form entails that the
employee acts in a public role and uses it for private,
personal benefit. Therefore, corruption is in this view be
a relation between common interest (the public) and the
private, personal interest. Napal’s definition points to
this relation:

[Corruption is] the deliberate intent of subordinating common interest
to personal interest (Napal 2006, 5).

Anand et al. also captures this public role without refer-
ring to the public sector, when stating that corruption is:

misuse of an organizational position or authority for personal gain or
organizational (or sub-unit) gain, where misuse in turn refers to depar-
tures from accepted societal norms (Anand et al. 2004, 40). 

The modern definition of corruption thus encompasses
a special kind of relationship between public and private
roles. This relation will be more thoroughly investigated
in chapter 3 where a survey of earlier research in corrup-
tion will be made. Now, it is time for a summary of
what has been said so far and a description of the out-
line of the rest of this work. 
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1.4 development of the argument

In this chapter I have stated that my aim is to explore
the vicissitudes of corruption, especially in the form of
bribery, in public procurement in the Swedish context.
In the survey of newspaper articles rules / dependence,
ambiguity, public / private, managerial responsibility,
accusations and exaggeration have been identified as
salient issues. When I briefly presented the modern def-
inition of corruption, I noted that the public / private
issue identified in the newspaper survey was an invari-
able component in the modern definition of corruption.
Therefore, the public / private split is a main theoretical
issue that will be discussed.

In the second chapter, the scientific presuppositions
are laid out and some particular issues that arise when
studying corruption are explored. I argue that the
research of corruption is either moralising or technical
and that both these approaches bracket out the meaning
of corruption. Therefore, there is a need for the first aim
of this thesis, namely to problematise corruption.
Moreover, I discuss the choice of studying Sweden, one
of the least corrupt countries according to the
Transparency International Corruption Perceptions
Index. Even though there are exceptions, I argue that
most of the research on corruption focuses on inter alia
developing and transitional economies. The remark that
corruption is often studied “elsewhere” not only indi-
cates that corruption might not be thought “here”. It
also gives an argument for breaking with this bias of
corruption research to study it in Sweden. In this part I
also discuss the empirical material and its precedence.

In the third chapter, it will be argued that the mod-
ern definition is not only modern because it is used
today. It is also modern in the sense that it relates to the
broad concept of modernity. I argue that the modern
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understanding of corruption is related to three issues,
namely the aforementioned public / private distinction,
the idea that rules ought to be used to fight against cor-
ruption, and the idea that corruption is something that
can be handled or managed. I then briefly survey the ex-
isting research on corruption in four different academic
fields – supply chain management, business ethics, eco-
nomics and political science – to identify the three 
aforementioned components of the modern understand-
ing of corruption. I will use the identified modern defi-
nition of corruption to analyse the empirical material.

In the fourth chapter, bureaucracy (the epitome of a
modern organisation) is discussed. The case study
organisation, the Swedish Road Administration (SRA),
will be related to the concept of bureaucracy. The
bureaucracy is built around the modern notion that the
world is separable into different spheres of life, where
the bureaucracy only comprises “the public”. Corrup-
tion is seen as private values inserted into the bureaucra-
cy, or in other words, a transgression of the public / pri-
vate distinction. It will be argued that bureaucrats both
theoretically and empirically (at the SRA) are seen as
abstract messengers (or, even as angels), who should not
put any of their private interests into their work. They
are pure public roles. The empirical material mainly
shows how corruption is created “elsewhere” and how
bureaucracy is created as a pure ideal. In the survey of
newspaper articles in this first chapter, one of the issues
presented was managerial responsibility. In the fourth
chapter, we see how upper managers at the SRA con-
ceive corruption in relation to procurement. They argue
that with the right rules in place, corruption can be
handled by themselves. Chapters five and six are dedi-
cated to rules and management. The fifth chapter con-
cerns rules regarding procurement decisions and the
sixth concerns rules regarding gifts. 
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In the fifth chapter, the procurement processes within
the SRA are discussed based on the SRA implementa-
tion of the Act on Public Procurement. The Act could be
framed as an attempt of social engineering expected to
provide a framework for uncorrupted and efficient pro-
curement in the public sector. Apart from the employee
and managerial level, there is a social level where cor-
ruption is managed. This chapter addresses the conse-
quences of such social level management of corruption
both for upper management and employees. In the em-
pirical material, it will be shown that project managers
believe in these rules and that corruption need not be
discussed at the SRA. Project managers present procure-
ment as fundamentally rule-based and heteronomous.
However, after a survey of different ways in which con-
sulting and construction are procured at the SRA, it will
be shown that the public aspect, manifested in rules,
heteronomy and objectivity is important, but that there
are also decisions in which things seem remarkably pri-
vate. Depending on aspects both related to corruption
and to efficiency, different demarcations between the
public and the private are put in place. It will also be
argued that as long as the rules are followed, it seems
that there is no existence of the private in the public
sphere. This phenomenon of “rules of separation” 
will be more thoroughly developed in the tenth chapter.

In the sixth chapter, the focus is on rules regarding
gift-giving within the SRA. Before discussing rules, I
present theories related to bribes and gifts. The issue of
ambiguity was presented in the survey of newspaper arti-
cles and in the sixth chapter the gift is presented as thor-
oughly ambiguous. That the gift is ambiguous means
that it oscillates between something that should not exist
in the public sphere, something that creates obligations
to reciprocate and therefore is dangerous, and something
harmless. One might figure that the managerial aim is 
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to replace the ambiguity with clarity about what is legit-
imate to accept regarding gifts; clear rules should 
be introduced in organisations – rules that help the em-
ployees know that they are acting correctly. The employ-
ees at the SRA state that they just follow the rules. At the
same time there are discrepancies as to the content of the
rules. Even though the bureaucracy is supposed to be
rule based and all actions by employees should be the
same, some personal judgment is allowed to interpret the 
content of the rules. Apart from the discussion of rules, 
I survey how respondents argue that gifts are rarely given
any longer. The gifts (and the possible corruption) are
located in the past (i.e. “elsewhere”). 

Instead of discussing rules as in chapter 5 and 6, in
chapter 7 a survey about how the public / private
dichotomy is visible in the empirical material from the
SRA is made. The empirical material concerning rela-
tionships with contractors and consultants and concern-
ing gift-receiving will be read from the perspective of the
public / private distinction as such. It is argued that the
public / private distinction is very important in the quo-
tes of the respondents. They present the need to separate
between the public and the private role. Here the focus
is to a large extent on the project managers and not on
upper management, which gives an understanding of
how corruption is managed on an individual level. It
will be shown that project managers skilfully separates
the public from the private, while in some cases it seems
difficult to separate these two roles. Is it possible to sep-
arate the public from the private? Could it not be the
case that the modern notion of corruption with the need
to separate the public from the private is built on a 
fundamental impossibility? And might it not be in 
order to escape from this fiction of the possibility to sep-
arate the public from the private that some authors 
have discussed an ancient understanding of corruption? 
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In chapter 8, I discuss the so called ancient understand-
ing of corruption. In the same way as Alasdair
MacIntyre “goes ancient” because of his disappoint-
ment with the modern ethics tradition, I will follow
those who are disappointed with the modern under-
standing of corruption. First, I discuss those who con-
sider the ancient definition of corruption to be related to
the broader notion of degeneration and decay. Then I
point out that this understanding is also present in the
English word ‘corruption’. After that I evolve what an
ancient (or classical) understanding of corruption may
look like. Instead of focusing on rules, I will concentrate
on personal character and virtues. In the common recep-
tion of Aristotle, it is argued that man ought to “become
what he is” by practicing the virtues and establishing
good habits. By practising the virtues, the individual
comes closer to the ideal, but when developing bad
habits the individual distances himself from it (a process
of corruption). A survey will be made of the virtues at
the SRA, the most important being integrity (related to
autonomy, see 1.1.1). In this part, I will highlight how
project managers establish good habits in relation to
gift-receiving. Based on a reading of Paul du Gay I argue
that the virtue based understanding of corruption need
not be separated from the public / private dichotomy.
Therefore, I return to this dichotomy but now taking the
step beyond modernity, to postmodernity. 

In the ninth chapter, I build on Zygmunt Bauman’s
thought. According to Bauman, the world is ambiguous
and the efforts of classification (of which public / private
is an example) are bound to fail. Corruption can there-
fore not be eradicated. He also maintains that increas-
ing efforts of classification give rise to more ambiguity.
Since modernity is preoccupied with dividing life into
spheres, one might suspect that modernity creates cor-
ruption. However, modernity keeps its integrity by view-
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ing corruption as something bad on a perfect social
body (corruption as disease, corruption as cancer).
Modernity therefore does not recognise its involvement
in the creation of corruption. I will also invoke the
thought of Ruud Kaulingfreks and René ten Bos, who in
their hygienic theory of organisations state that we pre-
suppose the ideal and therefore need not live in reality.
The ideal is the bureaucracy without corruption. This
explains the empirical material in the fifth, sixth and
seventh chapters, which point both to clear separation
and ambiguity. Instead of focusing on the individual
employee level of what is done against corruption, I will
present some empirical insights that point to different
things we do to uphold the fiction of an uncorrupted
organisation on the managerial level. I return to the
managerial level, where one might not know if there is
corruption in the organisation and thus pretend there is
no corruption. Moreover, one might have ambiguous
rules that create space for individual judgment while
avoiding corruption. Furthermore, when some individ-
uals in the organisation are accused of being corrupt
(see 1.1.3), these rotten apples are removed, which
legitimises the rest of the organisation. The organisation
is therefore always seen to be healthy and the problem
lies with the individuals. Even though the account of
corruption as ambiguity inspired by Bauman is interest-
ing, it leaves many questions unanswered. If the issue of
corruption is related to the creation of order, why are 
we so provoked by the lack of order? Also, why have
corruption come to centre on the public / private split
and whence does the public / private split come? 

To address these issues, in the tenth chapter I will not
only deal with the cultural history of corruption, but
also explicitly address the role of corruption in society
and why it is so provocative. To undertake this endeav-
our I will interpret the issue of corruption with psycho-
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analytic literature, mainly based on a reading of Lacan,
Žižek and Bratsis. Bratsis is interested in the rise of the
public / private distinction and traces it back to the two
bodies doctrine that was present in Tudor times. He
holds that the material practices that underlie the con-
scious acceptance of the public / private split are com-
modity exchange, the rise of the state and capitalism. By
my own reading of the King’s two bodies, I argue that
bureaucrats exist in aevum – angelic time (which ren-
ders the angelic interpretation of bureaucrats under-
standable. See chapter 4). The bureaucrats therefore
consist of two bodies – a natural (private) body and an
angelic (public) body. To understand the provocative
character of corruption, I develop a conception of cor-
ruption related to the Lacanian notion of sinthome, con-
sisting of a symbolic part and a part related to enjoy-
ment. Corruption may be understood (symbolically) as
the failure of society to be split into the public and the
private. However, corruption is not only that. We pro-
ject our lost enjoyment into the corruption concept –
enjoyment that the corrupt people have stolen from us.
Enjoyment in Lacan’s understanding is always “else-
where” – so is corruption (see 2.3, chapter 4, and 6.5).
I review the definitions of corruption to show how this
component of enjoyment manifests itself and how cor-
ruption is related to stolen enjoyment. Our anger there-
fore comes as no surprise. 

The eleventh chapter summarises the findings and
shortcomings of the thesis and discuss the gifts that I
make in the thesis to both researchers and practitioners.
The thesis ends with revisiting the newspaper articles
that were discussed in this first chapter and finally
returning to where the thesis began – the war on 
corruption. 
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1. Noonan (1984).
2. Inte alltid är det glasklart vad som är muta, det medges, men att
räkna vanliga säljaktiviteter, kundvård eller pr-insatser dit är att gå
alldeles vilse (Hedvall 2006).
3. “Alla är överens om att det är svårt att få vägledning av lagstiftnin-
gen och praxis om var gränserna går mellan kundevenemag och otill-
börliga belöningar”, sade Anders Igel (TT 2006).
4. Några minnesregler
Tänk på att
När Du vill visa gästfrihet – kan det vara bestickning! 
När Du vill vara generös – kan det vara bestickning! 
När Du vill vara hygglig – kan det vara bestickning! 
När Du erbjuder en studie- eller PR-resa – kan det vara bestickning!
När Du vidtar säljfrämjande åtgärder – kan det vara korruptiv mark-
nadsföring! 
och att
När Du låter Dig bjudas – kan det vara en muta! 
När Du tar emot en present eller vinst – kan det vara en muta! 
När Du tar emot ett fördelaktigt lån eller rabatter – kan det vara en
muta! 
När Du låter en leverantör utföra tjänster till Dig privat – kan det vara
en muta! 
När Du tackar ja till en resa – kan det vara en muta!
och att
Om Du inte tackar nej eller i tid avböjer en förmån kan det innebära
mutbrott!
http://www.institutetmotmutor.se/imm/startsida/MINNESREGLER/
5. “Den här typen av evenemang är vanligt i näringslivet och frågan är
varför man väljer ut just TeliaSonera för hos oss har det inte förekom-
mit några excesser”, sade Marie Ehrling (TT 2006).
6. For such a discussion in the context of ancient Greece see Taylor
(2001a; 2001b). See also Ryan (2000, 333).
7. Jag har aldrig blivit bjuden av något företag, säger Ilmar Reepalu.
Den korta resan till Sydafrika var en privat gåva från en privat vän.
När jag frågade Torbjörn Lindhe var han fått sina uppgifterna ifrån
svarade han ”medierna”. Och även om jag nu blivit rentvådd av tings-
rätten kommer jag alltid att få leva med att folk kommer och frågar
mig ”Var det inte du som åkte på en mutresa” (DN 2006c).
8. “Man sockrade lite extra och bjöd med även make eller maka på
den här tillställningen. Av inbjudan framgår också tydligt att man
bjuds på kalas, inte på produktinformation”, sade van der Kwast (TT
2006).
9. Han skulle inte tolerera några oegentligheter om han känt till dem,
sade han (Kihlström 2006).
10. “I hela denna illa stinkande pöl av dålig moral och ren dumhet,
lyckas ändå VD’’n hålla sig lilje-vit och oskyldig. […]” Nostraosv…
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“Varför kunde Anitra ta emot en eller flera flaskor exklusiv och dyr
olivolja som present från en leverantör utan att bli anklagad för mut-
brott?? Detta har hon själv sagt i ett inslag i Aktuellt eller Rapport för
1 – 2 år sedan som jag såg. Vad gör alla journalister? Jaga Anitra, hon
är själv en del av mutkulturen på Systembolaget. […]” ello
(Commentators 2006b)
11. För det finns inget som talar för att det är slut nu, eller ens att de
kommer att minska i omfattning, rubrikerna om mutmisstankar och
mutbrott (Stenberg 2006a).
12. See Heywood (1997).
13. När vårt näringsliv arbetar hårt i internationell miljö för att hålla
sig flytande i järnhård konkurrens slår denna man [Christer van der
Kwast] undan fötterna på våra företag – utan att egentligen vinna
någonting för någon (Commentators 2006a).
14. Jag tror också att Telia svärtas av detta dumspel. Samtidigt som de
nog vinner sympatier. För om man gjort affärer, i stor eller liten skala
så vet alla att affärer bygger på vänskap, förtroende och affärsmäs-
sighet. […] Detta är ju så basalt över hela världen så att myndighetens
agerande blir patetiskt!!! […] Ta bort ”relationen” i affärsverksam-
heten och Sverige kan hälsa hem!! Eller bygg och utveckla relationen
så att alla kan göra fler och bättre marknadsmässiga affärer!!
(Commentators 2006a).
15. Thorsten Cars: Man gör en skillnad när det gäller offentlig myn-
dighetsutövning, som polis och åklagare. Där är det egentligen noll-
gräns (Bergin 2006). 
16. See also Rose-Ackerman (1978), Goudie and Stasavage (1997),
Tanzi (1998), Doh et al. (2003).
17. Remember also Schleifer and Vishny’s definition of corruption:
sale by government official of government property for personal gain
(Schleifer and Vishny 1993).
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The aims of this thesis are most probably a symptom of
some underlying “pathological” condition – some basic
presuppositions, not only about corruption but also
about scientific research as such. This chapter is in-
tended to unveil these “prejudices” – or in other words
to discuss my ontological, epistemological and method-
ological positions. In this chapter, I will also describe the
Swedish Road Administration (SRA) and the nature of
my case study there.

Without procrastinating, let me recall the first aim –
i.e. “to problematise the idea of corruption”. How
would the methodological psychoanalyst interpret this
symptom? Why is this question asked? That corruption
may be problematised reflects that the concept of cor-
ruption does not have a fixed meaning which stems from
some kind of essence in the concept. No, corruption is
on the other hand something that is constantly debated
not only in the media and in academic writing but also
in the dramaturgic public realm (see 1.3); this thesis indi-
cates the debate is not closed. Corruption is essentially
contested, i.e. impossible to define conclusively (Gallie
1956; Kleinig and Heffernan 2004). Gallie holds that
appraisive concepts such as ‘social justice’, ‘democracy’,
‘Christian life’, ‘art’, ‘moral goodness’ and ‘duty’ are
essentially contested, or more accurately – essentially
contestable. The statement made by Gallie points to a
division between facts and values since he only holds
that value-laden appraisive concepts are essentially con-
testable. Descriptive concepts, related to the world of
facts, are according to Gallie not essentially contestable.
Instead of relying on the distinction between facts and
values, it is held here that reality (or in Gallie’s terms the
world of facts) is always interpreted or constructed.
Facts cannot be separated from values, and in
Steedman’s words, knowledge cannot be separated from
the knower (Steedman 1991, 53). I will not even bother
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to argue whether there is an objective world “behind”
interpreted reality, such as a Kantian transcendental
Thing, the noumenal. Since we can only access our inter-
preted reality such a discussion would be fruitless. 

That reality is always interpreted is an “ontological”
position which coincides with the first aim of the thesis.
It also coincides with social constructionist positions
(Berger and Luckmann 1966). If reality is always
already interpreted or constructed, an important aim of
scientific research is to understand in what way it is
interpreted and not fall into the trap of taking current
conceptions of corruption as given. Reality is never
“closed”, it is never a complete system, it is an ongoing
construction, and therefore thinking should never be
closed either. By thinking, I mean something like the
Foucauldian statement that 

Thought is freedom in relation to what one does, the notion by which
one detaches oneself from it, establishes it as an object, and reflects on
it as a problem […] We should permanently question the experience in
which we find ourselves (Foucault 1997, 117).

So, when it is argued that corruption is “the use of pub-
lic office for private gain” and when corruption is con-
sidered by all to be inherently evil, any person – espe-
cially a researcher, should indeed consider this to be a
very suspicious “fact”. Instead of taking this “fact” at
face value, one ought to doubt it. How then can corrup-
tion be problematised? How can we think corruption?

2.1 in the interstices

Philosophising, or thinking, emerges in-between differ-
ent communities. Žižek writes that

philosophizing involved an “impossible” position displaced with
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regard to any communal identity […] philosophy emerges in the inter-
stices between different communities, in the fragile space of exchange
and circulation between them, a space which lacks any positive iden-
tity (Žižek 2006b, 8). 

To be in the interstices, or in-between, is therefore a
strategy to advance one’s thinking. But what is meant by
in-between? And how is it possible to be in-between?

Having started post-graduate studies about purchas-
ing and bribery and with interest in philosophy, I con-
sidered myself to be part of the business ethics commu-
nity. During the research process I have searched contin-
uously for new sources of inspiration and have been dis-
appointed with many sources realising that “this was
not it”.

To read outside the field of business ethics is never-
theless a strategy to be in the interstices. I have found
inspiration in Gilles Deleuze (in the beginning),
Zygmunt Bauman (in the middle of the project),
Antonio Negri, Slavoj Žižek and Giorgio Agamben
(more towards the end), discussions about gift-giving (in
anthropology and sociology), ancient Greek language,
political science (where the move from calling my proj-
ect “purchasing ethics” to “corruption” was started).
Marxist thinkers, critics of business ethics from organi-
sation studies (Campbell Jones, René ten Bos, Martin
Parker) have also been part of my journey.

Even though these attempts to read myself out of the
“business ethics field” were not always deep and ser-
ious, they were far more serious than my engagement
with other fields, such as psychology. This manner of
constantly searching for inspiration by reading may be
seen as a hermeneutic process where I gradually swirled
through the hermeneutic circle towards a deeper under-
standing of corruption (Alvesson and Sköldberg 2000).
On the other hand, one could see it as a constant
misidentification with the understanding of corruption
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that I got from reading, a kind of constant nagging that
the subject and topic is split (i.e. not closed) (see chap-
ter 10 and Žižek 1989).

One particular problem with corruption that it per-
turbs far too many rendering them unable to think it
through. That many are angry about corruption is
another issue which is not considered as dangerous,
even though some concerns are expressed by Noonan
(2004). Not all are irascible, of course. Some are ice-
cold “engineers” who intend to rationally solve the
problem of corruption, but unfortunately, they do not
think through the concept of corruption either. As long
as they find some measurements, they are satisfied (for
further discussion, see chapter 3). A problem with the
irascible people condemning corruption or the ice-cold
ones measuring it is that they foreclose the meaning of
corruption. For example, the modern definition of cor-
ruption is often taken as universal. Moreover, the pub-
lic / private split inherent to modern definitions of cor-
ruption is almost never discussed.

These moralising and technical tendencies are also
present in the field of business ethics, which explains
part of my disappointment with the field. That the main
corpus of business ethics is moralising and technical is
no surprise given how this field of research is organised.
According to De George’s historical accounts (De
George 1987; De George 2005), the field of business
ethics was established in the 1960s by business profes-
sors, hence the technical, managerial component. Before
the 1960s, “business ethics” was something that en-
gaged mainly theologians who discussed ethical aspects
of different economical systems or practices (e.g. inter-
est when borrowing money). Might this not be the
introduction of moralising tendencies? According to De
George, philosophers entered the field in the 1980s.
Business ethics was conceived by the philosophers as yet
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another domain where normative ethical theories might
be applied (spin-off areas are now medical ethics, com-
puter ethics, e-mailing ethics, dental ethics, environmen-
tal ethics). The philosophers combined the technical
endeavours of business professors with the moralising
endeavour of theologians; they moralised technically.
Anyone who has opened a book on business ethics can
see such technical moralising. Jones, Parker and ten Bos
argue that business ethics textbooks always contain dis-
cussions about the application of utilitarianism,
Kantianism and virtue ethics (Jones et al. 2005, 6).
Sometimes, the books also include more recently de-
veloped philosophical theories (see Crane and Matten
2004). The “philosophical theories” are used to argue if
a certain practice is morally good or not. For example,
is corruption good according to utilitarianism? Is cor-
ruption good according to Kantianism? Is corruption
good according to virtue ethics? Is corruption good
according to feminist ethics? Is corruption good accord-
ing to discourse ethics? Is corruption good according to
postmodern ethics? Is corruption good according to
rights-based theories? The philosophical theories are
used as a toolbox to understand if, in this case, corrup-
tion is good or bad. Is this not technical moralising?

Jones, Parker and ten Bos use an image from Gaston
Bachelard’s Psychanalyse du feu to express the status of
business ethics (Jones et al. 2005, 69 – 70). Their analo-
gy is relevant also for this investigation about corrup-
tion. Fire has throughout history been an enigmatic
thing inexplicable to science. Bachelard explains that for
thousands of years, people talked about fire and devel-
oped theories about its origin and nature. When oxygen
was discovered, the enigma of fire was untangled – but
at the same time the issue of fire disappeared from sci-
entific discourse. The meaning of fire was not discussed
anymore. Jones, Parker and ten Bos argue that the very
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meaning of ethics (according to them), the responsibili-
ty towards the Other, has been forgotten in business
ethics. Haller and Shore have similarly argued that cor-
ruption is seen as something given, while the questions
of its meaning are absent in the research agenda (Haller
and Shore 2005). In this thesis, a basic presupposition is
that it is good to think about the meaning of corruption.
But this cannot be done by reading alone.

2.2 thinking with “empirical material”

If thought is to be in-between, or detached, one way of
thinking is to enter into a dialogue with people that you
normally do not talk to. This is the aim of what is usu-
ally called the “empirical investigation” or collection of
“data”. Since the reality of empirical investigations is
also interpreted and constructed, as was argued above,
one may not really talk about empirical investigations.
This puts too much emphasis on the difference between
theory and empirical material. My take on it is that the
“empirical case study” that I have done is a way for me
to get into a world of which I earlier had no knowledge
whatsoever. This is the same as reading yourself out of
your identity, a way to be in-between – a way to think.
Before describing my case study, I will discuss why the
Swedish context was chosen, followed by a plea for a
qualitative method and finally a comment about the
constant haunting of the truth question. 

2.3 why sweden?

To study corruption in Sweden is not only a matter of
convenience as I reside in Sweden. It is also way to go
against the dogmas and the premature closures of cor-
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ruption research. Swedes generally claim themselves to
be not at all corrupt and as such corruption is not even
worth talking about. For example, a person heavily
involved with purchasing of telecommunication systems
in China said:

“Scandinavia and Sweden are unique in not being corrupt. In Africa
and Asia you sometimes wonder what’s going on. If there is a hidden
agenda etc”(September 13, 2006, Stockholm).18

Sweden is one of the least corrupt countries on the
annual TI Corruption Perceptions Index (see figure 1).
That Sweden ranks top does not mean that it precludes
investigating corruption in this country. Previously, I
have argued that corruption is essentially contestable
which means that to measure how much corruption
there is in the world is an endeavour fraught with diffi-
culties. Therefore, despite its ranking on the TI CPI, I
will contend that Sweden is a good example to discuss
the meaning of corruption.

By focusing on Sweden, the thesis addresses the
hegemonic Western bias of corruption research praising
a liberal, market based view on economic and social
organisation. Even though there are some exceptions
(e.g. Anand et al. 2004; Lennerfors 2007), corruption is
mostly investigated and also mostly found and exposed
in systems not akin to the predominant view of social
and economic organisation in the West.

Corruption is, as has been stated above, extensively
studied in “the other extreme” of the Western liberalist
ideology, primarily in the third world and lastly in the
first. Studies on Africa, Latin America and Asia abound,
compared to the amount of studies in the West (Wraith
and Simpkins 1963; Gould and Amaro-Reyes 1983; Hus-
ted 1994; Kang 2002; Black 2004; Manion 2004; Sun
2004; Collier 2005; Nwabuzor 2005; O’Higgins 2006).
Corruption is also extensively studied in transitional
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economies (post-communist) – a rather new field of in-
vestigation that keeps with the bias of corruption research
focusing on social systems where functioning markets do
not exist and where bureaucracy is ubiquitous (Ledeneva
1998; Miller et al. 2001; Varese 2001; Karklins 2005;
Lovell 2005; Rivkin-Fish 2005; Zerilli 2005).

Corruption is furthermore studied in state bureau-
cracies in the West (the opposite of market organisation
(du Gay 2000; du Gay 2005)) and not in private organ-
isations. Antonio Argandoña (2004) has expressed his
concern with the lack of studies of private-to-private
corruption, since it might be a “white space” where cor-
ruption might be understood. Is it possible that the rea-
son for this is the Haller and Shore statement that “to
focus on corporate crimes and corruption within the
private sector is simply not on the current agenda of the
US government or the [International Monetary Fund]”?
(Haller and Shore 2005, 18). Even though this thesis
falls under the bias of corruption research by focusing
on a public sector authority, by being located in Sweden,
it might open up possible new places where corruption
might be thought.

2.4 quality or quantity?

If I once again return to the symptom of the prejudices
of the project, the aim is to problematise corruption. I
interpret this aim as seeing research as a process of
thinking which almost by force implies a qualitative
methodology. Quantitative methodologies on corrup-
tion possess many merits indeed, but even given these
four reasons that follow I have opted for a qualitative
method:

First, quantitative research, such as the Transparency
International Corruption Perceptions Index might be
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interesting, since one can follow how different countries
move on the ranking. Sweden is hardly moving, scoring
9.2 (where 10 means no corruption) in 2004, 2005 and
2006. But what is happening with Finland, scoring 10 in
2000, but only 9.6 in 2006? The TI CPI might be a
source of entertainment, similarly to football and ice-
hockey leagues or the fluctuations of the stock markets
(Rehn and Sköld 2005). 

Second, the score at the TI CPI might help compa-
nies calculate the risk of investing in different countries,
analogous to Price Waterhouse Cooper’s Opacity Index
(Bratsis 2003a, 40 – 44). Play with the thought that one
should divide the score at the TI CPI with 10 to get a
factor with which the prospective value of the invest-
ment should be multiplied. For example, from those
scores one could reach the conclusion that an invest-
ment opportunity worth 100 million Swedish Kronor, in
2006, is worth 96 million in Finland (ranking 9.6 on the
TI CPI), 92 million in Sweden (ranking 9.2 on the TI
CPI), but only 20 million in Chad (ranking 2.0 on the TI
CPI), and 18 million in Haiti (ranking 1.8 on the TI CPI).

Third, the TI CPI might help corruption fighters in
different countries to get funding (Dahl 2007). 

Fourth, a merit related more to methodology of the
quantitative studies is that they can generate questions
to be investigated by qualitative research (a point also
made by symbolic interactionists, see Alvesson and
Sköldberg 2000, 13 – 15).

Inherent in the first aim is a suspicion of quantitative
methods. Even though quantitative studies about cor-
ruption, such as the TI CPI or the Global Corruption
Barometer (another TI invention) seem to render com-
parable results between countries and continents, these
kinds of studies have many drawbacks, especially relat-
ed to meaning and thought. It is hard to claim that
everybody has the same understanding of corruption as
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they fill in a questionnaire and the results might there-
fore be dubious. When dealing with essentially contest-
ed concepts quantitative methods are full of flaws.
Critique has been conveyed against the TI CPI (Sík
2002). The critique emanates not only from opponents
to the TI but the relevance of the CPI seems in doubt by
some of the members of TI itself:

In fact, it is not even clear what it means for a country to rank highly
on a corruption index. Does it mean that bribes are a large share of the
value of contracts and government services? Does it mean that the
proportion of deals influenced by bribery is high? Does it mean that
bribery has an especially distortionary impact on economy and polit-
ical life? The surveys give no information that would help one under-
stand their underlying significant meaning, and in fact, such informa-
tion does not appear to exist (Rose-Ackerman 1999, 4). 

Nevertheless, there is something that provides numbers
with legitimacy. The most reasonable explanation is that
numbers produce seriousness (Gustafsson 1994). Saint-
Exupéry beautifully claims as follows: 

The big people love figures. When you speak to them about a new
friend, they never ask: “What is the sound of his voice? What kind of
games does he prefer? Does he have a butterfly collection?” Instead
they ask you: “How old is he? How many brothers does he have?
How much does he weigh? How much does his father earn?” This 
is the only way they think they know him (Saint-Exupéry 1997, 23).19

Even though numbers are considered to be important
and serious, this thesis is qualitative for a number of rea-
sons. 

First, the qualitative approach fits particularly well
the purpose of problematising corruption. The qualita-
tive approach is more open and loose and therefore it
has been compared to a journey of discovery and not
one of verification as in quantitative methods (Goulding
2002, 16). However, Alvesson and Sköldberg argue that
in many books on qualitative methodology, the methods
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are not qualitative enough. Rather, the methods imitate
quantitative books on methodology with their focus on
procedure and rigour (Alvesson and Sköldberg 2000, 2).
Qualitative methods should be more open and question-
ing, or in other words, more concerned with thought.

Second, since reality is already interpreted and since
the researcher as subject makes sense with his or her
own interpretation, the method used needs to be appeal-
ing to the researcher, or as Goulding puts it “there is a
need of fit between person and method” (Goulding
2002, 35). Anything other than a qualitative method
would have been unsuitable in my case.

The particular qualitative method used is called a
“case study”. As an empirical study might give insights
into another “community” (and hence think outside
your own identity) one might wonder if it would have
been better to do a number of case studies instead of just
one. Eisenhardt (1989) would have suggested that.
However, I have chosen to focus on one study to, as
Dyer and Wilkins (1991) state, get a deeper contextual
understanding. Also, if I had compared different studies
I might have subjected them to a comparative straight-
jacket, reducing them to parameters to be compared.
Wouldn’t Levinas (1971) have appreciated me for not
reducing Difference to the Same? 

2.5 why is the “truth question”
so interesting?

Empirical studies on corruption are often met with scep-
ticism. Both respondents and academics have queried
me about how, after the research process has been com-
pleted, the “data” is going to be put together which
might be a minor issue compared to questions of truth
where the epitome of “tricky question” is: “how is any-
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body ever going to tell you the truth about corrup-
tion?”. For example, a project manager at the SRA puts
it as follows.

Svensson20, project manager: “Yes, and then I’m not sure that I’m
right. I think that there are pretty many who think that that [a certain
gift] is completely ok. And how are you going to do research out of
this? Hahaha! You get frank answer from all directions.”21

It is generally considered that people like to talk about
corruption, but nevertheless nobody is telling the truth
(Leys 1965). But, of course it depends on the interlocu-
tor. The respondents are never really sure about who the
researcher is. In this study, the respondents should not
have worried since I have not been looking for “truths,”
but for narratives related to corruption. However, it is
interesting that the truth issue has nevertheless been so
important when commenting on my project. I find that
the most probable explanation for asking this question
is that the hidden, obscure dimension that corruption in
general is considered to entail is exciting, makes us
react, get angry, and interested. Why? Is it because it is
diametrically opposed to the modern dogma of trans-
parency? (see chapter 10)

It might be the case that nobody told me the truth
during the interviews, for example when I asked them
whether they had been invited to lunch, and they knew
they had, but answered that they had not. Maybe they
did not tell me their view of corruption. Maybe they had
an understanding of corruption but told me something
that they thought I would appreciate. Therefore, instead
of aiming at presenting truths I aimed for narratives. It
is these narratives that were my source of inspiration
when developing an own understanding of corruption. 

However, on another level, namely on the level of my
argumentation, there is a truth issue to discuss. In the
thesis, I will advance my own understanding of the
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empirical material and I will also discuss the empirical
material with theories that are chosen by me. So, it
might seem that even though I am not very concerned
about the truth issue related to my respondents’ utter-
ances, I am very concerned with the truth that I am
advancing. To clarify my standpoint on this issue, I con-
tend that the argument in my thesis is not a truth, but –
an argument. However, throughout the thesis I try to
use empirical material and theories to argue for my
understanding of corruption. Whether I finally succeed
or not, is up to the reader to decide. 

Returning back to the level of respondents’ state-
ments, I would like to point out some strategies that I
have used to generate narratives on corruption. In the
interviews that I have conducted, I have tried to devise
strategies to make the respondent talk. Once again,
instead of aiming at the “truth” I have tried to grasp
how corruption can be discussed – in other words, 
the “poetics of corruption” (Haller and Shore 2005, 7).

[P]erhaps what makes corruption such an interesting object of study is
not so much the ‘reality’ of its existence as the fact that it is widely
believed to exist, the complex narratives that enfold it, and the new
relationships and objects of study that those narratives create (Haller
and Shore 2005, 6).

An inspiring empirical study on corruption is Alena
Ledeneva’s piece regarding Soviet society’s use of blat –
“the use of personal networks and informal contacts to
obtain goods and services in short supply and to find a
way around formal procedures” (Ledeneva 1998, 1). 
In her work, Ledeneva remarks on the issue of truth
drawing on Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of the necessary
misrecognition in gift-giving, namely that the manner 
of giving

must be such that the outward forms of the act present a practical
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denial of the content of the act, symbolically transmuting an interested
exchange or a simple power relation into a relationship set up in due
form for form’s sake (Bourdieu 1977, 194). 

Her respondents seemed to accept the universal exist-
ence of blat, but nevertheless avoided accepting their
own involvement in blat or refrained from naming it as
such (Ledeneva 1998, 6). If you then talk to respondents
about blat and they refuse to admit their involvement in
it, the interviews most probably become very short, bor-
ing and sometimes aggressive. Does this misrecognition
also exist at the SRA?

An example of this from the SRA might be that some
project managers who in general deal with contractors
claim that consultants give and invite more. 

Lennerfors: “If you look on the consultant side, how is it there?”

Arvidsson, project manager: “They have a little bit more reason to
invite orderers. There competence and technical possibilities and nov-
elties have more weight in the procurement. So they have more reason
to present themselves.”22

And one who deals a lot with consultants argues the
other way around. 

Lennerfors: “I have heard that before there were pretty much [gifts
and invitations].”

Olsson, project manager: “Yes, especially on the construction side. I
think that it has never been a lot on the consulting side, I really don’t
think so.” 

Lennerfors: “Because, when it comes to consultants, it has to do a lot
with individuals.”

Olsson: “Yes, exactly. It has to do with their competence, they don’t
have a lot to get by sucking up.”23

This misrecognition has its consequences. If you believe
these respondents, you might think that it would be bet-
ter to talk to somebody else, ending the interview and
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going home. Such a strategy is not fruitful since the same
scenario probably would repeat itself in the next inter-
view. This is thus an obstacle that has to be overcome.

A related methodological obstacle is that we also
tend to believe that everybody else has more problems
than we do regarding ethics and in this case corruption
(Lennerfors 2006b). Many respondents have stated that
corruption is nothing that has to be dealt with at their
work place, but that other people, in other organisa-
tions, really are affected by problems related to corrup-
tion. Such responses also lead to short and not very
interesting interviews. Having identified these two
obstacles to empirical research on corruption, how can
they be overcome? 

First of all, I argue that by asking questions why cor-
ruption is something that does not bother the organisa-
tion, narratives have been generated which show that
actually there are (or were) issues.

Second, a way to get narratives is to ask general
questions related to work (How did you buy this and
that? Why didn’t you do this and that?) to get into the
issue of corruption through other questions that the
respondent felt more comfortable to respond to. 

Third, other means to generate narratives have been
learned from Ledeneva, for example 

1. to ask about personal experiences retrospectively; 
2. to ask about others, not the self; and
3. to follow a ‘swapping experiences’ pattern rather
than a ‘question-answer’ one (Ledeneva 1998, 6). 

These methods have also been helpful in my study.
Primarily to not only ask what the respondent would do
if she were offered a gift, but also what she did when
being offered gifts in retrospect. Then, to not only ask
about her but also about colleagues, people in other
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organisations and people in other countries. And lastly,
to not force the answers into a predetermined sheet of
questions, but rather to let the experiences of the re-
spondent guide the interview. By employing these meth-
ods, not only have more interesting narratives been pre-
sented but it has also been more interesting for the
respondent. In this part I have discussed the obstacles
when doing empirical research on corruption and how
they can be overcome. Now, I turn to discuss where the
narratives were produced.

2.6 the swedish road administration (sra)

The organisation where I did my case study was chosen
not only because it is subject to stricter standards due to
it pertaining to the public sector (see 1.2) and because it
is the biggest Swedish public orderer of construction
work in monetary terms, but also because of access
issues.24 The organisation employs around 6400
people and its turnover for 2006 was 14,8 billion SEK
(Vägverket 2007).25 On its web page it is stated that:

The Swedish Road Administration is the national authority assigned
the overall responsibility for the entire road transport system. Our
task is to co-operate with others to develop an efficient road transport
system in the direction stipulated by the Swedish Government and
Parliament.

We have been commissioned to create a safe, environmentally sound
and gender-equal road transport system that contributes to regional
development and offers individuals and the business community easy
accessibility and high transport quality (Vägverket 2006b).

SRA operates both as orderer and supplier (contractor).
On the supply side, there are business units26 such as
SRA Production, SRA Consulting and SRA Ferry
Services. These units operate similarly to enterprises in
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Figure 3.
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the private sector. SRA is just one of their customers.
The other customers are other public authorities, muni-
cipalities, private road owners, and private companies.
SRA Production is a contractor and its competitors are
for example Swedish contractors such as Skanska, NCC
and PEAB. SRA Consulting is a technical consulting
unit and examples of its competitors are WSP and
Sweco. SRA Ferry Services is currently operating all
public ferry transports in Sweden.

There are also result units 27 that work not as busi-
nesses but according to public judiciary rules. The dri-
ver’s unit and the traffic register are responsible for the
road traffic register 28, the drivers’ licensing system29 and
the examination of drivers and the supervision of driv-
ing school teachers. SRA Education Center provides
education services to internal and external customers.
SweRoad conducts road construction projects outside of
Sweden. Both the business units and the result units are
part of the SRA in juridical terms. The organisations on
the supply side have only been studied as a complement
to the main study of the region side. The reason for
choosing to study the region division is that it consti-
tutes the organisational core of the SRA (see e.g. figure
2) and also due to accessibility.

Within the region division, the SRA is divided into
seven regions (see figure 3). To get a deeper understand-
ing of one particular “community” and not slip into the
fallacy of reducing to the “Same” (see 2.4), this study is
limited to the Stockholm region. The Stockholm region
is organised as a matrix (see figure 4).

The project management departments are located on
one axis. On the other axis, the units that support the
project management departments are to be found. There
are three project management departments: North,
South and the Stockholm projects. Generally, the pro-
jects in the north part of the Stockholm region are man-
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aged by the North project management department,
while projects in the South are managed by project man-
agers from the South department. The Stockholm pro-
jects encompass large projects that have obtained their
own department, such as Södra länken (the southern
part of the ring road to encircle Stockholm, finished in
2004) and Norra länken (the northern part of that same
ring road which started construction in 2006). Apart
from the project management departments, there is a
department called Authority and Traffic Commission30

which is not concerned with the construction, operation
and maintenance of roads, but rather projects related to
eliminating intoxicants and other dangers related to the
traffic situation. In this thesis, I have focused on the con-
struction, operation and maintenance of roads, where
most money is spent and I have therefore not considered
the aforementioned department.

Support departments that help the project managers
with the complexities of a construction project are to be
found on the other axis. The technical departments sup-
port the project managers regarding technical standards
and the management of external consultants that the
project manager procures to do the planning of the pro-
jects. The Contracts and Quality31 department helps the
project manager when it comes to procurement and
legal issues. The environmental department supports the
project manager for example to produce an environ-
mental impact statement.

The matrix should be conceived as follows: each of
the project managers has a budget and a mission to run
one or more projects. The project manager is, in a sense,
an orchestrator who purchases services internally (from
the different support functions) and externally (from
consulting firms and contractors). Among the project
managers there are also two main groups: those con-
cerned with investment objects and those concerned
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with operation and maintenance. The investment
objects are what correspond to the planning and the
construction of a road segment, a bridge or a round-
about. All the construction work, all the material, in
short all the necessary resources for implementing a
project are procured from constructors and consultants.
Thus, the SRA invests in a construction. 

The project managers are responsible for entire pro-
jects, from conception to finished packages, even though
they sometimes get involved in the projects far after they
were conceived. Before the reorganisation in 1992, the
SRA did the planning internally and different people
were responsible for different stages in the planning pro-
cess. Now, the focus is to get one person or a team re-
sponsible for a whole project to avoid suboptimisation.

In this part it has been described that the SRA is a
matrix organisation based on projects and support
departments. Since this thesis is concerned with public
procurement, I will now explain the project phases of a
road construction project and make clear where there is
a need for the project manager qua orchestrator to
acquire services from external parties. 

2.7 from idea to road and beyond

In a road construction project, there are five different
project stages (see figure 5). These stages describe the
whole process from idea to finished road. 

A preliminary study is the first step in the planning
process of roads which accords with the Highway Act.
The preliminary study is an inventory and function
analysis of the existing conditions: what kind of situa-
tion do we have there? Measures are only briefly
touched upon (Vägverket 2002, 29). A documented
summary is then submitted to the county administrative
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board. They in turn consider whether the project has
significant environmental impact. The input to the pre-
liminary study is the opinion of the citizens, the public
authorities and other organizations. Individual stake-
holders, such as landowners are at this stage not con-
tacted. In the preliminary study the SRA discusses with
the “public” – “common interests against common
interests”, as some project managers at the SRA put it.
This study is procured from a consultancy firm. The
project managers either on their own or in collaboration
with technical departments procure these services.
Although a preliminary study is often not very expen-
sive, it may be difficult to specify what exactly needs to
be done, due to the explorative character of the work.

preliminary study 

road investigation 

work plan

construction document

construction

Figure 5.
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A second project phase, the road investigation, is com-
pulsory under the Highway Act if the preliminary study
suggests that different road tractions (corridors) need to
be studied. The road investigation may therefore not be
necessary in all road construction projects. In a road
investigation conditions for alternative solutions are
investigated and presented and their consequences are
assessed. The focus in this phase is to evaluate different
proposals to solve the problem and understand the
social, aesthetic and environmental consequences for all
solutions. Geotechnical factors are also considered. The
road investigation is intended to serve as a basis for the
choice of road traction. As in the preliminary study, the
road investigation discusses common interests against
common interests. The road investigation is performed
by a consultancy firm, which has to be procured. The
procurement at the SRA is done by project managers in
collaboration with the technical departments
(Vägverket 2006a). 

If a road investigation has been done, one of the pro-
posals is chosen and the work continues by making a
work plan. The work plan shows in more detail the itin-
erary of the road. In the plan a description of the en-
vironmental consequences is done, which has to be
accepted by the county administrative board (Länsstyr-
elsen). An important ingredient in this phase is to iden-
tify who is the owner of the land where the work is sup-
posed to be undertaken. This is followed by discussions
with land owners. The work plan serves as a basis for
the formal decision on whether to go forth or leave the
project. If the work plan is accepted by the main office
of the SRA, the SRA obtains the legal right to construct
the road. If the land owners are not satisfied with the
decision, they might file an appeal to the government.
Analogously with the two preceding phases, this study is
procured. At this point it is possible to either procure 
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a contractor (total contract) or go on to the fourth 
phase (general contract) – the construction document.

The construction document is a technical document
specifying what is needed in order to implement the
project. It shows, inter alia, exact specifications of all
the aspects of the construction in addition to showing
all the necessary road markings, signs, and signals and
other road equipment (specification of demands). It also
contains information on how the traffic is redirected
during the construction phase and how to take care of
waste material from the construction. Even here the
construction document is made by consultants that are
procured. After finishing the construction document,
the contractor is procured (in the case of general con-
tract). In the construction phase, a project management
service is often procured (construction supervision). 

Regarding possibilities of corruption in road con-
struction projects, the decision-makers are project man-
agers and people working in the technical departments.
These are the ones who are responsible for what con-
sultants and contractors are procured. Therefore, the
major part of the interviews have been conducted with
these people. The fifth chapter will investigate more in
detail how services and construction work are procured
at the SRA. For the moment, it suffices to state that deci-
sion-makers are located in the project management
departments and the technical departments. 

When the object is constructed, it is necessary to
operate and maintain it. The projects of operation and
maintenance fulfill this task, described on the SRA web
page as follows: 

clear operational measures are winter road maintenance (to keep
roads free from snow and ice), ferry traffic, scything, cleaning road
signs, cleaning rest areas, mending surface cracks and clearing ditches
and culverts.
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While the construction is done in a (relatively) short
period of time, the operation & maintenance projects
have to take care of the investment until a new one is
made. And this is, according to the project managers,
the main difference between investment objects and
operation and maintenance projects: the operation 
and maintenance projects have almost no start and end. 

Included in operation and maintenance is clearing
the roads from snow. In summer, clearing the roads
from dirt, making smaller reparations, cutting grass are
maintenance jobs. This is included in a kit of services
called the Basic Maintenance Package (GPD, Grund-
paket Drift). Other types of operation and maintenance
involve the reparations of greater range. Yet another is
the maintenance of tunnels and electrical installations.

2.8 an alternative description of the sra

To give a more multifaceted description of the SRA, the
matrix presented above will be supplemented by the
physical organisation of SRA Stockholm (see figure 6).

In this supplementary description of SRA Stockholm
it becomes clear in what way the different measures that
have to be taken are converted into projects. On the top
floor is the planning department. The planning depart-
ment decides which projects to run and which to post-
pone as stated by some of the project managers. In other
words, the project managers are the hands, while the
planning department is the brain. This is of course not
entirely true as project managers are also brains, at
another level because they dictate the conditions under
which the contractor must comply. It has already been
stated that the project managers could be conceived as
orchestrators who buy work force from different sup-
pliers, and do not do “anything but” monitoring and
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supervising. After all, the planning department is re-
sponsible for prioritising between different measures
that have to be taken, and map those to the available
funds for that time. Since some project managers claim
that they, in fact, work for the planning department, it is
understandable that a respondent working at SRA Pro-
duction claimed that those on the top floor are the one
with elevated status and that status decreases as one
descends in the elevator. Such a description might in fact
be plausible, since planning is on the top floor, followed
in status by the supporting team of the general director.
On the seventh floor, the Stockholm projects might be
found – the projects that have broken out of the normal
division of project into North and South, and not to for-
get, projects that are of high economic importance such

elevator
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as Södra Länken and Norra Länken. After the Stock-
holm projects, the normal projects follow. The respond-
ent at the Contracts and Quality department stated that
she works at a support function, designed to support the
core – the projects. Therefore, it is no surprise that they
are located lower in the status hierarchy. The Authority
and Traffic Commissions concerned with drivers’
licences and drunk driving is located at the bottom of
the structure, at the same level as the garage.

This description supports the top-down hierarchy of
the project rather than the left-right matrix representa-
tion of SRA. The money and the measures to be taken
are delivered to the top floor, and pass down to the plan-
ning department, where they are converted into projects,
received by the project managers a couple of floors 
further down; the project managers who in their turn 
use support from the second, third, and fourth floors.

Apart from these two forms of describing the organ-
isation, it is also important to mention that there are
groups consisting of project managers and people at the
technical department. These groups are formed around
competence areas, e.g. the project managers who are
specialised in the operation of bridges are clustered with
the technical specialists of bridges called the bridge
group. Also, there are those working with signals and
electrical equipment just to mention a few that have
come to my knowledge. 

As a consequence of the project-based form, the
project managers seldom work together. They do have
meetings and they sit on the same floor, but they rarely
work together, except for some larger project where
many project managers are involved. Rather, project
managers work in their project teams with people from
the technical department, the environment and traffic
safety department, the information department, as well
as with external consultants and contractors. 
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2.9 approaching the sra

The project started with an interview at SRA Contracts
and Quality. Following this interview I called the head of
one of the project managers’ departments and received a
list of names and telephone numbers to all the project
managers in the Stockholm region. From that list, I sel-
ected names at first randomly, and then focused on those
with differing project types (bigger investment objects,
smaller investment objects, operations & maintenance
projects) in order to get a fair overview of the function-
ing of the SRA. First, after a short and rather dull phone
interview with one project manager, I realised that I had
to meet the project managers face to face. 

The interviews of this project can be conceived as
two waves. The first wave of interviews – 7 interviews –
was in the spring of 2003. At this time the interviews
were mainly focused on questions of ethics, gifts and
bribes. The topics, as I characterised them myself, were:
general morality, relations (with consultants and con-
structors) and gifts. Typical questions were:

Morality

What kind of moral problems arise in your work? How do you do to
solve these?

Do you usually discuss moral issues? During what kind of circum-
stances? Formal meetings? Small-talk?

Relations

Do the consultants market themselves personally in some way?

What is important to think about when it comes to relations to con-
sultant and contractors?

How are consultants and contractors evaluated? Model of evaluation?
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Who develops it? Are you the one making the last choice? Have you
experienced someone who has been mistreated? 

Gifts

Have you ever been offered gifts? Trips? Lunches? Who pays for the
lunch?

Is it wrong to accept gifts? Why? What do you think of others who do
it?

What should you think about when it comes to gifts / invitations to
events?

Do you have any personal limit when it comes to gifts?

Is there a policy at the SRA for what you might receive when it comes
to gifts? An ethical policy?

Even though these questions were set sometimes I did 
not always pose all of them and I often reformulated
them to fit into the conversation which I held with 
the interviewees. This is similar to the Ledeneva’s sug-
gestion of following a swapping experiences pattern,
rather than a question-answer pattern (see 2.5). The
interviews were conducted in a semi-structured manner
(Denscombe 2003).

In the second wave of interviews, I did not only focus
on the project managers, since I had learnt that more
people are responsible for procurement in the organisa-
tion (for example, at the technical departments). Also, I
decided that I had to focus on the heads of department
in order to get to the managerial perspective of corrup-
tion (to address the second aim of the thesis, namely
what is done against corruption). The focus of the ques-
tions was changed to get a broader perspective of the
functioning of the SRA, and not merely to discuss ethi-
cal issues. Without a context, it seemed impossible to
understand the importance of the ethical issues. In this
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stage I tried to make the project managers talk about the
project they were running at present, how the different
services within the project were procured, and so on.
With other respondents I asked questions about their
work and made them describe good ethics at the SRA.
The second wave took place in winter 2003 and spring
2004 (consisting of 24 interviews). 

Typical questions were:

Tell me about the project that you are involved in. How have you
bought the consultancy services, construction?

Are general agreements a good way of organising procurement of
services? Could it be done in another way?

Tell me about the different general agreements that you have. How
long have you had them? When will they be renewed? How were they
procured? Suborders, how much by general agreement?

Are there any moral issues that affect you or your department? 

What should a relationship look like between a project manager and a
consultant, contractor? 

Is friendship between supplier and project managers? What kind of
ways of being together are ok? 

Gifts?

Gaining more confidence, I let the interviews be more of
an unstructured kind. I repeatedly asked the question
why? which led to many interesting in-depth descrip-
tions of project work, relations, moral dilemmas and
asphalt. 

Goulding (2002, 24) describes the hermeneutic pro-
cess as a process of comprehension (reflecting on one’s
own experience, enter into dialogue with others), syn-
thesising (merging data, applying thematic analyses),
theorising (linkages from theory to data are based on
reflections of theoretical literature) and recontextualis-
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ing (writing and rewriting, providing new insights, mov-
ing from particular to universal sphere), which pretty
accurately describes my qualitative research even
though I rather see it as constantly facing the insight
that “this is not it”. I engaged with literature and the
interviews while writing (Lennerfors 2004a; 2004b;
2004c; 2004d; 2005a; 2005b; 2005c; 2006a; 2006b;
2007; forthcoming). Each of these texts did only cover
points of interest in the different interviews. I finally
decided to not do any more interviews in 2005. Even
though I would not say that I understood everything I
realised that it is better to get to some understanding
than only piles of data. 

A study is done when you have gained an understanding of the setting
or slice of social life that you set out to study. Because our understand-
ing of the social world is necessarily incomplete and imperfect, repre-
senting and approximation and oversimplification, no study can ever
be considered finished. Yet if we did not withdraw from the field every
once in a while to try to make sense of what we have seen, heard and
experienced, we would be left with piles of data with no understand-
ing of the social world at all (Taylor 1991, 241 – 242).

No serious effort of trying to transcribe and summarise
all interviews was done until 2005. I listened to and
transcribed all interviews that had been recorded. Not
all interviews were recorded, sometimes because of pref-
erences of the respondents and also because I wanted to
see if their responses would be completely different
while not using recorder (due to the nature of corrup-
tion). I could see no such difference. Some times how-
ever, some people started to talk after I switched off the
recorder. I particularly remember one:

“I think this whole issue of bribery is ridiculous. It’s so exaggerated.”

When all the interviews were transcribed, I read them
through to find new themes and also to find statements
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corresponding to the topics that I had identified as
important while making the interviews. Apart from the
study at the SRA, other interviews have been conducted
during the project with purchasers and salespeople both
in Sweden and in other countries. These interviews have
also provided insights to the study of the SRA, since
each of these interviews placed me more in the “inter-
stices”. In addition to interviews I spent some time at
the SRA archive where I studied some procurement pro-
tocols, subordering and some general material regarding
project management. I also tried to follow the SRA in
the media, mainly by subscribing to their press releases
and the SRA Production Magazine On the Way (På
Väg). I also participated in project meetings and had
informal meetings with respondents (such as lunches
and small-talk). 
When I eventually read the transcriptions and tried to
categorise my material, the themes into which I divided
the final transcription of the interviews were the follow-
ing. To divide into themes was difficult since many
quotes fitted into many of the categories (any classifica-
tion is an act of violence, see chapter 9). I pasted quotes
from the interviews (not including the technical depart-
ments) into a document consisting of 174 pages. See be-
low how many pages correspond to each of the themes. 

Trends and changes with respect to ethics and morality (5p)

Evaluation / Procurement procedure (29p)

Humour (2p)

How to manage the issue of bribing (10p)

Drawing the line (gift / bribe) (60p)

Consequences of the Act on Public Procurement (10p)
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Ethics generally (15p)

Partnering and good cooperation (1p)

Changes and additional billing (7p)

Fairness when subordering (13p)

A small world we live in (1p)

SRA and SRA Production (2p)

Gender (5p)

Region manager (9p)

Director-general (7p)

After arranging this document I more or less left the
original transcripts of the interviews for a long time, and
increasingly departed only from the quote document. 
As is seen in the dissertation, these themes have been
abandoned to a great extent (since they were “not it”).

2.10 is this it? – or, for serendipity

How does one avoid constantly facing the insight that
“this is not it”? The three findings below did not only
make me understand both the empirical material and
the issue of corruption as such, they brought up person-
ally interesting issues. Also, these theoretical serendipi-
ties were too complicated to discard directly as “not
being it”. 

By accident I ran into Peter Bratsis’ (2003a) paper
when I was googling what words were used to discuss
corruption in ancient Greek language. In Bratsis’ paper
I was amazed by the critical take on the anti-corruption
crusade as well as his thoughtful analysis of corruption
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in relation to modernity. It was by reading his paper that
I really understood how influential modernity in general
and the public / private split in particular was for an
understanding of corruption. I also realised that Bratsis
analysis was related to the work of Jacques Lacan and
Slavoj Žižek. This could be it. 

In addition, when teaching a course in 2005 about
Alasdair MacIntyre, I was impressed by his line of argu-
mentation in After Virtue and I realised that I might be
able to replicate it (but with a more serious engagement
with post-modernity and a less serious engagement with
pre-modernity). Could this structure be “it”? 

Thirdly, when understanding the importance of
modernity I understood that my interest for Zygmunt
Bauman might be of use when writing up the thesis.
This could also be “it”.

It is based on these three possibilities that I have
structured this thesis. After this presentation of my 
scientific presuppositions and my choice of method, I
will now turn to the main investigation. The first 
stop will be to review the earlier research on corruption.
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18. “Norden och Sverige är unika att inte vara korrupta. I Afrika och
Asien undrar man ibland hur det går till. Om det finns en gömd
agenda, osv.” Quote from lecturer on business relationships in China
and Russia (September 13, 2006, Stockholm).
19. Les grandes personnes aiment les chiffres. Quand vous leur parlez
d’un nouvel ami, elles ne vous disent jamais: “Quel est le son de son
voix? Quels sont les jeux qu’il prefère? Est-ce qu’il collectionne les
papillons?” Elles vous demandent: “Quel âge a-t-il? Combien a-t-il de
frères? Combien pèse-t-il? Combien gagne son père?” Alors seulement
elles croient le connaître (Saint-Exupéry 1997, 23).
20. All names are invented by me. 
21. Svensson: “Ja, och sen är jag inte säker på att jag har rätt. Jag tror
att det är ganska många som tycker att det där är helt ok. Och hur ska
du kunna göra forskning av detta? Hahaha. Du får franka svar på alla
håll och kanter.”
22. Lennerfors: “Om man ser på konsultsidan, hur ser det ut där?”
Arvidsson: “De har ju lite större anledning att bjuda in beställare. Där
väger kompetens då, och kanske tekniska möjligheter också och
nyheter lite tyngre i själva upphandlingen. Så de har liksom större
anledning att presentera sig.” 
23. Lennerfors: “Det kanske är att branschen har förändrats, för vad
man hör av andra så för länge sen så var det ganska mycket [gåvor och
bjudningar].” 
Olsson: “Ja, speciellt på entreprenadsidan, jag tror aldrig att konsult-
sidan har varit så mycket, det tror jag faktiskt inte.” 
Lennerfors: “För, jag, ändå, när det gäller konsulter, så måste det ju ha
ganska mycket att göra med person, konsult.”
Olsson: “Ja, precis. Det har ju att göra med deras kompetens, de har
inte så mycket att vinna på att försöka att fjäska in sig.”
24. An employee at the SRA was a former Technical Candidate at the
Department of Industrial Economics and Management, Royal
Institute of Technology. 
25. My apologies to Saint-Exupéry.
26. Affärsenheter
27. Resultatenheter
28. Vägtrafikregistret
29. Körkortssystem
30. Myndighets- och trafikärenden
31. Avtal & kvalitet
32. Planering
33. Information, VD Stab, GD Stab
34. Stockholmsprojekten
35. Väg och Trafik Norr
36. Väg och Trafik Söder
37. Teknik
38. Trafiksäkerhet och Miljö
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39. Vägverket Avtal, Kvalitet och Vägdata, Entré, Restaurang
40. Vägverket Administration, Myndighets- och Trafikärenden,
Garage
41. Motionsanläggning
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In the first chapter, I mentioned that the thesis would
depart from the modern definition of corruption – the
one related to the public / private dichotomy. But why
did I claim this definition to be modern? And what is
meant by ‘modern’? One reason for labelling it ‘a mod-
ern definition’ is my intention to argue that the modern
definition is not universal and a-cultural (cf. Haller and
Shore 2005, 16). I also intend to show that the modern
view of corruption is related to what has been called
“modernity”, a specific culture. In this present chapter, I
will delineate why I hold that the definitions presented
in chapter 1 (and more definitions to be presented in this
chapter) are modern. Concurrently, definitions of cor-
ruption as well as how corruption is discussed by vari-
ous academic fields to show the modern focus of the
earlier research on corruption is dealt with. 

3.1 corruption and modernity

When I state that the definitions of corruption are
almost without any exceptions modern and related to
modernity, I might be skating on thin ice. As a matter of
fact, the very concept of modernity has been thorough-
ly debated and it is difficult to invest it with a particular
meaning. Modernity is obviously referring to a period 
of time but which period that is, is also under debate. 
In the following quote Leszek Kołakowski discusses
three different beginnings of modernity, which all are
interrelated.

How far back modernity may be extended depends, of course, on
what we believe constitutes the meaning of the notion. If it is big busi-
ness, rational planning, the welfare state, and the subsequent bureau-
cratization of social relationships, the extent of modernity is to be
measured in decades rather than centuries. If we think, however, that
the foundation of modernity is in science, it would be proper to date it
from the first half of the seventeenth century, when the basic rules of
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scientific inquiry were elaborated and codified and scientists realized –
thanks mainly to Galileo and his followers – that physics was not to be
conceived as a report from experience but rather as an elaboration of
abstract models never to be perfectly embodied in experimental condi-
tions. Yet nothing prevents us from probing more deeply into the past:
the crucial condition of modern science was the movement toward the
emancipation of secular reason from revelation, and the struggle for
the independence of the faculties of arts from those of theology in
medieval universities was an important part of this process. The very
distinction between natural and divinely inspired knowledge, as it was
worked out in Christian philosophy from the eleventh century
onwards, was, in its turn, the conceptual foundation of this struggle,
and it would be difficult to decide which came first: the purely philo-
sophical separation of the two areas of knowledge or the social
process whereby the intellectual urban class with its claims to auton-
omy was established (Kołakowski 1990, 6 – 7).

So is modernity a twentieth century phenomenon, or
does it date back to the seventeenth or the eleventh cen-
tury? I use Kołakowski’s to contend that modernity
dates back to all these three periods. The particular ver-
sion of modernity that I will advance is based upon
reading literature on corruption as well as studying the
writings of Zygmunt Bauman (1989; 1990; 1991;
1993), Peter Bratsis (2003a; 2003b; 2006), Max Weber
through Paul du Gay (2000) and Alasdair MacIntyre
(1985). In these writings, I have identified three tenden-
cies in modernity that relate to corruption (the pub-
lic / private split, the focus on ethical rules and the man-
agerial engineering-based take on the world). I will
revisit Bratsis’ understanding of the public / private split
in the tenth chapter. The tenth chapter will be related
both to the emergence of bourgeois economy and sci-
ence (the seventeenth century in the above quote) and
theological interpretations (related more to Christian
philosophy in the eleventh century). MacIntyre’s under-
standing of modernity is related to enlightenment
thinkers (in Kołakowski’s quote – the seventeenth cen-
tury). Zygmunt Bauman, Weber and Paul du Gay are
concerned with bureaucracies and rational planning
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which might mean that their modernity is only a few
decades old (with modification in Weber’s case). As is
visible in Kołakowski’s statement, these various tenden-
cies are interrelated and together called modernity. I
hope that at the end of this thesis, it will be clear that all
of these births of modernity are related.

After briefly describing the three tendencies that I
have identified, I will survey the literature on corruption
and identify the aspects of modernity inherent in the
fields surveyed.

3.1.1 The public and the private

In the introductory chapter, it was suggested that cor-
ruption always embraces some special relationship
between the public and the private. Not only is corrup-
tion defined as a special relationship, but an inappropri-
ate mix of the public and the private (Johnson and
Sharma 2004, 3) (see however 3.5 and chapter 8). Some
examples of this salient feature in definitions of corrup-
tion not reviewed in 1.3 are: 

The abuse of public roles or resources for private benefit (Johnston
1998, 89).

The abuse of public power for private benefit (Tanzi 1998, 564).

The abuse (or misuse) of public power for private (personal) benefit
(Doh et al. 2003, 115). 

The use of regulatory power for personal gain (Lambert-Mogiliansky
1996, 10).

By and large, all these definitions center around derivation of eco-
nomic benefits from institutional power inherent in political and
bureaucratic appointments (Jain 1998a, 13).

Bratsis holds that contained “within the modern under-
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standing of corruption are two interrelated assump-
tions, that mutually exclusive public and private inter-
ests exist and that public servants must necessarily
abstract themselves from the realm of the private in
order to properly function” (Bratsis 2003a, 9).
Corruption is in this sense “the recurrent saga of the for-
mer [private] infecting the latter [public], of an ever-
vigilant effort to separate interest and will from which
the distinct realms of public and private are said to
spring” (Martin and Shohat 2003, 3). 

To follow up on my preliminary sketch of what the
public / private dichotomy stands for (see 1.3), I will fol-
low Zygmunt Bauman’s reading of Talcott Parsons
(Bauman 1990, 89 –106). Talcott Parsons uses the con-
cepts of personal / impersonal and not public / private.
However, based on the fourth reading of the public / pri-
vate split (in 1.3), it is apparent that he aims at describ-
ing what is here called the public / private. In the first
chapter, the public / private dichotomy was presented as
related to roles and not sectors. It will be argued that the
public role corresponds to the impersonal, while the pri-
vate role corresponds to the personal. 

Parsons invokes four oppositions, or in his vernacu-
lar – pattern variables. Pattern variables are dichotomies
used to highlight the disparity between the private and
the public.

The first pattern variable is that of quality and per-
formance. Parsons argues that in the personal role you
treat the other according to who he or she is (his or her
quality) as opposed to in the impersonal role where you
behave toward the other depending on what he or she
does (his or her performance). Bauman offers the exam-
ple of lending money depending on whether you are a
bank clerk (impersonal, public role) or the brother to
the person in need (personal, private role). A person qua
bank clerk will check the record of payments of the
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needy while a person qua brother may, even though the
brother sometimes does not pay back the money, grant
the loan just because the needy is his or her brother.

The second is particularism and universalism. In the
personal relation you embrace the fact that the person
you are dealing with is a unique human being with some
kind of specific relationship (with a particular kind of
history) to you while in the impersonal you take into
account universal principles, like legal regulations,
codes of conduct etc. 

Furthermore, the personal relationship is diffuse – it
is not specified what the responsibilities of the different
parties are – as opposed to the impersonal relationship
where the roles of the interacting parties are rather
clearly specified. Contracts might regulate the different
responsibilities between the bank and the borrower in
the example above, while the relationship between
brothers is often more diffuse. 

The fourth opposition is that between affectivity and
affective neutrality. In the personal relationship, you
may play out your emotions, while in the impersonal
people strive at being ‘cool,’ detached and unemotional
(Bauman 1990, 94). Emotions “are not an indispensable
part of impersonal interactions, while they are the very
factors which make personal interaction plausible”
(Bauman 1990, 94).

It seems that definitions of corruption are based on
the separation between the public and the private, but
why is this separation modern? The answer is seemingly
simple: it is because it has not always existed. Caiden and
Caiden suggest that the public / private distinction came
into being in Western Europe at the end of the eighteenth
century, emerging from the ideas of the French revolu-
tion. Monarchy was swept away and replaced by repre-
sentative government. Office became a public trust, and
officials became servants of the community (Caiden and
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Caiden 1977; Johnson and Sharma 2004, 15). Peter
Bratsis argue that the separation is traced back to the
King’s two bodies doctrine and bourgeois commodity
economy (see chapter 10 and Bratsis 2006). It should be
noted that both Bratsis and the Caidens discuss the pub-
lic role as one of a public servant, not as anyone in a pos-
ition of trust. Indeed, I argue (see 1.3) that the public /
private split can be used to understand a person working
in a position of trust in a private business. Furthermore
that she or he is also a servant of the community,
although the community in question is just more limited. 

Already in section 1.3 I argued that the public / pri-
vate split is modern since it separates the world of work
from the home. Whether based on the difference be-
tween state and market or the difference between work
and home, the public / private dichotomy is modern. The
crucial point in the argument is thus that this dichotomy
is something historical. Even though Bratsis as well as
the Caidens argue that the public / private split is indeed
historical and cultural, the split is often taken for grant-
ed as universal. Rose-Ackerman states that the modern
definition of corruption ”simply assumes that a distinc-
tion exists between one’s public and private roles”
(Rose-Ackerman 1999, 91) while the ”historical fact” of
the plurality of modern personae is inherent to moder-
nity (du Gay 2000, 10). Another indication that the
public / private dichotomy is modern is when the distinc-
tion is discussed in relation to developing (non-modern)
societies.

In many societies no such clear distinction [between public and pri-
vate] exists. In the private sector, gift giving is pervasive and highly
valued, and it seems natural to provide jobs and contracts to one’s
friends and relations. No one sees any reason not to carry over such
practices into the public realm. In fact, the very idea of a sharp distinc-
tion between public and private life seems alien to many people (Rose-
Ackerman 1999, 91).
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As Rose-Ackerman states, in many societies no sharp
division exists between public and private life (using
public / private as in this thesis, relating to roles). 

In more developed (modern) societies, the division
between the public and the private roles exists and the
roles should be separated. According to Bratsis, this
does not mean that public interests are valued above pri-
vate interests (Bratsis 2003a). Both sets of values are
equally important, the public based on impersonality,
objectivity and procedural justice as well as the private
based on love, friendship and care. The crucial point in
Bratsis’ account is that these two realms are not to be
confused (Bratsis 2003a). Zygmunt Bauman would
frame the separation between public and private as a
question of creating order. The moderns have always
wanted to create order by classifying and dividing the
world into categories (Bauman 1991). The problem of
corruption arises when “those in positions of power fail
to keep their public and private interests separate”(Jain
2001, 214).

3.1.2 Rules

Rules are an important part of modernity and especially
modern ethics as described by Zygmunt Bauman
(1993). According to Bauman, rules are invoked to
introduce heteronomous decision-making. Morality is
something utterly ambiguous and as such, the ambiguity
is so frightening that ethics is reduced to following ethi-
cal rules (Bauman 1993).

Morality, like the rest of social life, must be founded on Law, and
there must be an ethical code behind morality, consisting of prescrip-
tions and prohibitions. Teaching or coercing people to be moral means
making them obey that ethical code. By this reasoning, becoming
moral is equivalent to learning, memorising and following the rules
(Bauman 1994, 4).
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du Gay (2000) would hold that Bauman’s description is
correct in the realm of the bureaucracy, not in life as
such. Rules and heteronomous decision making is,
according to du Gay, very important in bureaucracies,
which will be discussed in the next chapter, while auton-
omy, love, friendship and care is important in the pri-
vate sphere (among friends and family).

Another theorist who identifies rules as defining
ethics of modernity is Alasdair MacIntyre (1985). He
argues that modernity is excessively focused on rules as
opposed to virtues. 

[In Enlightenment moralities, rules] become the primary concept of
the moral life. Qualities of character then generally some to be prized
only because they will lead us to follow the right set of rules. […] sup-
pose that we need to attend to virtues in the first place in order to
understand the function and authority of rules (MacIntyre 1985, 119).

Even though MacIntyre and Bauman are miles apart in
theory, they are both opposed to the rule based charac-
ter of modern ethics. While MacIntyre argues that mod-
ern man has lost the teleological view of oneself,
Bauman bases his critique on a reading of Lévinas
(1971). In other words, while MacIntyre would like to
base an account of morality on the virtues, Bauman
wants to base it on a moral impulse, directed towards
the Other as such, paying no attention to any institu-
tional arrangement. May the search for predictability
and the creation of heteronomous rules not be a sign of
the moderns’ fear of the uncontrollable moral impulse
and the local, particular virtues? 

3.1.3 Management and engineering

Modern thought, according to Bauman (1991), is
tightly related to ideas about social engineering. In
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modernity, social reality not only can but ought to be
controlled and managed. These ideas about controlling
social reality stem from broader notions of modern
human existence which is described by Bauman as the
taming of nature by means of technology and design.

We can say that existence is modern in as far at it is effected and sus-
tained by design, manipulation, management, engineering (Bauman
1991, 7).

Bauman presents the engineering mentality, investigat-
ing the situation, making a plan, and implementing it, as
a main parameter in modernity. In an article introducing
the thought of Bauman, Ruud Kaulingfreks states that
one of the defining characteristics of Bauman’s outline
of modernity is the Promethean idea that “in order to
live a prosperous life we need to take actions” (Kauling-
freks 2005, 33). In other words, we should define our
problem, make a plan and implement it. 

Why is Bauman, this theorist of modernity, so pre-
occupied with the use of design, manipulation, manage-
ment and engineering to understand the driving forces of
modernity? As noted above regarding the separation into
the public and the private, modern existence is tightly
about creating order. When bringing this idea of creating
order into the literature on corruption, the following
example clearly shows the engineering characteristics:

A core issue is how to apply the levers that will convince the major
players on the demand and supply side that it is in their best interests
to desist from corrupt practices (O’Higgins 2006, 250).

Applying levers is a clear example of this managerial
focus that the modern focus of corruption entails.
Corruption, as well as any other (social) problem, can
be managed just by applying the levers correctly. A prac-
tical example of this managerial tendency obviates itself
when the ethical advisors to Systembolaget (see 1.1)
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argue that a change in purchasing systems might reduce
the risk of corruption (SR 2004). Anitra Steen, the head
of Systembolaget also argued that the corruption might
have been detected with a new IT system (Dagens
Industri 2005). Things should thus, in the modern
mindset, not be left to accident but must be controlled.
Without order, we would have chaos. 

3.2 the ambiguity of corruption

What is necessary to underline before embarking on a
literature survey of corruption is that the earlier
research on corruption is of an extremely multifaceted
character (cf. Wästerfors 2004, 30). 

‘Corruption’ […] is a term which encompasses many different forms
of misuse of power or misuse of office. It is not a single issue, nor a
single problem (Gorta 2001, 14).

It is not always clear what corruption means, and there
are a great number of coexisting typologies. In short,
there is no consensus of what corruption means. For
example, according to Miller et al. (2005), there are five
different kinds of corruption, namely individual, organ-
ised, organisational, systemic and grand corruption.
Riley argues that the three types of corruption are the
incidental, the systematic, and the systemic (Riley
1998). O’Higgins complements these three with a
fourth, which she describes as a one-time, one-of-a-
kind, high-value transactions, like Lockheed 1970
(O’Higgins 2006, 236 – 237). Robinson asserts that it is
elite or petty corruption (Robinson 1998, 4). And there
are many more. I will not go into these different cate-
gorisations but it suffices to state that there is no
accepted way of understanding corruption. The classifi-
cations seem to coexist independently of one another.
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The concept of corruption is indeed essentially contest-
able (see chapter 2). Acknowledging this ambiguity in
the discussions of corruption, I nevertheless argue that
there is a common core to the discussion of corruption in
different academic fields, at least based on my limitation
of the scope of the thesis (see 1.2). The question arises:
what fields should be discussed when doing a review of
literature on corruption? Haller and Shore suggest that
important field in corruption research are political sci-
ence, economic science and business (Haller and Shore
2005). That economics and politics are the main fields is
held by Miller et al. (2001). Because my empirical case
study is related to procurement and because I identified
myself as a business ethicist (see chapter 2), I have
decided to include purchasing and supply chain manage-
ment, business ethics, economical sciences and political
sciences. Even though the categorisation of articles into
these four fields by force is mistaken (as Bauman and
Žižek / Lacan hold, see chapter 9 and 10), any classifica-
tion at least creates some order. This is held to outweigh
the disadvantages of classifying.

3.3 purchasing and supply chain management

In introductions to purchasing and supply chain man-
agement, there is usually a section dedicated to profes-
sional ethics (Heinritz et al. 1986). In this section, ethi-
cal issues arising in relation to corruption as gift-giving
and bribery is discussed. Usually, the books depict the
purchasers’ work situation as consisting of constant
temptations. These temptations are exclusively framed
as involving private gain, something relating to the
modern definition of corruption.
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A buyer is exposed to many temptations. These vary from Christmas
presents which are sent to his / her home address at the end of the year,
to vacations, which are offered disguised as a business trip to an over-
seas office (Weele 2005, 293).

In a number of descriptive studies (Rudelius and
Buchholz 1979; Janson 1988; Cooper et al. 1997b;
Cooper et al. 1997d; Cooper et al. 1997c; Cooper et al.
2000), gift-giving is identified as an ethical problem for
the purchasing profession. In the 1988 study, it was con-
cluded that “ethical challenges have dramatically in-
creased for purchasing personnel as well as for manage-
ment in general” (Janson 1988). The Cooper et al. stud-
ies were made in order to unravel what issues purchas-
ing professionals perceived as ethically problematic 10
years after the Janson study. The respondents of the
Cooper studies ranked the severity of 44 issues that
were identified by Cooper et al. as potential ethical
problems in the purchasing profession. Gift-giving was
identified as amongst the ten most severe ethical prob-
lems by the purchasers in the U.S., U.K., Canada and
India. With its quantitative focus, the study is broad and
generates comparative data, however its drawbacks
comprise the inability to explain what is meant that an
issue is an ethical problem. 

Another study by Wood shows that industrial mar-
keting relations are embedded in social networks where
the gifts should be seen as a way of building trust (Wood
1995b). The purpose of this gift-giving “is not to cor-
rupt but to signal the value of the relationship” (Wood
1995b, 23). Lunches are often also seen as a good way
of getting to know each other (Halvorson and Rudelius
1977). But what is the real difference between building
trust and corrupting? Here, one can see the issue of
ambiguity and ambivalence which has to be addressed
from a managerial perspective. I argued above that
modernity is a project of creating order and to create a
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boundary between gifts and bribes is an example of a
modern endeavour.

To help the purchaser understand which gifts are
acceptable and which are not (or in other words, how to
separate a gift from a bribe), the suggestion is generally
to introduce a code of ethics (Cowton and Low 2002;
Weele 2005). In this code, it should be stipulated what
gifts could be received and which ones should be
returned to the giver. That the code helps individual
employees to act correctly is not the only aim of the
code of conduct. Another issue relates to organisational
consistency, namely that all representatives of the organ-
isation should act in the same way. To understand what
is at stake here, one should recall Parsons claiming that
the public is related to universality and that in one’s
public role one should pay attention to a performance
and not to quality. Organisational consistency relating
to purchasing is the same thing as acting in accordance
to some universal (or at least organisational) standards,
without paying attention to whether your supplier is
your best friend or worst enemy. That this universal
behaviour is valued is clearly visible when considering
that the claim that it is this very universality that gener-
ates trust. In this field of purchasing and supply chain
management, trust does not pertain to somebody 
being your blood relative and therefore you depend
upon him or her. Rather, trust is related to predictabili-
ty and consistency.

Trust can only be generated if company staff act in a consistent and
reliable manner. Sales staff should be able to live up to their word; if
sales staff are replaced, customers should be able to trust that agree-
ments made are met by the new person. The same is true for changes
at management level. These observations apply both for the organiza-
tion of the seller and buyer. Trustworthiness, as we see it, primarily
stems from ethical and consistent organizational behavior (Weele
2005, 293).
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The modern faith put in rules, or here into codes of con-
duct, clearly manifests itself in the quoted works. The
rules are considered to bring about consistent behav-
iour. By depicting just what is considered to be morally
good behaviour, the code of ethics removes responsibil-
ity from the individual employees. As Bauman would
have it, the responsibility lies in deciding whether to fol-
low the rules or not. Consequently, the behaviour of the
employees will be good given that the employees follow
the rules.

To increase uniformity in behavior towards the business community, a
number of large companies have become explicit on their policies with
regard to business integrity explaining their company’s business values
and regulations on matters such as conflict of interest (Weele 2005,
295).

In the field of purchasing and supply management, cor-
ruption is just one of many issues to be handled. The
managerial focus of the field leaves the very concept of
corruption without discussion. The meaning of corrup-
tion is seldom debated in the field. Nevertheless, this
field has contributions to make to this present study. It
is clear that a code of ethics, or a set of rules that is
thought to bring about consistent (and good) behaviour,
is a contribution to the second aim of this study –
namely to find what is done against corruption. 

Apart from gift-giving, a study made by Porter
shows that purchasing professionals perceive that they
too often allow personalities to improperly influence the
buying decision (see Porter(1996)). Applying Talcott
Parson’s view of the difference between public and pri-
vate, personalities are not expected to influence the pur-
chasing decisions since they are related to the private, or
personal realm. In the public sphere, one should pay
attention exclusively to the performance of one’s suppli-
er, and not to the supplier’s Parsonian quality. Personal-
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ity is therefore held to be an irrelevant factor for de-
ciding whether to buy a certain product / service or not.

In another article, Porter (1999) argues that ethical
issues have become accentuated by the ushering in of the
era of supply chain management with more focus on
close collaboration than the earlier “purchasing” para-
digm (Kraljic 1983; Cooper et al. 1997a; Dam Jespersen
and Skjøtt-Larsen 2005). Collaboration implies that
many companies do not change supplier, thus restricting
the access for new, potential suppliers. Here, once again,
the Parsonian pattern variable of quality and perform-
ance comes up. A problem of having close collabora-
tions with a supplier is that the relationship may slide
over into something not dependent on performance but
rather on habit. Porter’s article declares that this is a
consternation for purchasing professionals who (at least
in theory) constantly seek the suppliers with the best
performance. Is not the fact that one supplier is pre-
ferred, something that may possibly be labelled ‘cor-
rupt’, something that is not public enough? Also, Porter
argues that companies less and less use bidding as a way
to select an appropriate supplier, thus limiting competi-
tion (and limiting the influence of Parson’s performance)
(Porter 1999).

Cultural diversity is another issue that is considered
to be important in the sales-purchasing interface.
Purchasing agents now face the challenge “of operating
within strange cultures and unfamiliar languages”
where different conceptions of ‘bribe’ and ‘corruption’
exist (Wood 1995a, 9; Carter 1998; Carter 2000). Rose-
Ackerman’s quote (see 3.1.1) where it is held that some
cultures do not even distinguish between private and
public spheres should be recalled here. The international
context is seen to be a scene where ethical challenges
multiply, but it is also noted that this may be due to an
inherent bias in judgments and the inability to see
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unethical practices in our near surroundings (Wood
1995a). Could it possibly be the case that we, in the
West, do not have a clear understanding of the public
and the private either?

To summarise the field of purchasing and supply
chain management, I would argue that there are clear
modern tendencies in the pertinent literature. Gift-giving
and bribery is considered to be a managerial problem to
be solved by means of codes of conduct. Remarkably
few theories regarding purchasing structures and rou-
tines to stifle corruption are present in this field (how-
ever, more theories of that kind exist in economics). The
codes of conduct are intended to guarantee consistent
behaviour, which in turn generate trust and legitimacy.
Also, it is clear in this field that there is a separation
between what is legitimate (objective criteria) and what
is not (the subjective, personalities, and so on).

3.4 business ethics

In introductory books on business ethics, ethics in pur-
chasing is considered to be an issue of obvious import-
ance (e.g. Crane and Matten 2004). Crane and Matten
are not only interested in what might be done against
bribes and gifts, but also why bribes are morally evil.
The influence from the philosophers who entered the
field of business ethics in the 1980s is rather clear 
(see 2.1). Gift-giving, according to Crane and Matten
might be morally questionable owing to several aspects.

First of all, if the intention of the gift-giver is to
obtain additional advantages, the action is questionable.
For Crane and Matten, it is enough that the intention of
the giver is to obtain additional advantages to deem the
gift as morally questionable. The supplier who wants to
receive additional advantages by the use of gifts is con-
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sidered immoral, since this entails stepping aside from
fair competition where all suppliers are assessed on per-
taining characters of their service offers and not judged
on gift-giving behaviour. In short, gift-giving is an
attempt to obtain advantages not based on performance
but on quality (Parson’s words).

Secondly, if there is an impact on the receiver, the
action is questionable. The second issue, whether there
is an impact on the receiver of the gift, should tell if the
receiver has been affected by the gift and thus might not
act as he or she would have done without the gift, name-
ly as an agent for the principal (see below). 

Thirdly, if other parties perceive the gift as a bribe,
then the action is questionable. If agents’ behaviour
seem to be corrupt, it might in fact be corrupt.

All of these criteria are questionable. As regards the
first one, it is impossible to know the intention of the
giver. Regarding this first criterion, I have noticed when
interviewing salespeople that they aim at obtaining
additional advantages when inviting clients to lunches
and giving them delicacies. But is this corrupt? 

The second criterion is also difficult to discern in
practice. How can one know if one has been influenced?
Maybe, one would have to turn to the Swedish profes-
sor of business ethics Hans de Geer’s concept of the
Wow-factor. When you say wow! while receiving a gift,
it is probable that it is a bribe. Otherwise, it is a gift (TT
2005). 

The third criterion is also problematic. Who has a
say in this? Those working in proximity to the receiver?
A corruption fighter? Anyone on the street?

In business ethics, bribery is often analysed by means
of ethical theories stemming from philosophy. Most
business ethics literature deals with bribery from a
deontological point of view. An attempt to discuss the
issue in the light of a utilitarian theory is made in De
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George (2006, 70 – 74). Even though De George states
that “bribery is immoral”, those who engage in bribery
“frequently justify their actions based on something
similar to utilitarian grounds” (De George 2006, 70).
He presents the example in which an airplane manufac-
turer has spent enormous amounts of money on devel-
oping a new airplane. In need of cash, the company des-
perately searches for new contracts. If no contracts are
found, the company will have to close down some of its
facilities. The president of the company has been trying
to sign a deal with the government, and she learns that
one of the purchasers in the government is heavily in
debt due to gambling. The president contacts this per-
son, offers her 100 000 dollars if she awards the con-
tract to the president’s firm. The scenario plays this way
and the business is saved. The consequences could not
be better, according to the president. The government
official is better off than she would have been without
the bribe, the government gets airplanes of good quality
and workmanship, the airplane company gets the con-
tract and stays in business, and the workers in the fac-
tories are kept employed, avoiding suffering for their
families. The only negative aspect is that an action,
which some people would not approve of – bribing –
has taken place, but after all, “this is business”. The
argument is of a utilitarian kind in that “it seeks to eval-
uate the results of the action, weighs the good against
the bad, and argues that the good outweighs the
bad”(De George 2006, 71). It seems, when doing this
calculation, that bribing may be accepted when analysed
from utilitarianism. However, according to De George,
the utilitarian calculation was not properly done. If the
calculation had been executed properly, it would have
rendered the “right” result, namely that bribing is
immoral. This example is meant to show how ethical
theories might be applied to practices, such as bribery. It
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is also intended to show that we always get the results
we want. In short, we seem to know what is right before
making the calculation (Lennerfors 2006b, 16).

Even though utilitarianism is sometimes used to con-
demn bribery, as in De George (2006), bribery is more
often considered reprehensible for other reasons. Many
scholars including Noonan (1984) and Gustafsson
(1988) argue that bribery is morally condemnable
because it is a betrayal of trust. This conception of bri-
bery is mostly portrayed as a situation in which we have
three different actors, in the following quote, “the sup-
plying company”, “the purchaser” and “the employer”.

Inducements usually are made in order to secure some form of prefer-
ential treatment for the supplying company, and typically involve pur-
chasing staff in a conflict of interest between their own personal gain
and the best interests of their firm. As employees of the firm, pur-
chasers are expected to fulfil an obligation to act in the firm’s interest
– namely getting the best deal, whether in terms of price, quality, sup-
port services, or whatever else best achieves the company’s goals.
When a purchaser receives a personal benefit from the seller – such as
a bottle of whisky, a trip to a football game, or an envelope stuffed
with money – the problem is that the purchaser may be swayed to
make a decision that does not fulfil this obligation to their employer
(Crane and Matten 2004, 314 – 315). 

The employer-purchaser-supplier (or, principal-agent)
model is focused on a conflict of interests. What consti-
tutes an act of bribery in this model, is that the bribee
(the purchaser) is the agent of two principals. First, the
legitimate principal for whom she works (in Crane and
Matten’s quote above, the firm). Second, the principal
from whom she receives the bribe (the supplying com-
pany). This violates trust as well as the contract between
the legitimate employer and the employee, for which the
practice is immoral. How is this related to the modern
focus on corruption? First of all, the principal-agent
model separates public interests (the interests of the
principal) from private interest (the interests of the
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bribe-taker). The bribe is held to introduce private influ-
ence in the realm of the public, namely that the bribee
does not do what he or she would have done without
the bribe. The bribee is not focused on the interests of
the principal. This could be seen as an issue of disorder,
namely that in the public sphere, only public interests
should exist. 

Bribery has also been discussed from the point of
view of social contract theorists Donaldson and Dunfee
and condemned as violating the two hypernorms of
social efficiency and political participation (Dunfee et al.
1999; Dunfee and Donaldson 2002). Here bribery is
considered to exclude people from the political sphere
as well as create distortions on the market, which in
turn leads to decreased social efficiency. 

Some empirical studies exist in the field of business
ethics. A study focused on the perception of bribery
amongst managers is worth accentuating. Brenner and
Molander show that bribery in the seventies was seen as
the ethical issue in the business world which executives
wanted to eliminate to a greater extent than any other
issue (Brenner and Molander 1977). A similar study fol-
lowing up Brenner and Molander’s which compared
business students’ perception of ethically questionable
business practices between 1985 and 2001 showed that
gift-giving to purchasing professionals was considered
to be the issue that caused the least aversion amongst 15
issues (Emerson and Conroy 2002). This might indicate
that there is more acceptance towards gift-giving in
2001 than in 1977. However, there were different sur-
veys so they are not comparable. 

In the Swedish context, examples of studies are one
made in You and Work (Du och Jobbet) (2001) and
another in Municipality News (Kommun Aktuellt)
(1996). The study in You and Work showed that 12%
of the decision-makers in general and 27% in the con-
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struction industry had been offered bribes. 29% of
those in general, and 41% of the decision-makers in the
construction industry did not see bribing and gift-giving
as a serious problem. In the Municipality News study
1996, it was shown that 50% of those responsible for
purchasing in the Swedish municipalities had been
offered bribes during recent years (Cars 2001, 166). 

To summarise, the field of business ethics has provid-
ed some analyses of why corruption is evil as well as
having presented empirical studies that attempt to sur-
vey what people think about bribery and corruption as
well as how much bribes are given. Bribery is deleteri-
ous because it violates the trust of the principal in the
principal-agent model of corruption.

3.5 economics 

Economic theories are not concerned with presupposing
that corruption is evil. Rather, they conform to the engi-
neering mentality both described in chapter 2 and as a
pillar of the concept of modernity that I am trying to
advance. Economist Robert Klitgaard agrees with James
Q Wilson stating that “the problem of corruption is that
it tends to become the Problem of Corruption. Moral
issues obscure practical issues even when the moral
question is a relatively small one and the practical mat-
ter is very great” (Klitgaard 1988, 11 – 12). Another
quote also points in this direction: 

Corruption is better than economic stagnation and better than
obstructing the operations of the market. The presumption that cor-
ruption is evil should not, however, stand in the way of giving delicate
attention to the particularities that in some instances make corruption
defensible (Dexter and Braybrooke 1992).42
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Economic theories tend to be rather sober and seem-
ingly rational. If there is a problem, there is also a solu-
tion. To be able to advance managerial advice, there is
nevertheless a need to simplify. 

Economists tend to ground their work in the rent-
seeking approach advocated by public choice theorists.
Rent seeking, a concept coined by Krueger (1974) and
later subsumed into the larger set of Directly Unpro-
ductive Profit-seeking (DUP) practices by Bhagwati
(1982), is explained as follows:

In many market-oriented economies government restrictions upon
economic activity are pervasive facts of life. These restrictions give rise
to rents of a variety of forms, and people often compete for the rents.
Sometimes, such competition is perfectly legal. In other instances, rent
seeking takes other forms, such as bribery, corruption, smuggling, and
black markets (Krueger 1974, 291). 

According to this view, corruption arises from inter-
actions between clients, be they business or ordinary
citizens, and politicians and public officials who are
simplistically assumed to be narrowly self-seeking in
their behaviour (Robinson 1998, 4). Economic theories
on corruption tend to take for granted that government
officials are always the ones engaging in corrupt behav-
iour (Jain 1998b). In this tradition, the basic assumption
is that individuals are guided by self-interest. Rose-
Ackerman explains:

Obviously, subtle differences in culture and basic values exist across
the world. But there is one human motivator that is both universal and
central to explaining the divergent experiences of different countries.
That motivator is self-interest, including an interest in the well-being
of one’s family and peer group. Critics call it greed. Economists call it
utility maximization. Whatever the label, societies differ in the way
they channel self-interest (Rose-Ackerman 1999, 2).

According to Arvind Jain, there are two perspectives of
this rent-seeking focus of corruption modelling (Jain
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1998a, 19). The first perspective, the “resource alloca-
tion models” assesses the consequences of allocation of
resources to rent seeking activities. They concern them-
selves with “the prices of assets and their returns” and
analyse how rent seeking activities compete with pro-
ductive activities, or in other words, how entrepreneurs
choose between spending their efforts on production of
goods and services or on rent seeking activities (Krueger
1974, 21; Bhagwati 1982; Jain 1998b). The second, far
more central, perspective frames rent seeking in terms of
the principal-agent relationship. These models focus on
the actions of a corrupt agent – “agents that engage in
the misuse of public power for private profit or political
gain” (Leiken 1997, 55). In this second perspective, the
main issues comprise how the principal might hinder the
rent seeking agent in his or her mission to maximise 
private gain.

Agents have incentives to disregard their principal’s interest due to
information assymetry. The principal lacks ability to monitor the
agent’s behavior because monitoring is costly. In the absence of perfect
information, the principal must design incentive contracts that encour-
age the agent to maximize the principal’s welfare (Jain 1998a, 25).

Based on this notion of rent-seeking, economists view
the problem of corruption as a problem of creating
structures on a societal and organisational level that
channel self-interest to something beneficial to the prin-
cipal. Such structures might be inter alia laws, taxes,
monitoring systems, and procurement reform. 

It is this principal-agent model of corruption that is
dominant even though some theoretical attempts have
been made to approach the subject with alternative 
perspectives apart from Jain’s “resource allocation mod-
els” (Schleifer and Vishny 1993; Jain 1998a, 19); for
example, game theory (Macrae 1982), welfare econom-
ics (Rashid 1981), property rights (Jagannathan 1986)
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and transaction cost economics (Husted 1994).
This rent-seeking, principal-agent issue is then dis-

cussed in a variety of ways. Relating to the conse-
quences of corruption, grease money is argued to have a
positive effect in otherwise slow economies (Leff 2002).
Additionally, the point has been made that government
employees might work harder when they receive bribes
apart from their salary (Huntington 1968). Corruption
is also held to help circumventing cumbersome regula-
tions and facilitate business transactions and lead to
economic growth by facilitating inward investment
(Ades and Di Tella 1996). Furthermore, corruption has
also been argued to create an opportunity for interna-
tional firms to overcome numerous difficulties associ-
ated with entering new foreign markets (Boddewyn and
Brewer 1994; Ahlstrom and Bruton 2001). At least in
the short-term, corruption provides a means of coping
with resource shortages, distorted markets, and admin-
istrative incompetence (Weber and Getz 2004, 698). 

Even though these exceptions exist, common know-
ledge conveys that corruption hinders development
(Gould and Amaro-Reyes 1983; Schleifer and Vishny
1993). Corruption is held to lower investment, and
hence growth (Mauro 1995). In his study, Wei found
that a rise in the corruption level reduced inward invest-
ment just as tax increase would (Wei 1997; 2000).
Schleifer and Vishny (1993), on the other hand, argue
that corruption is much more harmful than its transpar-
ent version, taxation. In short, corruption correlates
with negative long-term growth rates (Poirson 1998;
Leite and Weidman 1999). Furthermore, corruption is
held to decrease public revenue, increase public spend-
ing, poverty and inequalities, distort markets, resource
allocations and incentives (Tanzi 1998). 

The causes of corruption are also investigated and it
is claimed that the amount of corruption is dependent
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on three factors that Klitgaard beautifully summarises in
his formula:

Corruption = Monopoly + Discretion – Accountability (Klitgaard et
al. 2000).

There is a need for some kind of monopolist situation
for corruption to occur, Klitgaard argues. If anyone can
provide the service wanted, there is no need to pay a
bribe. Husted argues, modifying Klitgaard, that it is not
necessary to have a complete monopoly situation, al-
though at least some kind of asset specificity is needed
(Husted 1994). When officials themselves determine the
outcome of the decision, there are more incentives to
bribe. This is captioned in ‘discretion’. Accountability –
the mere fact that officials need to state why they took 
a certain decision, decreases the risk of corruption. 
Apart from accountability, transparency is often consid-
ered to decrease the amount of corruption (Weber and
Getz 2004).

To summarise, economic theories tend to see corrup-
tion as a principal-agent issue which can be solved (in
the modern managerial fashion) by applying the right
levers to control the agent’s actions. It is readily per-
ceived that there is a separation between public (the
principal’s) and private (the agent’s) interests. The solu-
tion to fight corruption in this tradition is marketisa-
tion. By reducing the public sector, opportunities for
rent-seeking activities will decrease (World Bank 1997).

3.6 political science

To review the field of political science, a good starting
point might be Lord Acton’s well known aphorism:
“Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupt
absolutely” (Acton 1907, 504). The Actonian claim 
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implies that one should limit the power of rulers. 
The precept may be used not only to analyse rulers but
also to analyse an agent in the principal-agent model. 
It now becomes rather similar to Klitgaard’s formula: 
C = M + D – A (see 3.5). Monopoly and discretion, con-
sidered to increase corruption, might be a rather good
indicator of power.

In his book, John Girling advances what he calls a
normative definition of corruption which focuses on the
common good (Girling 1997). In Heidenheimer and
Johnston’s classification of definitions of corruption in
political science, this would be a Public-Interest-
Centered definition: those are related to the damage that
a corrupt holder of power causes, when he or she by
pecuniary or other temptations neglects his or her offi-
cial duties (Heidenheimer et al. 1989, 7 – 9). The two
other types of definitions are Public-Office-Centered
definitions and Market-Centered definitions. Public-
Office-Centered definitions such as the “misuse of pub-
lic office for private gain” constitute the first category.
Market-Centered definitions are identical with these
used in economic theory regarding a corrupt official as
one who “regards his public office as a business, the
income of which he will […] seek to maximize”
(Heidenheimer et al. 1989, 7 – 9).

When it comes to Lord Acton’s statement combined
with Klitgaard’s formula, the remedy for corruption is
clear: separate the powers (democratise) and make these
powers accountable (Girling 1997, 2).

Girling separates between a morality of power
(responsibility for the common good) and a morality of
wealth (individual freedom and initiative). Corruption
of the morality of power is what Lord Acton has in
mind. However, Girling states that the morality of
wealth also can be corrupted and turned into “exploita-
tion of the powerless (so-called ‘free labour’) and pene-
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tration of the (ostensibly independent) political system:
that is, political-economical corruption” (Girling 1997,
3). It is an overlapping of capitalism and democracy that
creates corruption.

This is related to the modern definition, if public and
private are interpreted as sectors and not roles (see
chapter 1). The private (partial) sector corrupts the pub-
lic (impartial) sector. It is not remarkable that the pub-
lic / private is interpreted as sectors since the main issue
in political science may be said to define the role of the
government (and particularly its relation to the market).
Issues such as buying votes, engaging in industrial lob-
bying and in corporate funding of campaigns are central
in this tradition (Lowenstein 2004). Corruption is one
way of regulating the balance between wealth (private)
and power (public). Another way is of adjusting the bal-
ance to establish legal forms of public / private meshing
(Girling 1997, 4). According to Girling, what is neces-
sary to combat corruption is to create more democracy,
i.e. to focus on the common good, which is contrary 
to the public choice theorists in the economic tradition.

Johnson and Sharma further argue that the concept
of governance often appears in discussions of the rela-
tion between politics and economy or political economy.
Poor governance is held to offer more scope for corrup-
tion (Johnson and Sharma 2004, 6). They state that acc-
ording to the World Bank, good governance is “epito-
mized by predictable, open and enlightened policy mak-
ing; a bureaucracy imbued with a professional ethos; an
executive arm of government accountable for its actions;
a strong civil society participating in public affairs; and
all behaving under the rule of law” (Johnson and Sharma
2004, 7). Predictability and heteronomy are characteris-
tics related to modernity. In the next chapter, I will dis-
cuss the notion of the Weberian bureaucracy which
embodies the public values in Parson’s pattern variables.
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One might state that political science, in relation to the
issue of corruption in most cases discusses the interrela-
tion between politics and the market. In the economic
tradition discussed in the preceding part, the state is
seen as introducing incentives for corrupt behaviour,
and the main recommendation would be to remove state
influence and introduce markets. In political economy,
there are also those who argue similarly to economists,
but also those, such as Girling, who take the other argu-
ment and do not propose marketisation but rather more
politics in the form of democracy. Instead of solving the
problem of corruption by marketisation, it can be
solved by political arrangements. Both the economic sci-
ences and political sciences give important insights into
how corruption can be taken care of, i.e. the second aim
of this thesis.

3.7 why the modern 
definition of corruption?

I have tried to show that there is a modern focus in dis-
cussions on corruption. I will use this modern under-
standing to analyse the empirical material starting in the
next chapter. 

However, all earlier discussions of corruption are not
based on the modern perspective. There are at least two
strands of criticism used against the modern under-
standing of corruption: antiquity and anthropology.
First, there is the so called ancient definition of corrup-
tion (which will be discussed in chapter 8). This view
goes against the public / private dichotomy and traces
the concept of corruption back to an original meaning
of degeneration. Second, there is the anthropological
discussion of corruption. The anthropological tradition
in a sense echoes the first aim of this thesis, and this tra-
dition is also referred to in quotes in the first and second
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chapters. This tradition challenges the existence of a
public / private dichotomy in all cultures. 

Both the IMF and Transparency International have tended to present –
in the vein of their anti-corruptionist discourse – a definition of cor-
ruption that is a-cultural and universal (Haller and Shore 2005, 16).

The modern definition of corruption is often presented
as universal and a-cultural while Haller and Shore argue
that this is not the case. 

The problem with [current theorising on corruption] is that [it
assumes] these [included] variables to be fixed and unproblematic,
whereas these categories are not at all bounded or clear-cut. Take, for
example, the public / private dualism. Most definitions of corruption
rest on the separation between the state or its agents and the rest of
society. As salaried public officials, politicians, bureaucrats and judges
are expected to draw a sharp distinction between their personal inter-
ests and the public resources they administer. In the conventional
political science approach, as in neoliberal ideology and in TI initia-
tives, it is the violation of this public / private distinction by individuals
that fundamentally defines corrupt behaviour. Corruption scandals
are thus viewed as a measure of how well a society distinguishes
between public and private spheres […]. However, anthropologists
have long recognized that this public-private dichotomy is often an
arbitrary and inherently cultural category (Haller and Shore 2005, 5).

I have argued that this definition of corruption is related
to the project of modernity which is a cultural move-
ment related to the West. Haller and Shore are correct
when stating that it is not clear what is meant by trans-
gressions of the public / private dichotomy and they
frame their research as to go beyond this abstract
dichotomy. 

A key task for anthropology – if it is to go beyond disembodied theo-
rizing – is to explore the way people classify behaviours as appropri-
ate / inappropriate, moral / immoral and legal / illegal in the specific
cultures we study, and analyse these in the context of local standards
and practices (Haller and Shore 2005, 17). 
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These anthropologists are interested in the meaning of
corruption. But instead of following their advice to
understand corruption separated from the modern per-
spective, I will seriously try to employ the modern per-
spective and see if it holds. In this way, I intend to
accomplish the same goal as the anthropologists, to get
some input into what corruption is, but in another man-
ner – by starting with the interpretation that the major-
ity of corruption literature does. 
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42. Cited in Weber and Getz (2004, 698).
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In the preceding discussion of corruption, I clarified that
to stay out of corruption there is a need to separate the
private from the public. The question remains how
might this be accomplished. A primary response sug-
gests that public values are attained in the bureaucracy.
Bureaucracy comprises the public sphere of life. In 
the preceding chapter, under the auspices of Paul du 
Gay and indirectly Max Weber, I mentioned that mod-
ern human existence is separated into different life-
worlds, or spheres of life (e.g. the public and the pri-
vate). The same Max Weber is also regarded as the
father of bureaucracy. Bureaucracy, according to Weber

segregates official activity as something distinct from the sphere of pri-
vate life. Public monies and equipment are divorced from the private
property of the official (Weber et al. 1970, 88). 

Bureaucracy embodies public values; it separates itself
from private life. Weber enumerates its characteristics as:

Precision, speed, unambiguity, knowledge of the files, continuity, dis-
cretion, unity, strict subordination, reduction of friction and of mate-
rial and personal costs – these are raised to the optimum point in the
strictly bureaucratic administration […] Bureaucratization offers
above all the optimum possibility for carrying through the principle of
specializing administrative functions according to purely objective
considerations […] The ‘objective’ discharge of business primarily
means a discharge of business according to calculable rules and ‘with-
out regard for persons’ (Weber et al. 1970, 214 – 215).

This description of Weber’s bureaucracy invoked by
Bauman (Bauman 1989, 14) is related to rules and
impersonality and it is very much in line with the mod-
ern understanding of corruption (see chapter 3). The
behaviour of bureaucrats is made predictable with the
help of calculable rules. That bureaucracy is ‘without
regard for persons’ means that bureaucrats are only
enacting their public, impersonal role in the bureau-
cracy. Instead of individuals with minds of their own,
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bureaucrats are portrayed as puppets who are con-
trolled by the rules. ‘Puppets’ may be an apt metaphor
for understanding what bureaucrats are or should be.
René ten Bos and Ruud Kaulingfreks provide another
description of the perfect bureaucrat as being of pure
angelic nature (Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005). 
The angels (messenger, from in Greek) who are
carriers of the ruler’s message do not introduce any
errors in the message that they are communicating.
Kaulingfreks and ten Bos explain that

Bureaucrats of all times should adopt an angelic nature. […] The
essence of all hierarchy is the willingness of its servants to ignore
themselves in favour of a greater self. […] Narcissism and egoism are
taboo, because they pollute even the most powerful channels of com-
munication with our opinions, own version, and so on. According to
this kind of ethics, nothing is more atrocious than the courier, messen-
ger, or angel who put their own message into what overflows the cen-
tre. This is nothing less than high treason for which angels will fall and
men will be decapitated or, more prosaically, sacked (Kaulingfreks and
ten Bos 2005, 92). 

According to Kaulingfreks and ten Bos, bureaucrats
should completely subordinate themselves to the bureau-
cracy. Bauman criticises bureaucracy since it reduces
human beings to puppets. du Gay, however, who is a
supporter of bureaucracy argues that the impersonality
and adherence to rules are part of the bureaucratic
ethos, and that this should not be considered to be
morally evil, rather another type of ethics (du Gay
2000). Both a critic such as Bauman and an advocate
such as du Gay agree on the nature of the bureaucracy,
i.e. embodying only public values.

In this chapter, I will present how people at the SRA
construct the bureaucracy and the public role. I suggest
that if the SRA is purely public, there is no corruption,
according to the modern definition of corruption. Also,
I describe how the respondents articulate the need for
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the public role at the SRA. In addition, I discuss threats
against the public role and finally how the public role is
protected against these threats.

4.1 the public role at the sra

There are abundant quotations in the empirical material
indicating that the respondents conceive of themselves
as impersonal or public. Echoing Parsons, suppliers to
the SRA are evaluated on performance and not on qual-
ity. A prime example is that of the business unit SRA
Production. In 1992, the SRA was reorganised into one
ordering division and one supplying division (see figure
2). The contracting work related to operation and main-
tenance was relocated to the SRA Production which
became a SRA-internal contractor. People who prior to
1992 worked in the same organisation were later sepa-
rated into SRA and SRA Production. A respondent
explained that the people working at the SRA know the
people at the SRA Production well.

Fransson, project manager: “You get to know the people in the com-
panies, of course you do. We have people who are our own, SRA
Production that works for us, and many of the fellows here [on the
ordering side] have known them for 20 – 30 years.”43

Nevertheless, the respondents clearly indicate that they
do not favour any of their acquaintances. Even the inter-
nal contractor, formally a part of the SRA, is treated as
any other external contractor. SRA Production is not
treated according to what it is (quality) but on what it
does (performance). The region manager of the SRA
emphasises this impartiality by stating that there are
even disputes with SRA Production. 
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Larsson, region manager: “Now we treat them [SRA Production]
exactly as any contractor and they have to compete on the same
grounds and we avoid direct procurement from them just to not get
into the situation that it is wrong and wrongly thought and that it
might not work. […] We have disputes with them as well […] that we
haven’t solved yet and where we do not agree.”44

Another way in which the respondents claim that they
are ‘public’ concerns contracts (this relates to Parsons’
three remaining pattern variables). At the bottom of 
a relationship, there is a contract which guides the
work. The contractors or consultants cannot ask for
special treatment, they are treated as stipulated in 
the contract. This is concordant to universalism as ex-
plained by Parsons. Once again, in the words of the
region manager:

Larsson, region manager: “There are those contractors who believe
that you can make deals from some kind of benevolence or friendli-
ness or respect for having incurred large expenses. And an answer to
that is that we cannot make deals based on anything except for that
which is written in the contract. We cannot, even though we might
have a lot of sympathy or empathy for that contractor, even though
the contractor is in trouble or it has been difficult or complex, that’s
no reason. If we have to pay more according to the contract, we will,
otherwise we won’t.”45

It is also possible to analyse this quote in terms of the
third and fourth Parsonian pattern variables. The rela-
tionship between the suppliers and the SRA is framed as
specific rather than diffuse and the reference to empathy
and sympathy indicates that the relationship should be
emotionally neutral, i.e. guided by affective neutrality.
Instead of proving that Parsons’ pattern variables 
correctly describe the public role, one should ask why
the respondents perceive the need of being ‘public’.
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4.2 creating the need 
for the public at the sra

When the respondents at the SRA discussed the public
role they also provided many explanations why this
public role had to be upheld, i.e. why they had to be
impersonal. Not only do these explanations serve as a
reminder for why the employees at the SRA need to be
impersonal. Also, I argue that the explanations create
the public role for the employees at the SRA. Since they
have to act impartially owing to a number of reasons,
they might also strengthen the conception that they
really act impartially.

4.2.1 SRA is a public sector authority

The most recurring explanation for the need of being
public is that the SRA is a public sector authority. The
director-general argues that:

Nilsson, director-general: “our entire activity or all activity has to be
based on some kind of ethical grounds. That’s obvious. […] We are a
public authority below the government that has to administrate a
rather significant amount of tax money and we have to do that in a way
that is aligned with the fundamental values that govern the society.”46

The need for basing the activity of the SRA on ‘ethical
grounds’ arises since the SRA is an instrument of the
government. The SRA may never be subjective, but
rather implement the will of the government. In other
words, the SRA must be a bureaucracy. SRA must 
find the best means to reach the ends; it should be 
goal-rational and not value-rational (Weber 1947, 115).

When arguing that the SRA conform to high ethical
standards, the region manager contrasts the function-
ing of the private sector business with public sector
authorities.
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Larsson, region manager: “We deal with tax money and that implies
that the demands that we do [our business] in a fair way is almost
greater than if it’s about your own money or the company’s money,
that is, private money.”47

The region manager stresses here that it is more impor-
tant to be fair, which he explains as treating everybody
impartially, when it comes to tax payers’ money than
regarding private sector money. That there is a differ-
ence between public and private sectors regarding
impartiality and fairness seems to be a not so unique
opinion at the SRA:

Åkesson, project manager: “In the private sector there could be such
things [unfairness], but there, things are done differently.”

Lennerfors: “It’s when it’s public [sector]?”

Åkesson: “When it’s public [sector] it has to be fair competition.”48

What do these quotes really mean? Is it plausible that, in
the private sector, competition can be unfair? Instead of
inquiring into the truth of these claims, I suggest that a
plausible explanation is that the respondents at the SRA
construct the public role by referring to unfairness in the
private sector. By understanding that corruption might
exist “out there”, it is also more plausible for the re-
spondents themselves to feel free from corruption “in
here”.

4.2.2 SRA is big and important

Another way of constructing the public role at the SRA
is that respondents understand the SRA as a big, impor-
tant organisation. Not only is tax-money administrated
at the SRA, but it is a substantial amount that is admin-
istrated. It was already expressed by director-general
Nilsson above, but it is more thoroughly explained by
the following respondent:
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Lennerfors: “Do you think that it is especially at the SRA that you
have a good ethics, or strict ethics?” 

Åkesson, project manager: “The case is that the SRA is one of the
biggest orderers when it comes to construction. We are very big. So
you have developed… you see SRA as a standard for the industry a lit-
tle bit, and like establishing norms. So we have been there with the
new procurement act, when they remade the act, we were allowed say
what we thought. So we and the Banverket49 are big within the public
sector. Banverket is also big, but SRA is bigger. It’s Luftfartsverket50,
the Swedish Maritime Administration51 that are big when it comes to
construction. […] They are very big so, and it’s a lot of money. So then
the people who administrate it should do it according to the interests
of society and get the best for the society and not for one’s own or any-
body else’s best. You have to feel socially responsible. Is this the best
for the citizen? You are employed by the citizens and then you’re
expected to handle their money in the best way. We administrate 1 bil-
lion SEK of tax money in Stockholm. So the point is to get the best
possible out of it and get as good a product as possible. They have to
feel it’s reasonable. We are all tax payers but that they feel it’s reason-
able, y’know. If the citizens feel that we just embezzle the money, then
they don’t want to pay.”52

Apart from the significant amount of money, the SRA
occupies a prominent place in the construction industry.
The SRA is in fact the biggest public orderer in the con-
struction business which creates their need to act in the
best interest of society. Åkesson describes SRA’s involve-
ment in setting standards for the construction industry
and also points out that the SRA could give comments
on the Act on Public Procurement. The SRA is thus a
major player both in the public sector as well as in the
construction industry. This cognisance, on behalf of the
respondents, also gives an argument for acting, as
Åkesson puts it, according to the interests of society”
and “not for one’s own or anybody else’s best”. Keeping
the discussion above in mind, when discussing the dif-
ference between private and public sectors, an analogy
could be made between big / small organisations and
important / not important organisations. The respond-
ents at the SRA, framing SRA as a big, important organ-
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isation, also imply that it could be more accepted to be
unethical and not entirely public in smaller less signifi-
cant organisations. 

4.2.3 SRA is being observed

Yet another way in which respondents create the public
role is that they claim that the SRA is being observed.
Since the SRA is a public sector, big, important organi-
sation, it is constantly under surveillance by different
organisations. This should also not (in this context) be
taken as a truth, but rather as a way of ensuring that the
employees at the SRA are indeed impartial and objective
– i.e. public. One party observing the SRA is the media:

Olsson, project manager: “You don’t want that any scandals get out.
We are observed, we are extremely observed by the media, in every
way. And it’s good that it is like that, I guess.”53

Olsson expresses a kind of double attitude towards the
observation by media. It seems as if there is both a fear
of scandals and a certain advantage in being controlled.
To know that you are being surveyed might be another
reason to create the public role. As an employee at the
SRA, you know that you have to adopt the public role.

Other organisations that constantly observe the SRA
are the contractors. Larsson, the region manager, argues
that the contractors are constantly observing the SRA
and one another.

Larsson, region manager: “Many companies have realised in this dis-
cussion about bonus salary and cartels, it is not time for doing these
things [trying to be favoured]. Of course, they [the contractors] check
on what the [other contractors] do. On how they behave and how they
have contacts. We meet all the contractors and there is probably some
kind of surveillance of, for example, Skanska, NCC or PEAB are
doing.”
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Lennerfors: “How can you do such a surveillance, I mean practically?”

Larsson: “One way is to ask our project managers. When you work
together, the last years it is really usual to have partnering, when you
work in projects. I assume that [the contractors] ask the question:
‘When you worked with Skanska in that project, how was it organised
and how do they handle it? How is it done? What kind of remarks do
they have and how do you do to solve them?’”

54

This observation made by contractors could be another
reason for which the people at the SRA create the public
role. The employees at the SRA really have to be impar-
tial since they are continually observed. Whether they
really are under surveillance is another question. It
might very well be possible for a corrupt employee at
the SRA to not tell the other contractors about, for
example, being invited to dinners during the project
work. Again, the point is not whether the comments are
true, but rather how the respondents at the SRA create
the need for incorporating the public role. 

Related to the fact that the SRA is being observed is
the fact that people and organisations that are not con-
tent with how SRA is fulfilling its mission might com-
plain through legal channels. 

Larsson, region manager: “Let’s say that I would give preferential
treatment to a company in a project. I’m completely sure that the week
after I would hear from the other contractors who wonder why the
hell Thomas [I, the researcher, am in this case impersonating a con-
tractor] got that work. ‘We were 25.000 SEK cheaper’, and so on. And
we have to be able to answer those questions. And if there is some-
thing muddy or unclear, then the question comes up as well. And they
can apply if they think that we did it wrong, to both the court and the
county administrative court and the Swedish administrative court of
appeals and get it tried.”55

Being able to appeal an erroneous decision and being
cognisant of that possibility is another way to create the
public role, since the employees at the SRA really need
to be impartial and objective to avoid appeals. If there
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are no appeals, the employees might argue that they
have been completely impartial.

4.3 threats against the public ideal

The respondents seemingly construct the public role in a
number of ways. But what do they conceive as risks for
the public role? The threats are the suppliers, that the
SRA operates in the construction industry which has a
historically questionable reputation, and the employees
who might be tempted.

4.3.1 SRA’s suppliers

The public role at the SRA is always at risk.
Organisations outside the SRA might want to get impar-
tial treatment, which is of course diametrically opposed
to everything that the public role entails. When asking
whether there are any ethical problems, the region man-
ager directly replied that the suppliers constitute the
major risk at the SRA.

Larsson, region manager: “We have an extensive relationship with
both the consulting industry and the contractor industry. There is
always a risk that there might be a dependence that might be very per-
sonal and that might be that someone who wants to enter the market
or tender wants to be assured that they are amongst the top candidates
or that you get a different or benevolent treatment – that you are
favoured before others. So of course there are risks.”56

What the region manager maintains is that consultants
or contractors exist who aim to establish personal rela-
tions with the project managers at the SRA in order to
get into the supplier base of the SRA, get information
during a bidding process or get any other kind of pre-
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ferred treatment. In short, that the supplier is favoured
over other suppliers. The SRA distinguishes itself from
the “environment” around it. The major risk that both
the SRA as an organisation and the individual bureau-
crats in the organisation run is to be influenced by out-
side forces. Here, the public role is once again created as
opposed to the outside. The environment is responsible
for the risks, not the bureaucrats at the SRA.

4.3.2 The construction industry

The issue of impartial treatment is generic for all kinds
of organisations involved with some kind of purchasing,
but the region manager adds that in the construction
industry, of which the SRA is part, there is or has been a
culture of trying to compete not running the full dis-
tance but by taking short-cuts.

Larsson, region manager: “The industry is such that there has been a
culture – we’ve seen that in asphalt cartels – that you sometimes try 
to take shortcuts and reach the goal, to put the rules out of force.”57

Many project managers argue that the construction
industry has been plagued with unethical behaviour in
the past, but that the situation has improved (this will be
discussed in 6.5). Nevertheless, the region manager still
argues that there is a risk when dealing with the con-
struction industry. Another way to understand the risks
in the construction industry is to consider the two busi-
ness units SRA Production and SRA Consulting. These
organisations have an ambiguous status in the SRA
since they are both a part of the organisation and not a
part of it at the same time. Some respondents have
argued that SRA Production and SRA Consulting are a
way for the SRA to keep an eye on what is happening in
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the construction and consulting industry. It is possible
that the respondents want to express that there might be
risks in the mentioned industries but that these risks are
taken care of by the business units. On the other hand
these business units are treated as any supplier to the
SRA (see 4.1).

4.3.3 Inability to resist temptations

Impartial treatment can take many forms. One form,
mentioned by some, is that before closing a procure-
ment process, contractors and consultants often try to
get information from the project managers. 

Arvidsson, project manager: “I think that the consultants watch each
others and know what is going on during the procurement process.
They call and ask around.”

Lennerfors: “How the others act?”

Arvidsson: “Yes, I think so. That’s it.” 

Lennerfors: “What are they watching for?”

Arvidsson: “I think they’re interested in how they are doing.”

Lennerfors: “And they try to push you for information?”

Arvidsson: “Yeah, of course.”58

But what happens if a project manager divulges infor-
mation? If he or she is not impartial, and public enough?
In the following excerpt, the region manager gives an
example of such a case.

Larsson, region manager: “I will give you an example of that, that we
had a couple of years ago. We had a person […] who gave out infor-
mation to a contractor, and we reported that to the police. And that
person had to leave the SRA, he worked for us y’know, and we did
that because we found that he had revealed information that put us in
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a bad situation – information that gave this contractor an understand-
ing of how we reasoned and what we were planning, that might be of
importance, y’know. And there was no doubt; we reported it to the
police.”59

It appears that there are risks involved with dealing with
suppliers. Apart from dismissing people from their jobs,
how might the employees at the SRA protect themselves
from the threats?

There are always those who cannot resist tempta-
tion. Even though, in general, respondents present a pic-
ture of less unethical behaviour at the SRA now (see
6.5), project manager Göransson claims that there will
always be those who cannot resist the bait of money. 

Göransson, project manager: “Of course, there have been such [uneth-
ical] practices but I think that also on the contractor side, you are
aware that you cannot… But there are always those who want. There
is always somebody who uses opportunities to take a bribe and falls
prey to those things. However, today you notice both on the consult-
ant and the contractor sides that they have realised that there’s no
point [of bribing]. Even though the train of thought is there, there’s no
point today. At least, I’m not affected by that, and I guess that that
applies to all of us [at the SRA]. But, such things might happen. That’s
always possible. Otherwise there would be no scandals. There is
always somebody who falls for it, for this thing with money, a bait.”60

4.4 protecting oneself against
threats – managing ethics

One of the identified modern tendencies regarding cor-
ruption is the managerial aspect. This aspect is present
in this part. To stay out of corruption, the right levers
need to be pulled. In this part, it will be shown that
impersonality is managed first and foremost by rules.
Secondly, I will discuss when the asphalt cartel affair
was discovered in the SRA and what managerial efforts
were put in place.
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4.4.1 Rules and heteronomy

The solution to the issues concerning impartiality and
impersonality is establishing rules.

Larsson, region manager: “[The questionable ethics in the construc-
tion industry] places demands on us, not only to have a clear frame-
work of rules but also a clear attitude against them.”61

Rule-following makes decision-making heteronomous;
something which Bauman and MacIntyre sees as the
fundamental building block of modern ethics. Since het-
eronomy is the opposite of autonomy, following rules
reduces the need for autonomous decision-making on
behalf of the bureaucrats and consequently the risk of
personal influence in any particular way decreases. So
even though the director-general states that a negative
aspect of his work is that “there is sometimes incompre-
hensible bureaucracy” and rules “about how money can
be used, maybe sometimes even internal rules that might
weigh down”62, the rules are a central part of the
bureaucracy and also is a central way of creating the
public role.

The rules were, by the region manager, given as 
an answer to the threats of impartiality caused by the
suppliers.

Larsson, region manager: “What you can do is to ensure that we have
rules for the decision-makers that give them support and help by some-
one behind their back, and we have that. […] What we do during the
whole journey is to discuss to what limit the project manager alone has
the right to sign contracts and when he has to consult with his boss.
There we have limits of project costs that we are currently revising,
periodically, so that the individual project manager shouldn’t be too
exposed; that they all the time believe that it is him or her who decides
if this or that contractor or consultant should get anything. Then it
occurs that we look at procurement, both our standard models that the
Contracts and Quality department told you about. There we also try
to find some kind of standard for the industry, in order to not have so
many special things where we leave it to the employees at the SRA to
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make judgments, but it is AB, ABT [industrial agreements] and so on
that we follow just to ensure that you shouldn’t experience that there
are other grounds for evaluation than those of other companies.”63

The aim is that the project manager should feel that he
or she does not assess alone which contractor or con-
sultant will get a particular job. It is actually the rules
that decide. The rules support the project managers and
it could even be stated that the project managers are
made an instrument of the bureaucracy. There are also a
number of documents that ensure that the project man-
ager does not need to take decisions alone. The SRA
aims at being exactly like every other procurer of con-
struction work or consultancy services. Being exactly as
everybody else implies using the same standard docu-
ments, which in turn leads to a reduced need for individ-
ual decision-making by the project managers at the
SRA. One might here discern what Bauman means
when stating that the bureaucracy should be “without
regard for persons”. The outcome should be the same
no matter who takes a decision. Individual players
should not matter.

Axelsson, project manager: “The different contractors should know
that who they deal with – if it’s me or anybody else – does not affect
the amount of money they get.”64

Axelsson’s statement that the suppliers should know
that there is no difference between him and any other
project manager is clearly related to this predictability. It
is apparent that rules and heteronomy ensure impartial-
ity. How can a rule be partial?

There are a number of documents and policies that
project managers can review at the intranet of the SRA,
amongst others the ethical policy of the SRA. These are
also part of how ethics is managed. 
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Larsson, region manager: “The policy has been distributed, it’s on the
Infarten, the internal web of SRA. All these documents with guidelines
and policies are there, and you can just go there and look and get
them. There are policies for procurement, ethics, human resource
questions.”65

As has been suggested in the third chapter, there are the
rules that relate to the predictability of organisational
behaviour. The SRA seems to fit the Baumanian view of
bureaucracy. Instead of acting on the moral impulse (see
3.1.2), organisations respond to the demand for ethics
by reducing it to rules which, as Adorno (1973, 30) puts
it, “robots can learn and copy”.

Even though these rules are in place, the managers
are aware that there are no guarantees that wrong-
doing does not take place within the organisation. The
director-general states that “we can always do more”,
but that nevertheless many measures are taken which
indicates a proactive stance in regard to corruption. One
can never guarantee an absence of wrong-doing. What
one can do is to proactively protect oneself against the
risks.

Nilsson, director-general: “So there are always risks, of course. And
you can never completely be inoculated against them. But it’s about
doing it as openly as possible, as proactively as possible.“

Lennerfors: “And then, so what do you do to not make it happen?
[…]”

Nilsson, director-general: “Yes, but y’know, we have the policy, we
have talked about it in our personnel journal, we have these courses,
we take it up in the personnel review board [personalansvarsnämnd,
see further chapter 9], we have talked about it in the media, so, and we
have discussed it in the management team when there have been
unclarities, so I think that there is a surveillance and an ambition […],
but as for the results, one can always do more, but well, we do some
things.”66

One way to understand how corruption is managed is to
focus on the empirical material and recall the scandal in
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which SRA Production (a part of the SRA) has been
involved – the asphalt cartel revealed in 2001. By refer-
ring to the asphalt cartel, we might understand how cor-
ruption has been managed previously.

4.4.2 Cartel management

The region manager stated that the SRA had experi-
enced problems in the asphalt industry. In 2001, there
were allegations made against a number of contractors
for cartel building. Even though SRA Production was
considered as “a police” in the contractor industry, they
were also accused of participating in the cartel which is
estimated to have cost tax-payers around 2 billion SEK.

The director-general argued that as long as the
organisation is “sound and healthy ethics need not be
mentioned but when there are problems, ethics place a
little bit higher on the agenda.”67 The allegations against
the cartel was the last time ethics was placed higher on
the agenda. However, the director-general states that
things like this are of course “a wake-up call. And that
makes you a little bit more cautious and more suspi-
cious”68. The director-general explained what was done
after hearing allegations against the cartel:

Nilsson, director-general: “Well, I don’t really remember any details
now, but we started some internal investigation and really tried to dig
into it, to be proactive rather than reactive. And we, asked a law firm
[…] to look at it and they got to the conclusion that there were good
reasons for the suspicions and left us a report which we handed over
to the Swedish Competition Authority. Then we went to the media.
And then we took measures internally. Some people had to be dis-
missed from their duty and others got warnings. We started, at the
SRA Production we put a person on a high level, Vice President with a
special responsibility for ethics. We started courses, and so on, and 
we have also gone to the ordering side, because the risks are not 
only on the contractor side. […] And we adopted a policy – an ethical
policy.”69
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Action was taken to cope with the ethical problems as
they appeared. The director-general assigned ethical
responsibility to one of the top managers at the SRA
Production. This person explained that after the scan-
dal, the new role of SRA Production would be one of
ethical leadership. SRA Production was to stand for
higher ethics which was also used in the new presenta-
tion of the organisation.

Andersson, vice president of SRA Production: “Then I went in and
that was a demand from the SRA management that I had to go in as
Vice President and be responsible to get this on the right keel with the
special responsibility of ethics and morality. I was called man of order.
But I’m not very ordered, ha ha […] They knew that I had good repu-
tation in the industry and in moral questions there was no criticism
against me. […] What happened was that we developed an education
kit. 300 bosses, from the top down to bigger sites – and we have in
total 2000 employees, so this was 300 out of around 2500, maybe a
little bit more than 10%. […] During a single day we were convened.
I was the only teacher. We have not used any external party because
we didn’t have money for that. Then we tuned in with the senior legal
advisor and the internal SRA audit.”70

It is clear that the SRA mobilised some resources to cope
with the cartel allegations. An investigation, an ethics
policy, a person in SRA Production responsible for
ethics. In the policy, it is written that in the business
relations representing the SRA, the employees should:

Work for the customer’s good without favouring unauthorized inter-
ests.

Work for a sound competition, i.e. to neither as orderer or contractor
have unauthorized relations with potential tenderers or competitors
regarding prices, geographical division or in other contexts that might
counteract sound competition. 

Not hurt potential orderers’, suppliers’, or competitors’ reputation by
unfounded and uncalled for criticism about their work.

Take a strict position towards contact and relationship promoting
benefits.
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Make clear agreements / contracts with our orderers, suppliers or cus-
tomers regarding the nature of the assignment and scope and inform
them about possible uncertainties that might be related to the assign-
ment and that they might not reasonably predict. 

Order and do assignments with accuracy and care and within the lim-
its of good work and business custom. 

Order and carry out assignments with appropriate competence and
requisite resources.

Respect information of confidential nature, within the limit of the
principle of free access to public records.71

Apart from these mentioned efforts, the SRA also
changed its procurement system related to pavement. A
combinatory system in which the contractors are evalu-
ated on combinations instead of different regions as
before was introduced. Instead of elaborating the way
this system works, it suffices to state that this procure-
ment “reform” was a way to undermine future attempts
to create cartels. Magnusson explains:

Magnusson, project manager: “But this [system] is also a way to do
away with this, you know, in the area of paving there was a discussion
about cartel building. And this is a way to break this monopoly. In this
way the contractors cannot cooperate, they don’t know… nobody
can… it’s an economic model, even if you can combine a little bit the
way you want. The combinations are so difficult, there are so many
different…, so they have no possibility themselves to [cooperate].
Theoretically, it’s possible. Now, the contractors have started to coun-
teract against us. I know that two contractors have bought computer
programs to handle this. It feels, like someone said on a construction
meeting: ‘it feels outrageous that we have to get computer programs
to be able to counteract.’ They try to counteract. If we get computer

programs they also get computer programs that can calculate, that
come up with smart solutions.”72

This is not only a way to show that the SRA tries to
break cartel building by means of a procurement sys-
tem, the quote also indicates how the respondent per-
ceives the construction industry. He conceives the indus-
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try as constantly trying to counteract what the SRA
does. This example of trying to take measures against
cartel building is an example of how ethics in an
extreme case were handled by the SRA.

4.5 are rules unambiguous?

Sometimes when a scandal has to be dealt with in an
organisation, there is a need for efforts such as those
taken with regards to the asphalt cartel. Nevertheless, in
the everyday running of the SRA, most of the respond-
ents refer to the rules as a guarantee for impartial treat-
ment and upholding the public role. The subsequent
two chapters discuss these rules. Before falling into the
trap of accepting the SRA as a Weberian bureaucracy
“without respect for persons” and only with respect for
rules, I will discuss an article by René ten Bos who
argues against Bauman’s presumably too narrow view
of rules (ten Bos 1997).

ten Bos argues that Bauman’s perspective on rules is
too simplistic. Rules are not as unambiguous as Bauman
would believe. When considering a rule outside of its
social context, there are always a number of possible
interpretations of a rule. To show this, ten Bos draws on
Wittgenstein’s discussion in Philosophical Investigations
(Wittgenstein 1998). 

is there room left for the person’s own interpretation? Should each
rule be clearly articulated? Or is it also conceivable that people follow
rules which have not been clearly articulated? (ten Bos 1997, 1011)

The view that ten Bos wants to advance is that both
Bauman’s perspective on rules and the conception of
rules in the field of business ethics (see 3.4) are too sim-
plistic. Instead of accepting the meaning of ‘rule’, one
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should ask oneself how people relate to rules. ten Bos
explains that human beings can never be purely a means
for the rules.

Foucault […] understood perfectly well the moral relevance of ethical
rules. He makes a useful distinction between ‘l’agent moral’ who does
exactly what the ethical code prescribes and ‘le sujet moral’ who
chooses a particular attitude with respect to this code. […] Nobody
does exactly what the rule prescribes, since the description is always
vague and ambiguous – but in this vagueness and ambiguity lies the
moral relevance of the rule. They leave room for choice. We can only
be moral subjects because we always choose how we subject ourselves
to a particular rule (‘le mode de assujetissement’). This choice consti-
tutes our very own morality (ten Bos 1997, 1012). 

This ambiguity in the application of rules should be
remembered when proceeding to chapters 5 and 6. Even
though rules, according to Wittgenstein, are fundamen-
tally ambiguous, they are presented by most of the
respondents at the SRA as very clear. In the next two
chapters, I will discuss the faith that respondents put 
in rules but also show some tendencies that the rules 
are not as clear as they are presented. So, why do 
the respondents present the rules as clear and unam-
biguous? Is this also a way to create the public role?
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43. Fransson: “Man lär ju känna människorna i företagen, visst gör
man det, vi har ju folk som är egna, VV Produktion som jobbar för oss
och många av gubbarna här har känt dem i 20 – 30 år.” 
44. Larsson: “Vägverket Produktion har ju en roll i Vägverket som egen
resultatenhet. […] Nu behandlar vi dem som precis som vilken entre-
prenör som helst, och de får konkurrera på samma villkor och vi und-
viker att direktupphandla för att just inte komma i den här sitsen att
det blir fel och feltänkt och att det kanske inte fungerar. […] Vi har tvis-
ter med dem också […] som vi inte har löst ännu, där vi inte är sams.”
45. Larsson: “Det finns ju de entreprenörer som tror att man kan göra
upp utav någon form utav välvilja, eller vänlighet, eller respekt för att
de har haft stora kostnader. Och ett svar är ju att vi kan inte göra upp
på något annat än det som finns i kontraktet. Vi kan alltså inte, även
om vi har hur mycket sympati eller empati som helst så kan vi inte för
den entreprenören för att det har gått dåligt, eller har varit svårt eller
komplext, så hjälper inte det. Utan de krav som ställs i ett entrepre-
nadkontrakt för att vi ska betala mer, finns inte de där så blir det inte
mer.” 
46. Nilsson: “Ja, hela vår verksamhet eller all verksamhet måste ju vila
på någon slags etisk grund. Det är ju en självklarhet. […] Vi är ju en
myndighet under regeringen som har att förvalta en rätt ansenlig del
av skattepengarna, och det måste vi då göra på ett sätt som är i linje
med de grundläggande värderingar som styr samhället.”
47. Larsson: “Vi handskas med skattepengar och det för ju med sig att
kraven på att det sker på ett schysst sätt är nästan större än om det
handlar om egna pengar eller företagets pengar, alltså privata pengar.”
48. Åkesson: “Inom näringslivet kan det förekomma sådant, men där
är det ju på ett annat sätt.” 
Lennerfors: “Det är när det är offentligt”
Åkesson: “När det är offentligt så måste det vara konkurrens på lika
villkor.”
49. Banverket has overall responsibility for the rail transport system in
Sweden. www.banverket.se
50. The LFV Group operates and develops State-owned civil aviation
airports. www.lfv.se
51. The Swedish Maritime Administration (SMA) is a public enter-
prise within the transport sector. SMA works to keep the sea lanes
open and safe. www.sjofartsverket.se
52. Lennerfors: “Tror du att det är speciellt på Vägverket som man
har en god etik… eller hård etik?”
Åkesson: “Det är ju att Vägverket är en av de största beställarna, när
det gäller, på anläggningssidan, när det gäller byggen och så. Vi är
väldigt stora. Så man har ju utformat, man ser ju Vägverkets linje för
branschen lite grann, och lite normgivande, va. Så att vi har väl vart
med där vid upphandlings.. när de gjorde om de här lagarna, fått yttra
oss om vad vi har tyckt och hur vi tillämpar det osv. Så att det är vi
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och banverket är stora inom staten. Banverket är ju stort också, men
Vägverket är ju nog större. Det finns ju luftfartsverket, sjöfartsverket,
det finns ju de där som är stora när det gäller anläggningar. Öresunds-
bron är ju stor, det är 30 miljarder. Sen är det ju förbifart Stockholm
som är i samma storleksordning. Södra länken 8 miljarder och sen
finns det ju norra länken som kommer att kosta lika mycket. De är ju
väldigt stora, det är ju jättestora pengar. Så då gäller det att de som
handlägger det, ska ju handlägga de i samhällets intresse och få ut det
bästa för samhället inte för sin egen eller någon annans del. Man
måste känna samhällsansvar. Är detta det bästa för medborgaren?
Man är anställd av medborgarna och så ska man förvalta deras pengar
på bästa sätt. Vi förvaltar 1 mdr kr i Stockholm utav medborgarnas
skattepengar. Så gäller det ju att försöka få det bästa möjliga av det
och få en så bra produkt som möjligt. Så att de ska känna att det är
vettigt. Skattebetalare, det är vi ju alla men att de känner att det är vet-
tigt, va. Att bensinpriset är högt, för en stor del är ju skatt på det va.
Och att bilskatten är så hög som den är och det går ju till vägarna 
så att de känner att det är meningsfullt. Om medborgarna känner att
vi bara fifflar bort pengarna, då vill de ju inte betala.” 
53. Olsson: “Nej, det vill man…man vill ju inte att det ska ut några
skandaler, liksom. Vi är ju väldigt påpassade, vi är otroligt påpassade
av media… på alla sätt. Och det är väl bra att det är så.” 
54. Larsson: “Många företag har väl mer både insett i den här diskus-
sionen om bonuslön och karteller, så är det inte läge att hålla på med
det här. Men visst kollar de vad andra gör. Om hur de beter sig och
hur de har kontakter. Vi träffar ju alla entreprenörerna och det finns
säkert någon typ av spaning, på vad Skanska NCC eller PEAB gör.”
Lennerfors: “Hur kan man göra en sådan spaning? Jag funderar rent
praktiskt på hur det kan gå till.”
Larsson: “Ett sätt är väl att de frågar våra projektledare. När man job-
bar tillsammans, är det de senaste åren väldigt vanligt att ha partner-
ing, där vi jobbar i projekt. Då kan jag mycket väl tänka mig, att de
ställer frågan. ‘När ni jobbade med Skanska i det där projektet, hur
upplägget och hur hanterar dem det ungefär lika. Hur går det till? Vad
är det för synpunkter de har och vad är det för sätt att umgås man har
för att klara ut det?’”
55. Larsson: “Om det nu är så att jag skulle ge någon form av favoris-
ering till ett företag i ett projekt, så kan jag lova dig att veckan efter
skulle jag höra från de andra entreprenörerna som undrar att varför i
helvete fick Thomas det jobbet. Vi låg ju 25.000:- bättre och… Och
den typen av frågor måste vi också kunna svara på. Och finns det
någonting som är grumligt eller otydligt, då är ju frågan uppe likväl.
Och de kan ju anmäla om de tycker att det gått fel till, till både rätten
och länsrätten och kammarrätten, och få det prövat.” 
56. Larsson: “Vi har en omfattande relation med både konsultbran-
schen och entreprenadbranschen. Det finns alltid risker att det kan bli
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ett förhållande beroende som kan bli väldigt personligt och som kan
vara på det sättet att någon som vill komma in på marknaden eller vill
lämna anbud vill försäkra sig om att man ligger bra till eller att man
får en annorlunda eller välvillig behandling. Att man favoriseras fram-
för andra. Så visst finns det risker.”
57. Larsson: “Branschen är sådan att det har funnits en kultur, det har
vi sett i asfaltskarteller, att man ibland försöker att snedda, och
komma fram till målet, för att sätta regelverket ur spel.”
58. Arvidsson: “Det beror på att jag tror att konsulterna vaktar lite på
varandra och vet vad som händer just kring en upphandling. De ringer
och hör sig för.”
Lennerfors: “Hur de andra agerar?”
Arvidsson: “Ja det tror jag, just det.” 
Lennerfors: “Vad vaktar de på?”
Arvidsson: “Jag tror de är intresserade av att veta hur de ligger till.”
Lennerfors: “och de försöker pressa dig på information?” 
Arvidsson: “Ja, givetvis.”
59. Larsson: “Jag ska ta ett exempel på det, som vi hade, för några år
sedan hade vi en person […] som lämnade uppgifter till ett entrepre-
nadföretag, och den personen polisanmälde vi. Och den personen fick
avsked ifrån Vägverket, han jobbade hos oss va, och det gjorde vi där-
för att vi gjorde bedömningen att han hade lämnat information och
uppgifter som försatte oss i en sämre dager, som gav den här entre-
prenören vetskap om hur vi resonerar och hur vi såg på det, som
kunde ha betydelse, va. Och då var det inget snack om saken, utan det
var en polisanmälan.” 
60. Göransson: “Visst har det förekommit sånt där men jag tror att
man är också ute på entreprenadsidan, medveten om att, man kan
inte, det finns alltid nån som vill, det finns alltid nån som tar det tillfäl-
let i akt och bli mutad, och faller för det. Men idag märker man både
på konsultsidan och entreprenadsidan så, de har insett att det är ingen
mening, Även om tankegångarna finns där så tror jag inte att det är
nån mening idag. Jag råkar i alla fall inte ut för det, och det gäller nog
oss alla. Men, visst kan det finnas. Så är det alltid. Annars skulle det ju
inte finnas skandaler. Det är alltid nån som faller för det, för det här
med pengar, lockbete.”
61. Larsson: “Det ställer ju krav på oss, inte bara att vi har ett tydligt
regelverk men också en tydlig attityd mot dem.”
62. Nilsson: “Det mest negativa… jaa… Alltså, det finns ju ibland
inslag av oförståbar byråkrati. Jag menar, regler om hur pengar ska 
få användas, kanske också i vissa fall interna regler som kan tynga.”
63. Larsson: “Det kan man göra genom att se till att vi har regler för
de som ska fatta beslut som gör att de har stöd och hjälp utav någon
bakom ryggen, och det har vi ju. […] Det vi gör under hela resans
gång är att diskutera vilka nivåer som projektledaren själv har mandat
att teckna kontrakt och när han måste ha kontakt med sin chef. Där
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har vi beloppsgränser som vi håller på att se över, med jämna mellan-
rum, just för att den enskilde projektledaren inte ska vara så utsatt; att
de hela tiden tror att det är han eller hon som avgör själv om den eller
den entreprenören ska få någonting eller konsulten. Sedan förekom-
mer det då vi tittar på upphandlingar både våra standardmodeller och
så som [ett upphandlingsstöd] har berättat om, där försöker vi också
hitta något branschgemensamt snitt, så att vi inte ska ha så mycket
speciella grejer som lämnar för Vägverkets egen personal att göra
bedömningar, utan det är AB, ABT och så vidare som vi följer för att
man inte ska uppleva att det finns andra prövnings- eller värderings-
grunder än andra företag har.”
64. Axelsson: “De olika entreprenörerna ska veta att det inte spelar nå-
gon roll om det är jag eller någon annan om det kommer fram pengar.”
65. Larsson: “[Policyn] har spridits, den ligger idag på infarten.
Vägverkets hemsida. Alla de här dokumenten som finns med styrande
riktlinjer och policys ligger på den, som man kan hämta ut och 
titta på. Det gäller policy för upphandlingar, för etik, personalfrågor.”
66. Nilsson: “Så det finns ju risker, alltid givetvis. Och man kan aldrig
helt och hållet vaccinera sig mot det. Utan det är mer att försöka köra
så öppet som möjligt, så proaktivt som möjligt.” 
Lennerfors: “Och då, gör man något för att det inte ska hända.” […]
Nilsson: “Ja, men alltså, vi har policyn, vi har gått ut i vår personaltid-
ning, vi har de här kurserna, vi tar upp det i personalansvarsnämnden,
vi har gått ut om det i tidningen, så att, vi har tagit upp det i lednings-
gruppen när det har varit oklarheter och vi har stämt av och så, så jag
tycker nog att det finns en bevakning och en ambition […], sen hur
långt ut det når och så där, det kan ju alltid göras mer, men va, men det
görs ett antal grejer.” 
67. Nilsson: “Och så länge det är sunt och friskt så talar man kanske
inte om det, men när det blir problem så kommer det lite högre upp på
agendan.”
68. Nilsson: “en väckarklocka. Och det gör ju att man blir mer försik-
tig och lite mer misstänksam.”
69. Nilsson: “Asså, vi…jag nu kommer jag inte ihåg i detalj här, men
vi satte ju igång interna utredningar och verkligen försökte gräva i det,
för att förekomma snarare än förekommas. Och vi, vi bad ju en
advokatfirma […] att titta på det och de kom ju fram till att det fanns
fog för misstannkarna och lämnade också en rapport som vi då gav till
konkurrensverket. Sen vidtog vi… och gick ut i media. Och sedan vid-
tog vi ett antal åtgärder internt då. Det var några personer som fick
skiljas från sin tjänst och andra fick tillsägelser och vi började liksom,
på Vägverket produktion tillsatte man en person på hög nivå, vice vd,
eller andreman, med särskilt ansvar för etikfrågorna. Man började
med kurser, osv, och sen har vi sedermera gått vidare också på bestäl-
larsidan för riskerna finns ju inte bara på utförarsidan. […] Och vi tog
fast en policy. En etisk policy.”
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70. Andersson: “Då gick jag in, och det var ett krav från Vägverkets
ledning att jag skulle gå in som ställföreträdande chef och bli en sorts
garant för att nu måste vi se till att vi får det här på rätt köl och med
då specialansvar för etik och moral. Jag blev helt plötsligt kallad ord-
ningsman. Jag är inte särskilt ordningssam av mig… […] Man visste
att jag hade gott anseende i branschen. och i moralfrågor fanns det
inga som helst anmärkningar. Vad som då skedde var att vi tog fram
ett utbildningsprogram. Vad vi gjorde var att vi för 300 chefer, från
toppen och ner då till större arbetsplatser, och vi har sammanlagt
2000 anställda. så det här är ju då 300 utav 2500. kanske lite mer än
10%. […] Under en dag så samlades vi då. Och jag var den enda
läraren. Vi har inte använt oss utav utomstående för det hade vi inte
råd med. Sen har vi stämt av det här med chefsjuristen på Vägverket
och internrevisionen på Vägverket.” 
71. Arbeta för kundens bästa utan att gynna obehöriga intressen.
Verka för en sund konkurrens, dvs. varken som beställare eller ut-
förare ha otillbörliga kontakter med eventuella anbudsgivare eller
konkurrenter i fråga om priser, geografisk uppdelning eller i andra
sammanhang som kan motverka en sund konkurrens.
Inte skada eventuella beställares, leverantörers eller konkurrenters
anseende genom att opåkallat och utan saklig grund yttra oss kritiskt
om deras arbete.
Inta en strikt hållning gentemot kontakt- och relationsfrämjande för-
måner.
Träffa tydliga överenskommelser / avtal med våra beställare, leveran-
törer eller kunder avseende uppdragets art och omfattning samt
informera dem om eventuella osäkerheter som kan vara förknippade
med uppdraget och som de rimligen inte kan förutse.
Beställa och utföra uppdrag med noggrannhet och omsorg och inom
ramen för god yrkes- och affärssed.
Beställa och utföra uppdrag med rätt kompetens och erforderliga
resurser.
Inom ramen för offentlighetsprincipen respektera upplysningar av
konfidentiell natur.
72. Magnusson: “Men det här är också ett sätt att få bort det här, du
vet inom beläggningar så var det en diskussion om kartellbildning.
Och det här är ett sätt att bryta det här monopolet. På sånt här sätt
kan inte entreprenörerna samarbeta, de vet inte, det är ingen som kan,
det är en helt ekonomisk modell, även om man kan koppla lite hur
som man vill. Du kan inte taktiskt sitta och räkna ut hur en annan gör.
Man kan inte samarbeta. Kombinationerna är så svåra, det är så
många olika, så att de har inte möjlighet själva, teoretiskt går det, nu
börjar entreprenörerna att försöka motarbeta, jag vet att två entre-
prenörer har köpt in dataprogram för att klara det här. Det känns som
nån sa på ett byggmöte, det känns ju vansinnigt att vi måste sitta och
skaffa in dataprogram för att kunna motverka. De försöker ju hitta
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motmedel också. Skaffar vi dataprogram så skaffar de dataprogram
som kan räkna ut, som försöker hitta fiffiga lösningar.”
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In the first chapter, I stated that I would focus on cor-
ruption in public procurement. Relating to the preced-
ing discussion about bureaucracy, a qualified guess
would be that personal influence or ‘the private’ should
be excluded from procurement processes. 

Larsson maintains that establishing clear procue-
ment procedures is the first step towards reducing per-
sonal influence. Obtaining a project involves 

Larsson, region manager: “there are a couple of manuals and routines
and documents that you are expected to use. And in the more complex
projects, they [the project managers] get help by the Contracts and
Quality department to ensure that the material and the procurement
rules that we use are those that are accepted and agreed upon by the
industry and that what we evaluate is as clear as possible. And there
the Contracts and Quality department is some kind of quality support
and guarantor that the project manager gets the support that is
needed. So that we can show the books, both to go through the evalu-
ation and the accounting and we have sometimes chosen to invite the
Chamber of Commerce when opening tenders just to indicate that
there is an openness and a clarity and that you should be able to show
both the material that we sent out and the one that reached us. And
that is also a signal to the industry that there is no arbitrariness. […]
We have a process orientation – the procurement process is well docu-
mented who is part of it and when they are part of it and how it will
be done. The project managers should feel confident. They should 
feel that they cannot neglect these five or six steps. They must not.”73

By strictly adhering to these procurement procedures,
the region manager explains that the project managers
can feel confident. This confidence stems from the
inability for project managers to, on their own, decide
how to procure. Rather, the guidelines dictate what the
project manager must do. The project managers are
expected to submit to the procurement process.

The second step in reducing the private from the
bureaucracy lies in the content of the guidelines. It
would not be farfetched to guess that the SRA regulates
the private influence in the procurement process, since a
stance on anti-corruption is often considered to be a
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vital part of procurement procedures. Larmour and
Wolanin argue that: 

for procurement to serve the public interest it must be conducted free
of the personal interest of those administering the process.
Procurement policies and procedures must, among other things pro-
vide the framework and guidance for officials to do their work in such
a way that they cannot exploit the process for personal gain. The key
is to deal with the corruption risks integrally with the procurement
process. […] corruption control is not something to bolt on to a pro-
curement system, it needs to be part of the procurement system
(Larmour and Wolanin 2001, xxi).

The procurement procedures should be directed at
reducing private influence, i.e. the personal. The task of
designing good procurement procedures, which reduce
the personal, is not left to the SRA, but is regulated by
the Act on Public Procurement. 

5.1 the act on public procurement 
and reduction of corruption

According to the NOU (Nämnden för offentlig upp-
handling, The Swedish National Board for Public Pro-
curement), the Act on Public Procurement endorses the
values of non-discrimination, equal treatment, trans-
parency, proportionality and mutual recognition (NOU
4). Converted into practical criteria for decision-mak-
ing, these values imply that tenders must not be evalu-
ated using other criteria than the two following: Either
the most economically advantageous tender based on
given evaluations criteria (e.g. price, quality, aesthetic
and functional characteristics, service and maintenance,
environmental impact etc.) or the tender with the lowest
price must be chosen.

The European Act on Public Procurement is a way of
creating and regulating a common European market for
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public procurement. Studies 

suggested that a more liberal public purchasing regime would bring
significant economic benefits with increased competition for contracts
expected to reduce public sector procurement costs and facilitate the
creation of a more competitive European industrial base better able to
win business in world markets (Martin et al. 1997, 279). 

The Act may even be seen as a measure to reduce cor-
ruption. The corruption preventing effect of different
procurement reforms has been discussed and acknow-
ledged in publications issued by a number of organisa-
tions related to anti-corruption (GRECO 2003;
GRECO 2004; Transparency International 2005a). 
As an example, one might consider the strong argumen-
tation which appears in a newsletter from the NOU:

That the rules for public procurement are followed is more and more
often referred to as a cornerstone in the struggle against corruption.
The European Commission states […] that an improvement of the
means of justice is concordant with the overarching EU policy of fight-
ing corruption. Even OECD points to the correspondence between
good transparency in public procurement and preventative measures
against corruption (NOU 2006, 13).

Rose-Ackerman, in her informed discussion about the
tradeoffs in procurement reform, summarises that:

Procurement reform highlights the tradeoffs between avoiding corrup-
tion and giving officials the flexibility to make decisions in the light of
their own knowledge. Discretion increases corrupt incentives, but crit-
ics of elaborate procurement codes point to their excessive rigidity
(Rose-Ackerman 1999, 59).

Procurement reform, understood in the broad sense as
the functioning of procurement procedures both gener-
ally at a state or even international level (such as the
European Act on Public Procurement) and internally in
an organisation should thus aim at procuring the eco-
nomically most beneficial goods and services without
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allowing for (too much) corruption. Or from the other
point of view, it should reduce corruption while not
jeopardising efficiency. Public procurers have always
had to consider both anti-corruption and efficient pro-
curement. Having Rose-Ackerman’s two pillars of pro-
curement reform in mind, I will now turn to the practi-
cal implementation of the Act at the SRA. In the rest of
the chapter, I will try to show that a balance is struck
between the impersonal and the personal, the public and
the private, dependent on a trade-off between corrup-
tion and efficiency. 

5.2 objective models and 
divided decision-making

It is no surprise that there are several ways of procuring
goods and services at the SRA. A project management
consultant service is not procured using the same meth-
ods and evaluation criteria as a contract of road mainte-
nance. A construction project is not procured as an in-
spection of bridges. Paving the roads is a fundamentally
different business than compiling data about the traffic
situation in a particular area and should thus be pro-
cured differently. Nothwithstanding the variety of serv-
ices and products that are procured at the SRA, when
corruption was discussed during interviews, many of the
respondents directly referred to the existence of objec-
tive models of evaluation – models that disarm the risk
of corruption disregarding what kind of procurement
was at stake. After a while, I realised that this was both
attributable to my vague question as it was another way
to create ‘the public role’ (see chapter 4). Furthermore, I
asserted that there are in fact differences in the procure-
ment procedures depending on what is to be procured.
Apart from the references to objective procurement
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models, the project managers furthermore argue that
they never on their own decide which tender will win.
The region manager expressed it (again) using me as 
an example: “Thomas cannot sit alone and decide, 
but you are at least supported by one or two others.”74

The picture presented by the respondents indicates
that there are actually no ethical problems that affect
the project management department. According to 
one of the heads of the project management department.

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “Actually [there
are no ethical problems]. Because we have a, if we’re talking about
procurement, procurement model. On the one hand there are many
involved from different departments, on the other we have a pretty
good model that the headquarters have developed for us about how 
to evaluate and judge. So, well, it is a very objective evaluation.”

75

When an objective model is used, personal input of
employees is considered to be negligible. Also, when the
number of people is multiplied, the decision becomes
more collective, more objective, and obviously, less sub-
jective. Or in the words of the head of the Contracts and
Quality department: “To bribe us is like bribing a foot-
ball team.”

The existence of the evaluation models in their cur-
rent form is an integral part of public procurement as it
is designed today because of the Act on Public Procure-
ment. In the following quote it is clear that following
this Act appears to reduce ethical issues arising related
to corruption in procurement. Once again, asking if
there are any moral issues that might arise related to
procurement at the SRA: 

Göransson, project manager: “No, I mean, we have our rules, the gov-
ernmental rules for the Act on Public Procurement. We follow it [the
Act] to the letter. It can be tough a lot of times. Often you think that it
should be considerably easier. It drags on, it becomes more compli-
cated, but as public authorities we must follow our rules and regula-
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tions. No, I see no problems. If we follow these rules, there‘s nothing
untowards. Often it can be hard to do the evaluation of tenders, those
evaluation parameters that have to be taken into account. Often it is
just the price.”76

Such an argument on the part of the project manager is
a sign of success for the managerial level at the SRA who
want their project managers to feel that they had sup-
port from the rules (see 4.4.1). Rules should always be
the real agents “behind project managers’ back”. If
there is a sign of concern or conflict in the project man-
ager’s comment, it is not related to ethics but rather to
the second pillar of procurement reform namely the effi-
ciency related, practical aspect – that procurement is a
tedious procedure under the influence of the Act.
Another project manager adds that you have to procure
“according to all the rules of the game” and that it is
like “scientific work.”77 The tediousness of scientific
work needs no further explanation. In the subsequent
parts I will discuss issues related to the public / private
and issues of efficiency as they appear when procuring
different kinds of services: construction work (building
the road), consultancy (planning the road) and opera-
tion and maintenance. 

5.3 procurement of construction work

At the SRA, the procurement model considered the most
objective and impersonal is the one related to construc-
tion work. If the construction work exceeds 5.000.000
Euro, the SRA has to publish the tender in the European
Official Journal of Public Procurement. There are
mainly three different ways of procuring construction
work, namely:
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1. general contract78

2. total contract79

3. function contract80

In the total contract and the function contract, the SRA
procures the construction document and the construc-
tion work (see 2.7). Here, the contractor also does a
part of the planning of the project. The function con-
tract, which at the time of my study was discussed but
not widely used at the SRA, means that the SRA pro-
cures a function rather than a specific product. The win-
ning contractor assumes the responsibility for maintain-
ing the road for a number of years. In the general con-
tract, all the tenders are evaluated with regards to the
construction document – blueprints that are prepared
by the SRA with the help of one or more consulting
firms. The consulting firm thus prepares construction
documents with specifications on how much material is
needed for the construction, in terms of asphalt, wires,
etc and also what has to be done, that x cubic meters of
earth have to be moved from one spot to another for
example for the bridge to be built. All these aforemen-
tioned specifications are put together in the “specifica-
tion of amounts”81. The price that the contractor will
compete with tendering is the total sum from the specifi-
cation of amounts.

The procedure is rather straightforward. Imagine
that there is a need for x cubic meters of asphalt to con-
struct for example a bicycle road. For one tendering
contractor, the cost of one cubic meter of asphalt is y.
Therefore, the total contribution to the final sum of the
post of asphalt will be xy. Another contractor uses the
price z for one cubic meter of asphalt. If the two tenders
are identical, apart from the cost of asphalt, the first
contractor will win if xy < xz, and the second contrac-
tor will win if xy > xz. The most important parameter
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of evaluation of construction work is thus the specifica-
tion of amounts.

5.3.1 Shall and should requirements

Before actually considering the specification of amounts
of a particular contractor, there are parameters called
shall requirements82 that are evaluated. As the name
reveals, these are parameters that a contractor must
comply with in order to be able to compete in the ten-
dering process. The outcome of an evaluation of the
shall requirements is a yes or a no. Examples of such
parameters might be: Has the company paid all its cor-
responding taxes? Is the company big enough (with
clear indicators of what that means) to cope with possi-
ble problems in the implementation of the project? One
project manager explains the demand on turnover size:

Pettersson, project manager: “If they pass the shall requirements, all
the known [companies] on the market do [that]. I mean, Skanska and
NCC, we don’t even check them because we know. It is more when a
new [contractor] comes – a little insignificant thing. Sometimes we
write that they have to have a certain turnover in relation to the proj-
ect so that they do not go bankrupt immediately. The procurement
department helps to make the controls. We’re supposed to deal with
that so we don’t get into trouble. There are people who made those
blunders and hopefully we can learn from the mistakes that people in
the same organisation do.”83

The suppliers that pass the shall requirements are com-
pared in the next step of the evaluation. The should
requirements84 are those that distinguish the winner
amongst suppliers who passed the shall requirements. 
It is the contractor with the lowest price that wins the
contract. 

Lennerfors: “Yes. And later, is it the price that is the main parameter?”
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Jansson, project manager: “Yes, if all are fair, that is, then it is often
the price that is decisive.” 

Lennerfors: “If you have passed the shall requirements…”

Jansson: “then it’s the price that counts.”85

In the preceding quote, the project manager states that if
all the shall requirements are fulfilled, the tender with
the lowest price wins. The price pertains to the should
requirements, the demands that a contractor ought to
fulfil – to have a low price. If the contractor gets one
“no” in the shall requirements, it is not qualified for the
next step of the process – the should requirements. One
part of the should requirements has already been sur-
veyed – the specification of amounts, while the other
part will be surveyed in the following.

5.3.2 Soft and hard parameters

The part of the should requirements that is not related
directly to money is the added value. Added value, or
what is commonly referred to as soft criteria is, for
example, organisation, environmental certificates, refer-
ences, quality etc. These soft criteria amount to approx-
imately 2 – 10 % of the total sum of the specification of
amounts, depending on who you are asking and which
type of project you have in mind. That is, if a contractor
is successful in getting high grades on how to organise
the work, or high scores on environmental friendliness,
these high grades decreases the sum stemming from the
specification of amounts. For example, if the sum of the
specification of amounts is 10 million SEK and you ful-
fil all the soft criteria which, for example, amount to
five percent, the sum on the specification of amounts is
lowered with five percent. That is, the specification of
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amounts of your company will be 9.500.000 SEK.
However, project managers argue that these soft criteria
rarely contribute to any significant change of evaluation
due to their low weight. The following project manager
discusses the experiences of a procurement process and
highlights that the soft critieria were not able to affect
the decision in any remarkable way.

Pettersson, project manager: “You have to write in the tender proposal
from the beginning how you are going to evaluate, and in my case I
just said that organisation and references should be worth 5%. And
there is a calculation model, and when I inserted the values it became
clear that the references had a low weight. It wouldn’t have mattered if
they would had gotten the lowest grade on references. It would never
have compensated for the low price anyway.”86

In this quote a certain frustration could be noted. It seems
that even if the contractor gets the lowest grades possible
on the soft criteria, the contractor might win since it has
the lowest price. Consequently, a “problematic” supplier
might win contracts just by submitting a tender with the
lowest price. The frustration also resounds in quotes of
other project managers – that the evaluation model of the
SRA is too focused on price and gives no space for e.g.
references from other construction work, which might be
much more important. Good references might mean that
the contractor actually will do what it promises, for the
price it promises, while a low price often leads to prob-
lems in the implementation phase of the project (see
5.7.1). At the SRA, respondents have said that there is a
discussion about extra bills and many project managers
laugh outright at a low bid since they know that the con-
tractor will never be able to fulfill the project at that
price. The following respondent contributes to the under-
standing of the soft factors by stating that the soft factors
are only there to distinguish a winner amongst the ten-
ders that have exactly the same price. The subsequent
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project managers add: the soft parameters do not con-
tribute with anything to the evaluation. 

Eriksson, head of project management department: “It is a different
situation with the procurement of construction work where it is
almost all about the price. 3 – 4 % might be on other factors, but these
are only intended to separate two tenders that have exactly the same
price.”87

Rickardsson, project manager: “In practice, the lowest price wins.
There is no difference between investment objects and operation and
maintenance. When we go out and procure, then the soft parameters
are a terribly small part. The softies have no decisive influence. The
lowest price wins.”88

As some project managers maintain that the soft param-
eters in no way change any evaluation of any contractor,
it is not surprising that the respondents find little mean-
ing in applying these soft criteria. According to
Karlsson, the soft criteria contribute something far less
appreciated: a lot of work.

Karlsson, project manager: “So, when all is said and done, it is the ten-
der sum that is decisive. It is not much money on these added value,
and as a matter of fact, you’re a little surprised that they spend so
much time on them.”89

Even though the soft criteria might not contribute with
anything more than additional work, some project man-
agers put their faith in them since they point towards a
novel and better way of evaluating tenders. Instead of
focusing on price and ending up with contractors that
sometimes do not do a good job, these soft criteria may
sometime in the future be the bases of evaluating ten-
ders. Instead of taking the cheapest contractor, the SRA
will choose the economically most beneficial contractor.

Lennerfors: “But these soft criteria, they have no great impact.” 

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “No, they don’t
and I wish that they would have more impact.” 
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Lennerfors: “As you said earlier, if you have a very objective model
and do not take into account the soft part that everybody considers to
be subjective, the model becomes pretty rigid. It’s not possible to…
you have to weigh.”

Bengtsson: “Yes. Well, there is a risk for arbitrariness. There is. So you
have to find a way to deal with that. But at the same time, when pro-
ject after project becomes more expensive and complicated and takes
more time and there is a general disharmony, it’s not good either.
Nobody benefits from that, not the government either. The tax money
is spent, that amounts to pretty much money in vain also. There is a
lot of quarrels and time passes. The road-users cannot use the road and
whaatever is at question. But it is a question of striking a balance.”90

In this quote it is argued that the translation of the eco-
nomically most beneficial to the cheapest tender is not
always correct. This should not be surprising since it is
written in each and every introduction book to business
studies that the lowest price is not always the best alter-
native to choose. The preceding quote indicates that the
soft parameters must be given more weight so as to get
farther away from the price logic and towards a kind of
value logic. By placing more import on the soft factors,
the head of project management department agrees that
there is a risk for arbitrariness in the evaluation, but this
risk is compensated by the gain for the tax-payers. The
fear of the soft parameters is clearly corresponding to
removing personal influence from the bureaucracy.
When we are moving from a strict price focus there are
risks related to “the personal” that appear on the stage,
risks that we have already touched upon above – threats
against the bureaucracy. The respondent concludes his
statement saying that it is a question of striking a bal-
ance. There always seems to be a balance between
achieving efficiency and removing the ‘private’.

There is a tendency amongst many of the project
managers to want more focus on what they name as 
the soft factors, such as organisation and references.
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However, if a mathematical decision model is used and
there is no room for the personal, there is less space for
dubious personal influence. With the creation of mathe-
matical models for decision making, the SRA reduces
the possibility for project managers to influence, both
soundly and in a corrupt way, the decision. One might
even imagine that there are actually fewer possibilities
of receiving bribes if the procurement process is imper-
sonal since the link between a particular project 
manager and the result of a procurement process is less
clear. Why pay bribes to someone who cannot affect the
decision? Although the model at the SRA might not
have been created specifically for the purpose of reduc-
ing bribery, it nevertheless might be argued to serve that
purpose. 

One might play with the idea that if more emphasis
is placed on the soft factors, then the contractors will
have more incentives to bribe or influence the project
managers, since there is a possibility for project man-
agers to influence the decision. This would imply that,
the softer the evaluation criteria are, the more pressure
there reasonably is.

When discussing soft criteria, there is especially one
that many respondents express a need for at the SRA,
namely the criterion that the contractor should have a
good track record at the SRA. In fact, having performed
poorly, more work should not be granted to the contrac-
tor. However, when asking a project manager about this
particular criterion, he emphasises the problems with
such kind of evaluation. He states that it would be
“extremely fun” if the SRA could also evaluate the real
performance of the contractor and not only how the
contractor presents itself. Given that contractors of
today file so many complaints against the evaluations of
(inter alia) the SRA, there is no possibility of introduc-
ing such a criterion (Lennerfors 2007).
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Lennerfors: “They won [when all estimates were in]. But was the end
result a number?”

Göransson, project manager: “You take all the parameters and then
you get a number, which is what is decisive. Many times you think
that, you know by experience that it was that one that you wanted,
but unfortunately, we have to follow the rules, it turned out to be that
[contractor]. And we have to live with that. Then, we are not sup-
posed to… we should have a wide selection of consultants and con-
tractors and good competition.”91

In the preceding quote, a balance between earlier experi-
ence and competition is brought up. The SRA is in need
for a wide range of suppliers. Therefore, to work repeat-
edly with one consultant and contractor might lead to
suboptimal competition. This might be a reason for the
SRA not bringing in the criteria of earlier performance.
However, the following quote indicates that the evalua-
tion is one thing and reality is another – at this point in
time, there is no possibility to evaluate real performance. 

Lennerfors: “But I think that, I would consider it to be pretty impor-
tant that the contractor has worked well before.” 

Rickardsson, project manager: “But you can’t answer yes or no to
that. It is subjective. Unfortunately, we would really want to include it,
if I say so. Many times we have discussed, it would be extremely fun if
we in some way could evaluate a contractor and how it works in real-
ity, but then you end up in opinions, and why should my opinion be
correct?” 

Lennerfors: “Yeah, that’s right.” 

Rickardsson: “These are the problems. And then it becomes a softie. I
can’t see any solution to this regarding today’s law. And due to what
you can appeal against today, it is yes or no. That’s it [in english].”92

The point is to stick to the rules of purchasing due to the
possibilities that the suppliers have to apply against a
purchasing decision, something that will be covered in
the last part of this chapter. Another problem is the dif-
ficulty of arguing that the past bad track record of the
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contractor is actually the orderer’s own fault. A com-
mon complaint from the contractor is that the blue-
prints for the construction work are what in fact created
the problems – not the incompetence of the contractor.
A usual comment that project managers hear is thus:

Stefansson, project manager: “We never thought that as bad blue-
prints as these could exist.”93

The following project manager expresses his concerns
that contractors might in fact not be the real cause of the
problems in the project implementation. It is not only
interesting that the real causes of the problems are not
clear. More revealing is the fact that the project manager
is extremely concerned whether the criteria might be
evaluated in terms of a yes and a no – somewhat imply-
ing a search for objectivity.

Rickardsson: “It is frustrating when you have a contractor that has per-
formed terribly poorly, you go out to procure on another job and the
same contractor has the lowest price there also. Then it’s like: ‘Hello
there?!’ Then, the point is to see it from a wider perspective, what
points to that it was the fault of the contractor? Maybe it was me.”

Lennerfors: “Or the blueprints”

Rickardsson: “Then I know. Are they judged for something that we
ourselves caused? No, I think that the ‘yes or no’ is not wrong. If you
want to have a fair evaluation about people, then it should be ‘yes or
no’.”94

There is seemingly a price focus when procuring con-
struction work. Is this price focus equally prevalent
when procuring consultancy work?

5.4 procurement of consultancy work

Before starting the construction, there are many services
that need to be procured (see 2.7).
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Consultancy services that are greater than 200 000
Euros must be procured in accordance with the
European Act on Public Procurement. Tender invita-
tions must be published in TED (Tenders Electronic
Daily ted.europa.eu) and in the Official Journal for 56
days. Price is not the focus when it comes to evaluting
consultancy services. Rather, competence has the highest
priority. When asking about relationships and their in-
fluence on procurement, a project manager states that: 

Fransson, project manager: “On the consulting side, I think you have
an extremely close relation to those who are helping you planning and
creating the tender proposals and there you want the best people you
“function” with. So there it is more difficult, I would like to have
someone, but… There it might maybe feel like a burden to have this
set of rules, sometimes, yes it does. But there we put a great emphasis
on references and earlier projects and when we evaluate consultancy
achivements and even construction management since the construc-
tion management consultant is your “extended arm”. If you can’t trust
your construction manager, then you shouldn’t hire them. It wouldn’t
work, they are our representatives on site. There the Act on Public
Procurement is hindering, I mean, we have a number of consultants
that we work with on the construction side so you get a relation with
them, so it’s not a big problem, but of course you get on well 
with some better than with others, exactly as in private relations.”95

Therefore, the relation between price and competence is
significantly different than that of evaluating construc-
tion work. It was earlier stated that when procuring
construction work, the price focus is generally over 90%.

Gudmundsson, employee at Contracts and Quality department: “But
if you look at for example consultants, when you procure consultants,
project managers and the like, you often pay them per hour and then
their competence and price becomes important. There, the price is
maybe 25% while the competence is 75%. And there, there is more a
question of judgment.”96

Here, personal judgment seems to be important. When
evaluating a consultant, the project manager normally
calls the references that the consultant has submitted
when tendering. Additionally, the project managers
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state that they walk around in the building and inquire
what kind of experiences the other project managers
have had with the consultant. There are around 30 proj-
ect managers at SRA who lead investment objects, and
the number of consultants is not very high, which seems
to imply that all consultants that exist in the county
have had jobs with some of the project managers.
Together the project managers claim to have sufficient
knowledge about the consulting industry. A new con-
sultant that nobody knows might appear, but then this
consultant might have had jobs in other cities in another
county where the SRA is active. That is the reasoning of
one project manager. Of course, the experience of the
consultants that you value most is your own. 

Arvidsson, project manager: “Yes, [to have worked with the consult-
ant] facilitates the job. You trust yourself and your own judgment
more than those of the others.”97

Since this project manager and possibly others, seem to
rely more on their personal experience with the consult-
ant than on other people’s experience, the personal
influence appears here with its dubiousness in the burea-
cratic context. There is also here a risk of being influ-
enced, and possibly to influence the decision making
process. This risk is increased since the consultancy
services are based more on personal judgment and com-
petence than on price. However, not only construction
work but also consulting services over the threshold val-
ues stipulated by the Act on Public Procurement are
evaluated according to a mathematical model. The input
to the mathematical model, however, is more subjective
than price. A judgment is converted into a number, these
numbers undergo mathematical operations and are con-
verted into other numbers and the final result of these
mathematical models is yet another number. Further-
more, the possible influence that a project manager
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might exert on the decision-making process is decreased
by increasing the number of people involved in the
process. A single project manager does not have the
competence to evaluate a tender, which signifies that the
procurement decision is spread onto a number of techni-
cal experts in combination with the project manager. A
project manager states:

Lennerfors: “Are there more people involved in the evaluation of a
consultant?”

Gustavsson, project manager: “Yes, it is. It is definitively. That is very
related to personal chemistry. How he and me, or she and me get on.”

Lennerfors: “And then you consider all that are involved in the pro-
ject?”

Gustavsson: “They put grades on each separate technical speciality.”

Lennerfors: “And then it is added up?”

Gustavsson: “Then there is a formula, you put in the figures and it
clatters out.”98

There is also a way of coping with the possible risk of
personal influence – that the number of those involved
be multiplied. “It is like bribing a football team”, as the
head of the Contracts and Quality department put it.
This tendency incurs a feeling of not being able to influ-
ence the outcome. This inability to influence is visible in
the quote above where the project manager states that
the numbers just fall out of the decision model – as if it
were a machine. The creation of a bureaucracy seems to
have been successful. The inability to influence is also
clear in the quote below. 

Olsson, project manager: “I’m not evaluating that by myself, I use
help, we are a whole organisation and we have an evaluation system
where we put grades. I just grade small pieces, y’know.”

Lennerfors: “How many are involved in the evaluation?”
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Olsson: “It depends on the technical speciality but we had like, how
many were we? In total we put 1500 grades… hahaha!”

Lennerfors: “Oh, my god!”99

This emotional defense of the anti-corruptive character
of the SRA procurement models will be followed by the
comment of a head of project management department
who agrees that objectivity is created by the involve-
ment of many people.

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “But we try to
do an evaluation that is as objective as possible and I think that since
many people from many different departments are involved, I think
that there works pretty well. It is pretty little space for arbitrariness.
[…] But of course, there are judgments in some issues. But then 
we have competencies from different departments that make that 
evaluation.”100

Göransson further points to the objectivity of the evalu-
ation. If some consultant feels that others have been
favoured, the consultant may just look at the results to
see that everything is in good order. 

Göransson, project manager: “If you look at the big jobs such as
Norra Länken tody, I mean it is meticulous, you have difficulties to
find flaws in any way. I mean, eveybody has tried, and some have
received critique about evaluations and said that ‘but well, we thought
that…’. I mean, of course the one who has been marginalised thinks
that he has been treated unfairly […]. And well, it is simple mathemat-
ics, you just add up those numbers and end up with somebody. The
one who didn’t get the job could of course criticise it. It happens some-
times. They want to look, and they might very well look. We invite
them. That was the deal when writing up the tender proposal.”101

Below the limit stipulated by the Act the tenders need
not be announced in the EU, but are required to appear
in a Swedish journal for public procurement. However,
there are other ways of buying consultancy services in
which the personal influence may be more significant.
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5.5 procuring consultancy work: 
direct procurement and general agreements

Owing to the comparatively high procurement costs
when procuring minor consultancy services, it is pos-
sible to facilitate the procurement process in two differ-
ent ways: buying from general agreements and buying
directly. From the point of view of efficiency (if consid-
ering the procurement as a transaction cost), the easiest
way of procuring is to buy directly from a supplier. In
this case there is no need to inform other suppliers about
the procurement. Furthermore, it is not necessary to
meticulously specify what needs to be done. Thus, 
the cost of the procurement process need not be so high.

However, what can be costly is that the orderer
might not take into account all competing firms in the
market. There are also risks of corruption, since the
orderer does not need to give any further explanations
for the choice than that the supplier was the best one –
no proofs are needed. Since public procurers are expect-
ed to increase value for the tax-payers by using all the
market mechanisms, this type of direct procurement is
restricted. There is no chance for an orderer to procure
a big construction work directly. The maximum amount
of procuring directly is 2 basic amounts (basbelopp) 
(or 4 basic amounts, depending on who you are asking).

Fransson, project manager: “as I said, small [services] below 2 basic
amounts might be directly procured.”102

The lawyers and the director-general of the SRA have
stated that this form of procurement should in principle
not be used and during the empirical study I have heard
of no examples of when direct procurement has been
used. What is used on a large scale is procurement using
general agreements. General agreements are:
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Rickardsson, project manager: “[…] agreements that we have made
with x amount of contractors from which we might suborder from
directly. It makes the procurement process a little bit easier. To procure
objects of the size of 100000 SEK is not meaningful. […] The cost of
procurement [in those cases] should be a third of the cost of the serv-
ice. That’s not meaningful. And then we do general agreements
instead, we make suborders from general agreements.”103

Apart from the fact that project managers find it mean-
ingless to spend a great amount of resources in procur-
ing small consultancy or construction services, many
emphasise the freedom which the general agreements
provide. When subordering from a general agreement,
the project manager is allowed to freely choose the per-
son that he or she finds most appropriate for the job.
The project manager below exemplifies the use of gen-
eral agreements with regard to consultancy services:

Fransson, project manager: “Different types of preliminary studies,
construction documents and similar, smaller jobs can be subordered
from general agreements. Then you have contracts with a couple of
consultants. Then you have much more freedom to choose. The pro-
ject manager decides himself who he wants to use, the limit is 8 basic
amounts, it can’t be more on a yearly basis. So there are proportion-
ately less expensive jobs, a couple of hundred thousand. That magni-
tude. And there we have the possibility to choose ourselves, given that
we have made a procurement of general agreements. That we have to
do in the usual way. [The consultants] must qualify for different kinds
of tasks.”104

The freedom of which the project manager speaks is not
similar to the freedom of direct procurement. The sub-
orders are free, but the general agreements must be pro-
cured in competition. Although superficially, one might
suspect that this freedom is at contratemps with the
spirit of the Act on Public Procurement, the head of pro-
ject management department states that the general
agreements are used to save taxpayers money. The head
of project management department states that the gen-
eral agreements are in fact procured in (fair, non-corrupt)
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competition and not only focused on efficiency (see 5.1). 

Eriksson, head of project management department: “The point of it is
that the general agreements are procured in competition. It is not to
bypass the law but to save taxpayers money. And it’s very practical.”105

One might conclude that general agreements work as a
two-stage process. First, every 3, 4, or 5 years, general
agreements are signed with different consulting firms in
different areas of specialisation. For example, when
doing the construction, the SRA usually hires a consult-
ant to be at the construction site and supervise the work
of the contractor. For this purpose, around three general
agreements are signed with different consultant firms
which are capable of providing construction supervi-
sion. After these contracts are signed, project managers
are able to use any of the consultants specified in the
general agreements as they wish (up to 8 basic amo-
unts). The procurement of the general agreements is
done by those chosen by the heads of project manage-
ment departments choose. The procedure is similar to
the manner in which an evaluation of consultancy pro-
curement is made (see 5.4).

Lennerfors: “Who does the evaluations?”

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “It is project
managers from the project management departments. And someone
from Contracts and Quality. And maybe someone from a technical
department.” 

Lennerfors: “Which project managers?”

Bengtsson: “Those that we, as heads of project management depart-
ments, have chosen. Good and competent people. They procure for
everybody. The procurement is done in the usual way.”106

To illustrate, suppose that general agreements are signed
with company A, B and C, each of them providing a
number of names A1, A2… B1, B2, etc with correspond-
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ing fees per hour. A project manager who is starting 
up the construction phase of a project might use any of 
the specified consultants A1, A2… B1, B2… C1, C2, etc.

All the firms that obtain general agreements are 
considered equivalent and therefore, there is no need for
the project managers to state the reason why one of the 
prequalified consultants is chosen instead of another.

Lennerfors: “So, when you suborder from the general agreement for
consultancy services, then you don’t need to motivate and put it as a
public document?”

Eriksson, head of project management department: “No, that’s cor-
rect.”

Lennerfors: “But that is nothing that might be questioned by other
consultants?”

Eriksson: “No, that’s not procurement. It’s a suborder.”107

What is interesting to note here is that the decision-mak-
ing process differs significantly from the one of procur-
ing construction work. Here it is actually possible to
favour those suppliers the project manager believes are
optimal and not only choose the one that has won the
procurement procedure. The possibility of personal
choice coincides with the possibility to favour unethic-
ally or on the wrong grounds. 

Lennerfors: “Don’t the project managers have the possibility of influ-
encing the decision-making process in any way? I mean, regarding
consultant suborders there is a possibility.”

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “I mean, of
course there are always a possibility for arbitrariness or judgment, or
if you really want to influence. But I think that most of them are pretty
objective. Everything that we talk about and all our aids and all our
bases support the thought that you should make an objective evalua-
tion.”108

The following project manager explains how he bought
consultancy services for a project of which he was 
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manager. Whereas many project managers argue that
the procurement of an expensive consultancy service
(see 5.4) or construction work (see 5.3) is based on a
mathematical model, the following project manager
argues that the decision is based more on trust and good
experience with the procured consultant.

Gustavsson, project manager: “I bought it on suborder. Then it’s
based on personal chemistry, y’know. 

Lennerfors: “Yes, so it is not like SRA Consulting but a person in a
company, right?”

Project manager: “Yea-eah.”

Lennerfors: “Have you known these people before?”

Gustavsson: “Yes, even from [my earlier work place].”

Lennerfors: “O-kay.” 

Gustavsson: “So there you have a very good personal chemistry, that
works, and the one I talk about, he has been working on the SRA, 
so he knows this, so… you know that you get a good product.”109

According to this project manager, the decision to pro-
cure is based on personal chemistry and that the consult-
ant has delivered before. There is no question that the
project manager will “forget” all his experience in order
to be objective. The person from whom he buys services
from is expected to have performed well in the past. 

Nevertheless, the possibility to be corrupt is not im-
portant since the consulting services bought from gen-
eral agreements are not that economically important in
the greater scheme of things. 

Rickardsson, project manager: “You might influence suborders, but
that is on the bases of your experience. There you can influence more.
The big piece is procurement, where the possibilities of influencing are
almost zero. That is my opinion anyways.”110
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This would imply that since the suborders from general
agreements stand for a rather small amount of the SRA
general expenditures, complete objectivity when subor-
dering is not that important. One can summarise and
state that within the procurement structure of general
agreement it is possible to accord with legal require-
ments, while allowing for having favourites amongst the
consultants. This is appreciated by some project man-
agers. When asked if there is a significant ethical issue
that arises as result of having favourites amongst the
consultants, a head of technical department answered:

Lennerfors: “When it comes to suborders, then I have heard that it is
pretty free to choose the person that you want. […]”

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “Yes, it could be.
Yes, but then we have done a procurement according to the rules
before. So in that way, it’s done neatly.”111

In this quote it becomes apparent that the focus on the
procedure is rather important. Maybe it does not really
matter whether a project manager chooses his or her
favourite consultant all the time. The question in focus
is rather that the primary procurement of the general
agreement has been done according to the rules. Regard-
ing this, one may argue that what is at stake is not ethics
per se, but rather prudence to protect oneself against
discontented suppliers or scandal seeking journalists. 

5.6 procuring operation and maintenance

When a road has been constructed it is necessary to
maintain it in a satisfactory state, and since SRA has no
resources for doing this, project managers have to pro-
cure operation and maintenance services. If a road has
to be operated and maintained during the next 100
years, the project managers will specify a service that
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needs to be done during a time period, typically two to
five years. After the end of the period, a new service has
to be procured, and this service is similar. If no severe
problems have occurred during the last period the speci-
fications of the project will remain unchanged. In opera-
tion and maintenance projects no consultants are pro-
cured, only the contractor.

The Stockholm region is divided into a number of
areas that are maintained and operated by different con-
tractors. Each of these areas has one contractor respon-
sible for winter operations taking away snow and in the
summer cutting grass and keeping the roads clean (see
2.7). This package of work is called Grundpaket Drift
(GPD). Apart from the GPD there is operation and
maintenance regarding asphalt, tunnels, traffic lights,
and so on. 

Repair projects are similar to investment objects,
although they are generally less expensive. In the same
way as with construction work, it is important to state
the factors according to which you will evaluate the ten-
ders. As with the tenders in construction work the con-
tractor with the lowest price is chosen. 

When discussing the possible personal influence in
procurement related to operation and maintenance, one
aspect is that there are possibilities for the GPD contrac-
tor to get additional tasks when in possession of an area
of operation and maintenance. In the quote above we
read about a project manager arguing that a rather sig-
nificant job might be an additional task to a GPD con-
tract and not as a procurement. This is out of the sphere
of the Act on Public Procurement and it allows for a
more practical way of procuring. Here a project manag-
er and I discussed the side-order of a rather expensive
construction work. 
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Lennerfors: “6 million [SEK]… isn’t that a pretty big procurement to
take as… you mean that you won’t announce it but that you ask the
maintenance contractor?”

Karlsson, project manager: “Yes, nooo, I don’t know. You have to
relate it to… what’s the answer if you announce it? You get one tender
and that’s them [SRA Production] anyway… and what’s the cost of
preparing tender proposals and all of that. And then it will be delayed,
you have to have time for contractors to calculate [their tender sum],
when you know who will win it anyway.”

Lennerfors: “Yes, that’s true. Are there any limits for how much, how
big these side orders that you might put on the maintenance contrac-
tor might be?” 

Karlsson: “I don’t know. I really don’t know. I really don’t think there
are any. You have to look at the totality. It is nothing that I decide for
myself but it is after consultation with my boss and the planning
department, what is the most reasonable way to go. I think there has
been a discussion about, what’s above… I know there have been 
bigger, but that also in relation to how fast it has to be performed.
When in time it should be done. I was wrong. It’s 5 million [SEK].”112

When the project manager stated this, he also added
that he does not make the decision on his own. There
are always more people involved. 

After a GPD contract is signed, the project managers
at the SRA might choose between procuring from the
GPD contractor or SRA Production (here is another
way in which SRA Production is not like other contrac-
tors, see 4.1, 4.3.2). As this is in addition to the GPD
contract, there is no competition. No arguments have to
be provided about why one contractor was chosen
instead of another which leaves the SRA with a slightly
bigger space for improvisation. This might be compared
to 1) the situation after having procured a construction
and consulting contract and 2) the situation after having
procured a general agreement with a consulting firm.
How might these three different situations be under-
stood?



5.7 following strict procedures 
and being flexible

The Act, being an Act on Public Procurement, regulates
the aspect of procurement decisions while neglecting
other aspects. Great attention is paid to the process of
procurement while less attention is placed on what hap-
pens before and after the procurement. The Act
addresses the need to be completely objective in the pro-
curement phase, while personal influence might be
allowed before or after the procurement has been 
done. This is not surprising, since the Act is on public
procurement.

This procedural focus is also intensified owing to the
consequences of the Alcatel case113. Today, when suppli-
ers are discontented with procurers’ evaluations, they
may appeal. The SRA must always be able to give good
motivations for why a specific supplier was chosen:

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “We always have
to be prepared if somebody files an appeal or some newspaper finds
out, we have to give a good explanation for why we have done what
we have done. Then we have our models and judgments.”114

Pettersson, project manager: “The statement of motives is open. We
publish a procurement decision and then we write the motives, but
there is never anybody who looks at it. It is a public document that is
archived, so the one who wants to check that we have done a correct
procurement can look at the procurement decision.”115

Before the Alcatel case, it was only possible for suppliers
to demand indemnification from the orderer concerning
costs incurred because of an erroneous evaluation of
tenders. The law change that followed the Alcatel case
grants the right to appeal against the evaluation so as to
stop the conclusion of the procurement. The basis for
this new possibility to appeal is that the contract signed
with the winning supplier remains without force until

182
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ten days after the moment in which the other suppliers
are notified of the results of the procurement process.
During these ten days, the suppliers have the opportu-
nity to exercise their right to appeal. The number 
of appeals have increased by around 1000% from 2001
to 2006. This places even more focus on a correct
procedure (Lennerfors 2007).

The above three situations may answer the need to
procure according to the rules at the same time as
procuring the right things. When looking at the issue of
corruption, it is clear that even though anti-corruption
measures are put in place there are still incentives for
suppliers to get personal with the project managers.

5.7.1 Changes after the construction contract is signed

For example, there are risks of corruption as unwar-
ranted extra bills in a construction work, extra pay-
ments on a consulting contract or extra suborders from
a general agreement. In the case of construction work, a
contract is signed which naturally leads to the contrac-
tor having a monopoly of the additional work up to a
certain level.

Arvidsson, project manager: “If we procure a construction work for,
say, 100 million SEK today and then there are changes during the
work and then there are extra bills of 30 million SEK. Then there has
been competition for the first 100 million but very bad competition on
the subsequent 30, since the contractor has the right to do the extra
work. We then have to negotiate about price. Then the contractor is in
a very strong negotiation position.”116

Once again, respondents argue that they do not decide
by themselves but that they always have support. In
short, there seems to be rules and guidelines everywhere.
Gudmundsson, employee at the Contracts and Quality
department states that the project manager decides but
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Gudmundsson, employee at the Contracts and Quality department:
“There are guidelines there also. If it becomes too big, then he or she
must talk to the boss. There are probably guidelines there also.”117

There is also another practice which is rumoured about,
regarding the procurement procedure. Sometimes, you
procure something and when the construction work
starts the basic conditions have changed. 

Pettersson: “There is this tendency, and that’s something I’ve heard
mostly from the contractors, that when a procurement is finished,
then you can change the basic conditions. I haven’t done it, but I’ve
heard about it, and when I’ve heard […] that those things exist, I get
indignant. Because the contractors tender to one thing. That might be
both an advantage and a disadvantage. Say, that you receive a side ten-
der [a tender which suggests a different way to construct]. Then you
reject that and say “we won’t do it that way” and then it appears that
in the construction work you do use the ideas of the side tender.”118

After the contract is signed there are some possibilities
for different kinds of influence. Actually, it is widely
recognised that extra bills are the only way in which
contractors might make money.

Svensson: “The contractors often put exorbitant prices on the addi-
tional work, y’know […] On the contractor side, y’know, there is a
kind of… some have developed the skills of tendering with a loss and
then get the profit on the additional bills. Ha ha ha!”119

Recall that when procuring construction work it is a
commonly accepted practice to take the bid with the
lowest price. This creates a situation where contractors
try to push their prices as low as they can, sometimes
even so low as to not cover their own costs. In this con-
text it is understandable that they want extra bills.
Finding errors or gaps in the construction document that
is used in the tender process creates additional revenue.
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Pettersson: “Yes, we usually joke that the mission of the contractor is
to read the contract and find the gaps. That’s what they want. Their
mission is to build a road, but ha ha ha, except for that, it’s finding
errors and deficiencies in our documents. I don’t condemn them, it’s
their way of making money.”120

An example of this practice is described by Karlsson:

Karlsson, project manager: “I know, for example, that many years ago
when we constructed the E4 [highway] northbound around Arlanda
[airport in Stockholm] and were supposed to fasten light posts, then
we had just accounted for two bolts on each, while each post has to be
fastened with four. And the [contractor] who got the contract knew
that. […] And when it was time [to fasten the posts] he told us that we
had written that they ought to be fastened with only two bolts. ‘If you
want four, then the price is this and this’.”121

This practice may lead to negative consequences for the
project manager. As one project manager expressed it
after I turned the microphone off: “this psychological
terror is something that comes with the job”.

Some project managers also in some sense compen-
sate for the extreme price focus by allowing for some
vagueness in the construction documents to give a
bonus to the contractors. The project managers argue
that one has to understand that the suppliers must earn
money and that the SRA does not win anything by
breaking a contractor. 

5.7.2 General agreements and suborders

When regarding procurement of consultancy services
with general agreements, as opposed to the normal pro-
curement of construction work or consultancy services,
a number of consulting firms are allowed to pass the
first stage gate. The consulting firms that receive a gen-
eral agreement do not have the same monopoly situa-
tion as a contractor that gets a contract for construc-
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tion. Rather there are a variety of firms that compete
with each other, after having been assigned a general
contract. That is, even though you obtain a general
agreement, you are not entitled to any jobs. If the com-
panies that get through the first stage are considered, the
project managers have the opportunity to choose freely
among them. There is thus no need whatsoever for an
explanation about why one consultant is chosen instead
of another. This need for justification has already been
covered in the first stage. This introduces some corrup-
tion related issues, since the number of contracts signed
regulate how freely the project managers may choose.

In one case, Swedish dentists signed general agree-
ments with 165 of 169 suppliers which gave them the
freedom to choose freely without motivating, thus ren-
dering the Act on Public Procurement ineffective. If gen-
eral agreements are signed with all or nearly all possible
companies, the situation arises as if the Act on Public
Procurement has never existed. The number of general
agreements signed is thus an important factor here. If
too few are signed, the market becomes limited to a few
actors. If too many are chosen, substantial risks for mis-
use are created. Another question is for what pecuniary
level these general agreements might be used. Some pro-
ject managers find the current level (8 basic amounts)
too low especially regarding other organisations which
use a higher level (e.g. Banverket 20 basic amounts). 

5.7.3 Operations and maintenance

In operation and maintenance one contractor is assigned
an area, but does not have monopoly over everything
that has to be repaired in that area. Even though this
was the case previously, SRA has now freed itself from
such a restraint. Now it is possible to either use the GPD
contractor or procure any other contractor. The main
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difference is that, if the SRA chooses the GPD contrac-
tor, there is no need to make a formal procurement 
in accordance with the Act on Public Procurement.

5.7.4 Corruption before procuring

It was said that the Act on Public Procurement does not
focus on issues occurring after the procurement is done.
What about prior to the procurement? The price focus
that has been argued to exist (see 5.3) can be seen to cre-
ate incentives for cartel building among contractors.
Contractors have no interest in driving each other to
bunkrupcy; there may advantages in collaborating and
fixing prices. The recent asphalt scandal in the SRA is an
example of cartel building (see 4.4.2). By tightening the
anti-corruption measures at the SRA, other types of cor-
ruption may arise. Lower prices that are the outcome of
perfecting the bidding process may be incurred, but this
also leads to incentives for cartel building. Thus, the Act
on Public Procurement as implemented at the SRA
might be argued to lack the systemic approach that
Rose-Ackerman pleads for. She presents the example
whereby United States Agency for International Deve-
lopment reduced corruption in the transport of agricul-
tural products in one African country while increasing
corruption in neighbouring countries (Rose-Ackerman
1999, 41). Rose-Ackerman’s conclusion is that “policy
makers must check to be sure that the payoffs [or cor-
ruption] do not just reappear elsewhere” (Rose-
Ackerman 1999, 42). Even though corruption might
have been displaced elsewhere, from the point of view of
the SRA or the African country, corruption has de-
creased. Is this what anti-corruption is about?

Moreover, there is a flaw in the anti-corruption
measure of the Act on Public Procurement, which re-
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lates to tender invitations. In my complementary
research, respondents outside of SRA have argued that
many tender invitations are created to “fit” a certain
supplier, so as to guarantee that this supplier gets the
job. In one case, the supplying company themselves
wrote the tender invitation that later was used to pro-
cure the service. Therefore, it is not surprising that this
supplier was awarded the job.

It has been argued that the rules governing public
procurement focus on some aspects while downplaying
others. Objectivity, impersonality, and ‘the public role’
is created by referring to objective models and to divid-
ed decision-making. The respondents also agree that
more of the ‘personal’ might be allowed when procuring
less economically significant services. For example,
more personal influence is allowed when subordering
from general agreements, however great objectivity in
the procurement process of the general agreement as
such is striven for.

‘The public’ is therefore created by the respondents
by referring to the objective models and the divided
decision making, even though they might know that the
bureacracy is not free from ‘the private’.
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73. Larsson: “Vi har ju projektledare som får ett projekt, sen finns då
ett antal manualer och rutiner och dokument som man ska använda
sig av. Och i de mer komplicerade projekten får de hjälp av den avdel-
ning som Gudmundsson sitter på att se till att de material och de
upphandlingsreglemente som vi använder, att det är det som är ved-
ertaget och överenskommet i branschen. Det vi utvärderar blir så
tydligt som möjligt. Och där blir ju upphandlingsenheten någon form
utav kvalitetsstöd och garant för att projektledaren får det stöd som
behövs. Så att vi ska kunna visa upp böckerna, både att gå igenom
utvärderingen och redovisningen och vi har ju ibland valt att ta med
handelskammaren i öppning av anbud bara för att markera att det ska
finnas en öppenhet och en tydlighet och att man ska kunna visa upp
man ska kunna visa upp det material både som vi skickade ut och som
kom in. Och det är också en signal till branschen och marknaden att
det finns inget godtycke. Thomas kan inte sitta själv och bestämma
men du har minst stöd av en eller två. […] Ja, ja. Och vi har ju en
processorientering, på så sätt att upphandlingsprocessen är väl
beskrivne. Vem är med och när kommer de in, hur går det till. Det gör
ju att PL, också för att känna trygghet, ska känna att de inte kan i en
upphandling strunta i de här 5 eller 6 stegen i processen. Det kan de
alltså inte.” 
74. Larsson: “Thomas kan inte sitta själv och bestämma men du har
minst stöd av en eller två.”
75. Bengtsson: “Egentligen inte. Därför att vi har en sån, om vi ska
prata om upphandlingar, en sån upphandlingsmodell, att dels är det
flera involverade från olika avdelningar, dels har vi en rätt så bra mod-
ell, som huvudkontoret har tagit fram åt oss hur man ska utvärdera och
bedöma. Så att, alltså, ja, det blir ju en väldigt objektiv bedömning.”
76. Göransson: “Nej, jag menar, vi har ju våra regler, de statliga

reglerna för, LOU, vi följer ju den till punkt och pricka. Det kan ju bli
jobbigt många gånger, många gånger tycker man att det borde va bety-
dligt enklare, det drar ut på tiden, det blir krångligare, men vi som
myndigheter så måste vi följa våra lagar och bestämmelser. Nej, jag ser
inga problem. Följer vi det här så är det inga konstigheter. Många
gånger kan det ju vara svårt att göra utvärderingen utav anbudena,
just de där utvärderingsparametrarna som man ska ta hänsyn till. Det
är ju många gånger just priset.”
77. “enligt enligt konstens alla regler, det är ju bara det ett veten-
skapligt arbete.”
78. Generalentreprenad
79. Totalentreprenad
80. Funktionsentreprenad
81. Mängdförteckning
82. Skallkrav
83. Pettersson: “Klarar de skallkraven, det gör ju alla som är kända på
marknaden. Jag menar, Skanska och NCC de kollar vi ju inte ens för
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vi vet ju det. Det är mer när det kommer in en helt ny – en liten skrutt.
Ibland skriver vi att de ska ha en viss omsättning i förhållande till pro-
jektet så att de inte går i konkurs rakt av, men det där hjälper upphan-
dlingsavdelningen till med, att göra kontrollerna. Vi ska klara det så
att vi inte råkar illa ut. Det är folk här som gått på de tabbarna och
förhoppningsvis kan vi lära oss av misstag som folk i samma organisa-
tion gör.”
84. Börkrav
85. Lennerfors: “Ja. Och sen tar man då, är det priset som styr
totalt?”
Jansson: “Ja, har alla schysst så att säga, då är det oftast så att det är
priset som är avgörande.” 
Lennerfors: “Har man klarat av skallkraven så…”
Jansson: “Är det lägst pris som gäller.”
86. Pettersson: “Man måste ju lägga in i förfrågningsunderlaget i bör-
jan hur man ska värdera och i mitt fall tror jag att jag enbart lade in
organisation och referenser som 5%. Och det finns en beräknings-
modell, och det visade sig att när jag stoppade in värdena så vägde 
referenserna lågt. Det hade inte spelat någon roll om de hade fått säm-
sta betyg på referenser. Det hade aldrig vägt upp det här låga anbudet
i alla fall.” 
87. Eriksson: “Annat är det med entreprenadupphandlingar, där man
handlar nästan enbart på pris. 3 – 4% kan vara på andra faktorer, men
dessa är bara till för att skilja två bud som har exakt samma summa.” 
88. Rickardsson: “Lägst pris vinner i praktiken. Det är ingen skillnad
om det är investeringsobjekt eller drift och underhåll. När vi går ut
och upphandlar, så är de mjuka parametrarna, det är en fruktansvärt
liten del. Mjukisarna fäller inga avgöranden utan det är: lägsta pris
vinner.”
89. Karlsson: “Så till syvende och sist är det anbudssumman som blir
avgörande i alla fall. Det är inte mycket pengar på de här mervärdena,
och egentligen är man lite förvånad att de lägger ner så mycket tid på
dem.”
90. Lennerfors: “Men de här mjuka faktorerna, de slår inte så hårt.”
Bengtsson: “Nej de gör inte det och jag skulle gärna vilja att de gjorde
det lite mer.” 
Lennerfors: “Som du sa tidigare, om man har en väldigt objektiv 
modell, och inte tar hänsyn till det mjuka som alla tycker är subjektivt,
så blir den ganska stel. Det går inte att…det måste man väga…”
Bengstsson: “Ja. Jo men det finns ju en viss risk för godtycke. Det gör
ju det. Så man får försöka hitta nått sätt att hantera det på. Men 
samtidigt, om projekt efter projekt blir dyrare och krångligare och tar
längre tid och det är allmän osämja så känns inte det bra heller. Det är
ingen som vinner på det, det vinner ju inte staten på heller.
Skattemedlen går ju, det blir rätt mycket förgäves pengar också. Det
blir en massa tjafs och tiden går. Trafikanterna får inte nytta av vägen
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och vad det nu är man… men det är en balansgång.”
91. Lennerfors: “De vann sammanvägningen. Men slutresultatet var
ett sifferbetyg?”
Göransson: “Man tar alla de här parametrarna och sen får man en
siffra, då är det ju det som är avgörande. Många gånger kan man
tycka att, man vet av erfarenhet att det var den man ville ha, men
tyvärr, vi måste ju följa reglerna, det blev den. Och det får vi väl leva
med. Sen är det också så att, vi inte ska på något sätt, vi ska ha ett
brett utbud av konsulter och entreprenörer och vi ska ha en bra
konkurrens.”
92. Lennerfors: “Men jag tror att t.ex. att entreprenören har funkat
bra tidigare, det skulle jag se som rätt viktigt.” 
Rickardsson: “Men du kan inte svara ja eller nej på det. Det är subjek-
tivt. Tyvärr, vi skulle gärna vilja ha med det om jag säger som så. Det
har vi många gånger ventilerat, det skulle vara himla kul om vi på
något sätt kan värdera en entreprenör och hur den fungerar i verk-
ligheten, men då kommer det till tyckande och tänkande och vad säger
att min åsikt är rätt?”
Lennerfors: “Ja, visst.” 
Rickardsson: “Det är de här problemen. Och då blir det en mjukis. Jag
ser ingen lösning på det som lagstiftningen är utformad idag. Och inte
på vad du kan överklaga idag, utan då är det ja eller nej, that’s it.”
93. Stefansson: “Så här dåliga handlingar, det trodde inte vi kunde
finnas.”
94. Rickardsson: “Man är ju lite frustrerad om man har en entre-
prenör som har misskött sitt jobb något fruktansvärt, du går ut i en
upphandling på ett annat jobb och samma entreprenör är lägst där på
jobbet. Då är man ju lite sådär att: hallå?! De verktygen har vi inte
idag. Sen är ju grejen den att man måste titta på ett vidare perspektiv,
vad är det som säger att det var entreprenörens fel, kanske var det
jag?” 
Lennerfors: “Eller handlingarna.” 
Rickardsson: “Då vet jag. Blir de dömda för någonting som vi själva
är orsak till? Nej, jag tror nog att det där ja och nej är nog inte fel, 
om man vill ha en schysst bedömning av folk så ska det vara ja, nej.”
95. Fransson: “På konsultsidan, tycker jag, […] där har man ju en oer-
hört nära relation med de som ska hjälpa till och projektera och ta
fram förfrågningsunderlagen och där vill det ju till, och där vill man ju
ha de bästa människorna som man fungerar ihop med också så där är
det däremot svårare, jag skulle vilja ha någon men… där kan det
kanske kännas som en belastning att ha det här regelverket ibland det
gör det faktiskt. Men där lägger vi ju en väldigt stor del på referenser
och tidigare projekt och så när vi utvärderar konsultinsatser och även
byggledning för byggledaren är ju vår förlängda arm. Kan man inte
lita på sin byggledare så ska man inte ha dem det skulle aldrig fungera,
de är ju vår representant ute på fältet. Där är väl LOU ett hinder
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med på konstruktionssidan så man får ju en relation med dem så det
är ju inte ett stort problem, men det är klart vissa trivs man bättre med
än med andra, precis som i det privata umgänget.”
96. Gudmundsson: “Men sen om man tittar på t.ex. konsulter, då man
handlar upp konsulter, projektledare och så där, då betalas ju de ofta
per timme och där är det ju väldigt viktigt, deras kompetens, och inte
pris, utan där kanske priset är 25 % och kompetensen 75 %. Och där
blir det ju mer en bedömningsfråga.”
97. Arvidsson: “Ja det underlättar ju jobbet. Man litar ju mera på sig
själv och sina egna omdömen än någon annans omdömen.”
98. Lennerfors: “Tror du att det är generellt att fler är inblandade i
utvärderingen av en konsult?”
Gustavsson: “Ja, det är det. Det är det definitivt. Det där har mycket
med personkemi att göra. Hur fungerar han och jag eller hon och jag
ihop.” 
Lennerfors: “Och då tar man då in alla som är delaktiga i projektet.”
Gustavsson: “Då får de lämna betyg på respektive teknikområde.”
Lennerfors: “Ja, och sen räknas det ihop?”
Gustavsson: “Och sen finns det en formel, så man bara plockar in
siffrorna och sen rasslar det ut.”
99. Olsson: “Jag bedömer ju inte det själv, jag tar ju hjälp, vi är ju en
hel organisation och vi har ett bedömningssystem där vi sätter poäng.
Jag sätter ju bara poäng på några små bitar va.” 
Lennerfors: “Hur många är det som brukar vara med och bedöma?”
Olsson: “Det beror ju på vad det är för teknikområde men vi hade väl
… hur många var vi. Totalt satte vi 1500 betyg alltså… hahahahah”
Lennerfors: “Herre gud!”
100. Bengtsson: “Men vi försöker att göra en så objektiv bedömning
som möjligt och jag tycker nog att det i och med att det är många
involverade från flera olika avdelningar involverade, så tror jag att det
funkar rätt bra. Det är rätt lite utrymme för godtycke. […] Men det är
klart att det blir bedömningar i vissa frågor. Men då är det flera kom-
petenser från olika avdelningar som gör den bedömningen.”
101. Göransson: “Tittar man på de här stora jobben som norra länken
idag, jag menar det är ju minutiöst, man har svårt att hitta felak-
tigheter på något sätt, jag menar alla har försökt och liksom, vissa har
ju fått kritik ibland på utvärderingar och sagt att ja men, vi tyckte. Jag
menar, det är klart att den som har blivit förfördelad han tycker att
han har blivit orättvist behandlad […] och det är tyvärr bara, det är
enkel matematik, det är bara att lägga ihop de där siffrorna. Kommer
man fram till någon. Så kan ju alltid den som inte fick jobbet kritisera
det. Det händer ibland. De vill se, och det får de hemskt gärna göra. 
Vi tar emot dem. Det var ju det som gällde vid anbudslämnandet.”
102. Fransson: “sen som sagt, små under 2 basbelopp kan direktupp-
handlas.”

192
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103. Rickardsson: “[…] avtal som vi har gjort med x antal entre-
prenörer som då kan få ett avrop direkt med ett ramavtal som finns i
botten. Det gör ju upphandlingsprocessen lite enklare. Att upphandla
för 100000 kronorsobjekt är ju inte meningsfullt. […] Själva upphan-
dlingskostnaden bör ju bli en tredjedel av var du har för tjänsten. Det
är inte meningsfullt. Och då kör vi ramavtal istället, vi avropar från
ramavtal.”
104. Fransson: “Olika typer av förstudier, bygghandlingar och lik-
nande, mindre jobb kan man ju då köpa på ramavtal. Då har man
avvtal med ett antal konsulter. Då har vi mycket större frihet att välja.
Då avgör projektledaren själv vilken han vill använda, gränsen är väl
8 basbelopp, mer får det inte vara på ett år. Så att det är ju förhållan-
devis mindre jobb, ett par hundra tusen, den storleksordningen. Och
där har vi möjlighet att välja själv så att säga förutsatt att vi har gjort
en upphandling av ett ramavtal. Det måste vi göra på vanligt vis. Att
de ska kvalificera sig för olika typer av uppdrag.”
105. Eriksson: “Då är vitsen att ramavtalen är upphandlade i konkur-
rens. Det är inte för att kringgå lagen, snarare för att spara på skatte-
betalarnas pengar. Och det är väldigt praktiskt.”
106. Lennerfors: “Vilka är det som är med och gör bedömningarna för
hur ni väljer?” 
Bengtsson: “Det är projektledare från min och Erikssons avdelning
som håller i det. Plus AK, det kan vara nån från teknikavdelning.” 
Lennerfors: “Vilka projektledare är det?”
Bengtsson: “Det är Eriksson och jag som har valt. Duktiga och kom-
petenta personer. De handlar upp för allihopa. De brukar höra sig för
med de andra. Upphandlingen görs på vanligt sätt.”
107. Lennerfors: “När man handlar inom ramavtalet för konsulttjän-
ster, då behöver man inte motivera och lägga det som en offentlig han-
dling?”
Eriksson: “Nej, det är rätt. Men det ska skrivas ett kontrakt på
avropet från ramavtalet.” 
Lennerfors: “Men det är inget som kan ifrågasättas från andra konsul-
ter?”
Eriksson: “Nej, det är ju ingen upphandling. Det är ett avrop.”
108. Lennerfors: “De har väl möjlighet på något sätt att påverka
processen? Konsultavrop, där finns det ju möjlighet.” 
Bengtsson: “Jag menar det är klart att det finns ju alltid utrymme för
godtycke eller bedömning, eller om man verkligen vill påverka. Men
jag tror att de flesta är ganska objektiva. Allt som vi talar om och alla
våra hjälpmedel och alla våra underlag som finns stödjer ju den
tanken att man ska göra en objektiv bedömning.”
109. Gustavsson: “Det har jag gjort på avrop. Och då går det på per-
sonkemi, va.” 
Lennerfors: “Ja, det är liksom inte Vägverket konsult utan det är en
person på nåt företag?” 



Gustavsson: “Ja..a…”
Lennerfors: “Har du då känt de här personerna tidigare?” 
Gustavsson “Ja. Ja, även på [min tidigare arbetsplats].” 
Lennerfors: “Ja ha”
Gustavsson: “Så där har man ju väldigt bra personkemi, som fungerar
så att det, och det är den jag pratar med, han har dels jobbat på
Vägverket, så han kan det här, så att. Man vet att man får en bra pro-
dukt.”
110. Rickardsson: “Avrop kan du ju påverka, men det är ju på basis
av vad du har för erfarenhet, där kan du påverka mer, men den stora
biten som är upphandlingar där är påverkansmöjligheterna nästan
noll, det är min åsikt i alla fall.”
111. Lennerfors: “När det gäller t.ex. avrop, då har jag hört att det
kan vara relativt fritt att välja ur ramavtalen […].” 
Bengtsson: “Det kan det va. Ja, men då har det ju skett en regelrätt
upphandling för ramavtalet. Det är skött snyggt på det viset.”
112. Lennerfors: “6 miljoner, är inte det en ganska stor upphandling
för att ta på… Du menar att man inte ska gå ut med den utan att man
tillfrågar driftsentreprenören.” 
Karlsson: “Ja… njaaaaae, jag vet inte. Du får ju ställa i relation till…
vad blir svaret om du går ut med det? Du får en anbudsgivare och det
är de i alla fall och vad kostar det att ta fram riktiga förfrågningsun-
derlag och hela den biten, så blir det fördröjt, du ska ha räkningstider,
när du ändå vet vem det är som tar det.” 
Lennerfors: “Ja, jo, det är ju sant. Finns det några gränser för hur
mycket, hur stora sånna här tilläggssjobb, hur stora jobben är som
man kan lägga på den driftsentreprenör som man har.” 
Karlsson: “Du, det vet inte jag. Det vet jag banne mig inte. Jag tror
inte att det finns några. Man får ju titta på den stora helheten. Det är
ju inget som jag beslutar själv, utan det är ju då i samråd med min chef
och planeringsavdelningen, vad som är den vettigaste vägen att gå. Jag
tror att det har pratats om att…vad som är ovanför, jag vet att det har
funnits större, men det är ju också kontra hur fort det måste utföras.
När i tiden ska det utföras. Jag sa fel, det är 5 miljoner.”
113. EC court C-81 / 98 Alcatel Austria AG et al. against Bundes-
ministerium für Wissenschaft und Verkehr.
114. Bengtsson: “Vi måste alltid komma att vara beredda på att tänka
på att om någon överklagar, eller någon tidning får reda på det, måste
vi kunna ge en bra förklaring till varför vi har gjort som vi har gjort.
Då har vi våra modeller eller metoder och bedömelser.”
115. Pettersson: “[Motiveringen] är offentlig. Vi skriver ett upphan-
dlingsbeslut och då skriver vi en motivering och det är aldrig någon
som tittar på det. Men det är ett officiellt papper som arkiveras, så den
som vill gå in och kolla upp att vi har gjort en riktig upphandling ska
kunna ta del utav upphandlingsbeslutet.”
116. Arvidsson: “Ja, jag tror det. Jo, det tror jag, för att om vi upp-
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handlar en entreprenad säg för 100 MKR idag och sen blir det
ändringar under entreprenadtiden och sedan blir det tillägg på 30
miljoner då har vi konkurrerat om de första 100 MKR men om
tilläggen på 30 är det väldigt dålig konkurrens eftersom det entre-
prenör vi en gång har köpt har rätt att få utföra tilläggsjobben. Då
måste vi komma överens om priset. Då sitter entreprenören i en
väldigt stark förhandlingsposition.” 
117. Gudmundsson: “Det gör projektledaren, men det finns riktlinjer
där också hur mycket. Blir det för stort då måste han eller hon prata
med sin chef. Det finns säkert riktlinjer där också.”
118. Pettersson: “Det finns en tendens, och det är något som jag hört
mest från entreprenörernas sida, att när en upphandling är avslutad,
då helt plötsligt kan man ändra på förutsättningarna. Jag har inte
gjort det någon gång men jag har bara hört, och då har jag hört, det är
väl mest från kommunernas sida då jag vet inte, att sånt förekommer
då blir jag helt upprörd. För entreprenörerna lämnar ett anbud på en
sak. Det kan ju både vara till för och nackdel. Man kan ju säga att det
är någon som lämnar ett sidoanbud till någonting. Så förkastar man
det och säger ”nej det kommer inte bli aktuellt” och sedan visar det 
sig i entreprenaden sedan att då gör man det som de lämnade sido-
anbud på.”
119. Svensson: “Entreprenörerna har ju ofta lite skampris på
tilläggen, va, vilket ju inte, det har man ju inte här , det är ju fast-
ställda a-priser. Det är inget särskilt konstigt med dem.  Men på entre-
prenadsidan, det vet du, där finns det en slags… vissa har ju utvecklat
tekniken att lägga anbudet med förlust och räkna hem vinsten på
tilläggen. He he he.”
120. Pettersson: “Ja, vi brukar skoja att entreprenörens uppgift är att
läsa kontraktet och hitta luckorna. Det är det de är ute efter. Deras
uppgift är att bygga väg, men he he he förutom det är det att hitta fel
och brister i våra handlingar. Det säger inte jag något om, för det är
deras sätt att tjäna pengar.”
121. Karlsson: “Så tror jag det är svårt att göra för vi beskriver väldigt
mycket funktioner. När det är svårt att beskriva så beskriver vi en
åtgärd. Du ska klippa 6 meter brett från punkten A till punkten B. Det
går liksom inte att hitta nånting. Jag vet t.ex. för många år sen då man
byggde E4an norrut uppemot arlanda och skulle sätta belysnings-
stolpar ås hade man bara redovisat två bultar fast varje stolpe sitter
fast med 4. Och det visste ju han som hade fått det. Han la sig ju. 
Och sen då när det var dags då berättade han att ni har faktiskt skrivit
att det ska va två bultar. Vill ni ha 4 så kostar det så här mycket.” 
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In the third chapter, I argued that corruption is usually
handled by means of rules. Analogous to the general
SRA rules that regulate procurement processes, there are
rules that draw the line between what a bribe is and
what is acceptable as a gift. The aim of this chapter is to
discuss the theories concerning gifts and bribes and
describe the SRA gift rules as understood by the differ-
ent project managers and heads of project management
departments. 

6.1 the bribe in theory

Is it really necessary to ask what a bribe is? In the third
chapter, I sketched a preliminary picture of the bribe
involving a principal, an agent and a bribe-giver. The
principal embodies the ‘public’ interest and when the
agent takes a bribe and does not act in the interest of the
principal (and the public), he or she has committed an
act of corruption. He or she has used his or her position
for private gain.

It may not surprise the reader that this principal-
agent model of bribery is the predominant one, even
though some argue that this conceptualisation is a rather
new way of understanding bribery and that the main-
stream notion of the bribe before the 1980’s was “a pay-
ment or inducement for someone to do something ille-
gal or unethical” (D’Andrade 1984; Carson 1985, 70).

Once again one ought to be careful to not deflate the
public role to the public sector; an individual may 
be bribed even though he or she is not a public sector
official. The main point is that there is an underlying
contract or an obligation towards the principal which is
violated by the bribee when receiving the bribe. 

P accepts a bribe from R if and only if P agrees for payment to act in a
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manner dictated by R rather than doing what is required of him as a
participant in his practice (Philips 1984, 623).

P might participate in any practice, e.g. within a public
organisation, a private sector business, a sports team,
etc. What stands out in Philips’ account of bribery 
is that P agrees to act in accordance to R’s will (i.e.
bribe-giver) instead of the will of the organisation (i.e.
principal).

The claim that it is prima facie wrong for someone to accept a bribe is
plausible only if persons in official capacities have prima facie obliga-
tions to discharge their official duties. […] By accepting a position in
an organization, it might be argued, one tacitly agrees to abide by the
rules of that organization. To be bribed is to violate that agreement –
it is to break a promise – and is, therefore, prima facie wrong (Philips
1984, 627).

Philips evolves this statement by arguing that if the
organisation itself is “unethical” (the usual examples are
the Nazi party and the Mafia), then one might not
adhere to the rules against bribery. 

Here, the bribe appears to be a rather clear concept,
but some confusion appears when bribes are distin-
guished from gifts. Philips argues that the main differ-
ence between a gift and a bribe is that the bribe presup-
poses an agreement of a certain kind. 

That is, it must be understood by both parties that the payment in
question is exchanged, or is to be exchanged, for the relevant conduct.
[…] Without it [this agreement] we cannot properly distinguish
between bribes and gifts or rewards (Philips 1984, 626).

Carson argues that:

A bribe is a payment of money (or something of value) to another per-
son in exchange for his giving one special consideration that is incom-
patible with the duties of his office, position, or role (Carson 1985,
71).
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Here, it seems that the principal-agent model is not suf-
ficient to accurately describe bribery. Let us say that the
bribe-giver gives gifts to the bribee who consequently
becomes influenced and gives a contract to the bribe-
giver. Philips holds that what has occurred is still just
gift-giving, as no agreement has been made. Philips thus
introduces a key distinction between being influenced
and being bought.

Let us now consider the problem of distinguishing bribes from re-
wards and gifts. The problem arises because gifts are often used in
business and government to facilitate transactions. And to the degree
to which a business person, professional person, or government offi-
cial is influenced in her decision by gifts, it is tempting to conclude
that she is violating her duties. In such cases we are tempted to speak
of these gifts as bribes. If I am correct, however, this temptation should
be resisted. A bribe, after all, presupposes an agreement. A gift may be
made with the intention of inducing an official to show favouritism to
the giver, but unless acceptance of what is transferred can be construed
as an agreement to show favouritism, what is transferred is not a
bribe. […] To be bribed is to be bought, not merely to be influenced to
do something (Philips 1984, 632 – 633).

It is important here to not lose track of reality. The
philosopher Philips certainly recognises the difficulty in
knowing when an agreement has been made. He states
that implicit agreements as well as explicit count. It
seems however rather difficult to ascertain whether any
agreement has been made when discussing bribery out-
side the realm of philosophy and much indicates that
Philips might be correctly understanding bribery in the-
ory but mistakenly in practice. Consider for example,
the Bilprovningen case in chapter 1. Theory would have
it that the difference between bribes and gifts is that a
bribe buys and a gift guides. But how can we distinguish
between these two cases in practice? I argue that we
need to invoke the literature on the gift to properly
understand the problem of bribery in practice. There 
is first a need to discuss these concepts theoretically.
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6.2 theoretical gifts,
commodities and bribes

If a bribe entails an agreement in which an agent acts
according to the bribe-giver’s interests in exchange for
the bribe, then it might be conjectured that a gift be on
the opposite side of the spectrum; and this is indeed how
some describe the gift. Russell Belk writes that a gift is
(a) something voluntarily given (b) and that there is no
expectation of compensation (Belk 1996). Interestingly
enough, Noonan, in his book about the bribe, also
places the gift on the other end of a presumed gift-bribe
spectrum. The donor of a gift

does not give by way of compensation or by way of purchase. No 
equivalence exists between what the donee has done and what is given.
No obligation is imposed which the donee must fulfill. The donee’s
thanks are but the ghost of a reciprocal bond. That the gift should
operate coercively is indeed repugnant and painful to the donor, de-
structive of the liberality that is intended (Noonan 1984, 695).

Against this concept of the free gift there is one erudite
critic. Derrida (1992) has argued that the free gift is
philosophically impossible. If the gift is to be free, he
argues, there can be no reciprocity. Furthermore, if the
gift is acknowledged as a gift, it is already situated in a
greater scheme of exchanges and reciprocities. The gift
must be outside of all economy, outside all exchange,
according to Derrida. The gift for Derrida is explained by
Verhezen as “a never-ending struggle against economics”
(Verhezen 2005, 114). The recipient must not perceive of
the gift as a gift. Moreover, the donor must not perceive
it as gift either. Fourthly, a thing given cannot exist as a
gift as such, since thinking about something as ‘gift’
places the gift in economic exchange (Derrida 1992, 14). 

Anthropologist Marcel Mauss reckoned that gift giv-
ing is not free and he identified three obligations func-
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tioning in gift exchange: the obligation to give, to
receive and to reciprocate (Mauss 2002). By studying
three different areas – Polynesia, Melanesia and the
American Northwest – Mauss inter alia is held to have
argued that “the prestations and counter-prestations
were apparently voluntarily given in the form of pres-
ents, although they were in fact obligatory” (Sigaud
2002, 339 – 340). This obligation, in the Polynesian
context, was thought to stem from a spirit in the thing
given, the hau. “[W]hat imposes obligation in the pres-
ent received and exchanged, is the fact that the thing
received is not inactive” (Mauss 2002, 11 – 12). Firth
criticized Mauss’s interpretation of the spirit of the gift
as pertaining to the gift object and not to the giver of the
gift (Firth 1959, 421), while Godelier acknowledges
that Mauss is not entirely clear whence the spirit stems,
i.e. from the gift or from the giver (Godelier 1999, 55).
This ambivalence might not be surprising if one consid-
ers the common opinion that Mauss himself argued that
these traditional societies did not separate between
objects and persons.

It is in this context rewarding to invoke James
Carrier who has written a number of publications on
Mauss (Carrier 1991; 1992; 1995). Carrier explains
how Mauss created an evolutionary theory about ex-
change and argued that when modernising, a society
comes to separate objects from persons (objects become
alienable) as well as separating exchange (economy)
from other spheres in social life. 

Mauss said […] that the evolution of society involves an increasing
cultural separation of objects from people and social relationships
(Carrier 1991, 128).

In his traditional societies, Mauss argued that the gift
was a ‘total social fact’, not limited to one domain of life
but involving a range of institutions from religion, poli-
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tics, etc. What Mauss might have been incognisant
about was that at the same time as creating the image of
traditional societies (e.g. Orientalism, the stereotyped
image of the Other made by the West (Said 1978)), com-
plementary Occidentalism was created (the stereotyped
image of the West by the West).

Not only, then, are societies of the gift identified in terms of an essen-
tialistic categorization that distinguishes them radically from the mod-
ern West, but they are essentialized by the gift, the focus of all their
social institutions. The Gift also presents an essentialistic image of the
modern West, though this essentialism is more oblique because the
West is not the primary focus of the work. Western societies are char-
acterized by alienation: their members are alienated from the people
and the objects around them (Carrier 1992, 200).

If the traditional societies that Mauss studied were gift
economies, then modern societies were commodity
economies. If objects are inalienable in traditional soci-
eties, in modern societies objects have become alienable
and the people alienated.

Archaic societies show the embeddedness of economic activities in a
web of social relations that is significant precisely because in the mod-
ern West the economy is no longer embedded. Each pole, then, defines
what is significant of the other, dialectically (Carrier 1992, 200).

It might be this dialectic between Orientalism and Occi-
dentalism, the appearance of a strict separation between
gift and commodity has been created. Not only has an
essentialistic image of the exchanges in traditional and
modern societies been created; essentialistic conceptions
of people have been formed as well (Carrier 1992). 

The distinction between unique and inalienable gifts and fungible and
alienable commodities parallels another important distinction – that
between the way we think about people in gift relations and in com-
modity relations. In gift relations people are thought of or identified in
terms of their fundamental, inalienable attributes and relationships,
and hence are unique. Brothers are brothers because of their very bio-
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logical substance (as our culture understands these things) and neither
can be replaced by anyone else. On the other hand, in commodity rela-
tions people are identified in terms of alienable attributes. The buyer
pays the person behind the counter, not because of any alienable
attribute or link with the buyer, but because that person occupies a
position in an organization. That position is alienable, because the
person can quit, be promoted or fired, and still be the same person. If
a new face appears behind the counter, the buyer will transact with the
new person and not the old one. In commodity relations it is not only
objects that are fungible; people are fungible too (Carrier 1991, 127). 

If gift-exchanges are governed by the obligations to give,
to receive and to reciprocate, this argument would suf-
fice to ban gifts altogether from people who have other
contractual obligation – i.e. people who can be bribed
(in Philips’ words, people participating in a practice).
Even though there is no agreement as in Philips’ concep-
tion of the bribe, gifts are dangerous since they create an
obligation to reciprocate. Although the recipient may
not intend to reciprocate, the gift might force her or him
to do so. If this view of Maussian exchange is correct,
namely that gift exchanges are obligatory, gifts are in-
alienable and that the transactors are related and mutu-
ally obligated (Carrier 1995), then it follows that
nobody in his or her public role should receive gifts, so
as to remain independent. Even though I have just
argued that gifts should be banned from the public
sphere (if we draw a clear line between gift and com-
modity), it is apparent that descriptions of the bribe 
are aligned with the commodity side of the dichotomy.

‘Alleged’ gifts – disguising the real character of a bribe – not only
undermine the working of the logic of the gift, but also destroy gen-
uine social alliances and communities. In short, bribery remains inher-
ently anti-social. Despite its conceptual connotation with the gift, a
bribe presupposes an agreement – a pseudo-commercial and almost
(quasi-)contractual agreement, although one not enforceable through
a judicial system because of its illegitimacy. The contractualization of
the gift ritual corrupts genuine social alliances and social harmony
(Verhezen 2005, 247 – 248).
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Bribery adopts many characteristics of the commodity
in the gift / commodity dichotomy. There is no social
component. There is a clear contractual agreement. Is,
however, the dichotomisation between gift and com-
modity not a fiction? Hyde states that property always
has the two components of gift and commodity.
“Neither is ever seen in its pure state, for each needs at
least a touch of the other” (Hyde 1999, 139).

6.3 the ambiguous gift

Laidlaw criticises the dichotomisation of gifts and com-
modities since he sees them as fundamentally related,
and not at all as opposites (Laidlaw 2000). According to
Laidlaw, this arises as a consequence of Gregory’s
Marxian reading of Mauss’ The Gift. One should thus
reject Gregory’s theory “of gifts as the logical opposite
of commodity exchange, and necessarily personal, recip-
rocal, and socially binding” (Laidlaw 2000, 618).
Carrier argues that maussian distinction between gifts
and commodities resembles “a number of Marxian 
distinctions – between precapitalist and capitalist soci-
eties, between use value and exchange value, between
productive consumption and consumptive production“
(Carrier 1991, 122), but Laidlaw contends that

It is a mistake to insist that reciprocity and non-alienation are not just
observable features of some relations created through gift transac-
tions, but are defining features of gifts as such. […] [W]hat in Mauss is
an exploration of the paradoxical character of the gift becomes, in Gre-
gory, a flawed and counter-intuitive definition (Laidlaw 2000, 620).

Laidlaw argues that gift-exchange is an embryonic form
of commodity exchange. In his description of the gift,
the gift appears as ambivalent and paradoxical. It is
both free and interested. He explains that Mauss’ aim
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was not to strictly separate gifts from commodities but
that Mauss wanted to show that gifts and commodities
are just different (evolutionary) expressions of one and
the same thing.

Mauss’s essay […] works by playing on the paradoxical and self-
negating character of the gift. His explanation of reciprocity depends
on invoking features of both the free gift and its negation, which is
frankly interested exchange. To take Mauss’s careful exploitation of
the paradox of the gift, and to replace it, as Gregory does, with a def-
inition of the gift as necessarily reciprocal, is to deprive us of Mauss’s
central insight. For Mauss, friend-making gift exchange is not
opposed to, but is an embryonic form of commodity exchange, and its
principles are still to be found, though attenuated, in modern com-
merce (Laidlaw 2000, 628).

In short, the gift is ambiguous. The ambiguity, or the
richness of the gift is noted by Simmel, who states that
the gift displays “the greatest wealth of sociological con-
stellations, because the attitude and position of the giver
and of the recipient are most diversely combined in it in
all their individual nuances” (1958, 370, cited in
Berking (1999, 4)).

Zygmunt Bauman would probably describe the
ambiguous gift as pertaining to a certain non-category –
the undecidables. Even though Bauman does not men-
tion the gift, his description of the other undecidables
gives a hint that the gift might be subsumed under this
description. According to Bauman, ‘pharmakon’,
‘hymen’ and ‘supplement’ are all undecidables (Bauman
1991, 55). Undecidables are those entities that are
impossible to classify into the categories of the world.
Undecidables

do not question just this one opposition here and now: they question
the oppositions as such, the very principle of the opposition, the plau-
sibility of dichotomy it suggests and feasibility of separation it
demands. They unmask the brittle artificiality of division. They
destroy the world. They stretch the temporary inconvenience of ‘not
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knowing how to go on’ into a terminal paralysis. They must be
tabooed, disarmed, suppressed, exiled physically or mentally – or the
world may perish (Bauman 1991, 58-59).

Pharmakon, an example that Bauman describes to
explain the concept of undecidables, means both medi-
cine and poison. In the same vein, the meaning of the
gift is ambivalent. In The Gift, the concept of the gift is
traced back to different etymological origins. The two
different etymological origins that are attributable to the
word gift is the ordinary meaning of the word, such as
present, from give, gaben and so on. The other, less
wide-spread, etymological origin is that of poison.
Remember that ‘gift’ in Germanic languages means poi-
son (Mauss 2002). 

der Gift (‘gift’) refers both to a real gift or donation, and to poison. A
gift can turn into poison, as ‘die Gift vergiftet’ (German), or as ‘de gift
wordt gif’ (Flemish). Hence, the gift is simultaneously a remedy and a
poison […]. The gift as pharmakon could be either a powerful potion
or a lethal poison (Verhezen 2005, 61).

The gift both expresses domination and respect. It both
alludes to reciprocity and non-reciprocity. It is this “ten-
sion between a logic of reciprocity – sometimes even a
logic of strict equivalence – and a logic of abundance
that results in shifts in meaning of a gift” (Verhezen
2005, 17). Verhezen argues that from the internal point
of a gift follows the logic of abundance, since he argues
that you give gifts only to respect the recipient (without
any expectation of return). However, externally, there is
a logic of reciprocity since even gifts that are gratu-
itously given are bound to end up in reciprocity
(Verhezen 2005, 20 – 21). This is Bourdieu’s concept of
“the misrecognition in gift-giving” which was alluded to
in chapter 2.

I argue that even in the internal, phenomenological
view, there is an ambiguity: if not when giving but at
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least when receiving a gift. “What does the donor want
from me?” and “Is this gift just given out of friendli-
ness?” are questions that many might ask themselves.

The ambiguity of the gift is also perceptible in other
related concepts. The expanding theory of trust and
social capital will be given a short comment. These con-
cepts are as ambiguous as ‘the gift’. Verhezen explains:

Usually one focuses on the positive side of Social Capital as found in
beneficial externalities of improved cooperation as result of networks
while often ignoring the darker (negative) side found in obstruction of
justice and harmful externalities as result of tight networks. […] The
use of alliances and networks generates not only individual but also
social benefits and cooperation, a phenomenon that includes an obli-
gation to render this “received gift” in the future […] Hence, the rea-
son for comparing ‘social capital’ with a ‘gift exchange’ (Verhezen
2005, 207 – 208).

As the gift might be viewed as aiming for the logic of
abundance or that of reciprocity, people “can emphasise
the ‘social’ or the ‘capital’ side of the concept”
(Verhezen 2005, 221). The same might be said of em-
beddedness (Granovetter 1985). 

This ambiguity of the gift is intensified in the public
sphere. By invoking the public / private dichotomy, one
might understand the practical problem of bribery and
corruption.

6.4 the gift in the public sphere

The gift is considered to be something that, in the first
place is “banished from the public sphere as corruption
and private advantage” but still works “its magic in the
private domain” (Berking 1999, 137). One might say
that the gift is located in the private realm while com-
modity exchange is located in the public. According to
Hyde (who echoes Gregory and contradicts Laidlaw),
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“[i]t is the cardinal difference between gift and com-
modity exchange that a gift establishes a feeling-bond
between two people, while the sale of a commodity
leaves no necessary connection” (Hyde 1999, 56). This
difference is also apparent when theorists distinguish
between a market economy (based on commodities, the
public sphere, related to social capital) and a moral
economy (based on gifts, the private sphere, and social
capital) (Sayer 2004). With regard to the fact that many
gift-giving practices were historically present also in
official (public) settings (Bleiberg 1996), it is possible to
claim that the world of the gift has been cut to pieces by
classifying efforts and been placed in the sphere of the
private. As Carrier discusses Orientalism and Occiden-
talism, one might discuss “publicism” and “privatism”
– essentialised renderings of the public and the private
sphere.

Commodities belong to the public sphere, while
gifts belong to the private. Recall the difference between
gift and commodity:

Generally speaking, the homo oeconomicus pursuing a commercial
market [commodity] exchange is mainly interested in a utilitarian
money and profit accumulation, whereas the gift exchange remains
hors-de-prix and corresponds to a quite different logic of social and
personal recognition. […] Markets are usually mediated by the money
mechanism and immediate specific symmetry or reciprocity whereas
social relations are mediated by social norms of non-immediate and
unspecified reciprocity, language and socio-psychological effects
(Verhezen 2005, 27 – 28).

I differ from Verhezen when I argue the gift becomes
suspicious by its mere location in the public sphere, and
not because of some underlying greed or private inter-
est. The point is that our publicism makes us know that
there cannot be such things as gratuitous gifts. In the
Publicism view of the public sphere agents necessarily
must be contractual, rational, and calculative. This is
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why we cannot think the gift in public settings. It can
only be found in the sphere of personal relations since if
it would be “transposed into the realm of politics or
economics, [the practice] would immediately be cause
for scandal” (Berking 1999, 4).

It is this problem of order (“the gift shouldn’t exist in
the public sphere”) that makes the gift suspected. There
is thus a kind of 

institutionalized mistrust [which] uses the obligations associated with
gift-giving as an opportunity to delegitimize the form of interaction
itself. In the end there is a social space in which it is a punishable
offence to give way to this form of interaction. Public officials and
employees are obliged to refrain from it […]. In this context, rewards
and presents are understood to include not only money or objects of
value but also other benefits such as privileges in private companies,
where what matters is neither the value of the service nor whether
there is reason to fear a loss of objectivity on the official’s part. The
acceptance of customary, trifling tokens (‘free samples’) not generally
considered objectionable may, so long as their quality does not make
them more than trifling, be regarded as tacitly allowable. So too may
ordinary hospitality in the framework of official duties. But it becomes
a problem as soon as office-holders are involved in activity based upon
‘the rules of business environment’. Here tact and sensitivity are
required. Naturally, the only relevant motive on the giver’s part – the
gaining of advantage – is also placed under threat of penalty. Today
more than ever, then, the giving of presents is inimical to bureaucratic
administration and its principles of impersonality in accordance with
a rules (sine ira et studio) plus expert decision-making and implemen-
tation; it endangers the very algorithm of administration, the well-
known Schema F of interest-free bureaucracy. What is banished from
the public sphere with the gaining of advantage, corruption and
bribery is, of course, that ‘bonding power’ which has been attributed
to the gift from time immemorial. Many things point to it, as if one
was still privy to the ‘spirit of things’ and had reasons to fear it
(Berking 1999, 25).

This is also why it is not only outright bribes based on
agreements (cf. Philips above), suitcases with money,
transactions via Cayman Islands to some Swiss bank
account, that are condemned in the public sphere but
gifts of all kinds. This is of course if the separation
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between commodity and gift is paid heed to. Having fol-
lowed Laidlaw’s logic, I will now depict the conse-
quences of applying the ambiguity of the gift into the
bureaucracy.

It is the ambiguity of the gift, the recognised impos-
sibility to separate it from the commodity that neverthe-
less makes us willing to accept some gifts in the public
sphere. There are in fact some things that “really cannot
be bribes”. Examples in the context of the SRA are
given by Åkesson:

Åkesson, project manager: “calendars, key rings. Ha ha ha! But that’s
been around forever. Yeah, but that doesn’t count as bribes.”122

The ambiguity of the gift means that all gifts are not
inherently evil, even in the public sphere. One might
nevertheless playfully condemn both aspects of ambigu-
ity in the bureaucratic setting: Firstly, if the gift aims at
influencing the bureaucrat, it is wrong since it intro-
duces an external will into the bureaucracy. Secondly, if
the gift is aimed at appealing to the bureaucrat’s human
qualities, it is wrong since the bureaucrat should not be
a person, but a “non-person”.

Not only are these two sides of the gift condemnable,
the very ambiguity goes strictly against the predictable
character of the bureaucracy.

The gift allows a form of uncertainty which economic agents (operat-
ing within their framework of strategic analysis) will attempt to mini-
mize as much as possible. The gift seems to maintain such uncertainty,
aiming to increase the value of the social connection in which the social
agent is involved. Indeed, the gift mechanism tends to stimulate uncer-
tainty, even to the extent of maintaining the system itself in a state 
of uncertainty, so as to allow trust to blossom (Verhezen 2005, 38).

Such uncertainty is dangerous in the context of bureau-
cracies. The ambiguity of the gift is thus managed, in the
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vein of modern corruption management. Almost all
project managers at the SRA directly refer to exact rules
when questioned about what gifts are acceptable to
receive. Before describing how the respondents create
the public role by referring to rules, I will discuss
another salient issue in project managers’ description of
gifts, namely that there were more gifts given and
received in the past.

6.5 gifts in the past

Before describing what rules are at work in the SRA, I
will briefly survey the extent comments on gifts and
bribes. My queries were: Do the project managers con-
ceive the issue as a problem? Do project managers state
that gifts are given, or are there actually no gifts that
change hands according to the respondents?

Recall Ledeneva’s study in the second chapter of this
thesis where many of her respondents refused initially 
to admit their engagement in blat. Even though her
respondents argued that blat is omnipresent and that
people everywhere, even in their nearest vicinity are
engaged in these networks of favours, the respondents
did not classify their own behaviour as blat. Similarly, in
chapter 2, I presented quotes from the SRA expressing
that project managers who are presently involved with
consultants believe that contractors are those who are
the real gift-givers, while project managers who are at
present working tightly together with contractors state
that it is the other way around.

Analogous to the creation of the public sphere in
4.2.2, the size and importance of the SRA is presented
as a reason why there are few gifts given to employees
at the SRA.
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Gudmundsson, employee at the Contracts and Quality department: “I
believe that the contractors, especially towards the SRA are really
careful. Because they might ruin for themselves, since it is the biggest
orderer. So you don’t dare to try those things. There might be a lunch
after the construction meeting, but that’s within the reasonableness of
what you can do. Nowadays, it has been more and more common to
publish an add ‘we don’t send any Christmas cards but we give the
money to Radiohjälpen [Swedish charity organization]’, or whatever it
is… Ha ha ha! I think that towards the SRA, I don’t know what hap-
pens in the municipalities, where the organisation is not that big and
not that exposed and scrutinised.”123

That SRA is big, important and under surveillance is
presented as a reason for less ethical problems regarding
gifts. Apart from that, there seems to be a general trend
amongst the respondents to report that people are now
acting in a more appropriate way than “back then”.

Olsson, project manager: “I have a feeling that it has existed earlier, 
in any case. Now I think that too, earlier it existed on [the consultant
side]. And also, I think, on the construction side it has tightened
significantly, in the last years.”124

Many of the project managers present the picture that a
culture of gift-giving was more present in the contrac-
tors’ industry rather than amongst the consultants’
(recall the different project phases sketched in chapter
2). However, nowadays the situation is presented by the
respondents to have changed. This is a welcome coun-
terclaim to the tendency in the field of business ethics
which claims that ethical standards are deteriorating
(Parker 2003). 

Once again, the issue of truth appears and once
again it will be argued that gifts and corruption are
transferred from the “here and now” to the “back
then”. If others (e.g. municipalities in the Gudmundsson
quote) always seem to have more ethical issues to deal
with than the respondents at the SRA, it might be rea-
soned that history be conceived as an other. “Not now
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but then” is not a far cry from “not me but them”. It
remains to be asked how the respondents create the
“unproblematic present” and the “problematic history”.

According to Åkesson below, the supplier will not
obtain any advantages from giving gifts. Furthermore,
the punishment for getting caught for bribing is severe
and the bribers may lose their jobs engaging in morally
dubious practices such as bribing. There seems to be no
reason for doing it.

Lennerfors: “Are the consultants or contractors trying to become
friends with you? I guess that they might benefit from being friends
with you as project manager. Is that something that you have experi-
enced?”

Åkesson, project manager: “You could expect that. It was a little more
before, around 20 years ago. Then there was more of that tendency.
Now you have realised that you don’t benefit from that. The relation-
ship might be very difficult. The punishments, they are not… well, it
could turn into anything, they might lose their jobs and everything
possible, so it is not worth it in that way. There has been a tightening
of the standards.” 

Lennerfors: “You think it has become…”

Åkesson: “Yes, it is better in that way. Yes, it is, y’see.”125

Other factors have gained prominence in the above
statement of Åkesson as to why gift giving and invita-
tions have decreased in significance. They are the moral
factor (“there has been a tightening of the standards”),
prudence (“the punishments, they are not… well, it
could turn into anything”), and the consequentialist fac-
tor (“you have realised that you don’t benefit from
that”). Pettersson states that since there are so many
project managers now, 

Pettersson, project manager: “the contractors don’t know whom to
focus on exactly. At the same time they know that it doesn’t give any-
thing. If they would like to focus on someone, then they would focus
on the big project managers. But… they have nothing to get there.”126
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Furthermore, instead of giving gifts to the project man-
agers at the SRA, suppliers have redirected their gifts.

Arvidsson, project manager: “I guess it’s the case that contractors and
consultants, instead of giving Christmas presents as they did before,
they give the money to charity.”127

This quote is interesting per se since it implies an aware-
ness of the problematic when gift-giving is discontinued
(Rehn 2006, 6). The share which “before” was dedi-
cated to the SRA is now given somewhere else.

When following Ledeneva’s advice (see 2.5) asking
about the industry in general and not about the SRA,
the same project manager believes that gifts and invita-
tions are less prevalent nowadays.

Lennerfors: “Do you think that there are gifts and invitation outside
the SRA, let’s say in the construction industry?”

Åkesson, project manager: “It has probably existed there before. Now
I think that it is better there also. I think they have tightened up. The
contractors have pulled themselves together. Now the costs are crucial,
now they don’t have the time or resources that they had before. As
when there were lobbyists who kept the customers warm, y’know. Ha
ha!” 

Lennerfors: “Ha ha!”

Åkesson: “Ha ha! Well, 20 or 30 years ago you had all kinds of people
who just lobbied to see what orders were in the pipeline. You can’t
afford that now, there is more control now. There has been such judi-
cial cases so you have stopped doing that. It doesn’t give you anything
anymore.”128

Here there is another argument, the resource argument
(“they don’t have the time or resources that they had
before”). 

In short, the respondents give the picture that the
practice of gift-giving has decreased. The following pro-
ject manager states that he has noted a general tenden-
cy that fewer gifts are given, but that you might never be
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sure what exists “beneath the surface”. 

Lennerfors: “But you think that it [gift-giving] has decreased?”

Svensson, project manager: “Yes, it has. At least generally. I have no
idea if something occurs beneath the surface or if there are some big
things happening somewhere, but I don’t think so.”129

Recalling Göransson’s claim in 4.3.3 – there are always
those who fall for temptations. In the same way,
Svensson here argues that there might be such cases as
well, but the general tendency is clear.

A similar scenario has been depicted in chapter 5
where it is stated that there is almost no possibility of
influencing procurement decisions and that the ethical
issues related to procurement can be reduced to zero. It
now appears as regards gift-giving that the ethical prob-
lems in the organisation are almost equal to nil. Some
respondents even felt that I accused them of bribing and
they started to laugh at the problem. It is with this
encouraging laughter that we turn towards the investi-
gations of the SRA rules about gifts.

Olsson, project manager: “No, no, there are no gifts. There is hardly
any postcards anymore. Ha ha ha!”

Lennerfors: “I heard that they used to send… [here I wanted to say
that some consultants or contractors send postcards on which it is
written that the gifts are now sent charity instead, but I was inter-
rupted].”

Olsson: “Yes, by e-mail, y’mean, hahaha!”

Lennerfors: “Ha ha!”130

6.6 gift rules – could it be easier?

When discussing the issue of gifts, the respondents
referred to clear rules. There are not only rules regard-
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ing procurement of contractors or consultants, but also
rules regarding gifts. The region manager expresses that
the rules are aligned with other organisations and indus-
tries. Owing to the tendencies of taking short-cuts and
given the presumably questionable ethical standards in
the construction industry (see 4.3.2), the rules regarding
gifts were made public according to the region manager
whom I interviewed in 2004.

Larsson, region manager: “We use to […] before every Christmas go
out and announce for them [above] which monetary limits you
shouldn’t receive gifts or encouragement, dinner, etc.” 

[…]

Lennerfors: “Could you tell me about the rules that you went public
with before Christmas?”

Larsson: “Yes, that’s the rules that come that both the industry union
and others have published, y’know.”131

According to the director-general it is important that
individual employees not be concerned about possible
negative influences that sending gifts back might have.
To accommodate that need, the managerial handling 
of the gifts is necessary; here the burden is placed on 
the manager instead of on the employees (see 3.1.3). 

Nilsson, director-general: “As late as Christmas we had an internal
discussion about gifts from contractors that seemed to expensive with
regards to the rules and therefore were sent back.” 

Lennerfors: “And that’s 300 SEK?”

Nilsson: “Something like that.” 

Lennerfors: “So the concrete rule is that you send back that which is
more expensive than 300 SEK?”

Nilsson: “Yes.”
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Lennerfors: “You don’t think that this has any negative consequences
for building relationships?”

Nilsson: “Well, it has to be handled so that individual employees are
not affected.”132

Consequently the managerial strategy for dealing with
ambiguity is clearly working, at least if we listen to
Göransson about what he would do if he received too
expensive a gift. 

Göransson, project manager: “Well, since this hasn’t happened to
me… But if it happened, I would probably say that we have these rules
at the SRA and that we cannot accept this gift. It’s that easy, y’know.
You really can’t make it easier. Our rules, these are the rules that
apply.”133

Not only are respondents confident, but they also seem
to recognise and appreciate the applicability of the rules
concerning gift-giving. In the vernacular of the above
project manager: it is not possible to make it easier than
that. There is a set of rules, there are no difficulties in
following the rules, the employees know about the rules
and inform the suppliers about the content of the rules.
It actually seems that nothing could be easier. This line
of logic is congruent with the bureaucratic mode of rea-
soning, where there are rules to which all the bureau-
crats should adhere. The discussions held in chapter 4
should be recalled at this moment. Employees in the
bureaucracy have rules on which they can rely and this
support that the rules give the employees diminishes the
employees as individuals. In this manner they are
abstracted from their private roles into the public role.
In the fourth chapter, the region manager stated that the
employees should always be aware that there are rules
that determine what he or she could do (see 4.4.1).
Thus, there is no possibility for the employee to in-
fluence what is done. If the rules say that a gift may 
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be accepted, it is correct to do so. Otherwise, not. The 
project manager’s comment is thus worthy of a cold,
bureaucratic applause. However, I will try to show that
it is really not that easy, an idea that came from a more
thorough treatment of the empirical material. 

What appeared remarkable during the empirical
fieldwork was that many respondents provided different
answers to what was regarded as acceptable gift-receiv-
ing. If Göransson above states that there are clear rules,
it should not be thought as too demanding to ask of him
just what the rules are. Merely saying that there are
rules, while the content of these rules differs among
project managers does at first sight not give a particular-
ly good impression. And it is exactly such an impression
that comes out of the empirical material. When the con-
tent of the rules are unknown, the rules do not seem to
give lucid answers to all the possible gifts and bribes
that might be offered to the project managers.

Göransson believes that there is a ceiling of gifts
exceeding 250 SEK but he is not sure. Even though he is
not sure about the exact limit, he knows that anything
that is substantially more valuable than 250 SEK is
wrong. The project managers appear certain that there
are rules, but are less sure about what the rules really
say. 

Lennerfors: “What is the limit?”

Göransson, project manager: “Well, what is it? 250 SEK or something
like that. I’m a little bit unsure, but it is somewhere there.”134

Another project manager states that the limit is around
250 to 300 SEK and emphasises that there is a policy
that is announced every Christmas at the SRA, possibly
in order to highlight that there are rules and that they
are known.
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Lennerfors: “But well, you have a policy at the SRA.” 

Karlsson, project manager: “That comes out every Christmas, yes.” 

Lennerfors: “Is it, what do you usually say?”

Karlsson: “Was it 250 or was it 300 SEK. I think it was something like
that.”135

The director-general agreed hesitantly with my state-
ment that the limit is 300 SEK (see above). A head of
project management department states that the limit is
3 – 400 SEK, and this limit is based on the framework of
rules provided by the Swedish National Audit Office
(Riksrevisionen). In that way, he emphasises that the
rules are common knowledge and not something partic-
ular to the SRA per se. Even though neither the respond-
ent is sure about the limit, he is certain that the limit is
absolutely not over 400 SEK. 

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “Yes, we have
the Swedish National Audit Office rules in principle, that they distrib-
ute. And that has the director-general also forwarded within the
organisation. And in there, there are quite a few arguments about how
you should act and when you should send back things if it is too
much.”

Lennerfors: “So what is the…?”

Bengtsson: ”Well, it is not that much – a couple of hundred crowns.
Then I don’t remember. It might even be 400 SEK. But absolutely not
more than that. There is a small amount that is acceptable.”136

Axelsson, a project manager, states that preferably you
should not accept any gifts, but at Christmas it is accept-
able to receive a gift with a value of approximately 
100 SEK.

Axelsson, project manager: “As to my knowledge, there are monetary
limits for gifts. Preferably, you shouldn’t receive any gifts at all but
there are exceptions, for example, Christmas gifts might not cost more
than a certain amount of money, around 100 SEK.”137
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When confronted with the claim that in actuality no
limit for gift-giving and bribing exists in Swedish law,
the following head of project management department
first states that there is a limit, but then changes his
mind and states that there are recommendations but as a
matter of fact, when someone is accused of bribing, zero
is the real limit. Once again the communality of the
rules is accentuated by the respondent, arguing that the
limit has been communicated not only to the SRA but
also to other organisations. While the recommendations
for gift-receiving are communicated to be a couple of
hundred SEK, there also seems to be an awareness that
the real limit when judging whether a bribe has been
accepted might in fact be as low as zero. 

Eriksson, head of project management department: “Yes, there is a
limit on amount. It has been distributed at the SRA and also else-
where.” 

Lennerfors: “I know that the law on bribery is vague. There is nothing
that is written there.” 

Eriksson: “If there are monetary limits, these are recommendations,
because it is zero that is the actual limit.”138

As is shown in the above quotes, while some respond-
ents have stated that the limit is 100 SEK, others claim
that the limit is 200 – 300 SEK, and some that 400 SEK
is ok and yet others that the real limit is zero. A project
manager confronted with this discrepancy responded
that actually there is no real limit but rather that each
and every one should create his or her own limit.
Rickardsson argues that the responsibility for the cre-
ation of rules is not the organisation but the individual
employee. At the same time, it should be kept in mind
that there is a tendency in the quotes above to focus on
the communality of rules. 
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Lennerfors: “I have heard about different rules and limits. Some say
200 – 300 is ok. Other that it is zero.” 

Rickardsson, project manager: “No, I don’t want to speculate about
sums.”

Lennerfors: “So, it…”

Rickardsson: “Well, we are dealing with grown-ups here, everybody
should make their limit.”139

The discrepancy between the different answers may
actually point to a tendency that employees are creating
their own rules at the same time as they have a vision of
a set of clear rules that apply to everyone. Here it is
interesting to note the tension between the organisa-
tional management of gifts and the personal way of cop-
ing with gifts. While relying on the rules of the bureau-
cracy (that exist somewhere “over there”), project man-
agers are forced to create their own rules.

How may this be interpreted? In a bureaucracy,
bureaucrats may present themselves as relying on rules
being non-negotiable while in actuality rules are more
malleable than they seem (or that rules might even be
non-existent). Might it be feasible to assume that when
accepting gifts, rules are not used at all, but rather
another type of decision-making is at work?

Oskarsson, project manager: “You should give a guideline for it. And
there I have got the feeling that what they have said is to be as cautious
as possible, that you maybe make it extreme in the other way, that you
are extremely cautious and with the comment that it is a grey zone and
that it is up to you. So there are many pieces, both regarding tax when
it comes to the cost, what you can accept and not, but then there is
also the morality in it. What is appropriate.” 

Lennerfors: “And you notice that in the situation?”

Oskarsson: “Yes.”140
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According to this project manager, the situation dictates
what is acceptable and what is not. Something that
increasingly gains visibility is the issue of the ambiguity
of the gift. The ambiguity even manifests itself in
another way: it is not always easy to say how much a
thing costs, lest the price tags stills hangs around it. The
monetary rules demand a thoughtful consideration and
a consciousness of prices among bureaucrats. After
some questions and discussion about the SRA gift rules
with the project manager who stated that it couldn’t be
easier than that. Interestingly enough, Göransson (who
embodies this combination of superficial clarity with
profound ambiguity) explains this difficulty of knowing
the price of a gift. 

Göransson, project manager: “And then it depends, if you are cost
conscious so that you know what things cost. There I have a difficulty
of drawing that little line. What I mean is that if it would turn out that
it costs 1000 to 1500 SEK, if you see a clear difference, then you
would, I mean, I would probably not be able to say if it costs 250 or
400. That is very difficult, y’know. But, if it’s about significantly
greater sums you could say that this isn’t, this is far above the limit. So
it can be difficult to judge the cost of things.”141

So, we might say that even thought there are rules, the
issue of gift-giving is not “as simple as that” – the issue
is not taken care of as simply as that. What will be visi-
ble is that respondents believe that gifts above the eco-
nomic limit(s) might be acceptable and gifts below the
limit might be unacceptable. Anyway, it seems that we
want a clear limit for what is corruptible and what is
not. However, maybe we have no other choice than to
be in the grey zone, or in Agamben’s words, the zone of
indistinction (Agamben 1998). 
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6.7 beyond rules

The discussion about rules has come to an end. I have
suggested that focusing on the rules does not explain
away what is at stake. If chapter five and six are com-
pared one might immediately see that there is a stricter
focus on the rules in the fifth chapter dealing with pro-
curement regulation. This may be due to the fact that
there are institutions that can control if the procurement
decision has been correctly done or not – if the rules
have been followed. Regarding gifts not much is known
if the rules are adhered to. 

Since the rules did not exhaust the issue of what gifts
are acceptable and what are not, I will argue in the next
chapter that gift giving is always correlated to a context
of the giver and the receiver. Oskarsson argued that you
notice in the situation what is appropriate. But what is
meant by situation? In the next chapter, I will start
opening the black box of when gifts are acceptable and
when. I will argue that still the public / private dichoto-
my is of utmost importance. However, dissimilarly from
the fifth and sixth chapter, I will discuss the public / pri-
vate dichotomy apart from any reference to rules. 
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122. Åkesson: “Nej nej. Det är väl almanackor, nyckelknippor. Hahaha.
Men det har förekommit i alla tider, jamen det anses inte vara muta.”
123. Gudmundsson: “Nu tror jag i och för sig att entreprenörerna,
speciellt mot VV är väldigt försiktiga, för de kan ju förstöra för sig
själva också väldigt mycket, i och med att det är en så stor den störst
beställaren som finns, så vågar man sig inte på att försöka med
någonting sådär, utan det kan nog bli att man bjuder på lunch efter
byggmötet och så där, men det ligger liksom i rimligheten för vad man
får göra. De flesta, nuförtiden har det blivit mer och mer vanligt att
man sätter ut en annons, vi skickar inga julkort utan vi skänker det till
radiohjälpen, eller vad det nu är hhaha… just. Jag tror att just mot VV
så är, sen vet inte jag hur det är t.ex. i kommunerna, där det inte är en
lika stor organisation som är lika utsatt och granskad.”
124. Olsson: “Jag har en känsla av att det har [förekommit] tidigare i
alla fall. Nu tror jag det också, tidigare tror jag det förekom så på den
sidan. Och även, tror jag, på byggsidan har det stramats upp betydligt
alltså, på senare år.”
125. Lennerfors: “Försöker konsulter eller entreprenörer bli, jag
tänker mig att de kanske kan tjäna något på att bli vän med dig som
projektledare. Något du har upplevt?”
Åkesson: “Det kan väl kanske tänkas. Det lite mer förr, för en 20 år
sen. Då var det nog mer den tendensen. Nu har man förstått att man
inte tjänar något på det. Det kan bli väldigt svåra förhållanden.
Straffen där, de är ju inte. Det kan ju bli allt möjligt att de förlorar job-
bet, och allt möjligt så det är ju inte värt på det viset. En skärpning
utav det här.” 
Lennerfors: “Du tycker att det har blivit…”
Åkesson: “Ja, så det är bättre på det viset. Det är det serru.”
126. Pettersson: “Jag tror att eftersom vi är så många projektledare nu
så vet inte entreprenören vem de ska rikta in sig på riktigt. Samtidigt
vet de att det ger inget. Riktar de in sig på någon riktar de in sig på de
stora projektledarna. Men de har ju inget att hämta.”
127. Arvidsson: “Och, det är väl så att entreprenörer och konsulter, de
istället för att ge julgåvor som man gjorde förr så skänker man pengar
till någon välgörande verksamhet.”
128. Lennerfors: “Tror du att det förekommer gåvor och bjudningar
utanför [Vägverket], om vi säger… i byggbranschen?”
Åkesson: “Det har nog förekommit förr mycket. Nu tror jag det är
bättre där också, jag tror att det är en skärpning där också. Byggentre-
prenörerna har också skärpt sig själva. Nu är det så pressade kost-
nader, nu har de inte råd eller tid, som man hade förr. Som då det
fanns lobbyister som höll kunderna varma, du vet haha.”
Lennerfors: “Haha.”
Åkesson: “Haha, jomen ungefär för 20 – 30 år sen hade man sånna
där som bara lobbade för att se vad för order var på gång osv på alla
möjliga vis. Man har inte tid med det nu, det har blivit lite mer upp-
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styrt. Det har vart en del sånna där mål och så där som har gjort att
man har lagt av med det, det ger ingenting längre.”
129. Lennerfors: “Men du tycker att det har gått nedåt?”
Svensson: “Ja, det har det gjort. Åtminstone på det som är på bredden,
om du ser…sker nåt under ytan och det händer stora saker nånstans
det har jag ingen aning om, men det tror jag inte.” 
130. Olsson: “Nej nej, det är det inte. Det är knappt julkort numera,
hahaha.” 
Lennerfors: “Jag hörde att de började skicka såhär… [här tänkte jag
berätta att de brukar skicka kort där de säger att istället för en gåva
ger de pengarna till barnen i Afrika, men blir avbruten]
Olsson: “Via e-mail ja, hahaha.”
Lennerfors: “Haha.”
131. Larsson: “Vi brukar […] inför varje jul gå ut och tala om för dem
vilka beloppsgränser som man inte ska ta emot någon gåva, eller
någon uppmuntran, eller middag osv.”
[…]
Lennerfors: “De här regler som ni gick ut med före jul, kan du berätta
om dem?”
Larsson: “Ja, det är de som kommer som både industriförbundet och
andra gett ut, va.”
132. Nilsson: “Vi hade ju så sent som i julas här en intern diskussion
kring gåvor från entreprenörer som upplevdes som för omfattande i
förhållande till regelverket och därför skickas tillbaka.” 
Lennerfors: “Och det är… 300 spänn.”
Nilsson: “Ja, nåt sånt.”
Lennerfors: “Så den konkreta regeln är att man skickar tillbaka det
som verkar dyrare än 300.” 
Nilsson: “Ja.” 
Lennerfors: “Du tror inte att det får några negativa konsekvenser för
det här relationsbygget?”
Nilsson: “Det måste ju ske, då på ett mer organiserat sätt, så att det
inte blir enskilda medarbetare som drabbas.” 
133. Göransson: “Eftersom jag inte råkat ut för det… Men skulle jag
nu råka ut för det så skulle jag förmodligen tala om då att de här
reglerna har vi i Vägverket och att vi får inte ta emot det här. Så enkelt
är det va. Enklare kan man inte göra det egentligen. Våra regler, de här
reglerna gäller.”
134. Lennerfors: “Vilket är taket?”
Göransson: “Ja… vad är det? 250 kronor eller nåt sånt där. Jag är lite
osäker men det ligger nånstans där.”
135. Lennerfors: “Men det här med, ni har en policy på Vägverket.”
Karlsson: “Som kommer ut varje jul, ja.” 
Lennerfors: “Är det, vad brukar man säga?”
Karlsson: “Var det 250 eller var det 300 kr. Jag tror det var nånting
sånt.”
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136. Bengtsson: “Ja, vi har ju RRVs regelverk i princip, som de skickar
ut. Och det har ju också GD skickat vidare. Och där finns rätt mycket
resonemang om hur man bör agera och när man bör skicka tillbaka
saker om det är för mycket.” 
Lennerfors: “Vad är det för…?”
Bengtsson: “Ja, det är inte så mycket. Ett par tre hundra kronor. Sen
kommer jag inte ihåg. Det kanske till och med var 400kr. Men det är
absolut inte över de gränserna. Det är relativt lite som kan anses vara
acceptabelt.”
137. Axelsson: “Vad jag vet så finns det belopp för gåvor. Helst ska
man inte ta emot några gåvor alls men det finns undantag, t.ex. jul-
gåvor då får det inte uppgå till mer än ett visst belopp ca 100 kr.”
138. Eriksson: “Jo det finns ju en beloppsgräns. Det har ju getts ut på
VV och även på andra håll.” 
Lennerfors: “Jag vet att mutlagstiftningen är väldigt vag. Det är inget
som står där.” 
Eriksson: “Om det står beloppsgränser så är ju det rekommenda-
tioner, för det är ju noll som gäller egentligen.”
139. Lennerfors: “Jag har hört om lite olika regler och gränser. Vissa
hävdar att 2 – 300 är ok. Andra att det är noll.”
Rickardsson: “Nej. Jag ger mig inte in på nån sån där spekulation om
summa inte här.” 
Lennerfors: “Utan det…”
Rickardsson: “Alltså, det är vuxna människor det är frågan om, alla
ska själva sätta var gränsen går.”
140. Oskarsson: ”Man bör ju ge en riktlinje för det. Och där har jag
en känsla av att det man har fått är väl att vara så försiktig som
möjligt, att man kanske hårdrar det åt andra hållet, att man kanske är
extremt försiktig med sen den här invändningen, kommentaren att det
är en gråzon, och det är upp till dig. Så att det är ju flera bitar, både
skattetekniskt när det gäller kostnaden, vad man får ta emot när det
gäller gåvor, men sen är det även det moraliska i det. Vad som är
lämpligt.” 
Lennerfors: “Och det märker man i situationen.” 
Oskarsson: “Ja.”
141. Göransson: “Och sen är det ju, om man är så kostnadsmedveten
så man vet vad saker och ting kostar. Där har jag väl svårt att dra den
lilla gränsen. Men vad jag menar är att, om det skulle visa sig att det
kostar 1000 – 1500 kr, om man ser en klar skillnad, då skulle man. Jag
menar, jag kanske inte skulle kunna avgöra ens om den kostar 250
eller 400 kr. Det är jättesvårt va. Däremot, om det handlar om bety-
dligt större summor så att man klart kan säga att, det här är inte, det
här ligger långt över gränsen. Så kan det ju va svårt att göra en
bedömning om vad saker och ting kostar.”
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In this chapter, the aim is to use the public / private
dichotomy to understand how the respondents both
portray their relationships to suppliers and the gifts that
they are offered. The focus will not lie on rules as in the
preceding chapters. Here, the aim is to unravel how
respondents make individual application of the pub-
lic / private dichotomy. This chapter marks a step to-
wards the individual perspective on corruption, since
the managerial perspective in providing rules and sup-
port does not exhaust the problem of gifts.

First, I will revisit the good supplier relationship and
argue that it contains more than the impersonal, public
side. Second, I will argue that the public / private dichot-
omy is of utmost importance for understanding gifts
and corruption at the SRA. I will also point out the dif-
ficulty of upholding the dichotomy which suggests that
one could consider moving beyond the modern under-
standing of corruption.

7.1 the personal component 
of the impersonal relationship

As has been discussed in the fourth chapter, the SRA is
presented as predominantly public and the relations
with suppliers that are striven for are impersonal, pub-
lic. A good relationship is, in the words of Axelsson, to
“have a straighforward, open and good communication
without getting too personal.”142

In the following quote, it becomes clear that
Axelsson separates the public role from his own as well
as the supplier’s representant’s personality (which is part
of the private role). It is essential that one not get too
personal with a supplier as this may lead to several dis-
advantages.
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Lennerfors: “So, you should not be too personal?”

Axelsson, project manager: “No, I don’t think so. I know that for
example in […] Gothenburg, they have gotten very close, there they
have worked very closely and started to know each other. I think it
might be a limitation to know each other too well, because anyway
you have a business relationship which is the dominant.”

Lennerfors: “So, you can’t be business minded if you are too personal?”

Axelsson: “Naaa, play with the thought that you have a business rela-
tionship with a person and it doesn’t go to well and you start to
demand business demands, price demands, time demands, and then at
the same time you know that the person does not feel too well, is per-
haps going through a separation, and everything like that influences
you, it keeps away what you are here to accomplish. And I think that
is a risk, you have to be able to separate these parts.”

Lennerfors: “And the contractors, what kind of take to they have on
relations? Are there signs that they try to be friendly, like having din-
ner and drinking beer with you?”

Axelsson: “Yes, I think so. Yes. I think that there is an incentive to
become more personal, in order to get into that position. There the
roles are separated.”143

When adopting a too personal way of relating to the
supplier, including such things as understanding the per-
sonality of the supplier or even getting along on a
friendly basis with him or her, there is a risk of contam-
inating the public role with your private business. As
Axelsson says “you have to be able to separate these
parts”. He also makes clear that it is the business (pub-
lic) relationship which ought to be dominant. The point
is here, to draw on Parsons, that you (in your public
role) should judge the supplier on performance (what he
or she does) and not on quality (who he or she is). The
project manager here understands the risk of mixing the
different relationships, or rather of contaminating the
public role with private considerations. To be too per-
sonal puts the project manager in the risk of not per-
forming his public role appropriately.
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Another noteworthy feature of the quote above was the
presented discrepancy between the objectives of the sup-
pliers and the objectives of the project managers. While
Axelsson argued that a too personal relation is not
appropriate from the point of view of the project 
managers, he added that from the point of view of sup-
pliers, this personal relation is something which should
be striven for.

If the project manager’s advice is heeded, the suppli-
er might have a tendency to get too personal while the
purchaser in turn might be inclined to become too
impersonal. One may even argue that if there is a per-
sonal relationship, the suppliers might get more money
out of the relationship than if the relationship is more
impersonal and that this is the concealed reason for try-
ing to get personal. And at the same time, the customer
might get more economic benefits by keeping the rela-
tionship impersonal. Apart from these functional 
arguments, I argue that there is a certain degree of
“institutionalised mistrust” not only against gift-giving
(see 6.4) but also against establishing personal relations.

To inquire into this personal side of business, I con-
sulted a salesperson (in the supplementary empirical
studies in this research project) who told me that the first
thing he tries to do when he walks into the office of a
purchaser is to read his personality by scanning what
kind of items are located in the room. He told me that a
perfect way of getting along (and doing business) was to
discuss a particular soccer team or some common hobby.
I brought the theme into the SRA and asked a project
manager if it is possibly the case that suppliers also try
to get personal in this way. As is visible in the quote
below, this also gave some insights into how suppliers
understand whom to invite to different kinds of events.
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Lennerfors: “Isn’t it typical of salesmen […]? That’s really a trick 
to get a hold of the buyer’s personality. ‘ahaaa, you watch soccer!’”

Svensson, project manager: “U-hm”

Lennerfors: “You walk in to the office and see that there is a
Djurgården [soccer team]-scarf and a fishing rod. Then you…”

Svensson: “Yeah, but that’s how it is. Exactly that: ‘so you play golf?’
Then you end up on that list.” 

Lennerfors: “Yes.” 

Svensson: “Then you end up on the golf list. Hehe!”144

In the context of the SRA it may be plausible that sup-
pliers attempt to go beyond the sphere of impersonal,
public relations.

Even though Axelsson has argued that the incentives
between suppliers and orderers differ regarding the per-
sonal and impersonal, the personal component of the
impersonal relationship seems to be of some importance
even from the side of the project managers. Notwith-
standing the praise of impersonality at the SRA, many
project managers see a good personal relation as a fun-
damental component for a successful implementation of
projects. For example, the following project manager
states that the state of the personal relationship between
the project manager and the supplier is significant for
the outcome of the project. 

Göransson, project manager: “I see in projects that I have been
involved in that the personal chemistry is extremely important for
how good the project will be. If the personal relationship does not
work between me and the one responsible for the contractor then it
doesn’t work. If it starts with problems already from the beginning
due to bad personal relations, then there is a risk that there will be no
good project. And I can see the difference in a project where we have a
good personal relationship from the beginning, then it generally works
well, the project goes on. But, of course you might think that some-
times that some projects are more fun to work with due to these per-
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sonal relationships. There’s no doubt about that. You hope that, if that
company has obtained the contract, then you hope that it is such and
such a person who will work. Of course it is that way.”145

The word to describe the personal relation is “personal
chemistry” and it is clear in the preceding quote that this
factor directly influences the project work. Gudmunds-
son gives examples of what bad personal relations might
lead to. 

Gudmundsson, employee at the Contract and Quality department:
“Because it is also important that, these are complex things that you
procure, and it is important that you have a good relation to the con-
tractors. I mean what you see in newspapers. Now NCC has sued the
SRA for 640 million SEK for the Södra Länken [see chapter 2] and if
there are conflicts, they might be immense, so it’s important to have a
good dialogue.”146

Even though the public, impersonal dimension of rela-
tionships is predominant in the quotes of the project
managers, a tendency towards stressing the personal
side of relationships, by referring not only to the good
consequences of having personal relationship but also
the possibly negative consequence when the relationship
is bad, i.e. suing is apparent. But the project managers
do not all esteem the personal relationship. Rickardsson
says that

Rickardsson, project manager: “There is no such thing as personal
chemistry. There are only unsolved problems.”

Lennerfors: “Ahh, ok.”

Rickardsson: “I hate the personal chemistry thing. You always try to
blame everything on personal chemistry. But it’s all about unsolved
problems. If you look at it, if you can’t solve problems between
orderer and contractor, then you get these big fights and these
processes that many times appear in the press.”147
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What is indeed important, according to Rickardsson, is
to solve problems. Here, once again, the discussion
reverts to the impersonal. A project contains a number
of problems that have to be solved. May it not be that
these problems do not occur to the same extent when
the personal relation is good? Instead of immediately
reducing the personal, I argue that the personal has the
same kind of status in the bureaucratic context as the
gift, i.e. characterised by a kind of ambiguity. It has been
argued in the thesis that the modern understanding of
corruption views the mix of the public and the private as
corrupt. Nevertheless, there seems to be cases where a
certain amount of the private is good, or to reword it in
a bureaucratic context, the personal component of 
relationships might be functional and might lead to
more efficiency (see chapter 5). This partial introduction
of “the private” into the public sphere is something 
that economist Rose-Ackerman argues to be functional:

[I]n the real world the identity of buyers and sellers is often an impor-
tant piece of information that establishes reputation and trust. Personal
relationships between buyers and sellers can be functional in complex
contracting situations. The connection may be based on affection 
and respect or fear and intimidation. […] Personal ties are not always 
compatible with efficiency, however. Trust, reputation, and reciprocal
obligations can facilitate corruption and undermine attempts to
improve the operation of the state (Rose-Ackerman 1999, 105).

The personal component may be beneficial but it may
also be harmful and corrupt. Svensson in a sense echoes
Rose-Ackerman, the personal relationship could be cor-
ruption and bribery, but it could also be the good
“social part”.

Svensson, project manager: “This is towards, you talked about corr…
it’s a little bit towards bribery, but there is also a social part of this.
You have to be able to spend time together, you have to know these
individuals.”148
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The point is thus to not be too personal. A way to regu-
late this morally ambiguous “personal chemistry” from
the part of the management was noticed in the concept
of partnering. Partnering, the institutionalised personal
relation, was a trendy concept at the SRA at the time of
doing the interviews. To denominate the personal rela-
tion ‘partnering’ might also be argued to be an attempt
to introduce the private into public terminology.

Jansson, project manager: “There is something called partnering, that
has become popular. Then you meet, you even spend the night some-
where and eat good food and drink together. And then it is legal in
some way that you meet many times during a project and maybe when
finishing [the project]. This you can compare to a Christmas lunch. Or
something in the autumn. Or these lunches after the construction
meetings. That’s also partnering. You sit around and talk a little bit
about everything. […]”

Lennerfors: “So partnering, that’s to put a name on…”

Jansson: “Yeah, as a matter of fact one can think that. It’s a little bit
like that.”149

When Axelsson above stated that one should not be too
personal, one might ask exactly how personal one
should be. A way of understanding the tension between
the public and the private is to examine gift giving. It is
in this tension between the personal and impersonal
where the gifts are located. Gifts will be seen to be
embedded in relationships between supplier and project
manager. They do not count as gifts or bribes, good or
bad, offending or innocent in themselves, but rather
depending on the role they play in the relationships. The
point is that there is a fine line between what is per-
ceived to be accepted and what is not. There is thus a
need for skill to be able to give (or to bribe for that mat-
ter). The same point is made several times in Ledeneva’s
study (1998) concerning blat and Michele Rivkin-Fish’
text about bribes and gifts in post-soviet Russia (Rivkin-
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Fish 2005). Now, I will discuss how project managers
respond to gifts from suppliers and how they argue
about the appropriateness and inappropriateness using
the public / private dichotomy.

7.2 is there a public relationship?

The legitimacy of being treated for a lunch by a supplier
seems to depend on the state of the relationship that the
project manager is having with the supplier. The gifts
and invitations are therefore part of the relationships
and not some entities disconnected from relations. A
possibly overt first point is that one might say that if the
relationship is long, the more it is acceptable.150

Fransson, project manager: “Yes, then it’s like, it’s about, the level is
about Christmas lunch and you accept to go to a Christmas lunch
once a year if you have a long relationship with someone, like in my
case with a contractor, during several years. Of course I can eat a
Christmas lunch.”151

That the existence of a public relation with the supplier
is necessary for accepting invitations seems reasonable.
Why should one be treated otherwise? This is also
agreed with by one of the heads of department:

Eriksson, head of project management department: “If you have a
relation, then I think that you sometimes can be treated to some-
thing.”152

And on the contrary:

Karlsson, project manager: “I wouldn’t dream of going to Skanska’s
Christmas table, because y’know I don’t have any business [public]
relationship with them. So there’s no reason.”153

The timing is important. “Before a procurement deci-
sion”, project manager Arvidsson explains, “you say no
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to everything. […] It is not good for your health, we
say”154. Saying no might be explained by referring to a
“behaviourist” argument (“the action of being treated is
influencing my subsequent decision”), but it can also be
related to that there is no public relation underlying the
treat. The invitation should not be offered to establish a
relation, the relation should already be there.

Fransson, project manager: “Now we are procuring the Norrortsleden
and there is one contractor from whom I got a VIP invitation. They
had a seminar where they would show their products and offer us
lunch. On the side, they sent a VIP invitation to the dinner from some
elected and since I didn’t have any relation to them contractually then
I just declined. They don’t benefit from this. It’s a mistake. I would
have been able to go to the exhibition and the lunch with everybody
else, it wouldn’t have been anything. It was a simple tray lunch. 
But that extra curl, it was about creating a relation with me before,
and I’m not interested in that, so I thought that it was a mistake.”155

Fransson argued that since he did not have any relation
to the contractor in a contractual way, the invitation
was misdirected. The anecdote clearly related to the
public role of the project manager, since the contract
dictates the rules for the impersonal, public relationship.
The project manager holds that this extra invitation to
the VIP-event was too much, maybe not of its value per
se, but because it was framed as “something extra” – a
VIP-event. The treat does not fit the current non-exis-
tant relationship between himself and the contractor.
Axelsson fills in: 

Axelsson, project manager: “Yes, it [the lunch] should be directly
related to that we have a relation. It is not to create a relation. It is not
to convert me into an ally. It is because we have a mission, which we
work for.”156

It also seems clear that the lunch exists because of the
existence of the work relation and not the other way
around. The lunch should only exist if there is an under-
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lying public relationship. The lunch is thus located in
the realm of the public – two abstract public bodies
physically eating lunch together.

Furthermore, Axelsson argues that the lunch must be
a logical part in the relationship. For example, the path
to a good relation between orderer and contractor is not
that the supplier is trying to compensate for poor behav-
iour by treating you to lunch. If that were the case, the
gift would seem pointless and the gift would be met with
a “what?” rather than a “wow!”157

Axelsson, project manager: “There is no one who can create a relation
by treating you to lunch or Christmas lunch and then act worthlessly
during the rest of the relationship. I once read a book by an American
that in their way of working […] the lunch was important to have a
good relation. I do not go so far as to say that the business lunch [is
that important], but to have a good tone even when we are not on a
formal meeting is very important. If you want a good relation, it’s a
win-win system.”158

One might easily have guessed that the existence of a
public relationship is not enough to legitimise gifts. 
The nature of the gift is also of greatest importance. 

7.3 work relatedness

The gift ought to be related to the public role of the
project manager. The relation to work seems to be cru-
cial. The region manager argues that the first check
when thinking about receiving a gift is to ask oneself if
the gift is related to work:

Lennerfors: “But your recommendation is that gifts that are worth
around 4 – 500 SEK, you send them back?”

Larsson, region manager: “The first is: is it related to work? Gifts,
generally, are something that public officials should not get, y’know.
But if it is related to work and is of a small value. If you are negotiat-
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ing and you get a pen or something and it’s about a trifling sum, then
I don’t see it as a concern. But if it doesn’t have any relation to work,
if you send home a litre of whiskey or something, then it is wrong.
Then it has no relation to work, no relation to the work task, then you
shouldn’t receive it.”159

Not only does this quote strengthen the claim that mon-
etary limits are only partially helpful when managing
gifts. The quote further illuminates the real importance
of using the public / private dichotomy to make sense of
gifts. Larsson claims that a pen that is handed over dur-
ing negotiation seems to be a fairly legitimate gift. How-
ever, a bottle of whiskey sent to your home is not.
Interpreting this quote leads to very clear connections to
the illegitimacy of transgressing the separation between
the public and the private spheres. The reasons for con-
demning the whisky and accepting the pen is not in the
first hand a question of the value of the gifts. A pen
might easily be worth more than a bottle of whiskey.
What is rather at stake is the work relatedness of the pen
while the whiskey is most oftenly perceived as some-
thing unrelated to work. Nor should it be forgotten that
the respondent frames the gift exchange in the first case
as a pen which is given in a work setting, namely at a
meeting. In the second gift exchange, the bottle of
whiskey is sent home to the project manager – thus
interfering with his private role.

Another quote by the same region manager is also
related to, amongst other things, alcohol. Alcohol is
clearly something that is not related to work (and to the
public sphere). 

Larsson, region manager: “If they [the project manager and the con-
tractor] are in a meeting at the contractor’s and he [the contractor]
treats you to lunch or they order pizza, then it’s ok if it’s part of a
working process. On the other hand it is not ok that you get invited to
a magnificent evening with a five course dinner and spirits. That’s no
natural part of work. No, what is ok is a working lunch, or something
connected [to work], drinking coffee or something.”
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Lennerfors: “If a dinner follows a long meeting?” 

Larsson: “Could be if it has a reasonable content. Not that you see
that there is a lot of drinking for a lot of money. That’s no natural part
of work. […] At neither working lunches nor work dinners is there a
need for alcohol. But that it should be a normal lunch or dinner with
light beer or water as a part of ongoing work.”160

Apart from alcohol, sports seems to be another thing
unrelated to the public role. Bengtsson explains: 

Bengtsson, head of project management department: “Sometime in the
beginning when I was HR-manager, I was treated by someone to the
Globe Sports Arena to watch tennis. And I thought that this wasn’t
really related to the job as HR-manager. Then I said no. Otherwise, I
don’t think that there is a lot of that stuff.”161

Bengtsson clearly classified the sport event as unrelated
to work. What if the sport event had been followed by
some kind of meeting? The following respondent argues
that if some kind of event, a seminar, a study excursion
or something similar is involved, that contributes to
competence building and if that event is followed by a
lunch, dinner or recreation activity it is more likely to be
acceptable.

Axelsson, project manager: “And then if it is also associated with
something else, something work related that is finished with some-
thing like that. But to call me and say ‘let’s go to hockey you and me. I
have two tickets.’ No.”

Lennerfors: “So what is important to be able to say yes to a hockey
game like this. If it is a personal invitation?”

Axelsson: “Let me put it like this. I will go to a thing where they are
going to present their company. We work anyways with them already
and they have some new staff. We are going to do a study visit to
Gröna Lund [amusement park] to go through the […] facilities of
Gröna Lund. We will see how such and such machine is constructed
and how it works. These things give me something for my work. Then
we are at Gröna Lund. Then there is a pentathlon. And I assume that
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the consultant pays for these tickets. That stays within the borders of
reasonableness and there are a number of external people invited from
other companies so you can create network with others working with
the same thing. That gives you something.”162

An inappropriate gift according to Axelsson was a
sports event, something that most people would put in
the private sphere. However, the invitation to the main
amusement park in Stockholm was accepted even
though it featured a pentathlon. Why? Axelsson ex-
plained that all the invited people are going to walk
around the amusement park and learn things about the
electrical equipment in the park. This part of the invita-
tion is really valuable for his public role, he says. After
walking around, all the participants are going to engage
in a pentathlon paid for by the supplier. It is justifiable,
he states, adding that there are a number people from
other organisations and that helps him to build up his
contact network. The point is that the invitation be
related to the public role. Even though Gröna Lund is an
amusement park and is therefore more related to the
realm of leisure (private) than that of work (public),
work related events can be arranged there. Inspecting
the machinery is one example of such a work-related
activity. This could also have been done at sports events
when meetings might be held and finished off with
watching a game.

Timing within the public relationship is vital and
does not apply only for visits to amusement parks. A
treated lunch, for example, should adjoin a construction
meeting.

Eriksson, head of project management department: “The advice from
our lawyers is to not be invited to anything anytime. And that is to
exaggerate a bit. Because, if you have a project together you should be
able to have lunch together. Or maybe even a dinner together.”

Lennerfors: “Do you think that it should be related to a construction
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meeting or something special?”

Eriksson: “Yes, I think so. In the project work.”163

Apart from the fact that a lunch ought to be in connec-
tion with a construction meeting and thus clearly related
to his work role, Gustavsson declares he is talking about
a simple lunch, something that suggest that the rules 
are not meaningless since value also plays a role in the 
judgment of whether a gift should be accepted or not. 
It is not only the value of the gift which is important. 

Gustavsson, project manager: “That we are having a work relation,
and then in connection to a construction meeting, my ceiling is a tray
lunch for 60 SEK.”164

In other words, gifts given to the respondents at SRA
should not be directed to them as private persons but as
employees of the SRA. 

Fransson, project manager: “It’s often the case that if there is an event
where a lot of people attend from all parts, then it’s easier. Then it is
not directed to me as a person. But on the other hand, if there is some-
thing to which they explicitly invite me […]. Then you start to move
towards the limit.”165

Personal invitations are not acceptable, but an invita-
tion directed towards the public role is. If many project
managers from the SRA are invited, Axelsson states,
then “it feels as if they have addressed the SRA”.166

Pettersson, project manager: “I think it’s very clear that we should not
receive anything, especially if you are few. [During product informa-
tion meetings] there are extremely many people so you don’t have the
time to… no! You don’t spend time together [with the people inviting].
You walk around and look at the facilities. That’s about what you’ve
got time to do. It would be different if you were invited and sat face to
face and talked, but that’s not how it’s done. There are people from the
municipalities and other consultants, so it is nothing. What they want
is to show their facilities. They can’t get any jobs by doing that.”167
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The suppliers do not have time to influence the project
managers at the SRA. There are just too many people
attending to do so. That may explain why there are VIP
events such as the one Fransson talked about above.

What this shows is how the respondents argue that
gifts (treats) are related to their public role. The com-
mon view of humans entails that each project manager
has really only one body. The project manager in his or
her private role benefits from the invitation (gets food,
drinks, participate in pentathlon and so on). Axelsson,
however, states that “to accept things from companies
that are directed to the SRA as an organisation and use
them privately, that’s not ok”. Does this mean that he
eats the lunch as an abstract public role? Do the project
managers really believe that they consist of a public 
and a private role? Do they possibly have two bodies?

7.4 a strict separation of roles

Respondents at the SRA argue that they separate the
public role from the private. Consider for example the
following quote, where a project manager (Axelsson
again) says that he knows almost all the people in his
sector, but that he very strictly separates the private and
public realms. I confronted the project manager with the
question whether it is difficult to separate between the
roles. 

Axelsson, project manager: “In my sector the line of business is nar-
row. Those of us who work in the line have worked in different roles,
and also been colleagues. We know each other from before and that
poses even greater demands on separating the roles.” 

Lennerfors: “So you have been on the contractor side?”

Axelsson: “Erm, yes, a long time ago, but I have also worked in the
municipal sector and worked together with those who later became
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contractors. So in our industry, practically everybody knows each
other personally.”

Lennerfors: “It sounds terribly difficult to separate [the roles], espe-
cially when you know each other from before.”

Axelsson: “But it doesn’t have to be like that. It’s about separating
what is between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. and whatever comes after work
hours. We, who know one another privately almost never discuss work
in private, and never discuss the private when we are at work.”168

Here it is clearly noted that this project manager relies
on the existence of the mutually exclusive private and
public spheres. He states that between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
you have one life while the rest of the day you have
another. Remarks such as these do not end with this
project manager. It appears to be a kind of virtue
amongst project managers to be able to separate be-
tween the different roles. This is not surprising since the
theoretical notion of bureaucracies is so reliant on the
separation between the roles. 

Another respondent points out that if you are not
able to separate between the public and private roles,
you should not become project manager. 

Lennerfors: “But it is seen as positive from the perspective of the SRA
to have this personal relation besides the work relation?”

Fransson, project manager: “Yes, that you get to know these people, I
guess you have nothing against that; anyway I haven’t experienced
that. Then there is probably someone who thinks that it is also wrong.
But, no, I don’t see it as that. As long as there is no kind of bribe
involved, moneywise that is, or any other things, but if you go out and
bowl with a contractor nobody complains, when you have this kind of
relation. Often there is, there is a private side of this and the thing is to
be able to separate the role as procurer, but if you have worked
together with a couple of people during a number of years, you end up
being their friends. You get to know the family and it is on a more per-
sonal plane. Then you go over to that, you don’t talk about work at
all, but rather bad throws in bowling and what you are going to do on
the vacations, like with any friend.” 
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Lennerfors: “Are there any problems of having too good a relation-
ship or too close a relationship, if we put it like that, when it comes to
work?”

Fransson: “No, I don’t think so, you have to be able to separate what
is work and what is… otherwise you should not be a project manager.”

Lennerfors: “But, you have no problems of separating?”

Fransson: “No, I don’t. I can scold those that I have bowled with the
day before, scold, well you don’t have to scold but you can be the mas-
ter in the house anyway. So I have no problems with that, I think they
do not… no, I don’t think so.”169

Another vivid description of the understanding of the
work in terms of role follows here. The project manager
nevertheless seems to think that it is not easy all the time
to separate between the different roles. When the proj-
ect manager’s public body is angry due to harsh discus-
sions in a meeting, there are even consequences on the
private body – since these are not mutually exclusive.
Even though a your public role you are expected to strip
of your public anger and, after the meeting, become
friends with the one you just scolded, this is not always
easy nor feasible.

Pettersson, project manager: “You should be able to go into the role
and discuss economy, a heated discussion is allowed, after which you
should leave the room and still get along. So you go out of that role.
It’s difficult. I can feel that sometimes it’s hard. That we sit and fight
and discuss loudly and in other ways, that’s never personally related.
That is just our roles. When I leave the room I have to be able to be
friends with that person anyway. It can be hard but you have to be
able to do it. I have to put my role aside. Most often it works. But
sometimes you think that you never want to see that bastard again.
Sometimes you have that mindset. Then you might do something stu-
pid. And you get the feeling that you don’t like the person. First of all,
something might slip out of you that you don’t mean. It doesn’t have
to be a personal assault, but you don’t think clearly anymore. It’s bet-
ter if you try to keep the distance while the discusssion proceeds. That
is always the best.”170
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The preceding quote expresses that even if people are
fighting at a meeting, the fight is only concerning their
public roles. This goes against Parsons’ view on affective
neutrality (see 3.1.1). In the Parsonian reading, the
absence of affective neutrality might indicate that the
respondents are not public, impersonal but private, per-
sonal. However, at the SRA the distinction is upheld
since the fight is “never personally related”. A confi-
dence in the public / private dichotomy is apparent even
in this quote. A discussion that is merely one concerning
the public roles means that the private or personal part
is never engaged in the discussions. The project manager
talks and acts as if there were separable roles, but is the
separation between the public and the private tenable?

In the following story of another project manager,
we might further investigate the difficulties of switching
off the personal side of the relationship. This project
manager is aware of the dangers of knowing your busi-
ness partner too well. Note how the project manager
finds it is urgently necessary that both parties can
“switch off” the personal relationship. Even though the
following project manager believes he can switch off the
personal relation, he does not engage with counterparts
he knows might have difficulties switching off their pri-
vate side. In this interview we were discussing meeting
the suppliers outside work and other dimensions of the
personal aspect of the public relationship, when the
project manager said:

Karlsson, project manager: “As for myself I say no, but I don’t know
otherwise. Because there are those who have come here and started to
work on the other side of the fence, and if you have been friends
before you might… Because it’s extremely sensitive, if you have a busi-
ness relationship, can you both switch off the business relationship or
not? Then it’s of course the case that, it’s my responsibility as project
manager to say no. That you play with open cards – you say that you
don’t want a business relationship; he and I are close friends. And we
have gone to school together and we have been hanging around
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together, it wouldn’t work to have a business relationship then. So,
then you have to leave that project and take somebody else in, but that
is up to me.”171

Karlsson admits that for others, there might be a prob-
lem of separating the private and public roles.

The arguments for not attending after work events
make visible the separation between private and public.
Karlsson, implies that the last thing he wants to do is to
go out with constructors and have beer and discuss
work after working hours – he has got better things to
do after work. He says that at work he wants to discuss
work, but in his free time, he does not want engage in
thoughts about work. Even this project manager
invokes the time to separate between the private and the
public sphere. He works between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
sometimes to 10 p.m., and the rest of the time he exer-
cises his private role – he is off work. During this time,
his family is more important than work. 

Lennerfors: “Have there been any attempts, where you thought that
this is something strange?” 

Karlsson, project manager: “No no. Not towards me… as far as I
remember. But on the other hand I decline almost everything.” 

Lennerfors: “But these things that you decline, are they interpreted as
…”

Karlsson: “No, Nooooo. Naaaaa. As bribery attempts? No. That’s not
the case either. It’s rather how it is between orderer and contractor, or
it is also contractor and contractor that meet on these kind of things.
No, I haven’t felt that way, so it’s not because of that. It’s as I said
before, I mean, I have one work life and I have one private life. The
work life is everything between 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., sometimes to 10 p.m.
And then I have my… and I value my time with the family more than
going out and having beer with… I do that with my friends sometime,
but that’s not often. I value the time at home with my family more
than going out for a piece of food and some beer and to talk a hell of
a lot of work. That just sucks.”172
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We have seen examples of gift-exchange or invitations
that exist in the public realm, as conceived by the proj-
ect managers. Axelsson enforces this distinction between
private and public when he argues that he might meet
his friends who work in suppliers’ companies privately
without feeling remorse. In the context of gifts, this
project manager seems to dislike going and meeting a
supplier – just the two of them. I repeated the question
whether this is so and got the following answer.

Lennerfors: “But a personal thing between just the two of you, that’s
not ok?”

Axelsson, project manager: “No. Unless you know the person at ques-
tion. I take a day off and it has nothing to do with my job even though
he happens to work at a contractor firm. I know people who work as
contractors. They play golf. I play golf. ‘Want to meet for some golf?
It was a long time ago.’ ‘Ok, we can do that.’ I take a day off. I expect
that that person also takes a day off. And we pay separately. […]
Again, if I am invited to something like that and know that the invita-
tion is directed to me as an employee at the SRA… but I try to disre-
gard that.”

Lennerfors: “You take the SRA-role off?”

Axelsson: “Yes, and I don’t do it on work time. And I’m pretty clear
with that too. That is a way to meet not only the contractor but others
so you can build a network of contacts. To completely isolate oneself
makes it difficult to create fruitful relations with others.” 

Lennerfors: “So those events that are problematic are where you can
find…”

Axelsson: “Yes, that’s where people are gathered. If I would have 
to get these contacts by myself by calling around, it would take 
rather many years before I get those relations. So that’s difficult.”173

This project manager clearly separates the public from
the private. The question is not whether you really play
golf or not with the supplier. Rather, there should be no
transgressions of the public / private dichotomy (recall
the Ilmar Reepalu case in chapter 1). If both the contrac-
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tor and the project manager take a day off, they meet in
their private roles, as friends. The game of golf is purely
situated in the private realm. Hence, by separating pri-
vate from public, corruption is avoided. 

There are of course many objections to such a
description. First, the project manager states that even
though he knows that an invitation would not have
been proffered had he not been an employee at the SRA,
he tries to disregard the work relatedness of the invita-
tion. Also, although he talks about the golf trip as some-
thing that pertains to the private realm, he also starts to
discuss the utilitarian aspects of playing golf: to obtain
a network of contacts that may otherwise have taken
him years to get. The golf trip example shows that proj-
ect managers believe in the strict separation of private
and public while at the same time questioning it. This all
points to that the public / private dichotomy is not only
very important but also inherently problematic. 

It is time to revisit the managerial perspective. How
do the heads of department perceive of project man-
agers socialising with people working as suppliers on
their free time? 

Lennerfors: “What is your take on private life and work? If project
managers start to spend time with a consultant. What do you think
about that?”

Eriksson, head of project management department: “If they get on
well together. You can’t prohibit people from different companies that
like to work together… it depends on what you make of it. I don’t
think that I would say that I don’t think that you should spend time
with a project manager at NCC, I don’t think that’s fitting. But if I
hear that it affects work in any way, affects judgments, then of course
it is unsuitable.” 

Lennerfors: “If we say that a project manager has a very good rela-
tionship to a consultant and then you hear from the other consultants
that they are friends. That’s why he or she gets the all jobs.” 
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Eriksson, head of project management department: “If it’s the case
that the consultant has got all kinds of jobs, then I would have a seri-
ous discussion with the project manager. And then you see what kind
of conclusion you get to, but to prohibit generally, I see that as diffi-
cult. […] Then you have to do a judgment on a case basis how it
seems. Ethics and morality, it’s not as simple as black and white
always. It’s often about judgment. It’s when it is misused and you start
to see patterns. That’s when you have to start taking measures. […] If
you get along well with somebody who does a good work, you can’t
prohibit them to be together just because they work together.”174

If the project manager wants to meet a supplier outside
of work, it is reasonable that he might do so. However,
if the head of project management department some-
times hear that this private relation might influence the
public relation in any sense whatsoever, he would have a
serious discussion with the project manager. 

Eriksson, head of project management department: “You should not
stop people that like to be together. Then you should keep the econ-
omy on the side.” 

Lennerfors: “Isn’t the problem that, I mean, I think it’s very easy to say
that you keep the work on the side, but it’s nevertheless the same per-
son. And it goes together [public and private], doesn’t it?”

Eriksson: “Of course it does, of course it does. If you keep in mind
how important it is to separate [the roles] I don’t think you make any
mistakes. It is probably not harder than that. Of course, it might be
difficult to control the emotional part. Of course it might affect you a
little bit. It might. But well, anyways I don’t think that it feels right to
prohibit people from spending time together.”175

It is important to keep the roles apart and the economy
on the side. Another acknowledgement made by the
region manager is that the project managers (i.e. others)
might have difficulties in separating the roles. On the
other hand, if the project managers actively think about
the separation of roles, mistakes may be avoided.
Eriksson seems to accept a certain risk, that the roles not
separable. He nevertheless believes that it is not right 
to regulate the private lives of the project managers.
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A last stop before leaving the discussion of public and
private spheres and entering into a discussion of the
ancient and postmodern critique brings us to the art of
managing the distinction between public and private.
This time, the working lunch will be discussed. Above, 
it has been noted that having lunch in connection 
with a construction meeting is considered legitimate.
Interestingly enough, the working lunch itself seems 
to be acceptable to the extent that it gives legitimacy 
to other invitations that resemble the working lunch.

7.5 the working lunch

At the SRA, lunch seems to be something that is intrinsi-
cally related to work. Lunch is referred to as “working
lunch” and many project managers agree with
Gustavsson stating that “everything above and beyond
a simple working lunch I decline”. Lunching seems to be
a natural part of the public sphere, even though it is not
included in the work hours. Lunches seem to be accept-
able to almost all project managers. Rather, we will dis-
cuss an interesting phenomenon of linking other prac-
tices not clearly relatable to the public sphere to the
working lunch. There is some evidence in the empirical
material that the project managers sometime discuss
invitations in terms of relatedness to the working lunch
– something that is acceptable. Not only may lunches be
acceptable, but also dinners that “fall under the cate-
gory ‘lunch’” (Gustavsson). One dimension that appears
in the following quote relates to time. Lunch is in the
middle of the working day and as such is legitimate.
Gustavsson’s preceding quote noted that the only justifi-
able thing to be treated to was a tray lunch in direct con-
nection to a construction meeting. We will see in the fol-
lowing quote, however, that a dinner that is directly
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connected to work may also be accepted. In the follow-
ing, the project manager and I discussed just when a din-
ner is acceptable. 

Lennerfors: “Let’s say [a dinner] after a meeting?”

Gustavsson, project manager: “If you sit and eat a three or four course
dinner, then I think that you have crossed the line. But if it is a dinner
that falls under the category ‘lunch’. You have lunches during the day
and you sit down and eat, well, then it’s another deal. It is the circum-
stances around it that decide. In what circumstances do you eat, that’s
the question.” 

Lennerfors: “And in relation to a meeting, that’s the only thing that is
ok.” 

Gustavsson: “Absolutely.”176

Another project manager also discusses being treated in
terms of a working lunch. Being treated ought to be
related to work and it ought to feel like a working
lunch, even though it might be a dinner.

Olsson, project manager: “It should have a relation to work in some
way. And of course, if we go somewhere and they treat us for some
simple food, it’s not strange. But if it is something very fancy, that they
would invite us to Operakällaren or something, then you could start
to wonder, but if they just ordered some catering or something, then I
think it might be ok. That is, what should I say… er, I don’t know
what I was going to say. In some way you have to, what’s it called… if
it feels like a working lunch, then it is ok. I think. If it is lunch or
directly after that in time – I don’t know if that matters. But you
should feel that it is related to work. Exactly as, well, I have had peo-
ple with me on study visits also, from municipalities that the project
has paid for. And then I think that it is self-evident that if you go 
somewhere and then it is an unreasonable time, are people supposed
to be hungry during the entire visit? Then you order a salad or a big
sandwich and the next time maybe they do the same thing. That’s
about the level of it, but if there are fancier things, it is not ok.”177

Something that many project managers discuss when it
comes to gifts and invitation is the practice of going to
Christmas smorgasboards. In this context it is interest-
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ing to see that even the Christmas table is related to the
working lunch. 

Svensson, project manager: “And then there were Christmas smorgas-
boards. I don’t know how common that is any more but it probably
exists, I think. But that is almost within that which is… it’s not far
away from a working lunch, y’know.”178

By relating the dinner or the Christmas table to the
working lunch to something that is considered to be an
acceptable pollution of the private into the public
sphere, these practices gain legitimacy. 

7.6 summary and a look forward

As the Publicism thesis that was advanced in chapter 6
suggests, the public role is not as public as it seems. The
coexistence of the public and the private would suggest
the impossibility of strictly separating the public from
the private. If we were to interpret that there is private
gain when accepting gifts given to project managers, 
this may imply that all people are more or less corrupt.

However, even though it is problematic to grasp
what a strict separation between the public and the pri-
vate means, the separation between the roles is both
used to make sense of the work as a project manager
and as a way to understand what gifts and invitations
are acceptable. Working lunches, working dinners are
tolerable, while sports events, and dinners at a fancy
restaurant such as Operakällaren are not. 

The anthropologists mentioned in chapter 3 may
have applauded what has transpired in the last three
chapters, namely showing that the public / private
dichotomy is not at all clear and is continuously being
created.
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There are also other critics of the modern definition –
those who advance the ancient definition of corruption.
If the core of the modern definition – the public / private
split – is problematic, we might have to conclude that all
people are more or less corrupt, that they more or less
mix up the public with the private. However, we seem-
ingly do not want to accept this fact. We still want 
to avoid corruption. Might the ancient definition save
people from corruption?
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142. Axelsson: “Det gäller att ha en rak öppen och bra kommunika-
tion utan att bli för personliga.”
143. Lennerfors: “Man ska inte vara för personlig alltså?”
Axelsson: “Nej, jag tror inte det. Jag vet att det finns, i Göteborg […]
så har man gått in väldigt tätt, där man jobbat väldigt nära och lärt
känna varandra. Jag tror att det kan vara en begränsning att lära
känna varandra för väl för man har ändå en affärsrelation som är den
styrande.”
Lennerfors: “Man kan alltså inte vara affärsmässig om man är alltför
personlig?”
Axelsson: “Njarrr, lek med tanken att du har ett affärsförhållande
med en människa och det går lite knackigt och du börjar ställa
affärskrav, priskrav, tidskrav, och sedan vet du samtidigt att den män-
niskan inte mår särskilt bra, kanske genomgår en skilsmässa, och allt
sådant påverkar, det håller undan det som du är satt att driva. Och det
tror jag är en risk, man måste kunna skilja på de delarna.”
Lennerfors: “Och entreprenörerna, vad tror du de har för syn på rela-
tioner? Finns det tecken på att det försöker bli vänskapliga, t.ex. äta
middag eller dricka öl?”
Axelsson: “Ja, det tror jag. Ja. Jag tror att det finns ett incitament till
att bli mer personlig, just för att komma i det läget. Där skiljer sig
rollerna åt.” 
144. Lennerfors: “Det är väl typiskt för säljare, som jag har pratat
med förut, som inte har något med vv att göra. Det är ju verkligen 
ett trick att ta tag i köparens personlighet: ‘jaha, du tittar också på 
fotboll.’” 
Svensson: “Aa.” 
Lennerfors: “Man går in på kontoret och ser att det hänger en djurgår-
denhalsduk, och ett fiskespö. Då tar…”
Svensson: “Ja, men så där gör man ju. Just det där, ‘spelar du golf?’ Då
kommer man upp på den listan.” 
Lennerfors: “Ja.” 
Svensson: “Då kommer man upp på golflistan. Hehe.” 
145. Göransson: “Men jag ser ju då i projekt där man har varit
inblandad att självklart är ju personkemin oerhört viktigt för hur bra
projektet ska bli, för funkar inte personrelationerna mellan t.ex. jag
som ansvarig projektledare och entreprenörens ansvariga, t.ex. det
fungerar inte va. Då är ju det projektet, om det börjar med problem
redan från början pga dåliga personrelationer, då är ju risken att det
blir inget bra projekt. Och jag kan ju se skillnaden i ett projekt där vi
har bra personrelation, från början, så löser det sig i regel bra, projek-
tet flyter på bra. Men så att, visst kan man ju tycka ibland att vissa
projekt är roligare att jobba med pga att de här personliga relation-
erna. Det är väl ingen tvekan. Man hoppas då att nu är det dom, det är
det företaget som har fått det, då hoppas man att det är den och den
personen som ska jobba med. Självklart är det så.”
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146. Gudmundsson: “För det är ju viktigt också att, det här är kom-
plexa saker som man köper upp och det är så att det är viktigt att man
har en god relation till de entreprenörer, jag menar det ser man i tid-
ningar nu har NCC stämt VV på 640 miljoner för södra länken så där
och blir det konflikter så kan det bli ordentliga sådär så att, det är ju
viktigt att man försöker att hålla en bra dialog.”
147. Rickardsson: “För det första finns det ingenting som heter per-
sonkemi. Det finns bara olösta problem.” 
Lennerfors: “Ah, ok.” 
Rickardsson: “Jag avskyr det där med personkemi. Man försöker
alltid skylla över allting på personkemi. Men det är olösta problem det
är frågan om. Om du tittar på det, om du inte klarar av att lösa prob-
lem mellan beställare och entreprenör, det är då du får de här stora
stridigheterna, och de här processerna som många gånger får utslag i
pressen.”
148. Svensson: “Det här ligger ju åt, du pratade ju lite om korr…, det
är ju lite åt muthållet, men det är ju också så att det är en social del i
det här. Man måste ju kunna umgås, man behöver känna de här indi-
viderna.”
149. Jansson: “Det finns ju nånting som heter partnering, som har
blivit så populärt. Då träffas man ju också, till och med sover över och
äter god mat och dricka tillsammans också. Och det är legalt då på
nått sätt att man samlas då, många gånger under ett pågående jobb
och kanske vid en avslutning, så att det kan man ju nästan jämföra
med en jullunch. Eller nånting på höstkanten. Eller de här luncherna
man har vid byggmötena. Det är ju också lite partnering. Sitter och
pratar om lite allt möjligt efteråt. Sen man har gjort upp alltihop.”
Lennerfors: “Partnering det är lite att sätta namn.”
Jansson: “Ja, egentligen så kan man ju tycka det. Det är lite grann så.”
150. For example, Trawick et al. (1989) tested four hypotheses on
gift-giving to purchasers. This quantitative empirical study investi-
gated the influence of the variables value of gift and customer status.
The results were that the higher the value of a gift, the less ethical it is
perceived; i.e. the value of the gift negatively correlates with the ethi-
cality. Furthermore the study concluded that it was perceived to be less
ethical to give gifts to prospects than to existing customers. Of course,
none of these results are astonishing. It seems rather reasonable that a
bag full of money is perceived of as less ethical than a cup of coffee.
Additionally, it seems reasonable that it is considered to be more legit-
imate to give gifts to a customer than to a prospect. This is because 
it is socially more accepted to give gifts to someone you have some
kind of relationship with. However, what seems reasonable to every-
one is “proven to be true” by the nomothetic study of Trawick et al.
151. Fransson: “Ja, då, det är väl, det är väl ungefär, den nivån är väl
ungefär jullunch och det accepterar man väl att gå på en jullunch en
gång om året om man har en lång relation med någon, som i mitt fall
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med en entreprenör, under flera år. Det är klart att jag kan käka en jul-
lunch.”
152. Eriksson: “Har man ett samarbete, så tycker jag att man någon
gång kan bli bjuden.”
153. Karlsson: “Jag skulle inte drömma om att gå på skanskas julbord
för jag har liksom inte nån affärsrelation med dem. Så det finns liksom
ingen anledning.”
154. Arvidsson: “Ja, innan en upphandling då tackar man alltid nej till
allt. […] Det är inte hälsosamt, brukar man säga.”
155. Fransson: “Jag tror att, nu pågår det ju, vi ska ju handla upp
Norrortsleden och då är det väl en entreprenör som, där jag fick en
VIP-inbjudan då, de hade ett seminarium där det skulle visa upp sina
produkter och bjöd på en lunch. På sidan om skickade de en VIP
inbjudan till middagen, för vissa utvalda, och eftersom jag inte hade
någon relation med dem kontraktsmässigt så tackade jag bara nej. De
tjänar ingenting på det här, det är en miss alltså. […] Jag hade kunnat
gå på den där visningen och hängt med på lunchen med alla andra, det
hade ju inte varit någonting, det var en vanlig enkel typ bricklunch.
Men den där extraknorren den var ju till för att de ville skapa en rela-
tion med mig innan, och det är jag inte intresserad av, så det tyckte jag
nog var en miss.”
156. Axelsson: “Ja. Den ska vara direkt förknippad med att vi har ett
samarbete. Det är inte för att bilda ett samarbete. Det är inte för att
göra mig till en bundsförvant. Det ska vara att vi har ett uppdrag, vi
jobbar kring det. Då kan jag.”
157. The existence of a wow! is something that by Hans de Geer has
been described to be the sign of appreciation on the part of the pur-
chaser, something that might be conceived of either as just a successful
gift or a possible bribe (cf. 3.4).
158. Axelsson: “Det finns ju ingen som kan skapa en relation genom
att göra en lunchbjudning eller jullunch och sedan agerar man
värdelöst under resten utav ett [förhållande]. Allt sånt där är ju… Jag
läste en bok en gång av en amerikan som vidhöll att för amerikanare
och deras sätt att jobba så var affärslunchen något som var utav vikt
för att hålla en relation och jag kanske inte går så långt som att säga
att just affärsluncherna, men att kunna ha en god ton även när vi inte
sitter på ett rent formellt möte är utav största vikt. Vill man har en bra
relation, det är ett win-winsystem.”
159. Lennerfors: “Men din rekommendation, är att gåvor som ligger
runt 4 – 500 kr är att man skickar tillbaka dem?”
Larsson: “Det första är ju: har den en koppling till jobbet? Gåvor
överhuvudtaget är något som tjänstemän inte ska ha, va. Men om det
är något som har koppling till jobbet och har ett mindre värde. Om du
sitter ute på en förhandling och du får en penna eller något och det
handlar om struntsummor, då ser jag det inte som ett bekymmer. Men
om det är något inte alls har med jobbet att göra, om det skickas hem
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en liter whisky eller något, då är det fel. Då har det ingen koppling
med jobbet att göra, och inget att göra med arbetsuppgiften, då ska
man inte ta emot den.”
160. Larsson: “Om de sitter i ett möte hos entreprenören och han
bjuder på lunchj eller de beställer pizza, så är det okej, om det är en del
utav en arbetsprocess. Däremot är det inte okej att man blir inbjuden
på en sjöslagen kväll med en femrättersmiddag och sprit. Det är ingen
naturlig del utav jobbet. Utan då är det en arbetslunch, eller något
sammanhängande, fika eller något, som gäller.”
Lennerfors: “Om en middag följer ett långt möte.” 
Larsson: “Kan vara om den har ett rimligt innehåll. Inte där man kan
se att det är massor av dricka går til stora belopp. Det är ingen
naturlig del utav jobbet. Du kan avsluta ett möte på kvällen med en
lunch med vatten eller lättöl, då är det inte heller ett bekymmer om det
är en del utav någonting som har pågått.” 
Då kan man ju säga att vi har en alkoholpolicy, som säger att vi aldrig
bjuder på något annat än lättöl och vatten. Och jag tycker samma pol-
icy ska gälla när vi möter… de externa. Att varken arbetsluncheller
arbetsmiddag finns ett behov utav vin och sprit. Utan det ska vara en
normal lunch eller middag och lättöl och vatten, men då ska det vara
en del utav ett pågående arbete.”
161. Lennerfors: “Har du någon gång blivit bjuden på nånting som,
nej det här tackar jag nej till, för att det är fel?” 
Bengtsson: “Nej. Egentligen har jag inte det. Det var väl nån gång i
början när jag var personalchef, så blev jag bjuden av en på globen att
titta på tennis. Och det tyckte jag inte riktigt hade med personalchefs-
jobbet att göra. Då tackade jag nej. Annars tycker jag inte det
förekommer speciellt mycket sånt där.”
162. Axelsson: “Och sen om det också är förknippat med någonting
annat, något affärsrelaterat som avslutas med något sånt. Men att
ringa upp mig och säga ‘vi går på hockey ikväll du och jag. Jag har två
biljetter’. Nej.”
Lennerfors: “Vad är det som du tycker ska vara uppfyllt för att du 
ska tacka ja till en sådan här hockeymatch. Om det är en personlig
inbjudan?” 
Axelsson: “Jag kan säga så här. Jag ska gå på en sak där de ska presen-
tera sitt företag. Vi jobbar iof redan med dem men de har några nya
personer. Vi ska göra ett studiebesök på gröna lund för att gå igenom
gröna lunds […]. Vi ska se hur en sådan här apparat är uppbyggd och
hur den fungerar. Det är saker som ger mig någonting i mitt arbete. Då
är vi på gröna lund. Sen är det då en femkamp på det här. Och jag för-
modar att det är konsulten som står för de här biljetterna. Det håller
sig inom rimlighetens gränser och där är ett antal externa medbjudna
från andra företag så att man skapar en kontaktyta med andra som
jobbar med samma sak. Det ger något.”
163. Eriksson: “Där är ju rådet från våra jurister att aldrig bli bjuden
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på någonting någongång. Och det tycker jag att hårdra lite grann. För
har man ett projekt tillsammans så ska man kunna ta en lunch tillsam-
mans. Eller kanske till och med en middag tillsammans.” 
Lennerfors: “Tycker du det ska vara i samband med ett byggmöte eller
något speciellt eller?”
Eriksson: “Det tycker jag nog att det ska vara. I projektarbetet.”
164. Gustavsson: “Att vi har ju en arbetsrelation, och då i samband
med ett byggmöte, en bricklunch á 60 spänn, där går min gräns.”
165. Fransson: “Det är oftast så att, om det är en tillställning som är
en stor historia där det är mycket folk med från alla håll och kanter då
är det ju lite lättare, då är det ju inte inriktat mot mig som person
egentligen. Men däremot om det är någon historia där de explicit ska
försöka bjuda ut en på någonting då är det ju väsentligt, då börjar
man närma sig gränstrakterna.”
166. Axelsson: “Om det är en organiserad sak som riktar sig till en
större grupp här inne då kan jag delta. Då känns det som om man har
riktat sig till VV.”
167. Pettersson: “Det tycker jag är så tydligt, att vi inte ska ta emot
något, men framför allt om man är så få. […]Men det är ju så otroligt
mycket folk på de där så man hinner inte, neee.. Man umgås inte
någonting. Man går runt och tittar på lokalen. Det är ungefär det man
hinner. Det hade varit en annan sak om man blev inbjuden och satt två
stycken och pratade, men så är det ju inte. Det är ju kommunfolk och
det är andra konsulter, så det är heller ingenting. Det de vill är väl att
visa sina nya lokaler. Det är ju heller inget de kan få några jobb på.”
168. Axelsson: “I min bransch är det också så att branschen som
sådan är liten. Vi som jobbar i branschen har ofta jobbat i olika roller,
och ofta också varit arbetskamrater, så vi känner varandra sedan 
tidigare och det ställer ju ännu högre krav på att skilja på rollerna.” 
Lennerfors: “så du har varit på entreprenörssidan?”
Axelsson: “ehh, ja för länge sedan men jag har också jobbat i kommu-
nala sektorn och har jobbat ihop med de som sedan blir entreprenörer.
Så i vår bransch känner de flesta varandra till person i princip.” 
Lennerfors: “De låter jättesvårt att hålla isär, speciellt då man känner
varandra sedan tidigare.”
Axelsson: “Fast det behöver inte vara det. Det handlar ju om att
kunna skilja mellan det som är mellan 8 och 5 (17) och det som är sen.
Vi som känner varandra privat diskuterar nästan aldrig jobb när vi är
privat och diskuterar nästan aldrig privat när vi är på jobbet.”
169. Lennerfors: “Men det ses som bra från VVs sida att ha den där
personliga relationen vid sidan av arbetsrelationen?” 
Fransson: “Ja, att man lär känna de här människorna, det har man nog
ingenting emot, så har i alla fall inte jag upplevt det. Sen finns det säk-
ert någon som tycker att det är fel också. Men, nej så upplever jag det
inte. Så länge det inte är någon form av muta med, pengavis så att säga,
eller några andra saker, men om man går ut och spelar bowling med en
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entreprenör är det inget som någon bråkar om, när man har en rela-
tion. Oftast blir man ju, man får en privat sida av det här och det gäller
väl kanske att skilja på rollen som beställare men har man jobbat ihop
med ett antal människor under ett antal år så blir man i princip kompis
med dem till slut. Man lär ju känna familjen och det blir liksom på ett
mer personligt plan, då går man över till det, man pratar ju inte jobb
över huvudtaget då utan det är ju dåliga slag i bowling och vad 
man ska göra på semestern, precis som med vilken bekant som helst.”
Lennerfors: “Ser du några problem i att ha en för bra relation eller för
nära relation om vi säger så, när det gäller arbete just.”
Fransson: “Nej, det tycker jag inte, man måste kunna skilja på vad
som är arbete och vad som är, annars ska man inte vara beställare och
projektledare.” 
Lennerfors: “Men du har inga problem med att skilja?”
Fransson: “Nej det har jag inte, jag kan skälla på de som jag har spelat
bowling med dagen innan, skälla, man behöver inte skälla men man
kan visa var skåpet ska stå i alla fall. Så, jag har inga problem med det,
det tror jag inte dom, nej det tror jag inte.”
170. Pettersson: “Det ska vara en trevlig stämning. Man ska kunna gå
in i rollen och diskutera ekonomi och det får gärna hetta till så ska
man kunna lämna lokalen och vara sams. Så man går ur den rollen.
Det är svårt, jag kan känna att det är svårt ibland. Att vi sitter och
slåss och diskuterar både högljutt och annat, det är ju aldrig person-
relaterat. Det är ju bara våra roller, men när jag går därifrån ska jag
kunna vara kompis med den där personen ändå. Det kan vara svårt
men man måste kunna det. Jag måste kunna lägga det ifrån mig så att
säga. Oftast fungerar det. Men ibland kan man tycka att den där
jäveln vill man inte se mer. Ibland har man den inställningen. Då kan
man göra något dumt. Om man får den känslan att man tycker illa om
personen. För det första kan det halka ur en något man inte menar.
Det behöver inte vara något Det behöver inte vara något person-
angrepp, men man tänker inte klart längre. Det är ju bättre om man
försöker hålla distansen under tiden diskussionen pågår. Det funkar
alltid bäst.” 
171. Karlsson: “Om jag tar det för mig själv så säger jag nej, men så
vet inte jag hur det är i övrigt. För det finns ju sånna då som har kom-
mit hit och börjat jobbat på andra sidan staketet, och har man varit
kompisar där innan så kanske man. För det är oerhört känsligt, för
har du en affärsrelation, kan båda stänga av affärsrelationen eller inte.
Sen är det ju så också att, det är ju faktiskt upp till mig som projek-
tledare, så måste jag kunna säga ifrån. Att jag spelar med öppna kort,
man säger att jag vill inte ha en affärsrelation, han och jag är nära vän-
ner. Och vi har vart i skola ihop och vi har hängt ihop, det skulle 
inte funka att ha en affärsrelation då. Utan då får man ju lämna 
det projektet och ta in nån annan, men det är ju då upp till mig själv.”
172. Lennerfors: “Nej. Har det förekommit något försök, där du har
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tyckt att det här är lite konstigt? Det gäller väl att ha den här…”
Karlsson: “Mm mm mm. Inte gentemot mig. Vad jag kan komma 
på. Men å andra sidan så säger jag nästan nej till allting så.” 
Lennerfors: “Men, de här sakerna du säger nej till, det skulle kunna
tolkas som nåt…”
Karlsson: “Nej, njaaaaeee. Oaaaa. Som försök till muta. Nej. Det är
det väl inte heller, utan det är väl som det kanske ser ut mellan bestäl-
lare och utförare, eller det är ju även utförare och utförare som träffas
på sånna här saker. Nej, det har inte känts så, så det är inte av den
anledningen, utan det är väl som jag sa innan att, jag menar jag har ett
arbetsliv och sen så har jag ett privatliv. Och arbetslivet det är 
allt emellan 6 till 18, ibland till 22. Och sen så har jag min, och jag
värdesätter min tid med familjen mer än att gå ut och dricka öl med,
jag gör det nån gång med mina kompisar, men det är inte ofta heller.
Utan jag värdesätter tiden hemma med familjen mer än att gå ut och
käka en bit mat och dricka öl och prata en massa jävla jobb. Det är
bara skitjobbigt.”
173. Lennerfors: “Men en helt personlig grej på tu man hand, det går
inte?”
Axelsson: “Nej. Förutom om känner personen ifråga. Jag tar semester
och det har inte någonting med mitt jobb att göra även om han nu
råkar jobba på en entreprenadfirma. Jag känner folk som jobbar på
entreprenadfirmor. De spelar golf. Jag spelar golf. Ska vi träffas för att
spela golf? Det var längesen vi gjorde det. Javisst, det kan vi göra. Jag
tar ledigt. Den personen förväntar jag mig också ta ledigt. Och vi står
för [vår egen del].[…] Återigen, blir jag bjuden på någonting sådant så
tar jag semester och s a s jag vet att en inbjudan egentligen riktar sig
till mig för att jag är anställd på VV men jag försöker bortse från det.” 
Lennerfors: “Du tar av dig VV-rollen?”
Axelsson: “Ja, och jag gör det inte under arbetstid. Och det är jag gan-
ska tydlig med också. Och det är också ett sätt att träffa inte bara
entreprenören utan andra så man bygger ett kontaktnät. Att stänga sig
helt utanför gör det svårt att skapa fruktbara relationer med andra.”
Lennerfors: “Så de tillställningar som är lite problematiska, det är där
man kan hitta…”
Axelsson: “Ja, det är där man samlar folk. Skulle jag försöka hitta de
kontakterna själv genom att ringa runt skulle det ta en ganska många
år innan jag skapar de relationerna. Så det är svårt.”
174. Lennerfors: “Hur ser du på privat och arbete. Om en projek-
tledare börjar umgås privat med en konsult. Vad tycker du om det?”
Eriksson: “Om de trivs ihop. Man kan ju inte förbjuda från olika före-
tag som trivs att jobba ihop…det beror väl på vad man gör av det. Jag
tror inte att jag skulle säga att det där tycker jag inte, att du umgås
med en projektledare på NCC, det tycker inte jag passar. Däremot om
jag får höra nånting att det påverkar jobbet på nåt sätt, påverkar
bedömningar, då är det ju naturligtvis olämpligt.”
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Lennerfors: “Om vi säger att en projektledare har en väldigt god rela-
tion med en konsult och så hör du från de andra konsulterna att 
de där är ju kompisar. Det är därför han eller hon får alla jobben.” 
Eriksson: “Om det är så att den där konsulten skulle fått alla möjliga
jobb, då tror jag nu att jag skulle ta ett allvarligt samtal med projek-
tledaren. Och då får man väl se vad man kommer fram till då, men
rent generellt att förbjuda, det har jag svårt att se. […] Då får man
göra en bedömning från fall till fall hur det verkar. Etik och moral, det
är inte så himla enkelt att det är svart och vitt allting. Utan det är
oftast bedömningsfrågor. Det är väl när det missbrukas och man bör-
jar se mönster. Det är väl då man får börja agera. […] Och det är klart.
Trivs man ihop med någon som gör bra jobb, så man kan ju inte för-
bjuda dem att umgås, bara för att de jobbar ihop.”
175. Eriksson: “Nej, jag tycker att man ska använda sunt förnuft.
Man ska inte hindra folk som trivs att vara tillsammans. Och då får
man hålla det ekonomiska vid sidan om.” 
Lennerfors: “Problemet är väl just det här att, jag menar, jag tror att
det är väldigt lätt att säga det att vi håller jobbet åt sidan, det är ju
ändå samma människa. Och det går väl lite ihop?”
Eriksson: “Det är klart att det gör, det är klart att det gör. Men om
man har det i huvet att det är viktigt att skilja på det så tror jag inte att
man trampar fel. Det är nog inte svårare än så egentligen. Men det 
är klart att det känslomässiga det är ju svårt att ha koll på.
Naturligtvis så kan det påverka lite grann. Det kan det göra. Men, ja.
Jag tycker ändå att det känns inte rätt att förbjuda folk som vill vara
tillsammans.”
176. Lennerfors: “Om vi säger, efter ett möte.” 
Gustavsson: “Sitter du och käkar en tre-fyrarättersmiddag, då tycker
jag att man har gått över gränsen. Men är det en middag som faller på
nästan kategorin lunch. Du har luncher på dan och sätter dig ner och
käkar, ja, då är det en annan femma. Det är omständigheterna runt
omkring som styr det. Under vilka omständigheter äter du, det är det
som är frågan.” 
Lennerfors: “Och det är i samband med möte, är det den enda som
gäller?”
Gustavsson: “Det tycker jag absolut.”
177. Olsson: “Det ska ju ha en koppling till jobbet på något vis. Och
det är klart att åker man iväg någonstans och de bjuder på någon
lättare mat, det är väl inte så konstigt. Men är det något jätteflott att
det skulle vara på operakällaren eller nåt, då kan man ju börja fun-
dera, men är det så att de bara har tagit nån catering eller så, då tycker
jag att då kan det vara ok. Liksom en, vad ska man säga, det …äh, jag
vet inte vad jag skulle säga. På något vis så måste man kunna, vad
heter det… om det känns som en arbetslunch, då är det ok. Tycker jag.
Om det sen är lunch eller direkt efter det i tiden, det vet jag inte om det
spelar nån roll. Men att det ska kännas att det hör ihop med jobbet.
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Precis som ja, Jag har ju haft folk med mig på studiebesök också då,
från kommuner och så som projektet har betalat. Och då tycker jag att
det är självklart att om man åker iväg någonstans och sen är det en tid,
en ovettig tid, ska då folk gå och vara hungriga då under tiden…?
Utan då beställer man någon sallad eller någon rejäl smörgås och
nästa gång kanske de gör det. Det är ungefär på den nivån, men är det
flottare saker då är det inte ok.”
178. Svensson: “Och så fanns det julbord. Det vet jag inte hur vanligt
det är längre men det förekommer nog fortfarande, tror jag. Men det
ligger väl nästan inom det som är… det är inte långt ifrån arbetslunch
alltså.”
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In the preceding chapter I argued that the public / pri-
vate dichotomy and consequently the modern definition
of corruption is problematic. As MacIntyre asked him-
self where to turn when being disappointed with the
modern moral philosophy – to Aristotle or to
Nietzsche? – I ask myself the same question. If the mod-
ern understanding of corruption is dubious, where
might one turn? First, I will follow MacIntyre who turns
towards ancient Greece, and in the next chapter I will
take the Nietzschean path. 

Thus, the aim of this chapter is to turn to what has
been called “the ancient roots” of the concept of corrup-
tion (Kleinig and Heffernan 2004, 4). But are there any
ancient roots of corruption? John T. Noonan writes that
this modern idea of bribery has remained more or less
constant since it was first identified in writing in 3000
BC (Noonan 1984, xi). Friedrich also argues that the
meaning of corruption has also not changed even
though his writing would suggest a divided understand-
ing of the issue (Friedrich 1972). This possible bifurcar-
tion in Friedrich’s writing is discussed by Heidenheimer
and Johnston who claim that there are two “analytical-
ly distinguishable” ideas of corruption, one of which is
related to the “ancient roots”; apart from the modern
understanding, there is also a definition concerned with
institutional decay (Heidenheimer and Johnston 2002,
5). The definition related to decay is often considered to
have a more original meaning of corruption; it is seen as
the root meaning of corruption. Kleinig and Heffernan
argue that the modern understanding is already 
contained within the broader, more primitive idea of
corruption. 

Our common [i.e. modern] understanding is a particular derivative of
that root idea, in which something deteriorates from a pristine, stan-
dard or idealized form. When offices are diverted from their public
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purpose to serve the private interests of an officeholder, then corrup-
tion of the more familiar kind occurs. Yet it is important to retain the
primitive idea, for it is that which enables us to understand ideas of
personal corrruption and even certain public forms […] (Kleinig and
Heffernan 2004, 5).

In this chapter, I discuss those authors who argue for the
existence of an ancient understanding of corruption.
What is contained in the so called ancient understand-
ing of corruption? What are the benefits for understand-
ing corruption in the way these authors present it? Can
the ancient definition of corruption really open up and
broaden our understanding of corruption, as Hindess
(2001) argues? 

8.1 corruption as degeneration

Kleinig and Heffernan state that corruption in its
ancient uses does not always have moral connotations.
They state that “to some early Greek thinkers, that
which changes is seen as corruptible in contrast to that
which abides, immutability being a perfection and alter-
ation an imperfection” (Kleinig and Heffernan 2004, 4).
However, the moral understanding exists in the sense
that Aristotle “interprets some forms of corruption as a
person being led morally astray or to moral ruination,
something attributable not only to individuals but also
to institutions or systems” (Kleinig and Heffernan 2004,
4). Here Kleinig and Heffernan echo Heidenheimer and
Johnston’s understanding of corruption as institutional
decay (see above). Kleinig and Heffernan argue that the
notion of corruption used in ancient times was broader
and more general than our modern understanding of
corruption. The ancient definition is concerned not with
the use of public office for private gain but with more
general notions of degeneration and decay.
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Arlene Saxonhouse who figures in the edited book by
Heffernan and Kleinig argues that the 

Athenians were not innocent about the honey-tasting public official.
[…] Upon leaving office, each official was “tested” or called to
account as to whether he had taken for himself what belonged to the
community at large […] but the Athenians did not refer to this as 
“corruption”; […] Rather, for the Greeks corruption entailed change,
deviation from the peculiar norms or customs of a society – a moving
away from what was traditional, though not necessarily from an 
original purity (Saxonhouse 2004, 29 – 30). 

Saxonhouse thus argues that the Athenians like the
moderns understood the notion of public office and the
perversion of it by means of bribes. However, this was
not called “corruption”. Corruption was not only (as in
the quote) argued to be related to norms and customs
but Saxonhouse also emphasises corruption in the 
nonmoral sense as loss of form (Saxonhouse 2004, 31). 

Klitgaard, an economist, also argues for a broader
understanding of corruption in past times, stating that
corruptus in Latin “designates that which destroys
wholesomeness” (Klitgaard 1988, 23).

These authors are most probably relying on the
understanding of some basic oppositions in ancient phi-
losophy, explained in the text Aristotle for everybody, as
change and permanence, and being and becoming
(Adler 1978, ch. 5 and 7). The aforementioned authors
discuss corruption as degeneration – the opposite of
generation. One may relate their understanding to
Aristotle’s biological treatise, which is often translated
to On generation and corruption (Aristotle 1941).
However, the same work is sometimes translated as 
On coming-to-be and passing-away (Aristotle 1982). 

The concepts of being and becoming have a long his-
tory. Adler discusses two protean understanding of the
world: the Parmenidean that holds that everything is
and the Heraclitian that holds that everything becomes.
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Plato reconciled these two ontological positions arguing
that there was an immutable world of forms (following
Parmenides), while the world of sense-perceptions 
corresponded to Heraclitus’ ontology. Editor of Plato’s
complete works, John M. Cooper explains:

The world revealed by our senses – the world of everyday, traditional
life – is, he argues, cognitively and metaphysically deficient. It depends
upon a prior realm of separately existing Forms, organized beneath
the Form of the Good and graspable not by our senses but only
through rigorous dialectical thought and discussion, after preparation
in extended mathematical studies (Cooper’s introduction to the
Republic in Plato 1997, 971).

Aristotle was on the contrary a realist who held that the
Platonic ideas were in a sense inscribed into beings in
the world of sense-perceptions. For example, the human
being had his or her potentiality – his or her substance
– inscribed into their very being and what was needed
was conscious efforts to become what he or she was. It
is in this context that generation and corruption should
be understood. Generation as that which leads closer to
the fulfilled idea, and corruption that which moves from
it. This discussion will be brought up again in the next
section. 

Apart from this biological or metaphysical under-
standing of corruption, Hindess argues that corruption
also figures in Aristotle’s work Politics (Aristotle 1941).

Aristotle, one of the earliest and most influential of Western political
thinkers, distinguishes various forms of government – of oneself, of a
household, of a slave or of a state – each of which has its own proper
purpose and its own forms of corruption […] (Hindess 2001, 5).

The central question for Aristotle, according to
Saxonhouse (2004) is how to preserve a certain political
constitution from degeneration, from passing-away. In
Aristotle’s discussions about the corruption of different
internal arrangements of states, he did not focus on the
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aspect of whether public office was abused for private
gain, but rather emphasised the mere fact of the degen-
eration of these different state-forms. 

Since these authors claim that the ancient under-
standing is broader and related to degeneration, it can
easily be applied to: personal corruption – the degener-
ation of a previously good person, cultural corruption –
the degeneration of previously appreciated mores and
habits, such as Burtt’s allusion to corruption as the
McDonaldization of taste, institutional corruption, etc
(Kleinig and Heffernan 2004, 11; Miller et al. 2005).

The basic question that must be asked is: if the
Greeks’ and the modern understanding of corruption
are different, why can we still translate the concepts
relating to the “ancient definition of corruption” as
degeneration and decay with the English word “corrup-
tion”? Are there not nonmoral meanings of the English
word corruption as well, used in a corrupted computer
file?

Rather than going into ancient Greece the aforemen-
tioned authors incidentally discover the variety of mean-
ings the English concept of corruption has. The broad
understanding is equated with an ancient understand-
ing, while the limited meaning of corruption as the mis-
use of public office for private gain is seen as modern.
Saxonhouse above claims that public office related mis-
deeds were not referred to as “corruption” – what is
really meant by such a declaration? These misdeeds
were still considered to be evil. 

It is likely that “corruption” continues to have a
broad meaning, but that the narrow meaning related to
the public / private split has grown in importance.
“Corruption” does not exclusively refer to the narrow
concept.

Peter Bratsis’ work is particularly interesting in rela-
tion to the “ancient understanding of corruption”. He
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argues that the ancient view on corruption is different
from the present understanding of corruption, basing
his argument on the words in Greek for gifts and bribes.
Philp’s text, on whom Bratsis builds his argument,
argues that although the “Greeks did have terms 
(dôron, lemma, chremasi peithein) for bribes”, they
“also meant gift-giving or receiving or persuasion”
(Philp 1997, 26). Philp furthermore claims “there are a
number of neutral terms for giving, receiving and per-
suading in ancient Greek literature” and that this
“implies a tolerance for much that we now regard as
bribery” (Philp 1997, 26). Bratsis uses the following
Philp quote to argue for an ancient understanding of
corruption.

If these [those who meant both bribery and gift-giving] were the only
terms for bribery in the Ancient Greek world we would have to take
the view that there is a basic untranslatability of the terms between us
and them – that they not only failed to distinguish gifts and bribes,
but that they also had no real concept of public office or trust (Philp
1997, 26). 

He finds that Philp is “absolutely right” (Bratsis 2006,
54). Bratsis comments on Philps invocation of the nega-
tive term                , and assumes that the Greeks had
no conception of public trust or office. Philp on the
other hand states in the paragraph following Bratsis’
quote that

There is also ample evidence that the Greeks could recognize both the
concept of a public trust, and the use of gifts to subvert the ends of
that trust. There was a general law in Athens concerning bribery
which laid down penalties for giving and taking bribes to the detri-
ment of the interests of the people, and ‘cata-political bribery’ was
accorded the most powerful condemnatory adjective in Greek, namely
aischorn, or shameful (Philp 1997, 26).
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This omission on behalf of Bratsis is understandable.
Bratsis needed an ancient understanding of corruption
to move his argument forward (see chapter 10). If I neg-
lect this unfortunate error, I should once again bring up
the question of what Bratsis is really claiming. He
argues that there is no term that unequivocally desig-
nates bribery, and that the word          (gift) is used to
describe bribery. Does this really mean that Greeks were
more tolerant vis-a-vis bribery? A first response might
be ‘gift’ is an euphemism that indicates not more toler-
ance but a different language use than the modern. 
Is it not simplistic to assume that the present use of lan-
guage is exactly similar to the use throughout history?

The second remark is that there is in fact a word
unambiguously translated as bribery, namely
(from the verb,            , to bribe) (Liddell et al. 1968).
Is it not plausible that the public office related notion of
corruption did exist in ancient Greece but was not
labelled “corruption”? A word for bribery may imply
that bribery is no modern endeavour. What may be
argued is that more and more emphasis is now put on
the narrow definition of corruption. The difficulties may
not be related to the issue in question, i.e. the perversion
of public office, rather that the word corruption has
increasingly acquired a narrow meaning.

Even though this so called ancient understanding of
corruption is already present in English, it might be sen-
sible to nevertheless return to the thoughts of the
ancients. To save the MacIntyrean form of this thesis (see
2.9), I will touch on what an ancient turn would mean.

Alasdair MacIntyre argues that the modern tradition
of ethics has been focused on rules. He argues that what
has been forgotten to a great extent is the virtues. The
tradition which is grounded in the virtues, he calls the
classical tradition. It might be there where I can find a
“novel” understanding of corruption.
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8.2 rules, persons and history

The confidence in rules – the bureaucratic, modern solu-
tion to the problem of bribery – is sometimes replaced
by something much more personal than what is accept-
ed by bureaucratic logic. In the sixth chapter, I ended
with the claim that you notice in the situation what gifts
might be acceptable or not. In the seventh chapter, 
I discussed how gifts were understood in terms of the
public / private dichotomy, while in this chapter I will
discuss gifts as they may have been understood by the
MacIntyrean classical tradition. This is certainly not
without empirical evidence. The project managers who
are present in this chapter to a certain extent criticise the
modern tradition of ethics which tend to reduce ethics
to following rules (see 3.1.2). Rules might support the
employees but they do not help them out of the more
multifaceted nature of gifts (see 4.5).

In MacIntyre’s critique of modern ethics, he points to
a possible alternative direction in moral thought –
towards the virtues. In the fourth chapter of my thesis,
bureaucracy was described as an organisation without
regard for persons and in MacIntyre’s words “qualities
of character”. In MacIntyre’s account, on the other
hand, there is a need to take humans and personhood
into account.

Here, it is possible to combine MacIntyre’s account
with Paul du Gay’s, since the latter argues that the
bureaucracy is not without respect for persons. Rather,
the bureaucracy consists of people who put effort into
being good bureaucrats. In this chapter, the empirical
material might give an insight into what personal char-
acteristics are suitable for a bureaucrat at the SRA.
Therefore, when I describe the virtues at the SRA start-
ing in the next section, these virtues could be interpret-
ed as pertaining to the bureaucratic ethos (du Gay 2000).  
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When taking personhood into account, a historical
dimension also follows. To take the historical dimension
into account in the context of corruption means to focus
not on a particular case of corruption, but rather to
focus on how, in this case gifts, influence the project
managers over time. To focus on personhood and histo-
ry is a way the classical tradition might help to broaden
the understanding of corruption. Another way to state
that the historical dimension is taken into account to is
to argue for an understanding of corruption as a process. 

The right or wrong does not lie in one encounter, one
transaction, or one gift, but rather in the process, some-
thing clearly historical. A non-processual view would
amount to understanding corruption as a one-off event.
A certain action in time would be seen as the corrupting
event – the event that made the corrupt official make the
corrupt decision. I hold that this perspective does not
exhaust the issue of corruption. Rather, I will develop an
understanding of corruption related to degeneration and
decay, and to my help I will use  a text in which there is
an attempt to develop corruption as a process. 

Miller et al. (2005) attempt to give an account for
what constitutes the essence of corruption. Even though
their theoretical influences stem largely from analytical
philosophy, the authors recognise that they have come
up with a definition “with ancient origins” (Miller et al.
2005, 11, footnote 3). Central to the thought of Miller
et al. is that the notion of corruption 

presupposes the prior notion of an uncorrupted and morally legiti-
mate process, role, or institution, or perhaps of an uncorrupted and
morally worthy person (Miller et al. 2005, 4). 

This quote should be related to the preceding discussion
in 8.1 about the Platonian Forms and the Aristotelian
substance. What Miller et al. have in mind are ideal
types, and that corruption amounts to a deviation from
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these ideal types. Even though the authors’ focus in the
book is the corruption of institutions, the concept of
corruption used by them may also be applied to persons.
The authors recognise the interdependence of personal
and institutional corruption due to the fact that institu-
tions are “composed by persons” (Miller et al. 2005, 4),
nb. not by rules. Miller et al. strictly hold that corrup-
tion presupposes an uncorrupted institution. Moreover,
the authors argue that

a corrupt action is one-off action, or an element of a pattern of
actions, that contributes to the despoiling of the moral character of a
person, and / or to the undermining of a morally legitimate institu-
tional process, role, or condition (Miller et al. 2005, 5).

It becomes even more interesting when the authors state
that the giving and taking of a bribe need not be a cor-
rupt action, since it is not necessary that the bribe leads
to the despoiling of the moral character of the person.
They argue that in some cases gifts or bribes have no
effect on the institution or person. There are, in other
words, no effects that follow from the giving and taking
of a bribe. They bring up two variations of where a
bribe is offered but rejected. Imagine, first, that the
action of rejecting the bribe results in the briber being
more predisposed to offering a bribe the next time. In
this case the bribing would have corrupting effects on
the bribe-giver. In another case, the bribe-giver is less
likely to offer a bribe since the rejection effected a real-
isation that bribing should not be done. In this case, it
cannot be said that the bribe-offering act is corrupting

in the first but not the second case, the bribe giver’s action is corrupt by
virtue of having a corrupting effect on himself (Miller et al. 2005, 6).

Miller et al. state that often there is a need for a pattern
of actions, and not merely a one-off action in order to
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despoil a moral character or to undermine institutional
processes, roles or conditions.

Although a single free hamburger provided to a police officer on one
occasion does not corrupt and is therefore not an act of corruption,
nevertheless, a series of such gifts to a number of police officers might
corrupt, for example, if the hamburger joint in question in effect
ended up with exclusive, round-the-clock, police protection and if this
was the intention of the owner (Miller et al. 2005, 6).

Miller et al. in short discuss corruption as a kind of
degeneration. It presupposes an uncorrupted state
which is later corrupted or degenerated in one way or
another. The understanding is historical – it comprises a
time dimension. In the Miller et al. perspective it is clear
that a processual understanding is needed to fully grasp
what corruption means. However, I argue that one
ought to supplement this processual account of corrup-
tion with a concept of generation. Saxonhouse above
argued that there is no need to presuppose an original
state of purity from which degeneration occurs. As well
as personal character might degenerate, it might also
grow stronger. There is really no need to presuppose
that what we have in reality is an ideal type of a person
or an institution. Rather, this ideal type is what should
be striven for. Or in the Pindarian way, you should
“become what you are”! It is here the classical tradition
of virtues play a role, since virtues are seen as means to
becoming what you are. 

That understanding of corruption as process does
not figure in the agenda of corruption research is most
probably linked to the predilection to rules in modern
moral thought (see 3.1.2). To focus on personal charac-
ter embraces the common reception of Aristotelian
ethics (Adler 1978). Human beings ought to strive for
happiness (eudaimonia) through the exercise of the
virtues and founding good habits. And they should not
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be corrupted through bad habits. It is the cumulative
effect of actions that is at stake. What qualities of char-
acter, or virtues, are discussed in the SRA?

8.3 integrity

After having touched upon the understanding of corrup-
tion as a process, it is time to delve into how the
respondents at the SRA argue in terms of what may be
termed one of the SRA virtues – integrity. 

Integrity is a concept which project managers use to
make sense of gifts and bribes. When discussing integri-
ty, the focus is to a great extent centered on the receiver
of the gifts and how he or she is affected by the gifts.
What is crucial in this account of gift-receiving is that
there is not only a focus on gifts but also on persons. At
the SRA, rather than focusing on attributes of the gift,
such as economic value, the number of received gifts per
year and other similar parameters, some project man-
agers seem to reason in terms of ‘integrity’. 

One of the respondents who perceive the limit for
acceptable gifts to be zero frames it as follows:
Everything you accept in fact breaks the policy that the
SRA has established, hence the most important aspect of
the process of receiving gifts is that you maintain per-
sonal integrity.

Rickardsson, project manager: “Let’s say like this that even though
you receive a lunch or a chocolate box, the SRA policy is zero. So then
you have exceeded that policy. And by that I mean that in the end, you
are the one who sets the limit. There I think that you have to use your
own common sense. And most importantly you have to ensure that
your integrity is maintained.”179

What seems to be of utmost importance for this project
manager is that when you set your personal limit (how
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much you want to break the rules of SRA) you make
sure you retain your integrity. For this project manager
understanding the SRA policy to be zero, the concept of
integrity is crucial.

Another project manager confidently states that
there is no need to even try to influence him: 

Fransson, project manager: “My integrity is so strong so I don’t 
care about [being influenced] in any way, it’s just a waste of time.”180

How might more be learnt about the concept of integri-
ty at the SRA? How is this concept explained by the
project managers? From the quote of the preceding pro-
ject manager, it is possible to argue that what is at stake
is to not be subject to influence. To state that you are a
whole, integral, person seems to have a relation to not
being influenced by external forces. In other words, you
decide what to do yourself. The relation between to be
unbribable and having integrity is not difficult to notice.
Fransson moreover argues that it is important to show
that one can not be bought. He furthermore explains
that money or gifts do not corrupt his character. 

Fransson, project manager: “You have to be high on your integrity, so
to speak. I’m not bought by these kinds of things.”181

I argue that it is a question of autonomy above anything
else. To be integral and thus, to be whole, is similar to
maintaining your own autonomy. Consider the remarks
of the following project manager: 

Gustavsson, project manager: “That’s a little bit as I’m… raised and
educated, with that… to be under the thumb of somebody, you just
don’t do that.”182

“You should not be dependent on other people” is the
message of this project manager. To be under some-
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body’s thumb is to be dependent on him or her and the
preceding project manager sees himself as independent.
Relating independence to the issue of bribing corre-
sponds to that a person who is bought is partly or fully
controlled by the buying party. A part of the essence of
this person is thus under the control of another party,
meaning that the lawgiver of the person is not one per-
son but two (also it means that the part of autonomy in
a person which is dominated by more than herself is less
than one, i.e. not integral). The prevalence of allusions
to integrity appears in the following quote. This project
manager of the SRA argues that integrity is fundamen-
tally about being autonomous and not dependent on a
supplier.

Rickardsson, project manager: “You should never be in a position in
which you are economically dependent on someone who is economi-
cally dependent on you. So, that’s what it is about. And you as orderer,
you have to be extremely careful when it comes to this.”183

Rickardsson relates integrity to economical aspects. 
He furthermore argues that “you should not let go; 
you should not become economically dependent on a
supplier”184. At this point, a quote by Bratsis is fitting.
Bratsis argues that (in the ancient understanding) what
is at stake is not a transgression of the public / private
dichotomy, rather that:

The man who takes a bribe surrenders his free will; what he says and
does he does for another, and in that sense he no longer exists as an
independent individual: he is a non-entity. That, I suggest, is the essen-
tial point (Harvey 1985, 86). So, rather than some ‘public trust’ suc-
cumbing to ‘private interests’, the recipient of a ‘bribe’ has lost the abil-
ity to be a citizen by relinquishing his autonomy (Bratsis 2003a, 11).

Is Bratsis explanation of the bribe-taker in ancient times
a wonderful example of how this “ancient” understand-
ing is equally present in the modern SRA? 
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Apart from stating that you, as a project manager,
should not be dependent on anyone, the following pro-
ject manager argues that there is, especially for public
(sector) servants, a need to uphold personal integrity. 
It is not only because of the pride of being a non-influ-
entiable public servant but also because the project
managers at the SRA are working with public funds (cf.
chapter 4). 

Rickardsson, project manager: “The orderer, in a kind of way, has a
greater responsibility to maintain their integrity, especially an orderer
such as the SRA. It’s public money we work with.”185

The point of these quotes is that there is no bureaucra-
cy without individuals and without respect for persons.
The fiction of excluding everything concerned with the
private from the realm of the bureaucracy is predomi-
nant but nevertheless false. Bureaucracy comprises indi-
viduals trying to be independent and taking pride in
being independent. They do not just follow the rules –
they feel independent, autonomous, integral.

8.4 being constant and acting straightly

Apart from the claim that integrity is related to autono-
my, I also argue that integrity is related to not being
crooked, i.e. acting consistently and straightly.
Decisions that have been taken in the past should be
seen as correctly taken. This, of course, leads to difficul-
ties of changing behaviour. Nevertheless, the straight
line of behaviour is present in some of the project man-
agers’ comments. Could a straight, unchanging line of
conduct not be seen to stem from a constant and thus
good character?

Axelsson, project manager: “If you keep your integrity you won’t have
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to end up in a bad situation. You never have to think about what con-
sequences this [act] has, but you can keep a straight line. You will
never be dependent on a person or a company.”186

The point with acting the same way all the time is that
you seemingly avoid problems and the actions express
an unchanging character. The most worrying aspect in
this account of corruption is for the moralists that any
straight line of conduct will do. What we are assured of
is only the unchanging character of actions.

Åkesson, project manager: “It’s important to have a strict line from
the beginning, y’know. That’s very important that you have it and
don’t bend it. Because then they get respect y’know. It’s… it’s good if
they have respect for this. That’s pretty important. Then, you know, if
they are unserious, I guess they want to have a hold on you, because
then they have a hold on you and you have to accept to the next thing,
otherwise the other [first] thing will be reveiled.”

Lennerfors: “So the thing is to have…”

Åkesson: “It’s about having the right position from the beginning and
act like that all the time. You should never start with something. You
should be straightforward straight away, y’know. So that they get trust
and a bit respect for you that you do things like that. And then I think
that they feel that they want to do business with you; that this is fair;
that this is serious.”187

Letting somebody have a hold on you is very similar to
discussions about the slippery slope. The history of the
relation becomes a trap from which you cannot flee.
Another way of understanding the slippery slope discus-
sions is to see them as processes of corruption. The sub-
ject glides incrementally down the drain into behaving
like somebody she or he cannot even recognise.

If you say no to something that you have accepted
before, you in some sense accept that you have commit-
ed an error. But it seems that the straight line might not
always be successful since the supplier can increase the
value of the gifts and thus make the project manager
glide further and further down the slippery slope (c.f.
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Stanley Milgrams experiments). As Bauman states “one
cannot be clean without blackening oneself. To hide
filth, one must forever draggle in the mud” (Bauman
1989, 158). The following project manager believes that
getting entangled into a nest of gift-giving is like gliding
down the slope – or as he puts it: to become hostage. 

Axelsson, project manager: “From the time when you feel that you
have been influenced, then you are probably in a dangerous situation.
You should follow the juridical rules that exist, what is allowed is ok
to consider, what is prohibited you shouldn’t even consider. Then there
is this small grey zone and there you have to consider and you should
even consider what is acceptable if you feel that you might end up in a
bad situation. Because you can never get out of that. I think you can
risk becoming a little bit like a hostage and then it becomes dire.”188

The moment you think you have been influenced, you
are in trouble. However, the project managers do not
feel influenced by gifts as will be seen in the subsequent
part.

8.5 maintaining integrity 
– the issue of influence

When for the moment bracketing out the public / private
dichotomy, I propose once more returning to the
anthropological literature on gift-giving. I argued in the
sixth chapter that the gifts (might) create an obligation
to reciprocate. By receiving gifts, the receiver puts him
or herself under the influence of the giver of the gifts.
Such an influence can be seen as a deviation from auton-
omy. This aspect of gift-giving is present in project man-
agers’ comments. One project manager states that there
is a clear rule regarding this problem area: “as part of
work, you shouldn’t attend things that might influence
you”189. This comment takes the argument back to the
grey zone that is seemingly co-existant with the clear
rules. It seems that even though there are clear rules, the
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idea of influence is present. Remember the Bilprov-
ningen case (in chapter 1), where the head of the local
automobile inspection unit stated that not only had the
ethical rules been breached by the employees. They had
put themselves into dependency on a customer. In that
part I suggested that all cases need not be both a trans-
gression of rules and a situation of dependency. One
should not go to anything that might influence you,
whether you are following the rules or not.

Rickardsson, project manager: “Then there probably are those who
are influenced by coffee.”

Lennerfors: “Yes.”

Rickardsson: “Ha ha.”

Lennerfors: “And for them it is wrong to…”

Rickardsson: “For them coffee is too much, y’know. But many believe
that a coffee, that’s part of business so you usually take a coffee for
social bonding.”

Lennerfors: “The one who gets influenced by a cup of coffee, this per-
son shouldn’t drink coffee, right?”

Rickardsson: “That person shouldn’t take coffee.”

Lennerfors: “That’s it.”

Rickardsson: “In the end, it’s like ‘know yourself’. That’s the thing.”

Lennerfors: “But then you could say that if you don’t get influenced by
something bigger, say a vase for Christmas, then it’s ok to receive it.”

Rickardsson: “Now, we’re coming to this kind of thing again. Now it’s
your personal moral judgment that sets the limit. And I think that’s
too much, but that doesn’t mean that somebody else thinks that.”190

The following quote shows that despite the value of the
gift, the project manager remains unaffected. 
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Oskarsson, project manager: “Personally, I’m not influenced by it. It
doesn’t really matter, gift as gift. I could as well…, it could equally
well be 0, that the rule was that we can’t take any gifts. Then if costs
2000 or 250, I mean, I’m not influenced by the gift as such, to be
frank. I can buy…, I’m in that kind of situation today that I can buy
whatever I want. I don’t have to ask anybody.”191

The gifts as such do not seemingly change the project
managers. The above project manager argued that he
can buy anything he wants and is thus not subject to
influence.

Other project managers argue that the gifts are so
petty in relation to what the project managers procure
and it is therefore absurd to even think that the gifts
might influence the decisions of the project managers. 

Svensson, project manager: “There are very few personal gifts and
such things, it’s almost nothing. Because, I’ve been around for a while,
and it was another thing before, for Christmas, you received [gifts]
from pretty many contractors and so on. They knew that you were a
big procurer and so on. So of course you received a basket of cheese or
a gift for Christmas. It was both materials suppliers and contractors,
and different stuff. It was never anything big. It was really common. It
was pretty much. No, much? No, but it existed. So it wasn’t strange.
Nobody got surprised, and I didn’t feel that it influenced me. A cheese
for Christmas doesn’t make you choose  Skanska as paving contractor.
It really doesn’t.”192

Axelsson, project manager: “If I get a bathing towel so ok, it’s ok. No
big deal. It’s nothing that makes me choose that contractor next time
because I receive a towel.”193

Here the project managers argue that to receive a cheese
or a towel does not lead to them changing their opinion
in terms of which supplier to choose. It might be conjec-
tured that project managers find the whole debate of
gifts and bribes exaggerated. In the same manner but
this time on a managerial level, a head of department
argues that the lunch does not change the decisions of
the project managers: 
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Lennerfors: “What do you say about lunches, dinners in relation to…
well, project managers work pretty tightly together with… in parts of
the project.” 

Bengtsson, project manager: “Yes, that happens.”

Lennerfors: “It’s nothing that you see as negative?”

Bengtsson: “No, that’s pretty natural. Sometimes, we treat [external
people] to lunch when we meet here. No, that’s nothing. I don’t think
that affects their choices. Because it’s pretty natural, whatever contrac-
tor it is, that you meet sometimes and work and have lunch. That’s not
that strange.”194

Even though the gifts are seen to not influence project
managers, the project managers still seem to care about
reciprocity. The project manager below states clearly
that lunches do not affect him. In the same breath he
emphasises that he also treated the person who treated
him and makes clear that the invitations were recipro-
cal. The most probable reason for stating this is that pro-
ject managers believe that lunches might influence them,
not in the sense that a lunch would lead to changing the
decision for a big contract, but more plausibly in the
sense that a lunch creates an obligation to reciprocate.

Rickardsson, project manager: “A lunch doesn’t influence me, it 
doesn’t. One of the construction managers treated me to lunch and I
treated them. Observe, both ways. I bettcha that they haven’t been in-
fluenced by the lunch and I haven’t been influenced by the lunch.”195

Some respondents are very eager to add that they them-
selves also return the treat. The suppliers are not the
only ones treating, but the SRA might treat as well. It
seems as if the obligation to reciprocate (or the norm of
reciprocity) is in some sense “unconsciously” present in
project managers and that they really cannot accept
being treated to lunches unidirectionally. The project
managers feel the need to reciprocate.  
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Eriksson, head of project management department: “Let’s say, during
a project. It might occur that the contractor treats for lunch after a
construction meeting. And by the way, we also have that, that we have
partnering meetings after the contract has been signed. And a part of
that is to get to know each other in order to work better in the project.
And then it might happen that the contractor invites to dinner, or on
the other hand, that we treat to dinner, but not alcohol.”196

When asking whether lunches are considered legitimate,
the following head of department states that “it’s pretty
natural”. And immediately adds that “sometimes we
treat for lunch, when we meet here” (Bengtsson)197.
There are more examples of this, but the principle seems
clear. Even though the project managers do not feel
influenced by the lunches, the obligation to reciprocate
lurks behind their comments. Sometimes the project
managers treat to a sandwich “and the next time they
[the contractor] might do it” (Olsson)198. That a kind of
obligation to reciprocate exists is clearly visible in the
following quote. 

Fransson, project manager: “It’s not very often. It’s pretty natural,
then one can invite. I mean I also treat to lunch sometimes on special
occasions even though we are very restrictive on the part of the SRA to
have representation. If you have a, you might arrange a day on our
part, some kind of seminar where there are contractors, then we also
treat, so to speak. So that it doesn’t get one-sided. But it’s often only
just simple lunches that are common.”199

That only one part in the SRA-supplier relationship
gives gift nevertheless seems to create some kind of obli-
gation on the project managers. They do not discuss this
obligation, but in their comments there are hints that
they de facto feel obligated to reciprocate. In this last
comment, we see that the obligation to reciprocate, if
not fulfilled, might even lead to bad conscience:
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Pettersson: “Then it might feel like: I go and have dinner with this per-
son and then he will get nothing, because he won’t. Then I will just feel
bad conscience towards this person who treated me.”200

A good habit for maintaining integrity might be to
reciprocate. In the next part, I will discuss some other
good habits for maintaining integrity. 

8.6 good habits – grumpiness,
toughness, or to be in a hurry 

To stay out of trouble, or maybe to avoid indecent pro-
posals some project managers use strategies that will be
described here. The first strategy that I identified is to be
“a grumpy son-of-a-bitch” (Karlsson)201 – if all invita-
tions are rejected, all proposals are turned down, it
might be less probable to get more invitations. Another
way of expressing this, which pops up occasionally in
the Swedish sales discourse is to name the purchaser “a
grumpy old man”202. To be closed, to reject all the im-
pulses from the other party, to keep your integrity, are
all different ways of expressing the image that some pro-
ject managers uphold of themselves: “I am what I am”: 

Lennerfors: “Ermm. So, you as project manager are in a position
where some people might want to influence you to give them better
grades or more extra bills, etc. I would suppose so. Is that something
you recognise?” 

Karlsson, project manager: “No, I haven’t felt exposed. I haven’t. But
I guess I’m an grumpy son-of-a-bitch. Ha ha ha ha ha! And I guess
people see me as such.” 

Lennerfors: “As strict?”

Karlsson: “Yeah, or strict… call it strict or call it soft. I am what I am.
And that’s not possible to influence. D’you see what I mean? There is
no idea to try to buy me.”
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Lennerfors: “U-hm. Have there been any attempts, where you have
thought that “this is kind of strange”?”

Karlsson: “Ehh, not towards me. As far as I remember. But on the
other hand I reject almost everything so…”203

The project manager obviously laughs about his
grumpiness and seemingly takes pride in it. The grumpy
attitude helps him to avoid invitations of all kinds.

A similar way of showing that one is not dependent
on the consultant or contractor is to adopt a tough line
of communication – to be on top. The following project
manager states that it is important to take power in the
relationship. SRA is the orderer and thus has to stay in
control at all times. Even though this is not related
directly to gift-giving, the tendency to have control is
showing how important it is for the project manager to
show that he or she is not being dominated by or in
dependence of the supplier.

Lennerfors: “So, what do you say about the contact between the con-
sultants and you, and persons with whom you deal, because before the
next procurement you have to evaluate this objectively, that it’s right
and so on. Might the relationship to the consultant be problematic?”

Svantesson, project manager: “No, we try to keep the distance.”

Lennerfors: “How?”

Svantesson: “We do, y’know. We try to ensure that we are command-
ing all the time. We command and control.”

Lennerfors: “Yeah, he he”

Svantesson: “We command and control and order. Ha ha!”204

Here one further quote is fitting, summing up the dis-
cussion about toughness:

Pettersson, project manager: “I usually say: the tougher the project
manager is, the less Christmas presents you get. I got none for
Christmas. He he he he… No…”205
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The upcoming dialogue shows how a project manager
might express that the invitation is really not suitable. In
this case the invitation regards a bus tour in Stockholm
followed by a dinner at the Vasa museum. Confronted
with the question as to why he did not want to partici-
pate in the event, the project manager answered that it
was a little bit “too extreme” for him. After that he says
that he has not received any invitations – and clearly he
believes that there is a correlation between his marking
that he is not interested and the following absence of
invitations.

Lennerfors: “It has to be pretty nice that they don’t ask, so you don’t
have to handle these situations…”

Gustavsson, project manager: “Yes, of course it is.”

Lennerfors: “Can you have an effect on them, so that they don’t ask?”

Gustavsson: “I guess so. I got the question from a consultant, why I
wasn’t on that thing when this and that person from the SRA were
there. No, I said. I think that’s kind of extreme. A little bit too much
with a bus ride, a nice smorgasboard at the Vasa Museum, so I’m not
interested in that. Here’s my limit, a simple business lunch, something
like that. After that I haven’t heard anything and I don’t know if they
have treated to anything either.”206

The same project manager also discusses another strate-
gy for limiting the number of invitations: to be in a
hurry. He states that sometimes when he does not want
to be treated to lunch after a meeting, he says that he is
busy and that is all. There is thus on the surface level no
confrontation between the project manager and the
inviting supplier. In fact the project manager may find
this invitation inappropriate, something that remains
hidden behind the more friendly explanation of a tight
schedule. 

Gustavsson, project manager: “No but, you have to show respect for
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each other, well… you can be friends but not close friends.”

Lennerfors: “What does friends mean?”

Gustavsson: “Err… good question. There is, well at least I see it that
way, some kind of invisible limit, that ‘now, you’re taking it too far’.
To be treated to lunch every time there is a planning meeting or every-
time there is… that’s pushing it.”

Lennerfors: “But I have understood that it is common for the contrac-
tor to treat.”

Gustavsson: “Or the consultant. It’s like… Let’s go eat, they say. And
then you look at your watch and say that you have a meeting that you
have no time. So it’s maybe every third or fourth meeting that you
have a lunch.” 

Lennerfors: “And these meetings are not so often?” 

Gustavsson: “Every fourth week.” 

Lennerfors: “But do you try to avoid there being too many lunches?
Like, saying that you have a meeting even though you haven’t?”

Gustavsson: “Yeah.” 

Lennerfors: “Often?”

Gustavsson: “Not often, but sometime when you feel it becomes too
much, y’see.”207

The same respondent states that he has stopped playing
golf with suppliers. He believes that you get too in-
volved with the suppliers as well as linking his argument
to the fact that the greenfee is a little bit too high. Note
that he feels almost relieved if he has other plans that
day since that gives him a good explanation for why he
does not want to participate. The calendar is a good
way out of embarrassing situations of accusing suppliers
for inviting to too costly and to morally dubious things
and accusing the other SRAs to participate in something
that you yourself find as morally reprehensible.
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8.7 rules and virtues

Some project managers present the SRA as built upon
project managers’ high integrity. This following project
manager states that to not maintain your integrity is
“sheer catastrophy”.

Rickardsson, project manager: “The system is based on that the order-
ers have a personal integrity, that you have a personal integrity,
y’know.”208

Apart from the rules that were stressed in chapters 3 – 6,
here is the other side of the discussion which, as
MacIntyre argues in After Virtue, has been largely neg-
lected in the modern tradition of ethics. One should not
forget about the virtues. This other side of corruption
might have survived in the republican tradition (Pocock
1975; MacIntyre 1985) but is not represented in main-
stream corruption research. 

In the ancient account concepts such as autonomy,
independence and integrity appear. They might be as
problematic as the public / private dichotomy. Also, one
might question whether the ancient account is really
separated from the public / private dichotomy. If we fol-
low du Gay, the ancient account that I have developed
might be explained as describing the bureaucratic ethos
(du Gay 2000). This means that the ancient understand-
ing developed here could be described as a modern
ancient understanding of corruption. It might not ex-
clude the public / private dichotomy, but nevertheless it
highlights virtues and not only rules. Instead of further
discussing the ancient understanding, I will return to the
modern public / private distinction. Before turning back
to the public / private dichotomy and going beyond
modernity, a move that MacIntyre did not make, there
are some remarks that should be made. 
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The understanding of corruption related to virtues puts
the managerial take on corruption in new light. Could it
be that there is no possible way to regulate yourself out
of ethical problems both from a managerial and a soci-
etal point of view? That in the end, you have to trust the
individuals? With this perspective of corruption it is
more complicated to manage corruption from the upper
management level. Managers tend to admit that even
though the rules exist, they cannot solve all problems.
The organisation is constituted of individuals and if the
individuals fail, so does the organisation.

The ancient understanding based on virtues also
highlights the question of organisational unity that was
discussed in section 4.4.1. It was noted that the rule-
based behaviour gives rise to consistencies in behaviour;
all employees in this rule-based view of ethics behave
exactly the same way. When taking individuals into
account as here, how is it possible to maintain uniform
standards? Here, there is a tension between the organi-
sational and individual levels of managing corruption.
The tension might possibly be resolved by moving on to
the next chapter, where it will be discussed how individ-
ual flexibility might coexist with organisational unity.

In the tenth chapter I will reconcile the broad
(“ancient”) and the narrow (modern) definitions of cor-
ruption, by arguing that corruption (in the narrow
sense) is held to lead to corruption (in the broad sense). 



179. Rickardsson: “Vi säger så här att oavsett om du tar emot en
lunch eller om du tar emot en chokladask. Vägverkets policy är noll.
Så då har man ju gått förbi den policyn. Och då menar jag att i grund
och botten är det en själv som sätter gränsen. Där tycker jag att lik-
som, man måste använda sitt eget förstånd. Och framför allt måste
man se till att den egna integriteten är bevarad.”
180. Fransson: “Nej, det är naturligtvis individuellt, olika mellan
olika människor, hur mottaglig man är för sådant men min integritet
är så stark så sånt där bryr jag mig inte om över huvud taget, det är
bara bortkastad tid.”
181. Fransson: “Man måste vara mycket hög på sin integritet så att
säga. Jag köps inte för några sådana här grejer.” 
182. Gustavsson: “Det där är lite som jag är… uppfödd och fostrad,
med att det där… sätta sig i knät på nån, så gör man inte.”
183. Rickardsson: “du ska aldrig sätta dig i en sits där du blir
ekonomiskt beroende av nån som är ekonomiskt beroende av dig. Så
att, det är liksom det som det är frågan om. Och som beställare, du
måste ju vara otroligt försiktig när det gäller det här.”
184. Rickardsson: “Du får ju inte släppa, släppa sånna där grejer så
att du blir ekonomiskt beroende av en entreprenör.”
185. Rickardsson: “Men däremot har ju beställaren, på sätt och vis en
större skyldighet att bevara sin integritet, genom att särskilt en bestäl-
lare som Vägverket. Det är offentliga medel vi jobbar med.”
186. Axelsson: “Om du håller en egen integritet så behöver du heller
aldrig fundera på om du hamnar i en taskig situation. Du behöver
aldrig fundera på vad det här får för konsekvenser utan du kan hålla
en rak linje. Du kommer aldrig i en beroendeställning just till en per-
son eller ett företag.”
187. Åkesson: “Det gäller ju att man har en fast linje från början, va,
det är väldigt viktigt att man har det och inte tummar på det. För då
får de respekt alltså, det det det är bra om de har respekt för det här.
Det är rätt viktigt. Sen, du vet, om det nu är oseriösa, det är väl att de
vill ha en hållhake, för sen har de en hållhake och då måste man näs-
tan gå med på nästa annars blir det andra avslöjat.” 
Lennerfors: “Så det gäller att…”
Åkesson: “Ja, man ska ha en rätt uppfattning från början och köra
den hela tiden. Man ska aldrig börja med något. Man ska köra rät-
tframt direkt, va. Så att de får förtroende och lite respekt för en att ‘så
här sköter vi det här’. Och då tror jag att de känner bäst själva att. då
vill de göra affärer med en. Det är schysst det här, det är seriöst det
här.”
188. Axelsson: “Från den stunden då man känner att man har blivit
påverkad då är du nog illa ute. Man ska följa de rent juridiska regler
som finns, det som är tillåtet är ok att överväga, det som är förbjudet
det ska du överhuvudtaget inte ens överväga. Sedan finns den där lilla
gråzonen och den måste du överväga och du ska även överväga det
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som du känner är tillåtet om du känner att du kommer komma i ett
taskigt läge. För du kan aldrig ta dig ur det. Jag tror att du kan riskera
att bli lite gisslan och då blir det jobbigt.”
189. Axelsson: “Det finns ju klara regler där också: att man inte inom
arbetet ska gå på sådana saker som kan vara påverkbara.”
190. Rickardsson: “Sen har vi säkert människor som blir påverkade
av kaffe.”
Lennerfors: “Ja.” 
Rickardsson: “Hehe.” 
Lennerfors: “Och för dem är det fel att…”
Rickardsson: “För dem var kaffe för mycket va. Men många tycker att
en kaffe, det hör till verksamheten så man brukar dra en kaffe för
socialt samband.” 
Lennerfors: “Den som blir påverkad av en kaffe; Då tycker du att det
är fel att den här personen dricker kaffe?” 
Rickardsson: “Den personen borde inte ta emot kaffe.”
Lennerfors: “Nej just det.” 
Rickardsson: “I grund och botten är det ju att känn dig själv. Det är
den grejen det är.” 
Lennerfors: “Men då kan man väl säga att om nån inte blir påverkad
av nått större, en liten vas till julen, då är det ok att ta emot den.”
Rickardsson: “Nu kommer vi in på en sån här grej nu igen att, nu är
det ens egna moraliska uppfattning som sätter gränsen, och det tycker
jag är för långt, men det betyder inte att nån annan tycker det.”
191. Oskarsson: “Personligen, jag påverkas själv inte av det. Det
spelar egentligen ingen större roll, för att gåva som gåvan, jag skulle
lika gärna, det skulle lika gärna kunna vara så att det var 0, regeln var
att vi får inte ta emot några gåvor. Sen om den kostar 2000kr eller 
250 kr, jag menar jag påverkas inte av gåvan som sådant, om jag ska
vara riktigt ärlig. Jag kan köpa, jag befinner mig i en sån situation 
idag att jag kan köpa det jag vill själv, jag behöver inte fråga någon.”
192. Svensson: “Det är väldigt lite med personliga gåvor och sånt, det
är nästan ingenting. För jag har vart med lite längre, och det var ju ett
annat bruk med, till jul, då fick man ifrån ganska många utav olika
entreprenörer och så, de visste att man var en stor upphandlare, och
sådär. Så det är klart att man fick en korg med ost, eller en present till
jul. Det var från både av leverantörer av material och entreprenörer,
och lite olika sånt där. Det var ju aldrig nåt stort. Det var ju då verkli-
gen allmänneligen förekommande. Det var ju ganska mycket. Nej,
mycket? Nej men alltså det förekom. Så det var inget konstigt. Det var
ingen som blev förvånad, och inte kände jag heller att det påverkade
mig så att jag, om jag… en ost till jul gör ju inte att man väljer Skanska
som beläggningsentreprenör. Det gör det verkligen inte.”
193. Axelsson: “Om jag får en badhandduk så ok, det är helt ok.
Ingen stor grej. Det är inget som får mig att välja den entreprenören
nästa gång för att jag får en badhandduk.”
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194. Lennerfors: “Vad säger du om luncher, middagar i samband, för
projektledare arbetar ju ganska tätt tillsammans med… i vissa delar av
projektet.”
Bengtsson: “Jo, det förekommer.” 
Lennerfors: “Det är inget som du ser negativt på?”
Bengtsson: “Nej, det är rätt så naturligt. Ibland bjuder vi på lunch, när
vi träffas här. Nej det är inte nått. Jag tror inte att det påverkar dem 
i sina val. För det är ganska naturligt, vilken entreprenör det än är 
att man träffas ibland och jobbar och äter lunch. Det känns inte så
konstigt.”
195. Rickardsson: “En lunch påverkar inte mig, det gör den inte. En
av byggledarna har bjudit mig på lunch och jag har bjudit dem på
lunch. Observera, båda vägarna. Jag kan ge mig fanken på att de har
inte blivit påverkade av lunchen och jag har inte blivit påverkad av
lunchen.”
196. Eriksson: “Om vi säger, under pågående projekt. Då kan det
mycket väl hända att entreprenören bjuder på en lunch efter ett byg-
gmöte. Och förresten, det har vi ju själva också, att vi har partnering-
möten efter att kontraktet har skrivits. Och en del av det är ju att vi ska
lära känna varandra så att vi kan fungera bättre tillsammans, i pro-
jektet. Och då kan det hända att entreprenören bjuder på middag, och
tvärtom kan det hända att vi bjuder på middag, men inte på sprit.”
197. Bengtsson: “Nej, det är rätt så naturligt. Ibland bjuder vi på
lunch, när vi träffas här. Nej det är inte nått. Jag tror inte att det
påverkar dem i sina val. För det är ganska naturligt, vilken entre-
prenör det än är att man träffas ibland och jobbar och äter lunch. Det
känns inte så konstigt.”
198. Olsson: “då beställer man någon sallad eller någon rejäl smörgås
och nästa gång kanske de gör det. Det är ungefär på den nivån, men är
det flottare saker då är det inte ok.”
199. Fransson: “Det ska ju vara i ett naturligt umgänge, så att säga.
Det är inte speciellt ofta, det faller sig naturligt, då kan den ena bjuda,
ja menar, jag bjuder också på lunch ibland vid speciella tillfällen även
om vi är väldigt restriktiva på VV att ha någon form av representa-
tion. Har man en, man kanske arrangerar nån dag ifrån vår sida sett
någon form av seminarium då det finns entreprenörer med, då bjuder
vi också så att säga. Så att det inte bara blir ensidigt, men det är oftast
bara enkla luncher som är vanliga.
200. Pettersson: “Då kan det kännas som att, här går jag och äter mid-
dag med den här personen och så får han inget igen, för det kommer
han inte att få. Då känner jag bara dåligt samvete mot den personen
som har bjudit mig.”
201. Grinig jävel
202. Surgubbe
203. Lennerfors: “Hrmm. Asså, du som projektledare, är i en position
där vissa personer kan vilja påverka dig så att du ger dem bättre betyg
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eller fler TA, och sånt. Skulle man kunna tänka sig. Är det något som
du kan känna igen?”
Karlsson: “Nej. Jag har inte känt mig utsatt. Det har jag inte. Men det
är väl så att jag är en sån där grinig jävel. Hahahahaha. Och jag
kanske upplevs som det ibland.” 
Lennerfors: “Som hård?” 
Karlsson: “Ja, eller hård och kalla det för hård eller kalla det för mjuk.
Jag är vad jag är. Och det är liksom inte påverkansbart.”
Lennerfors: “Nej.” 
Karlsson: “Förstår du vad jag menar? Jag tror inte det är någon idé att
försöka köpa mig.” 
Lennerfors: “Nej. Har det förekommit något försök, där du har tyckt
att det här är lite konstigt? Det gäller väl att ha den här…”
Karlsson: “Mm mm mm. Inte gentemot mig. Vad jag kan komma på.
Men å andra sidan så säger jag nästan nej till allting så.” 
204. Lennerfors: “Så, vad säger du om just kontakten mellan konsul-
ter och dig, och personer som har att göra med, för ni ska ju då inför
nästa upphandling värdera det här objektiv, och gå rätt till och så. Ser
du att relationen till konsulten, som kan bli problematisk.”
Svantesson: “Nej, vi försöker att hålla en viss distans.” 
Lennerfors: “Hur?”
Svantesson: “Det gör vi ju. Och sen försöker vi ju så att det är vi som
ska styra hela tiden. Det är vi som styr och ställer.” 
Lennerfors: “Jo precis hohoho.” 
Svantesson: “Vi styr och ställer och beställer. Haha.”
205. Pettersson: “Jag brukar säga, ju tuffare PL desto mindre julklap-
par får man. Jag fick inga i jul… nej…”
206. Lennerfors: “Det måste väl va ganska skönt att inte bli tillfrå-
gad…så att inte de här situationerna uppkommer…”
Gustavsson: “Ja visst är det det.” 
Lennerfors: “Kan man påverka det på nått sätt? Att de inte frågar.”
Gustavsson: “Jag misstänker det..jag fick ju frågan från en konsult,
varför jag inte var med på när den den den den den den den och den
från Vägverket var med.” 
Lennerfors: “Ja?”
Gustavsson: “Nej. Sa jag det där tycker jag är lite våldsamt.” 
Lennerfors: “Ja”
Gustavsson: “Lite för mycket med Bussrundtur, och fina buffén på
vasavarvet, så att det är jag inte intresserad av.” 
Lennerfors: “Nej…”
Gustavsson: “Woaaa? Där ligger min ribba, en enkel affärslunch,
nånting sånt där. Sen har jag inte hört nånting, och jag vet inte om de
har bjudit till nånting heller, va.”
207. Gustavsson: “Nämen alltså… man ska visa respekt för varann,
öhh… man kan vara kompisar men inte nära vänner.” 
Lennerfors: “Vad betyder kompisar?”
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Gustavsson: “Ja… bra fråga. Det finns ju, öhh, i alla fall så upplever
jag det som att det finns någon osynlig gräns, nu går man för långt, va.
Att bli bjuden på lunch varje gång det är projekteringsmöte eller varje
gång det är … det är lite att ta i, va.” 
Lennerfors: “Jag har ändå fattat att det är lite av kutym att…”
Gustavsson: “Ja..”
Lennerfors: “Det är entreprenören som bjussar på det här.”
Gustavsson: “Ja… eller konsulten.” 
Lennerfors: “Eller konsulten.” 
Gustavsson: “Det är ju så att man… ska vi gå och käka säger dom. Så
tittar man själv på klockan, jag hinner inte, jag har ett möte, så det
kanske blir var tredje eller var fjärde möte man går och käkar en
lunch, va.” 
Lennerfors: “Och de här mötena är inte så ofta.” 
Gustavsson: “De är var fjärde vecka.”
Lennerfors: “A ja. Men, försöker du på något sätt undvika så att det
inte blir för många luncher… är det nån gång du har sagt nej fast du
inte har något möte?” 
Gustavsson: “Ja… ja…”
Lennerfors: “Ofta?”
Gustavsson: “Inte ofta men det händer. Nån gång man känner att, det
är lite för mycket, va.”
208. Rickardsson: “Systemet bygger ju på att beställarna har en per-
sonlig integritet, att du har en hög integritet, va.”
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To further explore the concept of corruption, I will pres-
ent a so-called “postmodern” perspective based on 
Zygmunt Bauman, Ruud Kaulingfreks and René ten Bos.
The suggestion is that even though the ancient under-
standing provides a welcomed addition to the under-
standing of corruption, it does not exhaust the problem
of corruption. Remember MacIntyre’s question in After
Virtue – “Nietzsche or Aristotle?” Instead of lightly 
rejecting postmodernity as MacIntyre might be held to
do and placing all hope in the ancient tradition, here I
will discuss a postmodern understanding of corruption.

A postmodern understanding of corruption is
related to ambiguity and that no classification of the
world is accurate. The impossibility to classify into pub-
lic and private leads to the omnipresence of corruption 
portrayed in the war on corruption (see chapter 1). 
A first logical step, would be to present Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri’s conception of omnipresent corrup-
tion, in light of the already discussed “ancient” under-
standing. 

9.1 imperial understanding of 
corruption – hardt and negri

In their texts Empire and Multitude Hardt and Negri
describe corruption as being omnipresent. Although
Hardt and Negri’s description of corruption is a timely
and felicitous alternative to the to common understand-
ing of corruption, their theories revert to the ancient
(broad) understanding and do not turn to postmodernity.

[Corruption] now commonly only refers to the perverted, that which
strays from the moral, the good, the pure. We intend the concept
rather to refer to a more general process of decomposition or mutation
with none of the moral overtones, drawing on an ancient usage that
has been largely lost (Hardt and Negri 2000, 201).



It is apparent that they oppose the moralistic tone of the
modern understanding of corruption and it is also clear
that they advance an understanding of corruption which
is different from the modern. However, they also choose
“Aristotle” instead of “Nietzsche”. It was argued in
chapter 8 that the “ancient” definition of corruption is
broad and can be applied to (almost) anything. To what
do Hardt and Negri apply it? What is the uncorrupted
subject, institution, culture (and so on) that they presup-
pose? What is it that is decomposed? 

In Hardt and Negri’s texts, it is Empire – a global
sovereign power beyond states – which negates the life
that is possible in the liberating subject of the multitude.
The multitude is a positive force – being. The multitude
– the new revolutionary subject – is ontology, while
Empire is its negation. Empire continually destroys the
possibilities for the multitude to join and to together
create change and counter-strike against Empire. It is
here clear that the multitude is presupposed as the
uncorrupted entity. 

To say that imperial sovereignty is defined by corruption means, on
the one hand, that Empire is impure or hybrid and, on the other, that
imperial rule functions by breaking down. […] [C]orruption is not an
aberration of imperial sovereignty but its very essence and modus
operandi. […] Imperial power is founded on the rupture of every
determinate ontological relationship. Corruption is simply the sign of
the absence of any ontology. […] Imperial sovereignty thrives on the
proliferating contradictions corruption gives rise to; […] (Hardt and
Negri 2000, 202)

Empire is that which opposes the liberating project of
the multitude. Here, there is no discrepancy between
Hardt and Negri’s view of corruption and the ancient
understanding. What is different is the presupposed
ontology. In Empire, since there is no being, 
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corruption is everywhere. It is the cornerstone and keystone of domi-
nation. It resides in different forms in the supreme government of
Empire and its vassal administrations, the most refined and the most
rotten administrative police forces, the lobbies of the ruling classes,
the mafias of rising social groups, the churches and sects, the perpetra-
tors and persecutors of scandal, the great financial conglomerates, and
everyday economic transactions. Through corruption, imperial power
extends a smoke screen across the world, and command over the mul-
titude is exercised in this putrid cloud, in the absence of light and truth
(Hardt and Negri 2000, 389).

Corruption is thus in its imperial form, as in the ancient
usage, something related to degeneration and decompo-
sition. Corruption is corruption of the multitude. The
multitude is what is posited as the uncorrupted subject,
and any degeneration of this subject is considered to be
corruption.

If Hardt and Negri, writing about the postmodern
condition, claim that they are ancient, where might one
search for a postmodern understanding of corruption?
Might it be with Bauman? 

9.2 baumanian corruption

Had Bauman written about corruption, he might have
claimed that the real issue of corruption lies within the
more general project of classification and division – and
hence, the structuring of the world as such. What is
important for our understanding here is that Bauman
clearly relates the classification to modernity (Bauman
1995). Bauman describes classification as an act of vio-
lence, meaning that the categories into which the world
is classified do not belong to the world as such but
rather to the moderns (Bauman 1991). Moderns impose
dichotomised categories onto a continuous reality. In
the context of corruption, Bauman may have said that
the division between public and private is not natural
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and not inherent in the world. Therefore, it is impossible
to make a strict separation between the two terms in the
dichotomy (e.g. public / private).

No binary classification deployed in the construction of order can
fully overlap with the essentially non-discrete, continuous experience
of reality (Bauman 1991, 61).

What is interesting in Bauman’s postmodern description
of modernity is that the postmodern ontology is com-
bined with a modern “mindset”. As the ancient under-
standing developed in the preceding chapter was a mod-
ern ancient understanding, Bauman’s view could be
described as a modern postmodern understanding. In
other words, even though the world in Bauman’s view
seems to be a grey, continuous, unorderly flurry, 
he argues that moderns are very keen on creating 
categories – chaos has to be resisted (Bauman 1995). 
The modern human wants order and she believes 
that order comes out of classification (Bauman 1991).

To classify means to set apart, to segregate. It means first to postulate
that the world consists of discrete and distinctive entities; then to pos-
tulate that each entity has a group of similar or adjacent entities with
which it belongs, and with which – together – it is opposed to some
other entities; and then to make the postulated real by linking differen-
tial patterns of action to different classes of entities (the evocation of a
specific behavioural pattern becoming the operative definition of the
class). To classify, in other words, is to give the world a structure: to
manipulate its probabilities; to make some events more likely than
some others; to behave as if events were not random, or to limit or
eliminate randomness of events (Bauman 1991, 1).

The aim of social and philosophical legislation, accord-
ing to Bauman, is to create sharp categories and ex-
cluding the middle. The objects, persons or concepts
that do not neatly fit into categories are banned or
rather forced into one or the other of the categories (see
chapter 6 where the gift was forced to remain in the pri-
vate sphere). Classifying “first and foremost”, Bauman
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says, “means purging ambivalence” (Bauman 1991, 24). 
This ordering of the world, the forcing of elements

into one or another category, would lead to there being
no elements not forced into categories. In light of this
and given that corruption is when something is not
accurately classified into the public or the private
sphere, why is corruption so important nowadays?
Bauman explains that the moderns do not only 
create order when classifying. They might in fact create
corruption.

9.3 producing corruption

Many moderns would believe that the division into e.g.
public and private spheres is a sign of order-creating –
by using the categories of public and private, the mod-
erns might to a greater extent understand and control
the world. But Bauman, who is highly critical of the
modern movement, claims that more than creating
order, ambivalence is created by classification. 

Ambivalence is a side-product of the labour of classification; and it
calls for yet more classifying effort (Bauman 1991, 3).

Bauman finds that ambiguity is created because all clas-
sifications and all divisions of the world are artificial.
The world does not have the structure that we want it to
have, before classifying. In the vague and contradictory
post-modern ontology, entities that do not fit neatly into
the created categories will always exist. These bound-
ary-spanning entities, or in other words, the ambiguity
that still exists after the classifying effort is what the
project of modernity rejects or neglects (Bauman 1991).

One example of such a residual is the ambiguity of
the human being. The train of thought is as follows. If
we divide human life into different spheres (such as pub-
lic and private), it is rather obvious that the human
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being which is now divided will span over different cat-
egories.

people turn multifunctional because of the fragmentation of functions;
words turn polysemic because of the fragmentation of meanings.
Opacity emerges at the other end of the struggle for transparency.
Confusion is born out of the fight for clarity (Bauman 1991, 13).

And Hans Jonas states that:

The basic error of the ontology of ‘not yet’ and its eschatological hope
is repudiated by the plain truth – ground for neither jubilation nor
dejection – that genuine man is always already there and was there
throughout known history: in his heights and his depths, his greatness
and wretchedness, his bliss and torment, his justice and guilt – in
short, in all the ambiguity that is inseparable from his humanity.
Wishing to abolish this constitutive ambiguity is wishing to abolish
man in his unfathomable freedom (Jonas 1984, 200 – 201).209

At the same time as man is claimed to be fundamentally
ambiguous, there is also a tendency to believe that man
is at the very core of his being, afraid of this ambiguity.
If we hypothetically think of a point in time when the
public and private spheres were born, at that point
human beings started to perceive themselves as consist-
ing of a private part supplemented by a public part. The
public and private were considered to be mutually
exclusive opposites. The human being now consisted of
two parts and the relation between these parts became
ambiguous. Due to this classification, the human being
became an anomaly. If corruption is seen to be the
human trangression between spheres, one comment in a
discussion thread at yahoo fully makes sense. How is
corruption to be eliminated?

Get rid of the humans… it’s that simple (Yahoo 2007).

In the context of the war on corruption, what is interest-
ing is that a war against ambiguity is waged as well. So,
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while the support for the war on corruption is increas-
ing worldwide, modern times is “an era of particularly
bitter and relentless war against ambivalence” (Bauman
1991, 3). I argue that corruption fits well into Bauman’s
perception of ambivalence. The war against corruption
is in Bauman’s conceptual framing of the world clearly
related to the war on ambiguity, things that are “in the
middle”, overlapping categorical boundaries. The mod-
erns are not only afraid of the things “in the middle”. 
It is important to keep the categorisations internally
clear. Regarding corruption, there should be no private
elements in the public sphere. This is related to the dis-
cussion about contamination.

9.4 corruption and contamination

Corruption is a contamination of the private in the pub-
lic sphere. Contamination is similarly to dirt something
that has been discussed in anthropology. Mary Douglas,
for example, set out to understand why some animals
are seen as impure and some are clean. She examines
Leviticus and argues that clean animals are those which
fit into categories while dirty do not (Douglas 2002).
Now, defilement and contamination have also made
their way into organisation studies. Kaulingfreks and
ten Bos describe contamination as:

referring to potentially disruptive forces to the normal course of
action, it [contamination] is often used in a singularly negative sense.
Contamination stands for ‘infection’, ‘disease’, ‘danger’, ‘stupidity’,
and so on (Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005, 83).

The necessary ground for understanding this quote is
that we presuppose a perfect body which is then plagued
by infection, disease, danger, stupidity and so on. In the
account given of modernity, organisation or bureau-
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cracy is clearly explained by Kaulingfreks and ten Bos to
be an entity whose raison d’être is to stifle the outbreak
of contamination, such as stupidity, self-interest, disor-
der and irrationality.

The concept of ‘organization’ is, we argue, rooted in the possibility
and necessity to keep chaos, contingency, disorder, defilement, and
irrational principles at bay […] Rather than accepting reality as it is,
the very idea of organization seems to imply that it is possible for us to
stay in a kind of otherwordly, Platonic space where clarity, transpar-
ency, and health reign supreme (Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005, 88).

Instead of finding that it is the moderns’ classifications
that are problematic, the problem is located to that
which the moderns structure.

if we compare the fragmentary nature of the world and its inhabitant,
we sadly often find that they will never live up to the purity of the
Idea. It is always the world that is the problem (Jones et al. 2005,
164).

Kaulingfreks and ten Bos have introduced the concept
of hosophobia which is rewarding to use for under-
standing corruption, explaining hosophobia as “a fear
of dirt or a fear of the impure” (Kaulingfreks and ten
Bos 2005, 85). The impure is, of course, related to the
introduction into the organisational realm, into what
has been called the public sphere above, of alien ele-
ments such as private values, errors or stupidity, etc. As
well as the modern vision of a society free of ambiguity,
there is also a certain tendency for organisations to stay
out of the real world and to only comfort oneself in the
world of the ideal (Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005).
Kaulingfreks and ten Bos argue that the organisation
does not try to attain the ideal, rather it seems to pre-
suppose it: 

the condition of possibility for organization is always abstraction,
thought, ideal, plan. Realities are always created and brought to heel.
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It is in this sense that organization can be said to be without desire.
There is no desire to guide us on the way from reality to a dreamt-of
world. Organization is precisely indolent for it is always reality that is
expected to adapt. In other words, organizational laziness implies that
order is not gained at the expense of chaos. On the contrary, order
precedes chaos. We submit that this is the core of all organizational
hosophobia (Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005, 89).

In organisation studies, as well as in real organisations,
as Kaulingfreks and ten Bos argue there is a prevalence
of the ideal vision of the organisation – a vision that
focuses on the healthy aspect of the organisation. Dirt is
seldom considered, even though it is the absence of con-
tamination that is actually interpreted as the sign of a
healthy organisation. To portray the organisation as
ideal is done since ideals somewhat seem to resist con-
tamination (Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005, 90).
Contamination does not belong to ideals, but rather to
reality. Since the organisation is posited as an ideal, it
remains out of touch of dirt. However, the organisation
needs the dirt in order to sustain itself:

the paradox of hosophobia is that it is always attracted by what it
wants to keep at bay. It needs contamination to sustain itself
(Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005, 91).

How does this description help us in understanding cor-
ruption? The similarities between the corruption and
contamination are obvious. Corruption is often related
to substances that would generally be described as
belonging to the realm of dirt. Corrupt individuals are
often referred to as rotten apples (Haller and Shore
2005, 2). Their perfect body (the nice apple) has been
stained by rebarbative private interests (rottenness).

Mickey Kantor, the U.S. Trade Representative in
1996 described bribery and corruption as insidious
problems, a virus threatening the health of the interna-
tional trading system (in Kaikati et al. 2000, 216). Also, 
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[i]n his 1996 speech at the Annual Meetings of the World Bank and
IMF, Bank President James D. Wolfensohn said that the international
community had to deal with “the cancer of corruption”(World Bank
1999).

These kinds of metaphors for describing corruption are
also present in the Swedish context where Claes Beyer,
head of the Institute Against Bribes described corruption
to be “like a cancer on the social body”(Lerner 2003).
And, Thorsten Cars, former head of the Institute
Against Bribes, said that

if corruption is allowed to spread in the private sector, it “infects” the
public sector and eats its way into the central state areas. Sweden has
hitherto been saved from the disease in the social body that a wide-
spread corruption implies and that many countries in the third world
suffer from. It’s important to ensure that we do not have to have the
same bitter experiences as they (Cars 2002, 11).210

Important aspects surface if we assume a postmodern
Baumanian world-view where ambiguity is everywhere
and our categories are doomed to lose, corruption may
be manifested everywhere. We have seen that there are
private values introduced into the public sphere both in
public procurement and in the form of gifts. We have
also seen in the empirical material that the negotiation
between the public and the private always leaves some
kind of private part in the public sphere. One project
manager, in the sixth chapter, has stated that to use
something privately that was directed to the SRA was
morally objectionable. However, it was already argued
in chapter 7 that to state that you consume something
publicly is rather difficult to believe. Nevertheless, many
of these implausible explanations are just a symptom 
of the postmodern condition – that there is a need 
for classification but that classification is bound to fail.

An important aspect in both Bauman’s take on
modernity and the concept of hosophobia is the hope
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that corruption is contamination on the perfect social
body – not that corruption is the social body. One must
maintain the view of uncorrupted individuals, perfect
systems, clear rules against gifts. In the words of
Kaulingfreks and ten Bos, we presuppose the ideal
because it is immune to contamination (corruption)
(Kaulingfreks and ten Bos 2005).

But, how is this account different from the ancient
definition of corruption? First of all, it is similar to the
ancient definition when the ancient definition is applied
broadly and not on the individual level related to
virtues. However, Kaulingfreks and ten Bos differ from
the ancient definition in that they find that we live in the
ideal. The lived ideal exists in parallel to the fuzzy real-
ity in this postmodern account, while in the ancient the
ideal is only a potentiality (we are not there). The ques-
tion that needs to be asked is how we can live both in
the ideal and in the grey, ambiguous reality. 

In order to combine ambiguity with the ideal, pure
organisation, there is a need for a seeming lack of cor-
ruption. And the lack of corruption is not only neces-
sary for external parties, such as media, but also for the
members of the transactions themselves. 

9.5 how to accept corruption 
while condemning it

How the perception of a non-corrupt organisation
might be maintained is investigated in this part. That the
view of the non-corrupt organisation is upheld does not
mean that we are dealing with a lot of hypocrisy and
hypocritical managers and employees. The strategies
below that I have identified are in a sense necessary for
achieving efficiency (and not become a hypochondriac
organisation).
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9.5.1 Vagueness

The first theme directly relates to the sixth chapter
about gift rules. Almost all respondents stated that the
rules are exact and known to all. Nevertheless, it was
observed that the respondents have different concep-
tions of the rules. Some believed the limit to be 100 SEK,
other 2 – 300, other 400, other 0 and yet for others that
there was no limit at all. This may be seen as a failure in
the bureucratic approach to management. A common
problem identified in literature on rules of behaviour in
organisations is indeed that rules are poorly formulated,
containing inconsistencies, ambiguities, confusions etc
(Cressey and Moore 1983; Starr 1983, 104; Arthur
1987; Mathews 1988). For all that, this is commonly
perceived to be a flaw, it is actually an advantage. I sug-
gest that it may be that there seem to be clear rules in the
bureaucracy while the explicit content of these rules is
subject to individual interpretation? In this way, there is
flexibility and individuals are granted the agency to
make decisions, although within a given limit (of social
common sense). The individual project manager is also
seemingly more responsible for the decisions taken than
if just following a rule (cf. section 4.5). The individual
project manager has to assess in every situation whether
a gift should be accepted or rejected. This may not be
surprising as such, albeit region manager Larsson’s com-
ment in the fourth chapter concerning issues about what
is right or wrong should not be left to the individual,
and that rules should always be behind the back of the
employee and so on. Without rules, the individual faces
a situation which might be disturbing, irritating and
make work more burdensome; you don’t know how to
act; you are placed in front of contradictory and incom-
patible claims. Even in cases where erroneous decisions
are not taken, the conflict introduces ambiguity and
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equivocality in the organisation with the consequent
insecurity about how to act. The way out is the existence
of clear rules which are easy to follow and known to all.
However, there is no need for the rules to really exist.

Apart from the praise of exact rules, there are also
proponents of vaguely formulated rules.

Codes should be general so that the organisation’s governors will not
have to expend enormous energy formulating precise ordinances, and
monitoring and enforcing compliance with individual ordinances. It is
more sensible to have general rules or principles aimed at all, bolstered
by organisational ideals where possible, and to leave the observance,
interpretation and implementation to the commonsense of individuals,
stepping in only when justified – in much the same way as the law
does (Brien 2001, 70).

Not only is agency granted to the individuals; another
important issue is that exact limits of what a bribe is,
also leads to exact violations of these limits. If a bribe is
considered to be 100 SEK or above, an organisation
would have to take measures against an employee who
has received anything worth more than 100 SEK. This
leads to lengthy and inefficient organisational processes
and the need for retaliation (Brien 2001). 

The director-general referred to the rules as problem
solvers but also admitted that it might be counter-pro-
ductive to formulate oneself too much in writing. A ten-
dency to only follow the rules to the letter and not think
about the meaning of the rules may be the consequence
of too much formulation.

Nilsson, director-general: “We had another discussion the other day,
about ethics and how much to formulate. And I think that it’s some-
times counterproductive to formulate yourself too much […] in writ-
ing. […] I mean, that about which nothing is written, is that allowed
then [just because it is not in writing]? Ethical foundations and such
things… are something that should permeate the organisation. So it’s
not easy to say. But of course, it was for external reasons as well. […]
Like some kind of indication.”211
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There is seemingly a need to show that you have exact
rules while at the same time allowing for some flexibil-
ity. The director-general confesses that human relations
are intricate. There is a need for something more than a
rule-book; this is human judgment and knowledge.
What one has to think about in the relation is to be in
concordance with the general opinion of the people. If
everybody in a particular society thinks that a cup of
coffee is a bribe, then one should not accept coffee. If
everybody thinks in a particular society think that a
three-course dinner is a fully legitimate treat, one could
very well have a dinner. The policy should work as to
point more or less to what is acceptable – clear limits
will never be found in such a policy. 

Nilsson, director-general: “The relation between people is not so easy
that you just follow a rule-book. But this is more to put the limit,
where the limit is. But then, if you are invited to some lunch, or dinner,
that’s a part of the acceptable relations. I know myself; I started at the
Swedish National Audit Office once upon a time as aspirant and then
I heard about auditors who refused to be invited to coffee, because of
the risk of being partial. So that changes over time. But it has to be
similar to the general social opinions. This has been interpreted by the
ethics collective and we are supposed to be on the cautious side. […]
It’s never possible to create rules to solve this in any way. It’s good to
have rules as some guideline, but at the bottom there has to be some
common opinion about what is important and what is right. And it
does in most cases, even if there are small variations, but there is a
base. Of that I’m convinced, if you ask in the SRA – it’s there. And I
hope it’s not too separated from the rest of society.”212

To have to prosecute all who violate the rules is not a
viable alternative. Sometimes there is a need for allow-
ing for a “whatever”. Maybe somebody took something
that is in the “grey zone”, but we will let it stay in the
grey zone so as to avoid spending too much time prose-
cuting. However, if the practice of receiving gifts or
bribes grows too big, there is a need to take action. In
this case, a prosecution starts, whether it is made by
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some external prosecutor or internally. The conversion
from gifts to bribes is thus something that is started by
accusations.

To wrap up, one way of handling corruption is to
allow for vagueness. In this sense the rules are vague and
various activities that approximate the forbidden could
be accepted. It is, however, important to remark upon
the vagueness that might only be upheld, until some-
body initiates a legal (or some other) process against
some individual(s) in the organisation. This makes the
rules exact and vagueness fails. However, in most of the
cases such processes are not initiated, which means that
vagueness could nevertheless function rather well for
organisations.

9.5.2 Non-cognisance

Might one have exact rules but still allow for violations
of them without retaliation? Yes, with non-cognisance.
Non-cognisance works not only when the rules are
exact but equally well in the case of vague rules. From
the empirical material at the SRA it has become evident
that, even though the rules are vague, nobody knows
about corruption and nobody can be expected to know.

To give a brief account of how non-cognisance
works, one could state that it is a means to not know
about breaches of the rules. If management is not aware
of the fact that forbidden gifts are accepted, employees
are engaging in other corrupt practices, or in any other
way breaking the rules of the organisation, the man-
agerial level is in some aspects relieved of the responsi-
bility of this ongoing corruption. Regarding gifts, I
asked the region manager if he thought that there were
gifts given to employees in the organisation and he
answered:
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Larsson, region manager: “I’m sure it does. I’m not sure about what
is coming and how it’s coming, but that it comes… of that I’m almost
convinced.”213

The region manager is thus aware that the project man-
agers (and others) are offered gifts, but he does not
know how, nor to whom. If he does not know how, nor
what is offered, then neither does he know if there is any
“unethical” gifts in the organisation. He adds:

Larsson, region manager: “So, if I put it like this. I can never know
that gifts are given, but if we should find out that a project manager is
treating someone, breaching our set of rules and our principles, then
we report it to the police. We are not by ourselves, trying to fix it, but
we tell them what the rules of the game are and if you don’t follow
them then a judicial process follows.”214

So, according to the region manager, he could not know
whether there are “unethical” gifts given, but if he finds
out, he will take measures against them. However, as
long as no issues emerge, he will not take any measures.
He assumes that some project managers are offered
gifts, but if he does not hear about any particular cases
there is nothing he can do.

In earlier research, I have argued that silence is a
mechanism that is important in the management of cor-
ruption (Lennerfors 2004b). I argued that small-talk
about bribes or corruption in fact leads to a risk that
outsiders (people not pertaining to the organisation but
who nevertheless are present in the organisation’s facili-
ties) perceive the organisation as being corrupt. There-
fore, one manager wanted to “put the lid on” the small-
talk, to not allow any small-talk about corruption. 
That is, gifts and bribes should not be talked about.

Project managers also state that they do not spread
information about corruption to the head of depart-
ment. On the one hand, this may be perceived as nega-
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tive, since the head of department does not access the
correct information about what is going on at the
department. However, one might also flip the coin and
argue that this is exactly what is necessary for the func-
tioning of the mechanism of non-cognisance.

A facilitator for using non-cognisance is that ethics
(and corruption) is perceived by the respondents as a
purely individual issue, arguing that as long as they
themselves behave correctly, they do not care about
what others do. That ethics is perceived to be a person-
al issue, combined with the fact that it is uncomfortable
to report the wrongdoing of others regarding minor
infractions of the rules (there are maybe more whistle-
blowers of major than of minor wrongdoings), also hin-
ders the flow of information from project managers to
the head of department. Talking to a project manager
about whether other project managers went to an invi-
tation that he personally rejected he said:

Lennerfors: “But there were people who went [to the event] anyway?”

Svensson, project manager: “I don’t know. It’s not my responsibility to
follow that up. […] I don’t think it’s that usual that somebody says
that ‘I don’t think it is proper of you to do that’. I think that people
assume that it is the responsibility of the boss [to get that information]
and ‘I won’t go and tell on anybody’.”215

Given this, what managerial consequences arise from
non-cognisance? If one is not aware of the wrongdoings
in the organisation it is of course easier to argue that
one has no responsibilities for these wrongdoings.
However, one could also argue that there is a manage-
rial responsibility to know what is going on in the
organisation. Notwithstanding, the excuse of not know-
ing is still crucial in the (Swedish) open debate. For
example, remember the case of Systembolaget from the
first chapter. There, top managers claimed not to know
about corruption in the organisation, stating if they had
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known, measures would have been taken. When this
imbroglio was noticed, the management of System-
bolaget decided to initiate a process against the employ-
ees. That is, when the mechanism of non-cognisance did
not work, they started a legal process.

To summarise, non-cognisance is another way of
coping with corruption. By not knowing when rules are
breached, corruption appears to be under control.
Analogous to the mechanism of ambivalence, a point 
of time may be reached when non-cognisance can 
no longer be used. Systembolaget, in this case, picked
out the corrupted elements out of the organisation.

9.5.3 Removal

I have argued that both non-cognisance and vagueness
can only be used until somebody inititates a legal
process against the allegedly corrupt individuals in the
organisation. 

It remains to be investigated what happens if some-
body crosses the line. The director-general states that an
accusation of bribing might come from a competitor,
somebody who is against a particular project, some
internal person who might be envious of the bribe, or
somebody who has just something against the person
who receives the alleged bribe. 

Nilsson, director-manager: “It could be a competitor who happens to
notice, or I don’t know, somebody who is against a project and try to
obstruct it, or somebody internally who is jealous or has something
against this person. I don’t know. We are not allowed to scrutinise
sources.”216

In the first chapter, I discussed accusations as being 
an important issue to organisations (see 1.1.3). An accu-
sation of being corrupt may be as harmful as actually 
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having a number of people in the organisation taking
bribes. One prominent aspect is that there should not
seem to be any moral wrongdoings in the organisation.
You might end up in severe trouble if some consultants
or contractors suspect that there are some unhealthy
relations of dependence in the organisation and that due
to this fact the consultants or constructors are unable to
get contracts. The question concerns whether somebody
seems to have been bribed, participated in morally ques-
tionable practices or having just a too good relation
with some of the business partners. In the following
quote, all this is highlighted while implying that there is
a question of dependence and not necessarily of bribes
that should be avoided.

Åkesson, project manager: “So it’s important to maintain those ethics
at work, that you don’t get dependent on the consultants, some kind
of, I don’t mean bribing, but it’s important that it is not perceived in
that other consultants cannot get contracts because of friendly rela-
tionships.”217

It is a major problem if consultants or contractors feel
that they are not able to become suppliers to the SRA
due to corruption and too close personal relationships.
That something inappropriate is perceived suffices to
cause a loss of credibility and it might lead to further
accusations of bribery.

When a case of breaking the established rules of the
organisation occurs, the director-general reports it to the
personnel review board. Even though some cases might
be boundary cases, around 400 – 500 SEK, the general
director argues that they should be brought up to the
personnel review board. If this is not done, one might
establish an unspoken rule of acceptance.

Lennerfors: “If we imagine that some case comes up and [the region
manager] says that this person has received a Christmas present worth
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around 1000 SEK that’s impossible to give back, because it’s a bottle
of alcohol and it’s empty. What do you do?”

Nilsson, director-general: “It probably goes to the personnel review
board. We have had cases like that when somebody received a GPS-
sender / receiver. It maybe costs a couple of thousand. And we have
tried that in the personnel review board.” 

Lennerfors: “But in boundary cases, such as 500 SEK, is it worth…?”

Nilsson: “I can’t answer, it’s our senior legal advisor who looks at it
and reads the book of rules and uses his good judgment and does some
kind of evaluation. So it’s not me who does it. I think anyways that
you should be a little bit strict, in order to not establish a norm other-
wise. And it’s easy to go over. You do what others do and not what
they say.”218

So, cases where people are charged with taking bribes
go to the personnel review board and they are handled
there. However, it is also plausible that many boundary
cases go unnoticed, since normally no accusations are
made. However, when accusations are done there case is
handled by the personnel review board and it is possible
that the person in question is dismissed or moved to
another part of the organisation. 

In this way the SRA takes action against the corrupt
individuals in the organisation and once again re-estab-
lishes the uncorrupt nature of the organisation. 

9.5.4 Summary: The rotten apples and the barrel

These ways of dealing with corruption are based on the
idea of maintaining the view of a non-corrupt organisa-
tion. Being non-cognisant about corruption, the organi-
sational ideal appears intact. One could clarify this by
referrring to the director-general who stated that as long
as ethics are in good order it is not talked about. When
ethics are not in order, then it becomes an issue on the
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agenda. Does this also work the other way around, i.e.
when ethics are not discussed, does it mean that ethics
are in good order? 

Also, when there is a vague picture of what consti-
tutes corruption (vagueness), there seems to be no cor-
ruption in the organisation. The organisational body
once again seems healthy. But when the time comes and
accusations are made against individuals, these individ-
uals are brought to justice and are either acquitted or
dismissed. In such cases as these, it is decided whether
they are corrupt or not. When there are accusations, the
fundamental issue in handling corruption is to pick out
the rotten apples – showing that the system itself is
healthy. If they are considered to be corrupt, they are
named rotten apples and hence removed from the
organisation, while the rest of the organisation is
deemed not corrupt. This is a fundamental principle in
the production of guilt and innocence mentioned by
Bauman (even though Bauman writes about the
Holocaust and not about GPS receivers):

The issue is how to condemn the criminals while making sure that the
innocence of modern men and women at large, together with the kind
of society which made them what they are, emerge from the trial 
with their reputation unscathed and untarnished (Bauman 1989, 225).

By recurring to these organisational strategies, the pic-
ture gets strengthened that the error lies with the 
individuals, the organisational body is healthy, and that
it is possible to keep the healthy organisational body 
when removing the damaged elements from it. The
organisational mechanisms (vagueness, non-cognisance,
removal) are also possible to apply in the greater socie-
tal perspective. 

In a special issue of Social Text about corruption in
corporate culture, it is argued that the means for guar-
anteeing the innocence of the entire business world is to
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show some cases of rotten organisations. “Corruption is
always imagined as outside, simultaneously eliding 
any links between good and evil” (Martin and Shohat
2003, 2). It is never questioned if the corrupt individual
is just an example of a completely normal individual,
who likes for example chocolate (Rickardsson:
“Chocolate, I have a weakness for chocolate. Ha
ha!”219). By doing this, the corrupt individuals are seen
as exceptions, having nothing at all to do with the rest
of the people working in the organisation. 

The idea of a good system with bad individuals is a
recurrent theme in literature on corruption (see chapter
3). The modern definition of corruption is built around
this personal understanding of corruption where the
system is always innocent. This is a greedy individual
that puts himself and his own interest before the inter-
est of the people for whom he work.

9.6 consequences 
for the corrupt individuals

If we subscribe to Bauman’s worldview, namely that we
are living in an ambiguous world, where there are no
clear categories of right and wrong, no clear demarca-
tions between public and private, while at the same time
there are demands for clarity, it is not difficult to grasp
that there have to be mechanisms that create legitimacy
for the system while removing individuals who do not
fit in. But does this not put the individual in a rather
precarious sitaution?

The issue of corruption seems to be a conceptual and
theoretical, while it has tangible effects for some
unlucky individuals. This is the consequence of these
double standards combining the need for clear rules but
also the need for overstepping these rules. Gustafsson
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(1988) has elaborated on the theme, and has singularly
addressed the issue of personal responsibility. He asserts
that double standards put the individual in a precarious
situation. Since double standards means maintaining
high standards while allowing for breaches against
them, those responsible for these breaches always seem
to be the individual, even though it is the system itself
which is built up around the principles of double stan-
dards. In the same way in corruption, the system is built
upon the notions that all people are moving in the grey
zone and when the system needs to be legitimised some
people that are more grey than others are removed.
Only the individual is culpable.

Rickardsson, project manager: “It has to… I… If you want to make it
easy for oneself as the SRA has done, you have said that it’s [the limit
is] zero, then you have made it God damn easy for yourself. Now the
thing is that we spend time together with people, there are people
around us, and in a relation between people it’s included that you
sometimes eat together. […] And if you go out, say that you go out
and have dinner with a contractor, or a construction manager, consult-
ant or something like that, you have passed the limit since it has noth-
ing to do with work. […] If you have a construction meeting which
gets long, it’s so bloody difficult to classify, it’s not possible to discern.
If you have a construction meeting during the day, you have no time to
eat lunch, and everybody are hungry, it takes longer time, you eat din-
ner in the evening. If someone eats that dinner on the account of the
contractor I don’t judge that person.”220

But even though a person has a lunch, the recommenda-
tion of the SRA lawyers to not go to anything, not even
lunch, has been breached. And the SRA could have a
case against this individual. The individual is in this case
responsible, not the SRA.

But why does Western corruption research reject the
social barrel in which the rotten apples lie? It was stat-
ed in the third chapter that corruption is often present-
ed as an issue mainly related to developing countries. In
these cases corruption is described as systemic and
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structural while, in more developed countries, corrup-
tion is rather seen as dependent on individual black
sheep or rotten apples (Della Porta and Vannucci 1999,
5). The difference between the Western focus on rotten
apples and the “restern” focus on social structure is
interesting. As has been said, in Western systems, cor-
rupt individuals are standing out from an otherwise
uncorrupted and good system. Also, it shows that
Westerners are possessors of agency – they have the
potential to be corrupt – while corrupt people portrayed
in other cultures are depicted as sheep. Thus, the
Western individual is capable of action, almost regard-
less of the circumstances. However, when corruption 
is systemic (as in developing countries), all individuals
act more or less in the same way, like robotic sheep.

There are still some questions that linger: What is the
relationship between rules and upholding the pub-
lic / private division? Why do people know that they
have only one body, but at the same time act as if they
had two? And why do we have the public / private
dichotomy? Also, why are we so afraid of thinking of
corruption not in terms of rotten apples but of rotten
barrel? And, why are we so provoked by corruption? 
To understand this, I will discuss Bratsis, Lacan and
Žižek to take the last twist to the concept of corruption.
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209. Cited in Bauman (1991, 52)
210. Om korruptionen tillåts att breda ut sig inom den privata sek-
torn, “smittar” den av sig också på den offentliga sektorn och äter sig
småningom alltmera in i de centrala statliga verksamhetsområdena.
Sverige har hittills varit förskonat från den rota i samhällskroppen
som en utbredd korruption innebär och som många länder inte minst
i tredje världen lider av. Det gäller att se till att vi inte behöver göra
samma bittra erfarenheter som de (Cars 2002, 11).
211. Nilsson: “Vi hade ju en annan diskussion, häromdagen, om lite
etik och om man skulle formulera. Och jag tror ju att ibland är kan
det vara kontraproduktivt att formulera sig för mycket.”
Lennerfors: “Ah?”
Nilsson: “I skrift.”
Lennerfors: “Ah. Mm mm”
Nilsson: “Jag menar, det som inte står där, är det tillåtet då? Det här
med etisk värdegrund och sånt där… är ju nånting som ska genomsyra
egentligen. Så att det är inte så enkelt att säga. Men det är klart, 
det var ju bland annat också för externa skäl […] Som någon slags
markering.” 
212. Nilsson: “Relationen mellan människor är ju inte så enkel att
man bara följer en regelbok. Men det här är ju mera att försöka sätta
nivån då, var ribban ska ligga. Men sen, om man blir bjuden på någon
lunch, eller middag, det ingår ju som en del i de accepterade relation-
erna. Jag vet ju själv, jag började på RRV en gång i tiden som aspirant
och då hörde jag om revisorer som vägrade låta sig bjudas på kaffe, av
just risken att komma i jävsituation. Så det där förändras lite över
tiden. Men det måste på något sätt ligga i linje med vad det allmänna
rättsmedvetandet är. Det har ju då uttolkats här av samfundet av etik,
och vi ska ju snarare ligga mot det försiktiga hållet.[…] Det går aldrig
att reglera sig fram till det här egentligen, det är bra att ha lite regler
som ledstång, men i grunden måste det finnas någon slags gemensam
uppfattning om vad som är viktigt och vad som är rätt. Och det gör
det ju i de flesta fall, även om det finns små variationer, men det finns
ju en bas. Det är jag övertygad om, om du frågar i Vägverket att den
finns. Och jag hoppas att den inte skiljer sig alltför mycket mot
samhället i övrigt.”
213. Larsson: “Det gör det säkert. Jag har inte koll på vad som kom-
mer och hur det kommer, men att det kommer. Det är jag nästan över-
tygad om.” 
214. Larsson: “Så, om vi säger så här, jag kan väl aldrig veta att det
ges gåvor, men om vi skulle komma på att behandlingen utav någon,
[…] vårt regelverk och våra principer, då är det polisanmälan som
gäller. Vi sitter inte själva och grejar och konstlar med det, utan vi
talar om vilka spelregler som gäller, följer man inte dem är det rättslig
prövning.”
215. Lennerfors: “Men det var folk som åkte ändå.”
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Svensson: “Det vet jag inte. Det är inte min sak att följa upp […] Jag
tror inte att det är så vanligt att någon säger att jag tycker inte det är
lämpligt att du gör det där. Jag tror att man tänker sig att det där är
chefens ansvar och inte går jag och skvallrar.” 
216. Nilsson: “Det kan väl vara en konkurrent som råkar se det, eller
inte vet jag, eller nån som är mot ett projekt och försöker motarbeta
det, eller någon internt som är avundsjuk, eller har ett argt horn i
sidan. Det vet inte jag. Vi får ju inte granska källor och sånt.”
217. Åkesson: “Så det gäller att hålla den etiken, det gäller på arbetet,
och att man inte blir beroende av konsulterna, nån slags, nu menar jag
inte mutor men det får inte heller vara så att det uppfattas på det viset
att andra konsulter inte kan komma in för att det är något slags kom-
pisförhållanden.”
218. Lennerfors: “Nej, okej. Men om vi säger att ett sånt här fall kom-
mer upp och Hans säger att den här personen har fått en julklapp för
1000:- som är omöjlig att lämna tillbaka, för det har varit en flaska
sprit som är slut. Vad gör man då?”
Nilsson: “Det kommer nog till personalansvarsnämnden, vi har haft
sånna fall, där folk har tagit emot det var nån GPS sändare mottagare
sånt där. Kanske kostar flera tusen. Och det har vi tagit upp och prö-
vat i ansvarsnämnden.” 
Lennerfors: “Men ju gränsfall, 500:- , är det något som är värt att …”
Nilsson: “Jag kan inte svara, det är ju vår chefsjurist som tittar på
detta. Och läser regelboken och använder sitt goda omdöme. Och gör
nån slags prövning. Så att det är inte jag som sitter personligen i första
rummet. Jag tycker nog att man ska vara lite strikt, så att man inte
etablerar en norm annars, och det är väldigt lätt att gå över. Man gör
som andra gör och inte vad de säger.”
219. Rickardsson: “Praliner, jag är svag för praliner. Haha.”
220. Rickardsson: “Det måste, jag ska se, vill man göra det lätt för sig
så gör man som Vägverket har gjort, man har sagt att det är noll, då
har man ju gjort det jävligt lätt för sig. Nu är ju grejen den att vi
umgås med människor, det är människor runt omkring oss och då, i
relation mellan människor ingår ju också kanske att du äter ihop […]
Och går du rent ut, säg att du går ut och äter en kväll med en entre-
prenör, eller en byggledare för den delen, konsult, eller nånting, då har
du ju gått över gränsen för det har ju ingenting att göra med jobbet
[…] Har du ett byggmöte som drar ut på tiden, det är här är himla
svårt för det går inte att katalogisera, det går inte att spjälka, har du
ett byggmöte på dan, du hinner inte äta lunch ens, och alla går runt
och är hungriga, det drar ut på tiden, går ut och äter middag på
kvällen. Om nån käkar den middagen på entreprenörens räkning, så
jag bedömer inte den människan. Bara att inte gå på sånna uttryck att
‘den som äter middagen blir påverkad av det’.”
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Throughout this thesis, I have discussed the modern
understanding of corruption. By structurally following
MacIntyre’s After Virtue, I started to dissect the modern
understanding to show the vicissitudes of corruption
and of the public / private dichotomy. To escape the
problematic character of the public / private dichotomy
in the modern understanding of corruption, I turned
towards the so-called ancient understanding. It turned
out to be not ancient but more related to the vicissitudes
of the English word ‘corruption’.

The second turn was to take a leap beyond moderni-
ty to the “postmodern” thought of Zygmunt Bauman.
Developing Bauman’s take on modernity in relation to
corruption, I pointed out that the moderns need order in
a world which fundamentally lacks it. This lack of order
is one way to conceive the cause of the vicissitudes of
corruption. Bauman holds that the moderns want order
even though they know that the world lacks it. It is here
that I will draw on versions of Jacques Lacan’s thought.
In the end, the issue of order boils down to a particular
relationship between knowledge and the known. Lacan,
as many other authors in this thesis, also contrasts an
ancient and a modern view, although not about corrup-
tion but about the relationship between knowledge and
the world. 

Antiquity’s view is based on a fantasy, Lacan suggests, the fantasy of a
preexisting harmony between mind (nous) and the world (Seminar
XX, 116 / 128), between what man thinks and the world he thinks
about, between the relations between the words with which he talks
about the world and the relations existing in the world itself. […] The
fantasy that characterized antiquity’s view of the world goes quite far,
according to Lacan: It is […] all about copulation. […The] fantasy [is]
that there is such a thing as a sexual relationship and that this link or
relationship is verified all around us. The relation between knowledge
and the world was consubstantial with a fantasy of copulation. Surely
no such fantasy could be at work in psychoanalysis today! But the fact
of the matter is that, if there is one primordial fantasy at work in psy-
choanalysis today, it is that a harmonious relationship between the
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sexes must be possible. […] Even though no one had ever seen such a
thing, it had to exist (Fink 2004, 148 – 149).

Analogously, in Antiquity the harmonious relationship
between the mind and the world was presumed to exist,
while in the modern world the harmonious relationship
between the mind and the world has to exist, even
though no one had seen such a harmonious relationship.
In other words, even though there is no harmonious
relation between the public / private split and the world,
there has to be. It is only with the advancement of Lacan
that Bauman’s analysis might be fully understood and
elaborated. 

The final turn in the thesis is therefore to the thought
of Lacan, here as it is interpreted by Bratsis, Fink and
Žižek. By turning to Lacan, I hint at the cliché that
“what you were looking for was always by your side”,
since Lacan according to Žižek is “perhaps the most
radical contemporary version of the Enlightenment”
(Žižek 1989, 7). What I have repeatedly been trying 
to question – modernity – might in fact be the answer. 

10.1 the inscription of public /
private into the unconscious

According to Noonan (see chapter 8), it was noted that
the definition of bribery has remained constant through-
out the ages. Peter Bratsis, however, holds that there are
“analytically distinguishable” notions of corruption.
Even though there is textual evidence that contradicts
Bratsis’ claim (see chapter 8), his account of the rise of
the public / private split is nevertheless rewarding.

In short, Bratsis’ argument is that if the dimensions
of public / private did not exist in antiquity, there cannot
have been corruption according to the modern under-
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standing of it. Consequently, Bratsis makes an effort to
argue that the public / private split is intrinsically related
to modernity and the rise of the money economy. This
analysis, even though it is similar to Bauman’s state-
ments that there is disorder but we need order, goes fur-
ther since it tries to trace the importance of the pub-
lic / private distinction. Why this distinction? To explore
this theme, Bratsis maps out the historical development
of the categories of thought based on changes in social
conditions.

Even though the public / private dichotomy to some
may appear self-evident and universal, Bratsis claims
that it is tightly related to modern Western society and
particularly to the rise of the state. 

The rise of the state is concurrent with the abstract split of society into
the public and the private. The “public” and “private” individual is
one and the same in contemporary society. […] The split of the politi-
cal body into the concrete and the abstract, the private and the public,
the citizen and the public servant, is thus a constitutive characteristic
of the modern state and gives it historical specificity as a political form
(Bratsis 2006, 30, 32). 

These words about the public and the private refer to
the difference between the state and the citizens. Here,
the public is equated to the state, while the private is
equated to the citizens. In this thesis, the most compre-
hendible version of the division into registers is that the
employees at the SRA (or other organisations) have one
public body (their body at work) and one private body
(their physical body). 

Bratsis argues that the emergence of the state coin-
cides with the rise of the public / private split in society.
Bratsis furthermore argues that the public / private split
is inherent in material practices before we come to
accept it in our consciousness. Why would material con-
ditions affect our thoughts? The answer is in Žižek’s
reading of Lacan. The social (or, in other words, the big
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Other) inscribes itself into the unconscious before we
come to accept it consciously. Žižek, on whom Bratsis to
a great extent relies, describes Lacan’s interpretation of
the Freudian unconscious.

‘The unconscious is structured as a language.’ […] The Freudian
unconscious caused such a scandal not because of the claim that the
rational self is subordinated to the much vaster domain of blind irra-
tional instincts, but because it demonstrated how the unconscious
itself obeys its own grammar and logic: the unconscious talks and
thinks. The unconscious is not the preserve of wild drives that have to
be tamed by the ego, but the site where a traumatic truth speaks out
(Žižek 2006a, 3).

The subject is therefore not dependent on herself, nor on
her irrational drives, but on the big Other. The material
practices that make us accept the division between pub-
lic and private are not only the rise of the state but also
the rise of the money economy. It is due to these prac-
tices that we, according to Bratsis, accept thepublic / pri-
vate dichotomy. To understand how public / private di-
chotomy has arisen, Bratsis traces the dichotomy back
to the two bodies doctrine as described by Kantorowicz. 

10.2 the bureaucrat’s two bodies

One key to the mystery of the modern bureaucrat (con-
sisting of two bodies) is found in Ernst Kantorowicz’s
work, a piece which has received attention not only in
the field of political theology, but is also referred to by
authors such as Agamben (1998), Foucault (2004) and
Žižek (2002). There, Kantorowicz traces the rise of the
so called two bodies doctrine. The two bodies doctrine
held that the king had two bodies, one natural body
(mortal body) and one political body (immortal body).
Edmund Plowden, a law apprentice of the Middle
Temple under the reign of Queen Elizabeth, collected a
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number of arguments and passages made in the king’s
courts which throw light on the two bodies doctrine. In
his Reports, he depicts how the crown lawyers clearly
described the two bodies doctrine: 

For the King has in him two Bodies, viz., a Body natural, and a Body
politic. His Body natural (if it be considered in itself) is a Body mortal,
subject to all Infirmities that come by Nature or Accident, to the
Imbecility of Infancy or old Age, and to the like Defects that happen to
the natural Bodies of other People. But his Body politic is a Body that
cannot be seen or handled, consisting of Policy and Government, and
constituted for the Direction of the People, and the Management of
the public weal, and this Body is utterly void of Infancy, and old Age,
and other natural Defects and Imbecilities, which the Body natural is
subject to, and for this Cause, what the King does in his Body politic,
cannot be invalidated or frustrated by any Disability in his natural
Body (Kantorowicz 1997, 7). 

Kantorowicz took the doctrine of the king’s two bodies
as existing in Tudor times and dedicates his book to
tracing the genealogy of the doctrine. He claims that the
two bodies doctrine ultimately stems from the discus-
sion about the two natures of Christ (God and man). In
the medieval concept (900 – 1100 A.D.) of Christ-cen-
tered kingship, described by Norman Anonymous (ca.
A.D. 1100), the king

is a twinned being, human and divine, just like the God-man, although
the king is two-natured and geminate by grace only and within 
Time, and not by nature […] within Eternity (Kantorowicz 1997, 49).

Kingship was in the aforementioned time period mod-
elled on the figure of Christ. The king was seen to be
“the perfect impersonator of Christ on earth”
(Kantorowicz 1997, 58). Kantorowicz claims that the
unexpected aspect in the description of the king is not
the difference between his office and his person (this we
moderns are accustomed to), rather that this duplication
of bodies is not founded on law or constitution but on
theology (Kantorowicz 1997, 58). In Kantorowicz’s
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analysis of Christ-centered kingship, the two bodies
refer to one natural body and one divine body. 

After the period of Christ-centered kingship,
Kantorowicz forwards the claim that Christ as a model
for the king became substituted by the conception of 
the king as God the Father (Law-centered kingship).

[A]s opposed to the earlier “liturgical” kingship, the late-mediaeval
kingship by “divine right” was modelled after the Father in Heaven
rather than after the Son on the Altar, and focused in a philosophy of
the Law rather than in the – still antique – physiology of the two-
natured Mediator (Kantorowicz 1997, 93). 

Here, the king’s two bodies do not stem from the split
between man and god but rather by the Law (argued 
by John of Salisbury). The king was at once “lord and
serf of the Law” (Kantorowicz 1997, 96). Instead of
being human by nature and god by grace, the Prince was

the living image of Justice, and ex officio he was the personification of
an Idea which likewise was both divine and human. […] [T]he field of
tension no longer was determined by the polarity of “human nature
and Divine Grace”; it had moved towards a juristically formulated
polarity of “Law of Nature and laws of man” […] (Kantorowicz
1997, 142).

The two bodies are not the physical body and the divine
body of the king (as Bratsis (2006, 34) argues), but
rather the duality “in the office itself” (Kantorowicz
1997, 96). Henry Bracton tries to reconcile the Law-
centered image of the king with the new conditions of
the secular state (Kantorowicz 1997, 164). Bracton, as
well as John of Salisbury, did not find the king as private
person interesting, but identified a duality within the
concept of rulership itself (Kantorowicz 1997, 172). 

The line of distinction, therefore, has to be drawn between matters
affecting the king alone in his relations to individual subjects, and
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matters affecting all subjects, that is, the whole polity, the community
of the realm. Better than distinguishing between the king as a private
person and the king as a non-private person, would be to distinguish
between a king feudal and a king fiscal, provided that we mean by
“feudal” preeminently matters touching individual relations between
liege lord and vassals; and by “fiscal,” matters “that touch all”
(Kantorowicz 1997, 172).

The fiscal property was thought to be of the same char-
acter as ecclesiastical property; they were both inalien-
able (Kantorowicz 1997, 176). The fisc aquired an inde-
pendent status, which also contributed to the aspect of
continuity in Time – the fisc lived on even though the
king as private person happened to die.

In the later middle ages, the split in the king was
moved from the split between fiscal and feudal relations
towards more sociological discussions about the rela-
tion between the leader of a community and the com-
munity as such (polity-centered kingship). Boniface VIII
defined the Church as a mystical body the head of which
is Christ, transforming its definition from the earlier
meaning of Eucharist (Kantorowicz 1997, 196). Instead
of using the term mystical body to refer to the body and
blood of Jesus, it now referred to the administrative
body of the Church.

the new ecclesiological designation of corpus mysticum fell in with the
more general aspirations of that age: to hallow the secular polities 
as well as their administrative institutions (Kantorowicz 1997, 197).

The king became the corpus reipublicae mysticum, a
ficticious person qua polity. This notion of the body
politic became popular during the thirteenth century
(Kantorowicz 1997, 210). As Christ was both head and
body, so was the king. The body politic was identified
with the notion of patria (Kantorowicz 1997, 232). 
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the idea of the corpus mysticum was undeniably transferred and
applied to the political entities, no matter whether the ecclesiological
designation itself was used or whether one preferred more specific
equivalents such as the Aristotelian corpus morale et politicum or the
more emotional patria (Kantorowicz 1997, 267).

Kantorowicz brings up a subtle distinction that other-
wise might have passed unnoticed. The great difference
between the mystical bodies of the Church and the state
can only be understood in relation to time, according to
him. 

before the king could represent (as in the language of Tudor jurists)
that strange being which, like the angels, was immortal, invisible,
ubiquitous, never under age, never sick, and never senile, he had either
to stop being a simple mortal or to acquire somehow a value of
immortality: the eternity which Christ, in the language of theology,
owned “by nature,” had to accrue to the king from another source
(Kantorowicz 1997, 271 – 272).

Kantorowicz claims that the two bodies of Christ could
not successfully be transferred to the secular, since the
head of the mystical body of Christ was eternal (being
both God and man). Contrariwise, the king as head of
the body politic was a common mortal. To save the two
bodies doctrine, the king was placed in-between God
and human. An important moment in the development
of the two bodies doctrine was when the Aristotelian
doctrine of the “eternity of the world” started to capti-
vate the medieval minds in the thirteenth century.
Usually, before the rediscovery of Aristotle, God was
seen as eternal while the world and the beings in the
world were considered to be in tempus. Tempus was a
lesser time, where all beings subjected to the constant
flow of birth and death were situated. If Aristotle’s doc-
trine was to be plausible, the world could not be in tem-
pus; the world had to have another relation to Time.
Instead of Time being, as for the Augustinians, the sym-
bol of caducity, of Death, “Time to the Averroists,
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became a vivifying element, a symbol of endless dura-
tion, of Life” (Kantorowicz 1997, 277). The Time of
humans could not be the Godly aeternitas. Aeternitas
was a Time outside Time, “it was a static eternity with-
out motion, and without past or future” (Kantorowicz
1997, 279). So what was the Time of humans? The
answer came from scholastic philosophy. The scholastic
philosophers reinterpreted time and instead of relying
on the Augustinian division into aeternitas and tempus,
they introduced a third notion of Time between aeterni-
tas and tempus. This notion was called aevum. In
Aquinas account, the notion of aevum was attributable
to jurists:

Little wonder then that finally the personified collectives of the jurists,
which were juristically immortal species, displayed all the features oth-
erwise attributed to angels; for the legal “fictitious persons” were, in
fact, pure actualizations and thus appeared like the next of kin of the
angelic fictions. […] The de-individualized fictitious persons of the
lawyers, therefore, necessarily resembled the angels, and the jurists
themselves recognized that there was some similarity between their
abstractions and the angelic beings. In this respect, then, it may be said
that the political and legal world of thought of the later Middle Ages
began to be populated by immaterial angelic bodies, large and small:
they were invisible, ageless, sempiternal, immortal, and sometimes
even ubiquitous; and they were endowed with a corpus intellectuale or
mysticum which could stand any comparison with the “spiritual bod-
ies” of the celestial beings (Kantorowicz 1997, 282 – 283).

This aevum notion of time started to penetrate public
institutions (Kantorowicz 1997, 284). Jurists were
located in angelic time and gradually public officials
became part of the angelic time. It is therefore not sur-
prising that Kaulingfreks and ten Bos talk about bureau-
crats as angels (see chapter 4). While this thesis only
incidentally concerns itself with kings, there is a need to
be more explicit about the notion of the bureaucrat.
Bureaucrats nowadays comprise two bodies, the natural
body (in tempus) and an angelic body (in aevum). Here,
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I maintain that the two bodies of the bureaucrat are not
similar to the two bodies of the king. The king is the
head of the patria as well as the body of it. The bureau-
crat, on the other hand consists of his or her natural
body and an angelic body. A pure messenger, the angelic
body must be void of personal interest (see chapter 4). 
I hold that the two bodies doctrine is a key to the emer-
gence of the angelic bureaucrat. Here, we see the emer-
gence of the difference between the concrete (private)
and the abstract (public). The angel has no message 
of his own; he is only a carrier. In the thesis, I have 
discussed that this angelic body might not exist.
Nevertheless, they have to be angels (Lacan’s under-
standing of modernity). We have never seen any bureau-
crats act as angels, but they are obliged to. They can
because they must.

Bratsis sees Kantorowicz’s work as overly scholastic
who puts too much emphasis on the religious influence
on the two bodies doctrine as well as on the ideas of
great men. He, on the other hand, argues that 

the two bodies doctrine, and thus the state abstraction, arises because
of the transition from barter economy to a money economy and the
subsequent rise of capitalism and the bourgeoisie (Bratsis 2006, 38).

How is the rise of the money economy related to the two
bodies doctrine? 

10.3 materialist bases for the 
public / private dichotomy

To argue for his thesis, Bratsis combines the account “of
great men” by Kantorowicz with the socioeconomic
dynamics described by Norbert Elias in the Civilizing
Process. Bratsis posits that what occurs concurrently
with the rise of the two bodies doctrine is advancements
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in the centralisation and consolidation of royal power as
well as a drastic increase in the use of money, beginning
in the eleventh or twelfth century (Bratsis 2006, 38).
Here, Kołakowski’s words (see 3.1) that modernity may
have had its birth already in the eleventh century come
to mind.

Bratsis asserts, after reading Norbert Elias, that the
rise of the public / private split coincides with the rise of
market relations and the new role of the “king” as an
administrator and fiscal manager. Elias stresses the in-
creasing complexities and concurrent increase of inter-
dependence in society. The increasing specialisation in
the economy and the subsequent unequal distributions
of wealth has been a problem that the state was expect-
ed to handle (Bratsis 2006, 39 – 40).

Bratsis’ Marxist reading presents the role of the pub-
lic / private division as a formal and juridical separation
of economics (private) and politics (public) (Bratsis
2006, 41). Here, Bratsis uses the public / private division
to differentiate between politics and economics and not
that between the impersonal and the personal. How
does this public / private split conform to Bratsis’ survey
of Kantorowicz? Bratsis analyses the public / private
split from the perspective of the citizen (not the public
servant). The life of the citizen is divided into an eco-
nomic existence based on antagonism and a political
existence based on agreement. A consequence of this
division into political and economic existences is that all
people end up having two bodies.

One body, the concrete body of the private citizen, lives within the
routines and antagonisms of the everyday. The experiences of the 
marketplace are inherently ones of antagonism (Bratsis 2006, 42).

The social nature of my being becomes separated into
another body, the body politic. This body is an abstract
body, a sublime body. 
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The body politic becomes the receptacle of our knowledge that we are
social beings, that we depend on each other for our survival, and the
state becomes the mechanism through which the antagonisms of the
private can be reconciled (even though only temporarily) so as to
ensure the cohesion of society. […] The rise of the state with its coor-
dinating and management functions and the displacement of class
contradictions to its “political” space coincides with the view that the
agency of the state (a manifestation of the body politic) is a “public”
one devoid of particular interests and symptomatic of our common
and abstract existence (Bratsis 2006, 43).

It would appear that Bratsis relies on a distinction
between the experience of the marketplace and the
republican-virtue understanding of the public (see 1.3).
He claims that the state appropriates the public (in the
republican-virtue understanding of it), so that there is
no collective deliberation (Bratsis 2006, 38 – 43). 

Bratsis asks why we believe in the two bodies doc-
trine. His inspirators Žižek and Lacan claim that our
categories of thought are already inscribed into our
unconscious by the big Other (see 10.1). What is
inscribed into our unconscious is the materialist practice
of commodity exchange. The materialist practice is
already an unconscious support for the two bodies doc-
trine. In the circuit of capital we find the same duality of
the abstract (impersonality, universality) and the con-
crete (personality, particularity) that we find in the pub-
lic / private split. Commodities are thought in terms of
these two natures (commodities as exchange-value and
use-value). Labour also comes to possess two natures,
the one concrete (labour which creates use-value) and
the other abstract (labour creating exchange-value).
Therefore, it is not farfetched for us to believe that we,
as human beings, also possess two natures (one concrete
– private, and one abstract – public).

Use and exchange also come to possess their own forms of presence in
time: again, one concrete, the other abstract […] the assertion that the
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same body has two modes of existence, one concrete the other
abstract, is established and reasserted every time we participate in
commodity exchange. […] We first accept the two bodies doctrine in
practice and then we come to accept it in our consciousness (Bratsis
2006, 44, 46). 

Indeed, Bratsis proposes that commodity exchange
inscribes itself into our minds and produces an accept-
ance of the two bodies doctrine, that two bodies being
an economical body and a political body. However, I
argue that it is equally plausible that the commodity
exchange functions as an argument for the difference
between a natural body (the concrete) and an angelic
body (the abstract). The angelic is the bureaucratic
body. Where I differ from Bratsis is my focus of interest.
He is interested in politics and I am interested in organi-
sation. Rather than viewing the public body as a politi-
cal body, one can see it as the body which is empty and
which therefore can take common interests into
account. This is the angelic body.

Bratsis pleads that the body politic (as the receptacle
of the knowledge that we are social beings) is a fetish,
i.e. “the act whereby we treat something ‘as if’ it is not
what it actually is” (Bratsis 2006, 47). 

The idea of the body politic becomes the necessary fantasy that sup-
ports the reality of our concrete existence by providing an imaginary
and harmonious unity of individuals to support their antagonistic
unity in the nexus of the relations of production. Thus the establish-
ment of the body politic is founded on a series of fetishizing acts that
produce the “public”. If the state / body politic is to exist, we must act
“as if” there actually were universal interests, that the machinery of
the state really does represent “us” and functions to secure these inter-
ests of the “nation” or “people”. […] In other words, a series of activ-
ities is created that treats concrete individuals “as if” all were the
same; “as if” we could abstract from each determinate / concrete body
a sublime body that unites them in their difference. It is precisely what
is not common in our social existence that is presented as the common
(Bratsis 2006, 48).
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It is the political that is central in Bratsis’ account. I
argue similarly that a fiction of our society is the angelic
body: it is impersonal and only a messenger. It is not the
public body which shows that we have something in
common, rather it is the angelic body which is radically
abstract and has no content. It is this body which is the
bureaucratic body and the only body which in fiction
can serve the bureaucracy. If the angelic body is ficti-
tious, we have seen its various manifestations through-
out this thesis. Here, when Bratsis slides over from 
discussing the public / private split from the point of
view of the citizen to the perspective of the politician, 
he approximates my understanding of public / private.

What Bratsis demonstrates is that corruption is one
way that supports “the fiction of state apparatuses as
separated from the particular interests of ‘private’ life
and manned by individuals who are abstracted from
their material existence and are able to function in an
objective and impartial way with regard to concrete
social interests” (Bratsis 2006, 50). Bratsis propounds
that there is no way for politicians to abstract them-
selves from their private interests. The point is not that
politicians cannot abstract themselves from their private
interests. The point is that they must. This is a typical
superego injunction, according to Žižek’s Freud. 

The [Kantian] categorical imperative [the superego] is experienced as
an agency which bombards the subject with injunctions that are
impossible to fulfil: it brooks no excuses (“You can because you
must”) and observes with mocking, malevolent neutrality the subject’s
helpless struggle to live up to its “crazy” demands, secretly enjoying
his failure (Žižek 2002, 232). 

Neither can bureaucrats abstract themselves from their
natural bodies, but they must. My slight change in
Bratsis’ argumentation makes it possible to understand
not only political corruption (corruption in the state),
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but also corruption in bureaucracies (organisations)
generally.

Now, when even private sector employees can be
accused of bribery (see 1.2), the two bodies doctrine has
made its way into private sector business as well. How
can this be interpreted? In a materialist reading, this is
owing to the rise of big corporations where wage labour
is extant. Instead of relating corruption to the rise of the
state, one now has to see the expansion of corruption as
related to the rise of big business. Wage labour means
that you work in the best interests of someone else,
rather like a state bureaucrat. It follows that there is a
split into an angelic (public) body and a private body in
the private sector as well. 

The introduction of the private sector into bribery
law might be linked to the increasing importance of
business in comparison to the state. In Kantorowicz,
state property was considered to be res quasi sacrae,
almost holy things. Nowadays, if we accept the argu-
ment that the role of the state is decreasing (e.g. Hardt
and Negri), anti-bribery law is no longer meant to sole-
ly protect state property, but now the law equates pri-
vate and state property. The functions of the state and
the private sector are increasingly being equated. In
1976, when including the private sector into bribery
law, the following motivation was given. 

The committee indicates in their report Bribery responsibility that the
public office previously was most of a judicial character and was the
main area that the bribery law should protect. The public has, the
committee argues, increasingly started to focus on other tasks and
functions than those of public office. Mainly, the public sector com-
prises tasks and functions that are also done in the private sector. This
is especially the case when it comes to business like functions that are
execute by state owned businesses. The committee admits that a spe-
cial position for state administration, especially related to public
office, could be motivated since it needs the full trust of the citizens
and maybe also because it is funded by public means. However,
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according to the committee, there is no principal difference between
the public and the private sector so that the common law against
bribery could be considered to be unnatural (Prop. 1975 / 76: 176
1976, 10 – 11)221.

Even though there are in the Swedish context arguments
whether the bribery law should only encompass the
public sector, since it is held that the public sector is
indeed different from the private (Institutet mot mutor
2006), one can still see a tendency that the idea of cor-
ruption is no longer limited to the public sector. Bratsis
may have read more bourgeois tendencies into corrup-
tion by also focusing on the private sector. Recall the
difference between law-centered and polity-centered
kingship that Kantorowicz sketches. In the law-centered
kingship, the immortal body was money, while in the
polity-centered kingship, it was the patria. Might we
now be moving towards a world order where money is
that which “touches all” with global flows of money
that move independently of nation-states (cf. Hardt and
Negri 2000)?

Instead of continuing this speculation about the
decreasing significance of the state, I will revert to
Bratsis’ claim that we are producing the “public” by
rules of separation. 

10.4 rules of separation

Bratsis argues that any real effort to separate the private
from the public will by force fail, since we do only have
one body – not two. However, the separation has to 
succeed. 

What it really means to separate the public from the
private is problematic (see chapter 7). For example in
the context of the SRA, is having lunch after a construc-
tion meeting a transgression of the public / private split?
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Even though it is problematic to understand what a sep-
aration of the private from the public looks like, Bratsis
claims that we strive for an apparent separation of these
spheres.

According to Bratsis, the apparent separation is
achieved by what is called rules of separation (Bratsis
2006, 61). To follow the rules of separation in practice
means that there is no spill-over between the public and
the private.

There are rules that inform us of what is pathological. The term nor-
mal itself derives from the Latin term norma, rule. The normal is that
which conforms to the rule. Conforming to the rule when it comes to
political corruption thus refers to not transgressing the rules that regu-
late the purity of the public and private […] A basic principle that
underpins much of the content of these rules is that public servants
must not engage in behaviors that are too overt and obvious in their
illustration of how the concrete ‘private’ body of the public servant
conflicts with the presumed purity and objectivity of their abstract
‘public’ body (Bratsis 2003b, 22, 30).

While there are no abstract pure public or private bod-
ies, we moderns believe that the separation of the public
and the private is maintained if the rules of separation
are not breached. Instead of concentrating on the real
issue of the public / private separation, breaches of the
rules are considered to be transgressions of the dichot-
omy, i.e. corruption. 

The concept of rules of separation might render the
constant reference to rules by respondents at the SRA
intelligible. It is the presentation of the absence of
breaches against rules that is critical. It is this presenta-
tion which both for themselves and for other people cre-
ate the unstained public role. As Bratsis is more interest-
ed in theory than in empirical material, he has neglected
that there is much more at stake than rules. In chapter
7, I identified different rituals of separation, such as
playing golf in your private body, and relating different
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invitations to the acceptable working lunch. In the rest
of the chapter I will develop the Lacanian world
view to understand the role that corruption has in soci-
ety as well as why we get so provoked by corruption. 

10.5 the fundamental trauma 
returning as corruption

To really comprehend corruption, I argue that one must
invoke the notion of sinthome. A brief survey of some
aspects of Lacan’s theories will explain the sinthome.
The psychoanalyst Lacan understood his science as a
break with essentialistic notions (Žižek 1989, 4). In the
second chapter, I alluded to subjects being split; and this
statement was implicitly uttered in Lacanese. Rather
than Lacan viewing that the subject as a posited entity
(something), he propounded that the subject is funda-
mentally split. The split of the subject means that the
subject is dependent on society (the big Other). Recall
how the big Other inscribes itself into the unconscious
of the subject (see 10.1).

The social (the big Other), which is intertwined with
the subject, is also split, also constituted by a lack. What
is this mysterious void that constitutes the social? Žižek,
when explaining this abyss, refers to the theories of
social analysts Ernest Laclau and Chantal Mouffe.
Laclau and Mouffe developed a social theory where
they introduce the concept of antagonism; the antago-
nism was based on the Lacanian notion of trauma. One
way to conceive of the lack, or the trauma, is to see it as
something that resists symbolisation and integration
into a symbolic system (Žižek 1989, 4). That something
is a trauma and resists symbolisation means that we can
never fully describe the concept by means of language.
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As an example of the impossibility of symbolising the
trauma, Žižek explains how a complete symbolisation
and a universalisation of democracy is impossible:

Every attempt at symbolization-totalization comes afterwards: it is an
attempt to suture an original cleft – an attempt which is, in the last
resort, by definition doomed to failure. They [Laclau and Mouffe]
emphasize that we must not be ‘radical’ in the sense of aiming at a rad-
ical solution: we always live in an interspace and in borrowed time;
every solution is provisional and temporary, a kind of postponing of a
fundamental impossibility. Their term ‘radical democracy’ is thus to
be taken somehow paradoxically: it is precisely not ‘radical’ in the
sense of pure, true democracy; its radical character implies, on the
other contrary, that we can save democracy only by taking into
account its own radical impossibility (Žižek 1989, 6). 

It is this fundamental trauma that Laclau and Mouffe
describe as antagonism. The impossibility of excising
the trauma is what human (and social) existence boils
down to, according to Lacan. Lacan’s theories present
the fundamental void, lack or trauma which is “cov-
ered” or symbolised in different ways. Even though the
subject and the social are split, there are constant
attempts to “patch them up”. Notwithstanding these
attempts of patching the lack, it still continues to exist
and to manifest itself, piercing through different sym-
bolisations or descriptions of society. Here, the notion
of the harmonious relationship between knowledge and
the known comes to mind. Fink’s Lacan holds that in
Antiquity the relationship between the mind and the
world was harmonious. In modernity, however, we do
not believe in a complete symbolisation (description) of
the world (or here society). Still, there has to be such a
symbolisation. Therefore, when trying to completely
symbolise society, the trauma always returns in one way
or the other. If we relate this to the Baumanian world-
view, one might state that the difference between Lacan
and Bauman is that Bauman posits the world as ambigu-
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ous while Lacan understands it as consisting of a funda-
mental void. 

In this context, the introduction of the term symp-
tom is important. According to Žižek, it was Marx and
not Freud who invented the symptom.

This is also the logic of the Marxian critique of Hegel, of the Hegelian
notion of society as a rational totality; as soon as we try to conceive
the existing social order as a rational totality, we must include in it a
paradoxical element which, without ceasing to be its internal con-
stituent, functions as its symptom – subverts the very universal
rational principle of this totality. For Marx, this ‘irrational’ element of
the existing society was, of course, the proletariat, ‘the unreason of
reason itself’ (Marx), the point at which the Reason embodied in the
existing social order encounters its own unreason (Žižek 1989, 23).

The paradoxical element which needs to be included
into the social order is the symptom – the way in which
the trauma manifests itself.

Lacanian theories are very interesting, one might
conclude, but why is there a need to concern oneself
with them when discussing corruption? The reason is
that I argue that corruption is the paradoxical element
which needs to be included into the social order to per-
ceive it as a rational totality. The rational totality that I
have in mind is the society which is split into public and
private registers, that which Bratsis would call a “bour-
geois money economy”, which is now increasingly
becoming universal and globalised. Corruption is that
element that must be included into the world order to be
able to make sense of the public / private dichotomy. I
hold that corruption might be thought as the returning
trauma, the symptom. However, the Marxian symptom
is not enough to understand corruption. Even though
corruption might be a contradictory element, why does
it make us so provoked? It is here that I hold that the
understanding of corruption would be enhanced by
relating it not to the Marxian symptom but to the
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Lacanian sinthome. What is the difference between
these two concepts? 

10.6 marx invented the symptom 
– lacan invented the sinthome

Is it possible to make a clear articulation of the differ-
ence between the symptom and the sinthome? Not only
has it been argued that Žižek is writing inconsistently
with concepts changing character between works as well
as within the very same work (Böhm and de Cock 2005);
when explaning and discussing the symptom, Lacan had
no constant understanding of it. Rather, the concept
evolved and transmuted through time (Žižek 1989).

In the early fifties, the symptom was conceived as a
symbolic, signifying formation, “as a kind of cypher, a
coded message addressed to the big Other which later
was supposed to confer on it its true meaning” (Žižek
1989, 73). In spite of this alleged symbolic character, the
symptom did not seem to dissolve itself even after a suc-
cessful interpretation. Lacan rethought his theories and
came up with an explanation that the reason for the per-
sisting symptom is that “the symptom is a way for the
subject to organise his enjoyment” (Žižek 1989, 74).
When Lacan located enjoyment in the symptom he pro-
ceeded in two stages:

First, he tried to isolate this dimension of enjoyment as that of fantasy,
and to oppose symptom and fantasy through a whole set of distinctive
features. […] In this way we can also articulate two stages of the psy-
choanalytic process: interpretation of symptoms – going through fan-
tasy (Žižek 1989, 74).

Lacan then asked himself how to account for patients
(in therapy) who have, beyond any doubt, gone through
their fantasy, but whose key symptom still persists. That
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is, those patients who have dealt with both aspects 
of the symptom; both the symbolic part and the 
‘fantasmatic’ part. The symptom is for those patients 
both interpreted and the fantasy is gone through. 
He answered this by inventing the concept of sinthome.

Symptom as sinthome is a certain signifying formation penetrated
with enjoyment: it is a signifier as a bearer of jouis-sense, enjoyment-
in-sense (Žižek 1989, 75).

The symptom, as sinthome, is 

literally our only substance, the only positive support of our being, the
only point that gives consistency to the subject. In other words, symp-
tom is the way we – the subjects – ‘avoid madness’, the way we
‘choose something (the symptom-formation) instead of nothing (radi-
cal psychotic autism, the destruction of the symbolic universe)’
through the binding of our enjoyment to a certain signifying, symbolic
formation which assures a minimum of consistency in our being-in-
the-world (Žižek 1989, 75).

In the late teachings of Lacan, the symptom acquires the
role of the Real, the trauma – that which returns after a
symbolisation. 

[…] the Real, that which resists symbolization: the traumatic point
which is always missed but none the less always returns, although we
try – through a set of different strategies – to neutralize it, to integrate
it into the symbolic order. In the perspective of the last stage of
Lacanian teaching, it is precisely the symptom which is conceived as
such a real kernel of enjoyment, which persists as a surplus and
returns through all attempts to domesticate it, to gentrify it, […] to
dissolve it by means of explication, of putting-into-words its meaning
(Žižek 1989, 69).

While the first Lacanian reading of the symptom
involved a strategy of interpretation to dissolve it and
the second reading involved interpretation of the sym-
bolic side and going through fantasy, the third stage in
the Lacanian development of the symptom finds that
there is no way to dissolve the symptom. Instead of dis-
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solving the symptom, we have to identify with it. This 
is the end of the Lacanian psychoanalytical process.

The analysis achieves its end when the patient is able to recognize, in
the Real of his symptom, the only support of his being (Žižek 1989,
75).

It is the third step in the Lacanian development of the
symptom that I will use in the following analysis. I will
make use of Žižek to understand how corruption con-
sists of both a symbolic part and one consisting of
enjoyment. And I will discuss how can we identify with
the sinthome of corruption – to reach the end of the
Lacanian psychoanalytical process. 

10.7 corruption as sinthome 
– symbolic interpretation

I argue that Žižek’s analysis of the Jew (in the Fascist
world order) might help us understand corruption.
Žižek’s thesis is that society does not exist, and the Jew
is its symptom. 

The basic trick of anti-semitism is to displace social antagonism
between the sound social texture, social body, and the Jew as the force
corroding it, the force of corruption (Žižek 1989, 125). 

With this conception of the Jew, it is thus not society
itself which is impossible, based on antagonism (or
trauma), but the source of corruption (as degeneration
or decay) is located in a particular entity, the Jew. Here,
it is interesting that Žižek uses the term corruption.
Žižek, at many places in the Sublime Object of
Ideology, employs the term corruption meaning some-
thing broader than the modern notion of corruption as
transgression of the public / private split. Corruption for
Žižek means degeneration and demise, meanings that
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are closely related to the broader meaning of corruption
(cf. chapter 8). The Jew, in Žižek’s account, is the one to
whom corruption is attributed; the Jew is the cause of
society’s corruption. 

Now, it is no longer the Jew who causes corruption,
but I argue that corruption causes corruption; Cor-
ruption (in its modern understanding of separating pub-
lic and private) is causing corruption (as moral decay,
economic stagnation, etc etc). Corruption (in the modern
understanding) might thus be understood as “our Jew”.

The stake of the social-ideological fantasy is to con-
struct a vision of society which does exist, a society
which is not split by an antagonistic division, a society
in which the relation between its parts is organic, com-
plementary. It is here that we must return to the public
role which is the fantasy that structures the modern
view of society as understood by Bratsis. “The function
of ideological fantasy is to mask this inconsistency, the
fact that ‘Society doesn’t exist’, and thus to compensate
us for the failed identification” (Žižek 1989, 127). As
the Jew, corruption simultaneously denies and embodies
the structural impossibility of ‘Society’.

Corruption is the sign of the impossibility of splitting
life into public and private registers. The increasing
focus on corruption might be a consequence of our try-
ing to split our lives into public and private registers. By
concerning oneself more about splitting life into differ-
ent registers, the concept of corruption becomes more
and more visible. In other words, by paying attention to
the public / private split, we also come to pay more
attention to the failures of the split, i.e. corruption.

An interesting detour from Bauman’s account is that
the contradictory element, the symptom, which destroys
the social order is in Žižek’s account already included in
the social order. The Jew is for example not “a stranger”
(Bauman 1993) – unclassifiable but something that is
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already a planned part in Fascist ideology. Analogous to
the Jew, corruption is already included in the modern
social order. By introducing the element which shows
the failure to symbolise society in the modern way – i.e.
corruption – the system seems to be complete. There is
no need to change the system per se, what needs to be
done is to fight corruption (similarly to the execution of
all Jews). Totalitarian projects always include their fun-
damental impossibility (their “antagonism” in Ernesto
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s vocabulary). 

It is insufficient to designate the totalitarian project as impossible,
utopian, wanting to establish a totally transparent and homogeneous
society – the problem is that in a way, totalitarian ideology knows it,
recognizes it in advance: in the figure of the ‘Jew’ it includes this know-
ledge in its edifice. The whole Fascist ideology is structured as a strug-
gle against the element which holds the place of the immanent im-
possibility of the very Fascist project: the ‘Jew’ is nothing but a fetishis-
tic embodiment of a certain fundamental blockage (Žižek 1989, 127).

Corruption simultaneously denies and embodies the
structural impossibility of ‘Society’. Our society is thus
not prevented from achieving its full identity because of
corruption. It is prevented by its own immanent block-
age (antagonism). This fundamental impossibility is
projected upon the notion of corruption. One might add
that the war on corruption therefore supports this world
order, since it only fights the symptom and not the very
opposition of public / private as such. Commentators
recognise that it is very difficult to fight corruption, but
that it needs to be done. 

The ebb and flow of corruption is difficult to predict but what is cer-
tain is that claims to have won the ‘war against corruption’ or to have
found the cure for the ‘cancer of corruption’ are at least premature
and probably misconceived. Corruption offers no ground for compla-
cency and experience of tackling corruption suggests that success is
usually temporary and partial (Williams 2000, p. xi).
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Experience in countries that have tackled corruption successfully
demonstrates that no single approach to curbing corruption is likely to
be effective. Success in dealing with corruption involves a wide range
of strategies, networked in an integrated fashion over a long period of
time (Ajayi 2005).

By preparing for a long war, the opposition against cor-
ruption cannot be seen as anything but an acceptance of
the world order as such. 

Why has corruption come to occupy such a promi-
nent role in the discussion of social and economic stag-
nation (corruption)? I argue that corruption has become
vested with enjoyment in the same way as with the Jew
– referring to the second part of the sinthome.

10.8 corruption as sinthome – jouissance 

Enjoyment may be perceived because even though we
understand what corruption is, that it is a consequence
of a certain world order, that it is a consequence of try-
ing to split society into public and private registers, and
that there is really no possibility for humans to abstract
themselves into a public role, corruption is not only that.

The crucial step in the analysis of an ideological edifice is thus to
detect, behind the dazzling splendour of the element which holds it
together (‘God’, ‘Country’, ‘Party’, ‘Class’ …) this self-referential, tau-
tological, performative operation. A ‘Jew’, for example, is in the last
resort one who is stigmatized with the signifier ‘Jew’; all the phantas-
mic richness of the traits supposed to characterize Jews (avidity, the
spirit of intrigue, and so on) is here to conceal not the fact that ‘Jews
are really not like that’, not the empirical reality of Jews, but the fact
that in the anti-Semitic construction of a ‘Jew’, we are concerned with
a purely structural fiction (Žižek 1989, 99).

In the same way as the Jew became the container of all
the evil in society, so corruption becomes filled with evil.
A first comment is that corruption as the transgression
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of the public / private split is called ‘corruption’. Who
can be for corruption (in the broad sense)? The double
meaning in the term corruption makes it impossible to
be against it.

In the first and third chapters, it was argued that cor-
ruption might lead to everything from social and eco-
nomic stagnation to child slavery. In corruption litera-
ture, since authors tend to want to define what they are
discussing, there are many examples of how the authors
inscribe their own (and society’s) desires into the defini-
tions of corruption.

We return again to the definitions of corruption to
see how this is done. Definitions of corruption are never
only regulating the split between the public and the pri-
vate, since that would lead to “everybody being cor-
rupt”. It is always a separation of the private from the
public with the addition of “something else”. So, what
is this extra little thing? If corruption consists of a sym-
bolic part and a part related to enjoyment, might it be
so that the formula for corruption should be:

C = p /– p + J

Or, in other words that corruption is “a transgression of
public / private + jouissance”. Jouissance is the part of
the definitions of corruption related to enjoyment, or
more to the point – stolen enjoyment. It is this extra
thing, this projection of desire, which makes corruption
so provocative. 

One subtle aspect that seldom comes forward in dis-
cussions on corruption is the most basic understanding
of corruption defined by the World Bank as the “use of
public office for private gain” (Shah and Huther 2000),
similar to Lambert-Mogiliansky’s definition (see chapter
3). This definition is a sign that everybody is corrupt,
since in a sense, all people use their public office to
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extract a salary. Everybody would thus be corrupt, “and
this is of course not what we mean by corruption”.
There are different ways to invest the concept of corrup-
tion with the desired meaning. The first necessary step 
is to introduce some kind of wrongdoing into the defi-
nition. Instead of “use” there is “ab-use” or “mis-use”.

The abuse of public roles or resources for private benefit (Johnston
1998, 89). 

The abuse of public power for private benefit (Tanzi 1998, 564).

The abuse (or misuse) of public power for private (personal) benefit
(Doh et al. 2003, 115).

What abuse means in this context is most probably
related to rules of separation. The rules, or in psychoan-
alytical terms, the Law, prohibits actions which then
come to be desired (Žižek 1989). Corruption becomes
penetrated by enjoyment since it is forbidden. This
aspect of abuse related to corruption is also described in
terms of corruption being an “attack on norms” (Levine
2005). 

Another usual way in which corruption is penetrat-
ed by enjoyment is that it is held to stem from the moti-
vation of private gain. 

Corruption is a kind of behavior which deviates from the norm actu-
ally prevalent or believed to prevail in a given context, such as the
political. It is deviant behavior associated with a particular motiva-
tion, namely that of private gain at public expense (Friedrich 1990,
15).

Payments are corrupt if they are illegally made to public agents with
the goal of obtaining a benefit or avoiding a cost (Rose-Ackerman
1999, 9).

Within such patronage relationships, the favors sought are often moti-
vated by greed, by the desire to retain or increase one’s power, or, per-
versely enough, by the belief in a supposedly greater good (Verhezen
2005, 251).
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Private gain is not only seen as pecuniary forms but also
power, prestige, authority, and symbolic capital (Haller
and Shore 2005, 6). Levine argues that corruption is an
attack on norms concordantly with individuals develop-
ing “certain of the key qualities associated with corrup-
tion: greed, arrogance, a sense of personal entitlement,
the idea of virtue as personal loyalty, and the inability to
distinguish between organizational and personal ends”
(Levine 2005, 724). He furthermore bases corruption
on a type of greed called ‘ultimate narcissistic fulfill-
ment’ – the experience of the self as uniquely good and
uniquely worthy. 

The drama of the corrupt organization is the drama of the struggle to
maintain the consciously held moral ideal, while serving the needs of
the rapacious self (Levine 2005, 730).

The motivational account of corruption invests the con-
cept with enjoyment. The sentiment expressed in
Levine’s analysis of corruption is that the corrupt do
something that is prohibited, they attack norms, and
they do so out of greed, while we, the non-corrupt sub-
jects, have to work with only the organisation in mind,
and none of our private interests. We abstain from
enjoyment while the corrupt enjoy. 

Another aspect, brought forth by della Porta and
Vannucci is that the transaction is hidden. 

[C]orruption refers to the abuse of public resources for private gain,
through a hidden transaction that involves the violation of some stan-
dards of behavior (Della Porta and Vannucci 1999, 16).

Hiding is of course diametrically opposed to being
transparent, which we moderns seem to value. Sanders
states that transparency is “both a process and an out-
come – it is modernity’s moral compulsion as well as its
characteristic feature, at once its motor and its message”
(Sanders 2003). Levine once again explains: 
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Corruption includes as an essential element this effort to hide an
unfavourable, indeed unacceptable, reality. […] Corruption is inti-
mately involved with secrets (Levine 2005, 728). 

How can this be interpreted? Maybe the corrupt people
can hide whatever they want, while we, the non-corrupt
subjects, have to make our whole existence transparent
for the organisation in drug controls and workplace sur-
veillance.

Another aspect which Verhezen highlights is that
corruption involves a sale of something that cannot be
sold. Above, I discussed the res sacrae and the res quasi
sacrae belonging to the Church and the State respective-
ly. These things are forbidden to sell. In the present con-
text, one could easily expand the notion to include even
private property – that it is forbidden to sell things that
belong to your employer. 

Corruption is the sale by government officials of government property
for personal gains (Schleifer and Vishny 1993, 599).

This is an aspect which has become very invested with
enjoyment. It is here that corruption is often likened to
the seduction of a woman. 

Noonan [1984] describes that for the 16th century Shakespeare, the
description “to be corrupt” means to be rotten, made evil in a generic
way, and to corrupt is to reduce to an evil state, more specifically to
“seduce a woman from virtue”. The ancient analogy between sexual
corruption and bribery can often be found in literature, such as in
Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure. The Latin verb corrupere, i.e. “to
break down”, and the adjective corruptus invoke a range of images of
evil. It is remarkable to see the historical tie in using the same language
applicable to the ethics of bribery and sexual ethics: bribed judges are
‘whores’ who have ‘prostituted’ their office. Hence, “to corrupt”
politically is parallel in significance to “corrupt sexually”. This paral-
lelism of language and metaphor points to an analogy of the moral
concepts of fidelity and gratuitousness: acts of the sexual intercourse
in marriage and of the official must be faithful and must not be paid.
Neither of these acts is subject to commerce and both demand loyalty
(Verhezen 2005, 250).
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Another aspect of enjoyment is related to the quotes at
the SRA, where the region manager discussed that alco-
hol is prohibited. In the Bilprovningen case (see 1.1.1),
the employees were accused of taking spirits, beer and
chocolates. Is it because of the bodily reactions that
alcohol is prohibited? For some, even chocolate might
be condemned as leading to unwanted bodily reactions. 

Is it not the case that the definitions are replete with
things related to enjoyment? Or more to the point,
stolen enjoyment? The corrupt are enjoying what we
(non-corrupt) cannot enjoy. They have stolen enjoyment
from us. They are able to be arrogant, to do things in
secret, be greedy, and so on; something that we as the
“non-corrupt” cannot do. These extra things which are
added are surplus-enjoyment. 

It is here that the most difficult step comes in
Lacanian psychoanalysis. Since we are filling the con-
cept of corruption with so many forbidden things, it
becomes very difficult to get rid of corruption as
sinthome. Lacan’s final step of psychoanalytical therapy
is to identify with the symptom (that is what is meant by
going through fantasy). In social analysis, we have to
identify with the social symptom. “Going through” fan-
tasy is 

likewise correlative to identification with a symptom. Jews are clearly
a social symptom: the point at which the immanent social antagonism
assumes a positive form, erupts on to the social surface, the point at
which it becomes obvious that society ‘doesn’t work’, that the social
mechanism ‘creaks’. If we look at it through the frame of (corporatist)
fantasy, the ‘Jew’ appears as an intruder who introduces from outside
disorder, decomposition and corruption of the social edifice – it
appears as an outward positive cause whose elimination would enable
us to restore order, stability and identity. But in ‘going through the
fantasy’ we must in the same move identify with the symptom: we
must recognize in the properties attributed to ‘Jew’ the necessary
product of our very social system; we must recognize in the ‘excesses’
attributed to ‘Jews’ the truth about ourselves.[…] To ‘identify with a
symptom’ means to recognize in the ‘excesses’, in the disruptions of
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the ‘normal’ way of things, the key offering us access to its true func-
tioning. This is similar to Freud’s view that the keys to the functioning
of the human mind were dreams, slips of tongue, and similar abnor-
mal phenomena (Žižek 1989, 127 – 128). 

What needs to be done today is to identify with the
symptom, namely that everything we label corrupt is a
necessary product of our very social system. Still, we are
far from identifying with the sinthome. Corruption
always seems to be elsewhere. Corruption is always that
which we cannot do, whether it is externalised to other
people, other companies, other industries, other coun-
tries or other continents. Here, the Lacanian take on it
would be that language makes us able to express that the
satisfaction that we receive is nothing compared to the
possible satisfaction. It is apparent that the satisfaction
that we are deprived of is the satisfaction of the corrupt. 

Language is what allows us to say that there is the paltry satisfaction
we get in various and sundry ways, and then another satisfaction, a
better satisfaction, a satisfaction what would never fail us, never come
up short, never disappoint us. Have we ever experienced such a reli-
able satisfaction? For most of us, the answer is probably no. But that
does not stop us from believing that there must be such a thing. There
must be something better. Maybe we think we see some sign of it in
some other group of people and envy and hate those people for it.
Maybe we project it onto some group because we want to believe it
exists somewhere (Fink 2004, 156). 

It is not only that one respondent is not corrupt com-
pared to other respondents, it is also that the SRA is not
corrupt compared to the private sector or the municipal-
ities. Furthermore, Sweden is not corrupt compared to
other countries, where people engage in the pleasures of
corruption. The employees at the SRA were previously
(in other times) more corrupt. There are earlier stories
about five-course dinners with alcohol, while now the
SRA employees can only drink light beer and have tray
lunches (see 2.3, 4.2 and 6).
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Is not corruption the container of our desires? Žižek
invents an alternative ending to Kafka’s The Castle:
“You see, now you’ve discovered the real secret: beyond
the door is only what your desire introduces there…”
(Žižek 1989, 66). Could this not be the case with cor-
ruption as well? That beyond the concept of corruption
is only what our desire introduces there? Some intro-
duce greed, some introduce secrecy, others the attack on
norms, yet others alcohol, and so on. 

Might this not also be why the discussion of corrup-
tion never ends? Could it not be the case that we want
corruption to be this empty signifier, this empty box into
which we can project our desire? Is this empty contain-
er the only way for us to be content with the definition? 

10.9 psychoanalysis of the sra

This theoretical framework might be helpful to under-
stand the definitions of corruption. Can it also help to
understand corruption at the SRA? The Bratsisian claim
that rules of separation are important has been visible in
the whole thesis with its focus on rules. Regarding pub-
lic (sector) procurement, it was obvious that when delv-
ing into the issue, the most important aspect was to fol-
low the rules of procurement and not to exclude all pri-
vate values. There are possibly a wide range of private
influences even in the supposedly public bureaucracy of
the SRA. Project managers have their favourites, people
they want to work with. Competence is also social com-
petence and personal chemistry. 

Bratsis argues that the rules of separation cannot be
completely separated from that which they are supposed
to capture – the public / private split. The rules of sepa-
ration, when it comes to subordering from general
agreements, state that up to 8 basic amounts is accept-
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able to suborder (see chapter 5). If this limit would be
100 basic amounts for example, the possibilities of sub-
ordering are more likely to cause public concern. Bratsis
argues that the rules of separation always need to be
related to the common view in society. It should never
be too overt that the public body is contaminated by pri-
vate interests.

When it comes to gifts the rules of separation are less
clear. The respondents have different opinions when it
comes to what is legitimate. 

The creation of the public / private split is not only
based on rules of separation, and this is evident where
the project managers at the SRA have their own strate-
gies for upholding the split (see chapter 7). By uphold-
ing the difference between public and private roles in
action, the subject believes that there is such a difference
and that he / she can stay away from corruption. The
spheres are clearly separated and even though the pro-
ject managers know that they only have one body, they
act as if they have two bodies. Refer to the project man-
ager who stated that he went to play golf with a suppli-
er. He and the supplier took a day-off, stripping them-
selves of their public roles, and played as private per-
sons. Might it not be the case that if everybody believed
themselves to be corrupt, society would malfunction? If
the project managers believe that they are corrupt, what
consequences might this have? Rather than taking cor-
ruption literally and separating the public from the pri-
vate, we need to find a strategy which lets one create the
perception of oneself to not be corrupt. Once again, the
perception of not being corrupt is not only for external
parties but also for oneself. 

In this chapter I intended to go deeper into the mod-
ern understanding of corruption, whence it came, and
how it has become the cause of corruption in the broad-
er sense. The psychoanalytical understanding connects
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the so called “ancient”, broad understanding with the
narrow – that corruption causes corruption. Moreover,
it gives an explanation of the persistence of corruption,
why it is so difficult to do away with. Furthermore, the
rules and rituals of separation that we have seen exam-
ples of are explained. While it is impossible to separate
the public from the private, it has to be done. In the next
and last chapter, I will summarise my findings and gifts
to academia. I will also discuss the possible practical
consequences of this work.
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221. Kommittén påpekar i sitt betänkande Mut- och bestickningsans-
varet att den offentliga förvaltningen tidigare var av främst judiciell
karaktär och utgjorde mutansvarets väsentligaste skyddsområde. Det
allmänna har emellertid, framhåller kommittén, i allt högre grad kom-
mit att inrikta sin verksamhet på andra uppgifter och funktioner än
myndighetsutövande. I mångt och mycket rör det sig härvidlag om
uppgifter och funktioner som också fullgörs inom den enskilda sek-
torn. Särskilt gäller detta i fråga om den näringsdrivande verksamhet
som utövas av helt eller delvis samhällsägda företag. Kommittén
medger att en fortsatt särställning för den offentliga verksamheten –
främst i vad den rör myndighetsutövning – kan vara motiverad av att
den måste kunna omfattas av medborgarnas absoluta förtroende 
och kanske också av att den finansieras av allmänna medel. Enligt
kommittén föreligger emellertid inte mellan offentlig och enskild 
verksamhet sådan principiell skillnad att en samordnad reglering av
mutansvaret och bestickningsskyddet skulle te sig onaturlig (Prop.
1975 / 76: 176 1976, 10 – 11).
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This last chapter aims at revisiting the earlier chapters to
summarise the most important findings. The chapter
also contains a discussion about the gifts that I have
given to academia and to practitioners as well as a dis-
cussion about the limitations of the study. Moreover, I
will scrutinise the ethics of studying corruption in
Sweden – is it really an important topic to study? Sub-
sequently, I return to where I begun in the first chapter –
the Swedish media coverage on bribery and, finally, the
war on corruption.

To do the promised summary, I will start with a
return to the aims of the thesis, to explore the vicissi-
tudes of corruption, i.e. 

to problematise the idea of corruption, and
to describe what measures are taken against corruption

To be able to problematise my topic, I initially had to
develop that which I was about to problematise. I aimed
at finding a dominant way in which corruption is dis-
cussed, which I subsequently could problematise and
inform with other perspectives. In a first survey of news-
paper articles, I identified a number of issues. I sug-
gested that three of them constituted the core of the
modern understanding of corruption, namely the pub-
lic / private dichotomy, rules and managerial responsibil-
ity. It was argued that corruption in its modern guise is
considered to be a transgression of the public / private
split. This modern understanding of corruption was also
argued to be tightly linked to ideas about what measures
may be taken against corruption, i.e. that corruption
can be managed or handled by means of rules.
Ambiguity, another of the themes identified in the news-
paper article survey, played an important role since it is
the antipode of the clarity and predictability that the
modern project stands for. Therefore, ambiguity has to
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be purged and bureaucracy, the modern epitome of
organisation, is a means to purging ambiguity. The
bureaucracy consisting not of persons but of rules coun-
teracts the ambiguity and unpredictability of human
behaviour. The aforementioned concepts were com-
bined to develop an understanding of the problem of
corruption. Subsequently, I started to read the empirical
material of the SRA with modern “glasses”.

11.1 the modern definition 
of definition stammering

After the modern definition was developed through
chapter 4, the main point that was discussed in the fifth
and sixth chapters was if the pure bureaucracy concept
was tenable. If corruption is a breach of the public / pri-
vate dichotomy, can the SRA be void of corruption? To
show the difficulty in eliminating the private I discussed
both rules of procurement and rules regarding gifts. Not
only was this discussion aimed at presenting the empiri-
cal material. Additionally, it aimed at showing the diffi-
culty of dividing the world into the public and the pri-
vate spheres. In the fifth chapter, related to procure-
ment, the most important aspect was to follow the rules
of procurement. These procurement rules could be seen
as what Bratsis calls rules of separation (chapter 10) –
rules that create the appearance of a “clean” public
character of the bureaucracy.

Even if the rules are followed, can we be sure that
decisions endorse public values? The respondents pres-
ent that a large part of public sector procurement is
objective and impersonal, referring to models that pro-
vide objectivity. When procuring construction work, the
winning tender appeared to pop out of the models of
procurement and this was to a great extent a relief for
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the project managers who then felt that they were
absolved from influencing the process. However, when
it comes to economically less significant services pro-
cured, less focus is spent to make the purchasing deci-
sion based on public, impersonal values. Some project
managers claimed with regard to subordering from gen-
eral agreements that no objective evaluation exists at all.
Rather, the decision is based on “personal chemistry”
between the project manager and the consultant, recom-
mendations from other project managers or earlier good
experience of project work. Here, there is no procure-
ment model. Here, there is no bureaucracy. The private
is inserted into the public realm, which coincides with
the core of the modern definition of corruption. Even
though it is dubious whether the private is excluded
from the public, one might explain that since the
respondents are following the rules of separation (the
legal, regulatory framework), there is seemingly no pub-
lic / private transgression. To sum up, there are different
ways of buying at the SRA with a varying mix of the
public and the private. A general rule of thumb might be
that the more economically significant, the more the
decision is related to the public. However, even though
the insertion of the private is a threat to bureaucracy, it
ought to be pointed out that there is no need for such a
private decision based on personal experience to be a
“worse” alternative in any sense. As Ledeneva states
and this thesis concurs, there are few situations where a
completely worthless tender is chosen owing to corrup-
tion. Even though such examples are used in teaching to
illustrate the dangers of corruption, in the world of real
examples, things seem more multifaceted. Personal
chemistry, which is corrupt in the context of the bureau-
cracy, might only be a way to choose between more or
less equal consultants. If the excursions in chapter 5
demonstrate anything, it is that procurement is not
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based on a search for the impersonal all the time. If
nothing should be controlled by the private, procure-
ment as such might be very difficult to implement. Also,
one can not dedicate endless amounts of resources to
ensure that the bureaucracy is clean from private influ-
ence. So, even though the private is inserted into the
public sphere, it might nevertheless not always go under
the demarcation “corrupt”. The mix between the public
and the private might be beneficial but there is a bureau-
cratic mistrust against it. One could ask oneself if we
really have to rely that much on bureaucracy. Might it
not be better to trust the competence of the project man-
agers? When Rose-Ackerman states that a balance
between discretion and corruption need to be made (see
chapter 5), we seemingly aim for no corruption at the
risk of an insufficient use of competence. Acceptable or
not, this is a sign that a war on corruption is fought,
almost at any cost. 

To sum up, the point is to strike a balance between
the public and the private. It seems implausible to
address the public / private dichotomy in an “either-or”
manner. Rather, we must accept that there is a mix and
a “both-and”. Also, there is a need to follow the rules of
separation upholding the appearance of a pure public
sphere. Hence, no matter how the decision is taken,
whether it be objectively price based or based on per-
sonal chemistry, it needs to be “neatly” done, in other
words according to the rules. To present price based
decisions in an objective way is no problem. However,
when it comes to subordering, the project managers and
heads of departments contend that general agreements
are procured in competition. All of the procured gener-
al agreements are thus equal and there is no difference
among them. If one project manager wants to suborder
from the same person all the time, no problem is pre-
sented. The point is that procurement must follow the
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rules of the game. This maintains the notion of purity of
the public role. 

In the sixth chapter, I developed the concepts of the
gift, the commodity and the bribe. The gift is something
ambiguous and not easily classifiable. Since ambiguity
must necessarily be purged from the public realm, gifts
are banned. However, complete banning of the gift is
not found in practice. As the region manager stated,
SRA employees should not receive any gifts at all, but
some gifts of a small value with some kind of relation to
work are allowed. Marginal ambiguity is allowed as
long as it does not interfere with upholding the purity of
the public body. Both upper management and the pro-
ject managers expressed belief in the rules. The confi-
dence in the rules is not surprising, since also in this
realm there is a need to know that the public body is not
contaminated by private interests. To be cognisant that
one is on the right side of good and evil, there are once
again rules of separation. The project managers state
that there are lucid rules about what is acceptable and
what must be rejected. Those interviewed act according
to the rules – noteworthy is that they act according to
different rules. Some state that the upper limit is 0, some
that it prohibits gifts more expensive than 250 SEK, or
300 SEK, or 400 SEK. Instead of having clear rules of
separation, the SRA seems to encompass a variety of
rules from zero to approximately 500 SEK. I suggested
that this might be a way of maintaining clear rules while
allowing for flexibility. That would mean that even in
the bureaucracy there is flexibility regarding gifts. Thus,
there are clear rules while in practice these rules are
more similar to a grey zone. Isn’t it the grey zone that
saves us from corruption? 

The grey zone is certainly not completely negotiable.
If receiving a car or anything else of great value, the
bureaucrats could hardly maintain that this is in the
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grey zone. The rules of separation thus set the approxi-
mate rule for deciding what is appropriate. It might not
be that important whether it is 100, 300 or 500 SEK.
What is important, according to Bratsis (2006), is that
the rules should not exceed for example 10000 SEK.
The rules of separation must be related to the cultural
ambience. If Swedes find acceptable gifts that are worth
around 300 SEK, the upward ceiling at the SRA should
not exceed that. But once again, it is hard to find what
people think is acceptable “in general”. The rules of 
separation are formed so as to maintain the purity of 
the public bodies while at the same time allow for 
some private influence that is deemed to be acceptable.

Many respondents’ understanding of the rules dif-
fered, which indicates that the it is more appropriate to
discuss a grey zone (or a zone of indistinction, a term
borrowed from Agamben (1998)) than rules of separa-
tion. In the seventh chapter, I exempted the modern
focus on rules and showed how project managers them-
selves “make sense” of the gifts given to them. I argued
that the public / private dichotomy was of the highest
relevancy when discussing what gifts are legitimate and
what are not. Even though Bratsis might contend that
the rules of separation be consulted and that gifts that
are within the rules of separation are considered to be
acceptable, project managers demonstrate aspects of a
far more elegant way of arguing. Instead of emphasising
the rules of separation, one might claim that there exist
rituals of separation. 

It was apparent from the empirical material that the
public / private dichotomy must be upheld. Acceptable
invitations comprise aspects of learning, networking
and so on. Lunches are framed as working lunches,
which in turn links the lunch to the public sphere (since
the public always consists of work). Even though pro-
ject managers might network during a Christmas lunch,
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or while having a dinner, it is not clear why this is not a
violation of the public / private split. What is the real
urgency of being treated to a lunch? Why should a free
lunch be legitimate? It might be assumed that work is
discussed during working lunches. But how much work
needs to be discussed during a work lunch? Is it allowed
to talk about private things, or does such conversation
fall under the category of corruption? If work is dis-
cussed all the time, is it acceptable to have a lunch for 
a higher price per person? There seems to be a zone 
of indistinction in the very public / private distinction.

Even though the contents of the work lunch are not
always obviously related to work, the working lunch
has gained legitimacy and this is also used, maybe
unconsciously, to legitimise other kinds of events. For
example, project managers state that the Christmas
lunch “feels like a work lunch”. There are also things
such as work dinner. In short, for a gift to be acceptable,
it should be related to work. Of course, the public / pri-
vate dichotomy does not only function to legitimise gifts
and invitations that the dichotomy is applied. When it
comes to rejecting gifts, project managers argue in terms
of their relatedness to public role. For example, a hock-
ey game has seemingly no relation whatsoever to the
public role of the project manager. A study visit is on the
other hand related to the public role since it contains rel-
evant information. When some project managers want
to meet suppliers under forms which might mostly be
related to the private, they act as if they had two bodies.
The example of a person who strips off his public role
to go and play golf with his friends, who also strip off
their public roles, is a ritual of separation that is highly
indicative of the tendency to give the illusion that the
public is separated from the private and that employees
have two bodies. “I neglect the fact that I’m a SRA
employee”, this project manager argues. In this case
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there are private persons who invite other private per-
sons, and what these private persons work with is not
important. “I take a day off and I assume that they do
the same”, the same project manager argues. This clear-
ly demonstrates how the public / private split is upheld.
If this ritual of separation is acceptable is another ques-
tion. Nevertheless, it seems like we all know that we
have only one body, but we nevertheless act as if we had
two bodies.

The fifth and sixth chapters depict that there is a
simultaneous reference to clear rules as flexibility in ref-
erence to those rules. The rules are both clear and not
clear at the same time, especially regarding gifts. The
seventh chapter revealed how the public / private
dichotomy as such is created by project managers who
avoid corruption. These findings may be a disappoint-
ment to the moderns who want manageriability and
predictability, since a constant creation of corruption
means that predictability is limited. Might it not be the
case that there is manageriability and predictability only
at first sight? In chapters 5, 6, and 7, I have discussed
the unfulfilled promise of the modern understanding of
corruption to render intelligible what counts as corrup-
tion. Hence, I imitated the MacIntyrean rhetorical trick
of asking where to turn when the modern understand-
ing of corruption has failed to fulfill our expectations.
MacIntyre’s answer is that we should turn to pre-
modernity rather than postmodernity – turn to Aristotle
rather than Nietzsche. 

11.2 a solution before or beyond modernity?

In the eighth chapter, I discussed the so called ancient
understanding of corruption, which is held to highlight
aspects of degeneration. Instead of focusing on the pub-
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lic / private dichotomy and rules, I related corruption to
the generation and degeneration of a personal character
related to virtues and good habits. A person should
become what she is through the exercise of virtues and
the formation of good habits. I set out to discuss what
this ideal might look like at the SRA. Project managers
see themselves as having integrity, being independent
and autonomous, being constant, taking power in the
relationship with contractors and consultants. “We
command and control and order”, Svantesson said 
(see 8.6). By not capitulating to the ideas of the other
parties, the project managers feel that they are the ones
who dictate the conditions. 

There are even some project managers who argue
that they cannot be influenced. Karlsson (see 8.6) stated
that “I am what I am”. He is in that sense not possible
to corrupt. Such self-perception is not to be taken
lightly, but it is rather considered to be a viable strategy
to fight corruption. If one views oneself to be not cor-
ruptible, one might de facto be more resistant to corrup-
tion. One project manager also expresses some kind of
mistrust towards people who are too cautious when it
comes to accepting gifts.

Fransson, project manager: “There are probably those who do not
even go to [a lunch], who cannot accept anything, zero, in the relation
with a contractor, and then you can ask yourself why they react like
that.”222

In this chapter, it was asserted that there are also,
embedded in the empirical material, comments about
reciprocity. Even though the project managers do not
feel influenced by gifts, they still say that they recipro-
cate. Does this not mean that even though they express
that they cannot be influenced, they still hold that there
is some kind of norm of reciprocity, or a spirit in the
gift, that obliges them to reciprocate? 
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What does the ancient understanding contribute with?
First, it can be seen to offer a definition of corruption
separated from the modern public / private split. We can
therefore think corruption even though we do not fully
understand the public / private dichotomy. This does not
mean that the ancient definition is completely unam-
biguous. Rather, the ancient definition at the SRA brings
up new problems related to what integrity, independ-
ence and constancy is. 

du Gay would maintain that the virtues of the the
SRA correspond to the bureaucratic ethos which is
based on the public / private dichotomy. du Gay’s under-
standing would suggest that even in the invoked ancient
definition of corruption, we cannot do away with the
public / private split. Informed by du Gay, my account of
the virtues at the SRA seems to fit into the public side of
the public / private dichotomy. In this case, what the
ancient understanding contributes with is an understand-
ing of corruption based on virtues and not on rules. This
is a welcome balance to the discussion of corruption.

Another way in which the ancient understanding of
corruption might inform the modern one is that the
ancient understanding renders corruption more difficult
to manage. In the end, it seems as if we need to trust the
individuals. The ancient understanding of corruption is
certainly an important way to conceptualise corruption,
but in this modern era, it does not seem to be enough to
count on the individuals in an organisation. The issue of
corruption seems to demand to be managed. We seem to
need clear rules. That I leave the ancient understanding
does not mean that I argue that it has played out its role.
Rather, in this era of “both-and”, my version of the
MacIntyrean question would be: Nietzsche and
Aristotle!

What MacIntyre did not discuss to a great extent in
After Virtue was the postmodern understanding of
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ethics. An attempt to take a postmodern perspective on
corruption was done in the ninth chapter. The postmod-
ern understanding of corruption was elucidated from
the starting point of Zygmunt Bauman. In the ninth
chapter, it was propounded that there is an ambiguous,
continuous world while at the same time there is a need
to uphold dichotomies and categorisations. The world
and the categorisations are the two levels that are
always at play when considering corruption from the
postmodern perspective. Corruption would here be
recognised as a failure of classifications – what cannot
be classified into the public or the private becomes cor-
rupt. In a sense, this chapter provides the grounds for
which it was so difficult to uphold the modern defini-
tion of corruption. In the fifth, sixth and seventh chap-
ter, I argued that it is difficult to say whether a transgres-
sion of the public / private dichotomy has been made.
This could be an effect of the mere failure of the mod-
ern project of classification. From the fifth, sixth and
seventh chapters, we therefore learned that there is a
need for clarity while clarity is difficult to achieve. In
this ninth chapter, the managerial handling of corrup-
tion, lost in the ancient understanding of corruption is
taken up again. Three managerial “strategies” to recon-
cile the world’s inherent ambiguity with the need for
clarity have been discussed – vagueness, non-cognisance
and removal. Vagueness was explained as a means of
converting the clear rules into a zone of indistinction. It
thus becomes unclear when breaches have been made
and people are saved from corruption by the grey zone.
A second strategy entails that upper management stays
non-cognisant of any possible wrongdoing in the organ-
isation. This might create a situation where there are
clarity regarding what counts as corruption, while
nobody knows if there is in fact any corruption. The
third strategy centres upon the issue of accusations iden-
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tified in the survey of newspaper articles in the first
chapter. When some people are accused of corruption in
an organisation, it is the individuals in the first place
who are considered to be corrupt, not the organisation.
The issue of corruption is reduced, thus, to saving the
organisation by sacrificing employees. 

The postmodern understanding contributed to
understanding why it is difficult to separate into the
public and the private. However, if corruption is a trans-
gression of the public / private split, a question of disor-
der, why does it provoke us so much? And also, why is
corruption centred on the public / private dichotomy?
These questions remained to be investigated in the tenth
chapter. 

11.3 the final piece 
– back to the enlightenment

In the tenth chapter, I presented a psychoanalytic per-
spective on corruption. The reason for this was partly
the finding that people are so indigned with corruption,
almost equating it to child pornography and waging a
war against it (see chapter 1). Might the psychoanalytic
perspective help us understand the “evil” of corruption?
The psychoanalytic view of corruption correlates with
the postmodern understanding that the public / private
dichotomy is doomed to fail, while it aims at going
beyond ambiguity of the world as the cause of corrup-
tion. Here, the Lacanian notion of trauma was invoked
to argue that any manner of describing society (e.g. with
the public / private split) inevitably fails. The trauma
which manifests itself as the impossibility of separating
society into the public and the private is the cause of
corruption. Corruption is, in fact, the return of the
repressed trauma. In this chapter, I drew on
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Kantorowicz and Bratsis who argue that the separation
into the public and the private is considered to be a con-
sequence of the rise of the state, the money economy
and the rising power of the bourgeoisie. What is impor-
tant in this perspective is that corruption is an inherent
element in the world order. Corruption is the contradic-
tory element (that which negates the public / private
split) which needs to be inherent in the symbolisation of
society. Therefore, any war against corruption is
doomed to fail; corruption cannot be eradicated. In this
chapter I also uncover the notion of corruption as a
sinthome, as something both vested with meaning and
enjoyment. The aspect related to meaning is that cor-
ruption is just a symptom of the unviability of symbolis-
ing society into the public and the private (the returning
trauma). The aspect of enjoyment, contained in the
sinthome, is shown in the definitions of corruption
where some stolen enjoyment is added to the symbolic
part (that which relates to the public / private
dichotomy). The corrupt are greedy, self-interested, they
break rules, act in secrecy, drink alcohol – all the things
that we, the non-corrupt, want to do. In Lacan’s
thought, we are as speaking beings deprived of enjoy-
ment. Could it be this stolen enjoyment which is the
indignant part of corruption? Jouissance, or stolen
enjoyment, also explains why corruption is evil and
external – or in other words, that we are always
deprived of corruption. 

11.4 gifts to academia

Instead of discussing contributions I have decided that I
will discuss the gifts that I have made to academia. It is
up to the recipients of the gifts to decide whether the gift
should be interpreted as present, poison or both (see 6.3). 
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In this thesis I have primarily focused on the modern
definition of corruption. A first gift I have made is to
discuss why and how the mainstream research on cor-
ruption is modern. Based on the widespread way of stat-
ing that the definition of corruption that is most often
used is modern, I have analysed corruption literature
with the help of theorists of modernity. Now, that cor-
ruption is a violation of the public / private dichotomy
which might be stifled by managerial efforts with rules
is seldom articulated although it is often presupposed.
My gift is thus not related to making theoretical
advancements, but rather to dig into the ground and to
unravel the hidden premises of corruption research. By
doing this, the thesis might be said to follow the enlight-
enment tradition. I argue that relating corruption to
modernity, we might better understand the cultural and
historical background of the concept of corruption. By
relating corruption to three different births of moderni-
ty, the eleventh century (the two bodies doctrine,
Kantorowicz), the seventeenth (ethical rules, MacIntyre)
and the twentieth (bureaucracy, Weber), I hold that the
cultural backdrop of corruption might be understood.

A second gift is to open up the black box of the
everyday talk about corruption and to show with the
empirical material how the public / private dichotomy is
discussed and negotiated. Instead of only discussing cor-
ruption generally, in this thesis I show in detail how
respondents argue about corruption and bribery. In
doing this, I have identified personal strategies for locat-
ing practices within the public or the private categories
which are interesting per se (chapter 7). I have also dis-
cussed how project managers separate between the gift
and the bribe. The examples, I hold, are a necessary
means to understand how corruption manifests itself. It
is also in these examples where it is shown that the pub-
lic / private dichotomy is ambiguous. Therefore, any def-
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initions of corruption built upon this dichotomy will
also be unclear. The examples provided might be given
to the anthropological literature on corruption, as it
explores how corruption is lived and constructed on an
everyday basis (Haller and Shore 2005).

Relating to the public / private dichotomy, a third gift
may be identified. There has been a significant amount
of confusion regarding what public and private means.
I have advanced an understanding of the public / private
which is not limited to the public sector. Although this
may appear self-evident, many still regard the
public / private dichotomy in the definition of corrup-
tion to relate to the public and private sector. When I
include the private sector as an arena for corruption,
relating public interests to the interest of the employer, I
also follow the unarticulated tendency in society to
ascribe increasing importance to private capital. This
movement is recognisable in the evolution of Swedish
bribery law (see 1.2). Until 1979, corruption in Sweden
only encompassed the public sector, and a law against
corruption was seen as a way to protect state property.
Now, corruption not only protects state property but
also private capital, which may be a sign of the rising
importance of businesses vis-à-vis states. This increasing
significance also creates a need for corporations to 
stay clear from corruption. An important issue to inves-
tigate is how corruption manifests itself in private sector
organisations.

A fourth gift is the discussion about the ancient
understanding of corruption. Even though some hold
that corruption in ancient times was a broader concept,
I argued that this broad ancient notion still can be trans-
lated to the English word ‘corruption’. There is a risk of
falling into the Orientalism / Occidentalism trap (see
chapter 6), which can here be denominated Moder-
nism /Ancientism, namely that the ancient and the mod-
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ern world are polarised. There were notions of public
trust an ancient times, and there were words for bribes,
still there is a difference from modern times where the
word ‘corruption’ has increasingly acquired the mean-
ing of a transgression of the public / private distinction.
Instead of only centring on corruption as degeneration I
sketched an understanding of generation and corruption
as a process, based on the classical tradition of the
virtues. In this way, I presented a complementary view
of corruption which balances the modern understanding
of corruption. As MacIntyre invoked virtues to enhance
the tradition of moral philosophy, I discussed virtues to
get the “other side” of the debate on corruption. I hold
that this aspect should not be neglected neither in aca-
demia nor outside of it. 

A fifth gift is the attempt to develop a postmodern
understanding of corruption. Such an understanding
states that corruption is not morally evil but a problem
of order and classification. For this purpose, I drew on
Bauman’s work. This theoretical advancement was nec-
essary to fully understand the empirical material. The
moderns need to classify but they are doomed to fail due
to the fundamental ambiguity of the world. The mod-
erns need to find a way to combine the clarity with
ambiguity. I identified three ways of doing this. 

The sixth gift would be to complement Bratsis’
Marxist account of corruption by taking his project one
step further. He bases his understanding of corruption
on Lacan, Žižek and Marx, but still does not identify
corruption with the sinthome. I analysed corruption as
sinthome to argue that corruption is a concept which is
filled with our desires. This gift also consists of an
explanation why corruption is always found “else-
where” – corruption, as well as enjoyment, is something
that we are “here” deprived of. Furthermore, I highlight
how all the modern definitions of corruption is of the
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same form consisting of a symbolic part and a part relat-
ed to enjoyment (C = p /– p + J). This gift is also in the very
enlightenment tradition where the secret desires of
researchers on corruption is revealed. 

A seventh gift is the clarification of the bureaucracy
concept. The bureaucracy is described as consisting of
clear rules and predictability while I have argued that it
combines clear rules with zones of indistinction. The
main achievement of the bureaucracy might be that it is
successful in combining clarity with ambiguity, clear
rules with grey zones. And it is the zones of indistinction
that save that bureaucracy, and us, from corruption. 

The eighth gift is that the study is done in the
Swedish context. I believe that corruption can be stud-
ied also in the Swedish context with interesting results.
Also, for people not from Sweden, this study might be
useful for getting a glimpse into perspectives on corrup-
tion from Sweden. 

Now, it is time to reflect on the significance of this
study to practitioners. Can anything be learned from a
study such as this? 

11.5 gifts to practitioners

A question that any researcher might ask oneself is the
practical relevance of one’s work. Even though this the-
sis is a scientific dissertation of a problematising charac-
ter, can it nevertheless be used outside academia? In this
section, I discuss how the thesis possibly might serve as
a source of inspiration for practitioners. 

In the modern understanding of corruption, I argued
that there is a tendency towards believing in clear rules
for fighting corruption. This is something that could be
reflected upon. Even though the grey zone is sometimes
discussed with despair – “we don’t know how to act, it’s
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a grey zone” – practitioners ought to reflect upon
whether it is so bad to have a grey zone. There is cer-
tainly a risk of moving in the grey zone, but there might
be even more problems with clear rules. What happens
if an employee minimally breaches the rule? Will such a
wrongdoing be overlooked? Or will there be retaliation
against such a borderline case? Also, the director-gener-
al of the SRA stated that if ethics is about following
rules, there is a need for an extensive set of rules, and
anything not written in the rules is acceptable. Here,
there are two problems. First, the employees might be
reduced to robots merely following rules. This might
not be positive for aspects of work requiring creativity
and thinking. Second, as ten Bos argued (in section 4.5)
drawing on Wittgenstein, it is not philosophically simple
to follow a rule. There are always interpretations to a
rule, so any dream of clear rules is difficult to achieve.
A first issue to consider, both for managers who try to
solve the problem of corruption in their organisation
and other practitioners who need to think about corrup-
tion, is thus the issue of clarity and vagueness. One
should remember that vagueness does not mean that
“anything goes”. One could easily state some things
that are strictly forbidden, such as being invited 
totrips. The most fundamental question is thus: what 
do we want? A clear line or a zone of indistinction? 

Related to the issue of rules comes the other side of
the coin in the ethical debate, namely the virtues. To not
risk that the discussion about corruption only boils
down to rules, practitioners could discuss which virtues
apply at their workplace. This might give an alternative
perspective of corruption related issues. Mapping out
which character traits are considered to be laudable, one
might understand the ideal character(s) of the work-
place (there might be many). By focusing on exercising
the virtues and good habits, one might think about cor-
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ruption in a different way. “Maybe a coffee is not equal
to corruption, but it might strengthen my character to
not accept this coffee, ” one might argue. Relating to the
discussion about ten Bos in the preceding paragraph,
one might clarify and state that the virtues could be seen
as the attitude that is adopted towards the rules. The
rules and the virtues might be the two sides of the coin,
there might be a need for both. In these times of rule-
based moralities, it could be an interesting topic for
practitioners to bring up a discussion about the virtues. 

As a practitioner, one might also find the public / pri-
vate dichotomy useful although one ought to be cautious
in relation to this problematic dichotomy. There are cer-
tainly ways of legitimising lunches, dinners, study visits,
or many other things with arguing that they belong to
your public body. However, the other side of the coin is
that it is also easy to criticise the action on the same
basis. One might argue that under the denomination of
a study trip or a conference, the employee was invited to
alcohol, food and other delicacies. Therefore, a good
thing might be to reflect upon the things that you leave
without reflection (including things that “of course are
not corruption”). The aim is to get beyond the “wall of
obviousness” that limits thinking (Gustafsson 1994).
Instead of suffering from the consequences afterwards,
one might think it through before even though this is
certainly difficult. Moreover, as has been noted in the
thesis, there is no way of completely excluding all the
private from one’s public (angelic) body, but still one can
be aware of one’s public / private mix and be able to
defend it. Therefore, there is a need to think through the
public and the private parts of an invitation. This analy-
sis is not aimed at giving a clear yes or no. Rather, the
public / private dichotomy might be good to “think
with” when analysing gifts and invitations in order 
to be aware of the public / private mix of invitations.
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Also, one should not forget that even though managers
can encourage discussions in the organisation to create
a common ground of ethics, one can never ensure that
all share these ethics. For example, at the SRA, it was
obvious that there were some people who thought that
the issue of corruption was exaggerated while others
considered it to be of utmost importance that no gifts
should be received at all. Therefore, it is not easy to just
do as everybody else, since there might be many differ-
ent attitudes towards the issue. Adopting a posture with
regard to corruption is also to make an identification
with some people in the organisation and not with oth-
ers. How this identification is made should be some-
thing that ought to be considered. Who do I identify
with when adopting this posture?

Another idea that might be used by practitioners is
the spirit of the bribe and the idea of the obligations to
reciprocate (see also Lennerfors 2006b, chapter 12).
When receiving a gift, one could think about reciproci-
ties. Do I need to reciprocate? In that case, it would be
useful with a company policy that allows for inviting
back. Also, one might consider whether one feels guilty
if having a lunch without reciprocating. In that case, it
might be better to abstain from it. When thinking about
the spirit of the bribe, you should also not forget the old
Greek saying “know thyself”. 

For suppliers these recommendations should be read
from the other side. A respondent at the SRA told me
that suppliers should not tempt the purchaser too much.
The rules of separation, if there are any, ought to be fol-
lowed. Otherwise, one should see to it that one is in the
zone of indistinction. Also, one could think about the
public / private dichotomy and find one’s own balance
between the public and the private. What gifts fit which
customer groups? How can one do market segmenta-
tion? Some people that I have interviewed who deal
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with public (sector) organisation state that their invita-
tions are often declined with the jocund comment that
“public sector officials don’t take bribes”. This might be
a reason for not inviting, but it could also be seen as a
possibility for designing new acceptable ways of inviting
and giving. A respondent at the SRA said that he was
offered a pepper cookie house with drawings on how to
build it from a consulting firm. This gift was accepted.
It was in the zone of indistinction and had a clear rela-
tion to the public relation between the consultant and
the project manager even though it was not directly
related to work. Maybe what is needed is some thought-
ful consideration about what could be given to different
customer groups. Maybe what is needed is some cus-
tomisation.

Finally, addressing the man on the street, this thesis
highlights the vicissitudes of corruption. Corruption is
not a simple phenomenon. One should therefore always
think when reading about corruption. One should
always reflect upon why we are reading exactly this
story about corruption. Who is provoked? Where is the
stolen enjoyment? Might there be any political agenda
behind the corruption accusations?

These are but some preliminary thoughts about how
this thesis, which is primarily directed towards re-
searchers, might be used to stimulate thinking outside
academia. These gifts that I have discussed in the last
subsections should not be limiting the thoughts neither
of researchers nor of practitioners. The gifts that I have
presented might be discussed (are they presents and/ or
poison?), but the thesis should be considered as a tool.
Use it in any way you please, as a source of inspiration,
as a basis for discussion, to develop a new ethical code
of conduct, for bricklaying or any other practical use.
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11.6 self-critique and prospects for
understanding corruption better

How might this study have been done differently? To in-
vestigate something exploratively is a fruitful but lengthy
and sometimes tiresome task. There is no field that you
really belong to and no theoretical presuppositions that
you might just opt for. This study has thus attempted 
to look beyond strict separations between different fields
of research and tried to focus on corruption as such. 

One aspect that could have been done differently is
that of focusing on a private company. There are very
many studies concerned with corruption in the public
sector. This is, however, an interesting path for future
research (Argandoña 2004). Why should more studies
be done in the private sector? First of all, we have not
much knowledge about what kind of gifts and invita-
tions are accepted, nor how people argue in terms of
corruption. At the SRA, a main principle was that the
employer is the taxpayer and therefore it is important to
have a strict moral behaviour. What are the arguments
for acting correctly in the private sector? The second
aspect for which private sector studies should be done is
because of the liberalist focus on corruption research.
Many authors assume that if you limit the size of the
state, corruption will also decrease (see Haller and
Shore 2005), even though Sweden might be a counterex-
ample to this claim. Corruption has been argued to be
studied only in the areas considered to be different from
the predominant view of economic organisation, i.e.
non-western economies, post-communist states, and
also state bureaucracies in capitalist economies. The
state is the antipode of the market, and too much
research has been focused on highlighting corruption in
public sector, while the private sector seems void of cor-
ruption. This is an unfortunate error. 
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Another methodological aspect in which the study
might have been done differently is that I would like to
have done an ethnographic study. The positive aspects
of such a study are many since you get closer into the
lives of the subjects you study. They might have told me
more about corruption and about how the culture of
gifts, invitations and gratuities really works. Thereby,
one might also gain more insight into the boundary-set-
tings in the question of corruption. My empirical mate-
rial comes mainly from interviews and this has some
limitations. It would also have been interesting to see
how gifts are received, what expression there is on the
faces of the receivers, how they feel when they have to
return gifts, how they feel if they receive no gifts while
others do, and so on. To reach such an understanding
would have required a constant presence both physi-
cally and mentally at the premises of the SRA. The con-
sequences of an ethnographic study are possibly very in-
teresting, while it would have been time-consuming and
might have left less space for understanding what has
been said about corruption in the secondary literature.

Another path for future research is to do many stud-
ies in different kinds of organisations and compare and
contrast them to each other. For example, it has been
established that very often lunches are regarded as legit-
imate. It would also be interesting to see what things are
considered to be acceptable in other organisations. Are
there similarities between different organisations in the
public sector? And how are the manifestations of cor-
ruption in the private sector? It has been noted in this
study that state employees argue that they have to main-
tain a higher integrity than the employees working in
the private sector. It would be very interesting to investi-
gate into how private sector employees argue about the
difference between public and private sectors. Instead of
speculating, it would be highly interesting to do more
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empirical studies on the subject. 

11.7 the ethics of studying 
corruption in sweden

In the first chapter, there was a map depicting percep-
tions of corruption in the world. At this point, near the
end of the thesis, it is time to revisit Sweden’s reputation
of being almost void of corruption. Throughout the the-
sis, I have repeatedly argued that Sweden, albeit its rep-
utation, is a country where corruption can be studied.
However, this claim should nevertheless be scrutinised.
This thesis is clearly related to ethics, so one might have
to ask oneself about the ethical status of this thesis itself.
Is corruption something that should be studied in
Sweden? Is corruption something that should be studied
at the SRA?

During my interviews I have noticed that corruption
is an important topic at the SRA, but that there are even
more important ethical issues. An issue that is seeming-
ly more salient is the issue of traffic safety. Instead of
discussing coffee and lunches, should a study have been
done about how SRA might improve traffic safety? Or,
following the discussions about the corruption (in the
broad sense) of the environment, was it not more urgent
to discuss how the environmental trend impacts on the
SRA? The defence against these questions is that the
SRA, even though it occupies a significant part of my
thesis, is but an illustration of the phenomenon of cor-
ruption. The point has therefore not been to discuss the
SRA, but to discuss corruption using the SRA as an
example. In this case, one could ask oneself, if I wanted
to study corruption, why did I not study some organisa-
tion that is obviously corrupt? By doing this, I could
have contributed with research where the problems of
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corruption are rather than a study about an organisa-
tion where a main issue seems to be whether a lunch is
acceptable or not. The only defence against this is that I
found it interesting to study corruption where it is seem-
ingly not a problem. I wanted to discuss the corruption
in the zone between good and evil, in the zone where no
clear judgments might be made. Thereby, I believe that
the study is relevant since it does not fall into the imme-
diate trap of moralisations. Instead of condemning cor-
ruption, I argue that there are vicissitudes of corruption.
Corruption exists in various manifestations, corruption
is slippery, corruption is difficult to grasp. 

Does this not sound terribly unethical? I have during
the thesis discussed that the issue of corruption is exag-
gerated, while all over the world, there are reports about
corrupt governments who intentionally enrich them-
selves at the expense of the poor. The only way to
defend myself against such allegations is that the thesis
is written in the Swedish context. Even though it is
sometimes difficult to decide if a certain action is cor-
rupt or not, it is not always difficult to recognise corrup-
tion. Therefore, one should not level an employee
receiving a box of chocolates with an employee receiv-
ing 100 million dollars. Just because the public / private
dichotomy seems untenable in some cases, it is not
always untenable. The extremes of the spectrum are
usually clear cut cases of pristine behaviour and corrup-
tion respectively, but in the thesis I wanted to point out
the rather wide zone of indistinction at the heart of the
public / private split. I therefore do not want to offend
corruption fighters. Corruption needs to be fought, but
with some moderation. Since Sweden ranks as a low
corruption country, the thesis might have presented
some unusual examples related to corruption; some
examples where the fear of corruption might have
turned into paranoia. This is indeed a sign that Sweden
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is a country that is important to study vis-à-vis corrup-
tion. It seems that the idea of corruption, or the fear
against corruption thrives within the Swedish organisa-
tions. This might be a way of questioning the TI CPI.
Might it be the case that thoughts about corruption
occupy an even greater share of people’s lives in Sweden
than in Chad? 

To sum up, there are no clear answers why this
study has been made. It might have been more urgent to
do a study about corruption in foreign aid, but for the
sake of scientific novelty and personal interest I have in
this thesis not focused on the most problematic areas in
the world. This thesis should more be thought as a way
to conceptualise and throw light on corruption where it
seemingly does not exist. 

11.8 revisiting swedish media 
coverage on corruption

To sketch how the conception of corruption that has
been developed during the course of this thesis might be
relevant even to other cases than the SRA, one may
revisit the empirical cases that were described in the 
survey of newspaper articles in the first chapter (see 1.1).

The first case that was brought up was the
Hedemora Bilprovningen case which consisted of
employees who had allegedly accepted bribes in the
form of chocolate and spirits. When describing that
case, it was suggested that there was a bifurcated mean-
ing of corruption. First of all, the actions were con-
demnable since it is wrong to be dependent on a cus-
tomer. The gifts were held to create an obligation to
reciprocate (see chapter 6). Also, the virtues of integrity,
autonomy and independence were seemingly not exer-
cised. However, one might wonder whether the employ-
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ees were independent had they not received the gifts.
Might it not be that independence is not the real ques-
tion but rather that employees must seem independent –
gifts are a risk to this independence and must therefore
not be received. Second, the ethical rules of the organi-
sations were breached. According to the head of the
Bilprovningen, there were such rules put in place and
these were breached by the employees. These rules of
separation tell us what is corrupt and what is not. The
notion of being dependent on a customer is so vague
that there might be a need to make it clearer by means
of rules of separation. However, were the rules clear?
Was it really explicitly stated that it was wrong to accept
chocolate and spirits? Or were the rules in practice con-
verted into a zone of indistinction? The aspect of enjoy-
ment comes forth in this case since the gifts that were
received were chocolate, beer and spirits. All these prod-
ucts might be considered to lead to physical pleasure.
Since the public role must not enjoy, these gifts were
condemned. What if the employees had received tools or
rags instead, would there have been any scandal? 

What can be said about the Reptiva case? Here the
doctor received a sum of 1,5 – 2,4 million SEK to do a
study. This was wrong because there was no contract
between the pharmaceutical company and the county
council (the doctor’s principal) which violated the rules
of separation of Läkemedelsindustriföreningen (The
Swedish Association of the Pharmaceutical Industry,
LIF). These rules of separation also capture the idea of
no private influence into the public sphere. The princi-
pal of the doctor should decide whether this deal is for
the common good. By doing this there is only public
gain and seemingly no private gain. Once again, the
most important aspect is to maintain the idea of an
uncorrupted social body. Another reason for the outrage
was that the compensation that the doctor received
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seemed too high. There is thus always a need to keep the
compensation levels at a level acceptable to the people;
otherwise there is risk for scandal. It may never be clear
that the purity of the public body is compromised. As
was commented on in the SRA study – if everybody
believes that a lunch is acceptable, a coffee may be
accepted without any concerns. A lunch might also be
accepted, or a dinner. The main point is that the gifts
should be in the zone of indistinction. There is no need
to strictly follow the stipulated rules, but no major over-
stepping will be acceptable. But, once again, it is not
clear what people find acceptable. Therefore, one might
blame the doctor for not considering the common opin-
ion of his environment. Or, relating to accusations,
maybe he was acting according to the common 
standard, but that he had bad luck in being scrutinised.

The definition of a bribe is based upon the opinions
of many different people and this contributes to the
ambiguity (see 1.1.2). In theory, one might state that
there is a need for an agreement for bribery to exist.
However, in practice, it is difficult to define what a bribe
is. Anything that inserts personal benefit into the public
sphere is considered to be corrupt when we think of the
idea of corruption as transgressions between the private
and the public sphere. This would make coffee corrupt
or a glass of water, since due to their public role,
employees benefit privately. Since this often is not prac-
tically possible, we have to uphold a seeming purity by
means of rules of separation that indicate that gifts of a
certain type do not introduce any private component
into the public sphere. But, when classifying into gift
and bribe, ambiguity is created. Therefore, the clarity of
the rules of separation is converted into ambiguity and
indistinction. The grey zone – the zone of indistinction
– exists because we cannot live our lives without being
corrupt (if one sees corruption as the complete exclusion
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of the private from the public). According to such defi-
nition all things, even “ordinary sales activities, cus-
tomer care, or PR-actions”, as Hedvall (2006) puts it,
are corrupt. The difference between customer events
and illegitimate renumerations is a consequence of us
wanting to uphold the purity of the public while at the
same time allowing for (some) corruption. Even though
we complain about the fuzziness of the Swedish bribery
law (Institutet mot mutor 2006), maybe we want and
need that fuzziness. We do not want the Anti-
Corruption Institute to write (see 1.1.2):

Remember that: 
When you want to show hospitality, it is bribery! 
When you want to be generous, it is bribery! 
When you want to be nice, it is bribery! 
When you offer a study trip or PR trip, it is bribery! 
When you are merchandising, it is corruptive marketing! 

And that: 
When you let yourself be invited, it is a bribe! 
When you take a gift or prize, it is a bribe!
When you get an advantageous loan or discount, it is a bribe! 
When you let a supplier do work for you privately, it is a bribe! 
When you accept a trip, it is a bribe! 

And that: 
If you don’t say no, or timely reject a benefit, it is bribery!

There is a need to maintain the zone of indistinction,
just to stay out of corruption. 

In relation to the Mamma Mia case (see 1.1.2), the
heads of TeliaSonera asked themselves why they were
subjected to critique when everybody else engages in
this practice. Did somebody have an interest in accusing
TeliaSonera for corruption? 

A necessary component to bring up in the corruption
imbroglio is that accusations play an important role
when discovering cases of corruption. If it is really the
case that events such as the Mamma Mia show are
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acceptable in the business community, the issue of accu-
sations becomes even more enhanced. The accusation of
corruption is not only harmful to the brand of the com-
pany but more so it harms individuals. Ilmar Reepalu
knows this well (see 1.1.3). In the context of Reepalu,
the argument of Grant and Jansson is of interest. They
argue that the Anti-Corruption Institute is an active lob-
byist with a predilection to criticise social democratic
politicians (such as Reepalu) (Grant and Jansson 2005).
Might it also be due to liberalist tendencies that
Systembolaget, being a monopoly, was punished? Is cor-
ruption just, as often in ancient Greece (Taylor 2001a;
2001b), a charge which is added on top of other charges? 

At present, the most interesting aspect with the
Reepalu case is his references to public and private roles
(see 1.1.4). The trip was a private gift between private
persons. Ilmar Reepalu thus acts as if he had two bod-
ies, and that since the gift is between private bodies, the
purity of the public body is upheld. Reepalu may have
admitted, if I interviewed him, that he has only one
body but nevertheless he talks (when not thinking about
it) and acts as if he had two. This is the essence of the
modern understanding of corruption in relation with
upholding the purity of the public role with rituals of
separation. Ilmar Reepalu vaguely resembles one of the
project managers at the SRA who takes a day off, and
takes off his public role to go and play golf with his
friends (who also has public roles, related to his public
role). By having developed the notion of corruption
related to the two bodies doctrine (see chapter 10), we
might understand the Ilmar Reepalu case differently and
really see that what is at stake in it is more than a ques-
tion about a trip – it is a question of modern human
existence. 

When turning to managerial responsibility (see
1.1.5). first of all, we again see the predilection for rules.
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If we were to rely on the notion of corruption, we would
perhaps be forced to characterise all that we do as cor-
rupt. The rules of separation help us to distinguish what
should be labelled corrupt and what not. Under the
heading of managerial responsibility, one may also
understand why the managerial level many times stays
clean from the charges of corruption. When employees
are brought into justice with charges of corruption, they
are the ones who have breached the rules of separation
and they should thus be prosecuted. The organisation as
such exists in an ideal world, as Kaulingfreks and ten
Bos would hold. It is never stained by the corrupt indi-
viduals who constitute it. Upper management might be
too often considered as the soul of the organisation –
something which can never be corrupt. Might it be the
case that the managerial level remains the ideal, pure
sphere, where no corruption can touch them? Is it that
what is at stake? Here we should not forget the 
managerial strategies identified in chapter 9 which fur-
ther strengthens the view of upper management as
incorruptible. 

Finally, we have come to the issue of exaggerated
corruption (see 1.1.6). As the study has suggested, there
is specifically much corruption to be found if one
defines corruption as any transgression between the
public and the private. In this sense, one could question
with a inquiring voice “but, coffee, is that also corrup-
tion?”. However, when one uses the notion of corrup-
tion as a transgression between public and private
spheres, we should not be surprised to find that every-
thing we do is corrupt. Maybe everything that we see as
PR-activities, customer care, and businessmindedness is
corrupt. It might be the case that we are now re-evalu-
ating what could be seen as corrupt, but to expand cor-
ruption into any transgression of public and private is
not clever. This would ruin our distinction of activities
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into corrupt and not corrupt and thus make us lose hope
in our pure understanding of the public. However,
before ending this thesis, there is a need to return to the
war on corruption.

11.9 the global war on corruption

This thesis started with a description of the war on cor-
ruption and what would be a better way to end it than
to return to this war? Can any new understanding of the
war on corruption be given? 

In the first chapter, it was stated that corruption
leads to social and economic stagnation, hopelessness
and inaction, poverty, death and terrorism. There is a
widespread, global mobilisation against corruption with
new regulations, conventions and measurements. And
most importantly, the debate about corruption seems to
be omnipresent. Can we by means of this thesis prob-
lematise the war on corruption? 

It may be argued that the war on corruption embod-
ies a hope for clear separations between the public and
the private. There should be no people who use their
public office for private gain. There should be no people
enriching themselves on the expense of others. The pub-
lic and the private are different spheres of modern social
existence and they should not be confused at any cost.
In the thesis I have argued that a complete separation
between the public and the private is most probably not
possible. They might be separated to some extent but
not completely. Instead of completely trying to exclude
the private from the public sphere, what could be more
reasonable to strive for is a suitable mix of the public
and the private. Organisations can never be void of 
private influences. Therefore a complete banning of the
private from the public should not be striven for.
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Could it be possible that the warmongerers are not
aware of the impossibility of the public / private dichoto-
my? In that case, the people warring against corruption
run the risk of destroying the balance of the public / pri-
vate dichotomy upon which our society is built. There is
inevitably a coexistence of the private and the public. To
try to combat this very coexistence will lead to a
destruction of society as we know it. One can strive for
moving closer to the public ideal, but to reach the ideal
is impossible. 

There might not be a great need to worry about the
integrity of our society. Since the statistics on corruption
(e.g. TI CPI) show that there a greater need to fight cor-
ruption far away from the West, our public / private mix
in the West might not be compromised. Also, even
though corruption is fought in the West, it might only be
by means of rules and rituals of separation. These rules
and rituals provide us with the view of a society without
corruption and that is maybe what we strive for. The
rules and rituals also do not compromise the problemat-
ic nature of our public, angelic bodies. This way of
fighting corruption gives us the possibility to combine
the ideal with the vicissitudes of corruption. If the latter
interpretation is correct, that our fight against corrup-
tion is moderated and not a fanatic war, maybe we
should not be afraid of this war on corruption. It might
be a continuation of our attempts to fight corruption
but only up to a certain level. If there are any cases of
corruption that arise, we conceive of them as exceptions
and thus we maintain the notion of a sound social sys-
tem. By creating the exceptions and dealing with them,
we uphold the purity of the social body. We, the West-
erners, have during a great deal of time been able to suc-
cessfully uphold the appearance of a separation between
the public and the private. We have during a long time
presented corruption as a disease on the social body and
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not as an inherent component of it. We have during a
long time separated ourselves from the rest arguing that
while Western corruption consists of cases of exception,
corruption in the rest of the world is endemic and sys-
temic. Will we be able to continue that way?
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222. Fransson: “Det finns säkert människor som inte ens går på 
det, som inte ens kan tänka sig någonting, noll, i relation med en
entreprenör och då kan man ju fråga sig varför de reagerar så.” 
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In a time when corruption is receiving increasing
media coverage and when many claim to wage 
a war on corruption, this book brings up the 
need for a problematisation and an increased
understanding of the different manifestations 
– the vicissitudes – of corruption. Advancing 
the claim that corruption is tightly related 
to modernity and exploring possible ancient, 
postmodern and psychoanalytic critiques of 
the modern understanding of corruption, the 
book throws light on different ways in which 
corruption can be thought.

These different understandings of corruption 
are used to analyse primarily bribery in Swedish
public sector procurement. In interviews, project
managers responsible for public procurement give
their account not only of bribes and gifts, but 
also about partiality and objectivity in supplier
evaluations. Using these interviews and theoretical
perspectives, the book problematises corruption
and investigates how it is addressed and exter-
nalised with clear rules, virtues and rituals 
separating the public role from the private.
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